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Aragon's new Aurum preamplifier is currently back ordered.
Why? Because if you want a preamplifier with the qualities listed
above you must spend over $6,000. The Aurum is only $1750.
So although you may wait for your Aurum, you can purchase
over half a pound of gold with the money you've saved.
•Also available in black
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The first thing you'll notice about the January
1994 Stereophile is that it is as big and as excellent
as you could ever wish amagazine to be. The
second thing you'll see is that it will be jammed
full of equipment reports and feature articles:
Robert Harley reports on silver-disc sound
courtesy of Krell Digital; Jack English auditions the MFA MC Reference preamplifier;
Corey Greenberg finds entry-level diamonds
from NHT, Ireview the cute little Headroom
headphone amplifier; and Jonathan Scull lives
with the awesome Forsell turntable.
Speaking ofJonathan Scull, we welcome this
New York-based writer to the staff with this
issue's review of the American Hybrid Tech-

nologies phono preamplifier. Ajazz aficionado,
tube lover, and vinyl nut, Jonathan recently
resigned from The Abso!ute Sound to join Stereophile's merry band, having served an 18month apprenticeship on that other title. Two
visits to his converted-loft listening room,
which he shares with his perceptive French
photographer wife Kathleen, proved to be two
of my most enjoyable listening experiences in
recent memory—partly because these were my
first opportunities to hear Stereophile's Product of 1993, the CAT SL-1 Signature preamplifier; more importantly, Ihave rarely heard
asystem so carefully and exquisitely set up.
—John Atkinson.
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flow there's an 1111T loudspeaker in everghody srange.

There is no single perfect loudspeaker for
every use — there are several. We know,
because we make them. From NHT's highly
acclaimed SuperZero two-way speaker, to the
revolutionary new Model 3.3, the ultimate
expression of our Focused Image Geometry
technology.

USE

YOH

These two products represent merely the
extremes of NHT's innovative new product
family. We now have the ideal speakers for
every space, and every budget. Each is based
on our philosophy of making something great.
or not making it at all. And isn't that
something everybody wants to hear?

HE111.

Now Near Ths. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. 8enicia. CA 94510
FOG the NH1 cealer nee-est you: (U.S./ cab 1-800.NHT-9993 (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., Z514) 631-6448
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here is atendency in magazine publishing to concentrate on the present. Writers generally downplay
what happened in the irretrievable past as
being of lesser importance compared with
the new and exciting, their enthusiasm pretty
much tied to the ever-in-motion time-line.
Iinstituted Stereophile's annual "Products of
the Year" feature, therefore, to give recognition to those components that had proved
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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capable of giving pleasure beyond the formal review period. To confound confusion,
there are just five individual categories:
"Loudspeakers" (including subwoofers);
"Amplification Components" (preamplifiers,
power amplifiers, etc.); "Digital Sources"
(CD players, transports, DIA processors);
"Analog Sources" (phono cartridges, turntables, tonearms, FM tuners, etc.); and
"Accessories" (everything else).

WorldRadioHistory
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Your ears have an amazing memory, which is why you
seek aloudspeaker that's as unforgettable as live music.
Had natire intended sounds to travel only forward,
acoustics would be asimple science.
Unlike conventional speakers, Mirage's M-si Series
Bipolar loudspeakers set the music free
over afull 360 degrees.
It's only natural.
Because what defines the sound of music iS as much
the physical space surrounding them as the instruments
tb,emselves. In reproduchg music, aloudspeaker must
place you, the audience, in that space.
Mirage's Bipolar speakers do just that.
But before you audition the Mil Series at your
Mirage dealer, take in alive concert or two.
Then 'iou can experiEnce for yoursel just how
unforgettably life-like the M-si's really are.

11.111.01=11167-

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS
See the music."'
3641 McNicoll Amu, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MI XI G5 416-321-1800
WorldRadioHistory
—1992 Audi(
Products International, Corp.

FAX 416-321-1500

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
The two most important categories are
Acarian Alón N ($3400/pair; reviewed
self-explanatory: the "Component of the
by Robert Deutsch, Vol.16 No.2, February
Year"—the Best of the Best—and the "Budget
1993)
Component of the Year"—the Best Sound
Mirage M3si ($2800/pair; reviewed by
for the Buck. (Last year's winners were the
Guy Lemcoe, Vol.15 No.11, November
Mark Levinson No30 D/A processor and the
1992)
Spica SC-30 loudspeaker, respectively.)
Muse Model 18 active monophonic
There is also an "Editor's Choice" award,
subwoofer ($275043500; reviewed by
which Ireserve to myself to single out those
Robert Harley & Corey Greenberg, Vol.14
superb-sounding products that have proved
Nos.7, 8, & 10, July, August, & October 1991;
themselves. When acompany replaces aline
Larry Greenhill & Thomas J. Norton, Vol.16
of components less than ayear old with
Nos.3 & 5, March & May 1993)
awhole new line which, in turn, will be reSnell 500 TM( Home Theater system
placed in less than ayear, Istart to wonder
($5593/five speakers plus stands and subif it's even worth reading the promotional
woofer; reviewed by J. Gordon Holt, Vol.15
literature. When I'm asked to recommend
No.12, December 1992)
products, therefore, Ifall back on mature
Thiel CS2 2($2750/pair; reviewed by Sam
products that have proven long-term satisTellig, Vol.15 No.4, April 1992, and John
faction. To be eligible for "Editor's Choice
Atkinson, Vol.16 No.1, January 1993)
therefore, acomponent must have been conTotem Model 1($1495/pair not including
tinuously available for at least adecade.
stands; reviewed by Larry Greenhill, Vol.16
The formal voting procedure consisted
No.4, April 1993)
of two steps: First, Iasked Stereophile's hardUnity Audio Signature ($299543295/
ware reviewers each to nominate up to five
pair; reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vol.16
components in each of the seven categories.
No.5, May 1993)
To be acontender, aproduct had to have
been reported on in Stereophile between the
There were 56 loudspeakers and subNovember 1992 and October 1993 issues,
woofers eligible for "Loudspeaker of 1993."
either in afull review or in aFollow-Up.
From this intense competition, awinner
Most importantly, only those components
quickly emerged: six of the 15 writers—
for which awriter had put his opinion on the
twice as many as favored the other leading
line for public scrutiny could be nominated.
contender—gave it their three votes. In some
Ithen put together aballot form which
ways, the Thiel CS3.6 is the best loudspeaker
included all the components that had been
yet to come from designer Jim Thiel. Its dualnominated by three or more writers and/or
membrane midrange and bass units and
editors. In this manner, most of the nominees
metal-dome
tweeter are joined in musical
in most of the categories would have been
harmony with afirst-order acoustic-slope
auditioned by most of the reviewers.
crossover, which, in conjunction with the
So it proved to be. Fifteen of the magazine's
sculpted, sloped baffle, gives pretty much
reviewing staff gave three votes for their first
perfect time-domain behavior and aflat, neuchoice in each category, two votes for their
tral, superbly transparent balance. The only
second choice, and one vote for their third
drawbacks are its very low impedance, which
choice (if they had athird choice). Itallied the
demands alot from the amplifier driving it;
votes; the results you now hold in your hand.
and aslight propensity toward midbass fatness from its passive-radiator-tuned woofer,
LOUDSPEAKER OF 1993:
which will dictate more than the usual care
THIEL CS3 .6
in room placement. Robert Harley didn't
($3990/pair; reviewed by Robert Harley,
hold back in his praise, therefore, for the '3.6's
Vol.16 No.5, May 1993 1)
sound: "the cleanest and best-balanced
[treble] of any dynamic loudspeaker I've
1All back issues mentioned in this article are available for $5
auditioned ...
asuperb sense of soundstage
each plus $2 S&FI (1-5 issues), $3 S&H (6-10 issues), other
focus... the overall musical experience
than Vol.7 No.2 and Vol.8 No3, which are photocopies and
cost $10; and Vol.15 No.4, which is out of print. Contact Stewas powerful, expressive, and immensely
reophile Back Issue Department, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM
involving!'
87502, or call (800) 358-6274 for credit-card orders.
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PF2 AND MF2300

Solid-State Components Without Solid-State Sound
Too often, solid-state audio components
sound harsh, edgy, grainy, and dimensionless. This is so common among solid-state
designs that audiophiles readily identify
this unmusical sonic signature as "transistor
sound". At conrad-johnson, we have long
believed that these audible distortions are
not inherent in solid-state devices. Instead,
they are aconsequence of circuit design
and implementation. Through innovative
circuit design and the use of highest quality
parts, we have developed arange of conradjohnson solid-state products that prove the
point. They do not sound like solid-state.
They just sound like muistc.

For ril( JR. decade
..

..„

the full range

conrad-johnson esi,
gn inc.

conrad-john, i
n ,t )1d-state prockicts write, phone (Jr fax:

WorldRadioHistory

2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •phone: 703-698-8581 •fax: 703-560-5360

Thiel CS3.6 loudspeaker

For those in love with the CS3.6's (lack of)
sound but who lack the necessary pocket
depth, Thiel's less expensive CS2 2, one of
the runners-up in this category both this year
and last year, offers many of the same virtues
as its big brother, falling behind only in loudness capability, bass extension, and ultimate
transparency.

AMPLIFICATION COMPONENT
OF 1993:
CONVERGENT AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY
SL-I SIGNATURE PREAMPLIFIER
($4950; reviewed by Jack English, Vol.15
No.12, December 1992)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
AMC CVT-3030 integrated amplifier
($900; reviewed by Jack English, Vol.16 No.6,
June 1993)
Bryston 7B NRB-THX monoblock
power amplifier ($4390/pair; reviewed by
Thomas J. Norton, Vol.16 No.10, October
1993)
Jadis Defy-7 power amplifier ($6490;
reviewed by Martin Colloms, Vol.16 No.4,
April 1993)
Krell KSA-250 power amplifier (No
longer available, last priced at S6200;
reviewed by Lewis Lipnick, Robert Harley,
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

&John Atkinson, Vol.14 Nos.1 & 9, January & September 1991; and Thomas J. Norton, Vol.16 No.10, October 1993)
Sonic Frontiers SFL-1 line preamplifier
($1395; reviewed by Dick Olsher, Vol.15
No.8, August 1992, & Vol.16 No.2, February
1993)
Sonic Frontiers SFP-1 phono preamplifier ($1095; reviewed by Robert Harley,
Vol.16 Nos.9 & 10, September & October
1993)
The mighty C.AT. preamplifier typifies
all that is good about the High End: inspired
design, attention to detail, tube circuitry, and
magnificent sound. It also, perhaps, typifies
some of the problems of the High End:
limited production, limited availability, tube
circuitry, and ahigh price. But it's the sound
that matters; in Jack English's words, "stunning timbral realism. ..
superb rendition of
dynamic shadings. ..
[low] noise floor. ..
[and] the magical ability to create breathtakingly lifelike three-dimensional images!'
Summing up his 1992 review, he categorized
the SL-1 Signature as being "the finest
preamplifier available today"; enough of
Stereophile's writers agreed with him when
they heard the C.AT that it became the runaway winner in the amplification category.

JOINT DIGITAL SOURCES OF 1993:
C.
E.
C.TL ICD TRANSPORT

($4650; reviewed by Robert Harley, Vol.16
No.7, July 1993)

M ARK LEVINSON NO.3I
CD TRANSPORT
($8495; reviewed by Robert Harley, Vol.16
No.6, June 1993)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Audio Alchemy DTI ($349; reviewed by
Robert Harley, Vol.16 Nos.5 & 11, May &
November 1993)
Meridian CDR disc recorder ($6995;
reviewed by Robert Harley, Vol.15 No.11,
November 1992)
PS Audio Lambda CD transport
($1695; reviewed by Robert Harley, Vol.16
No.10, October 1993)
PS Audio UltraLink DIA processor
($1995-$2195; reviewed by Robert Harley
& Robert Deutsch, Vol.15 Nos.6 & 9, June
& September 1992; and Corey Greenberg,
Thomas J. Norton, & Robert Harley, Vol.16
Nos.1, 3, & 10, January, March, & October

WorldRadioHistory
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Over aquarter century of
B&W Loudspeakers' quest for
perfection in sound reproduction
has resulted in the definitive

VIRTUAL ACOUSTIC REALITY
.= B&W

HOME CINEMA

B&W Loudspeakers of America
PO Box 8, 54 Concord Street,
North Reading
MA 01864 008, USA.

home THX Entertainment
experience.

Tel. 508 664 2870
Fax. 508 664 4109
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1993)
Theta DS Pro Basic II D/A processor
($1995-$3195; reviewed by Corey Greenberg &J. Gordon Holt, Vol.16 Nos.1 & 6,
January &June 1993)
Ihad reorganized the voting strategy this
year to minimize the possibility of atie. Yet
in this category, the Mark Levinson and
C.E.C. transports remained continually noseto-nose as the ballots trickled back from the
writers. But with hindsight, how could it
have been any different? Though each transport sounds quite different from the other,
both stand head and shoulders above every
other silver-disc spinner in the way they
bring digital sound doser to the analog experience. The all-American Levinson has more
bass slam; the Japanese belt-drive C.E.C.,
distributed by Parasound, has agreater sense
of ease in the treble; but either one, driving
agood inexpensive processor like the Meridian 263, gives asound that is completely free
from digital grain and boasts asoundstage
that is as deep and wide as you could wish.
And partnered with astate-of-the-art processor like last year's winner, the Mark
Levinson No30, you've got yourself one fine
CD player.
Objectivists of the "bits-is-bits" persuasion, those benighted souls who feel that CD
transports have no right being any different

from each other than, say, floppy disk drives,
should reread Robert Harley's "Transport of
Delight" feature in November '93 (Vol.16
No.11, p.83). Bob's research showed that the
portion of that jitter below 20kHz or so
almost always goes right through to the DAC
chip in the processor to which the transport
is hooked up. As you might expect, the No31
and the TL 1each have very low jitter in their
output datastreanis. What is particularly significant is the difference in the spectra of their
jitter: the No.31 is lower/better in the bass,
the TL 1is lower/better in the treble—just
as you'd expect from how they sound. Exciting times in digital land—perhaps even time
for some major credit-card action!

ANALOG SOURCE OF 1993:
BASIS OVATION TURNTABLE
($4395; reviewed by Dick Olsher, Vol.16
No.7, July 1993)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Mango Well-Tempered Arm & Thrntable Modifications ($179-$279; reviewed
by Robert Harley, Vol.16 No.4, April 1993)
Naim ARO tonearm ($1695; reviewed
by Markus Sauer, Vol.16 No.6, June 1993)
SOTA Comet integrated turntable
($500 with tonearm, $650 with tonearm and
Reflex Clamp; reviewed by Guy Lemcoe,
Vol.16 No.8, August 1993)

C.E.C. TL ICD transport

Mark Levinson No.3I CD transport
13
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HE ONLY
AUDIONIDEO S
YSTEM T
HAT I
SE
ASY...

B& K COM PONENTS, LTD .
The B&K AVP2000 offers easy
to use personal memories that
allow you to access system set-ups
by touching only two buttons!
Easy to listen to! B&K has
been designing, engineering, and
building top quality audio, and
audio/video systems that reviewers
have consistently called, "Best in
their class".
Wnether you want to watch TV
and listen to the FM simulcast on the
radio, or listen to aCD and record it
to tape, you are only two buttons
away. What could be easier!
B&K's design engineering,
manufacturing and service is
located in Buffalo, N.Y.. This makes
us one easy phone call away.

Easy to understand! We gave
every preset aname, preset 1,
preset 2, etc.. But you can readily
rename them —your preset, your
name...Simulcast, Saturday Movie,
Monday Football, or Jazz Club.
What have the experts said?
"B&K's unique design philosophy
makes for agreat sounding AV
system that is easy to program and
use"... "Finally an AV system that
sounds great .....Best built, best
design, best sound, easy to use,
and Made in America".
Easy to buy! We have atrained
network of B&K dealers available to
serve you. Please call or write for
information and the name of a
dealer near you.

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD. •1-800-543-5252
In NY: (716) 656-0026 •FAX: 716-656-1291. 2100 Old Union Road, Buffalo, NY 14227-2725 USA
WorldRadioHistory

Sumiko Blue Point Special cartridge
($295; reviewed by Corey Greenberg, Vol.16
Nos.4 & 12, April & December 1993)
Symphonic-Line RG-8 cartridge
($5000; reviewed by Dick Olsher, Vol.16
No.2, February 1993)
The Well-Tempered Classic Turntable
($2225; reviewed by Amis Balgalvis, Vol.11
No3, March 1988; and Robert Harley, Vol.16
No.4, April 1993)

Basis Ovation turntable
If you don't live in New York or Los
Angeles and you've mislaid the July '93 Stereophile, which featured Guy Lerncoe's survey
of mail-order LP sources, vinyl must have
been pretty thin on the ground in 1993. Yet
Stereophile ended up reviewing more LP playback components this year than we'd ever
expected. The Basis Ovation turntable may
have got the lion's share of the writers' votes,
but the other analog nominees were close on
its heels. Nevertheless, with the Ovation
fitted with aGraham tonearm carrying the
Symphonic-Line RG-8 cartridge, Dick
Olsher got LP sound that was "sensational":
tight, punchy, and dynamic bass, abelievable soundstage, alower midrange that "was
fleshed out with [such] startling clarity. ..
that recordings projected apotent 'you
are there' feeling!' Which, of course, is why
the LP stills wins out over CD. It's ironic that,
in this tenth year of digital acceptance, LP
playback, as typified by the Basis Ovation
and the other analog nominees, has risen to

halal
(1, 3

heights undreamed of when LP was all we
had to play.

ACCESSORY OF 1993:
LEXICON CP-3 THX
SURROUND-SOUND PROCESSOR

($2995; reviewed by J. Gordon Holt, Vol.15
No.12, 1992)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Bright Star Big Rock Isolation Platform ($149-$175; reviewed by Dick Olsher,
Vol.16 No.5, May 1993)
Combak Harmonix RF-56 Tuning
Bases ($220/8; reviewed by Martin Colloms,
Vol.16 No.7, July 1993)
Ensemble ibbesox ($58/pair; reviewed
by Jack English & Dick Olsher, Vol.16 Nos.2
& 5, February & May 1993)
HAVE (Canare) DFlex Gold digital
datalink ($35/3'; reviewed by Corey Greenberg, Vol.16 No.7, July 1993)
'Umber PBJ interconnect ($62/1m pair;
reviewed by Corey Greenberg, Vol.16 No.7,
July 1993)
Koss ESP/950 electrostatic headphones
($799; reviewed by Thomas J. Norton, Vol.15
No.12, 1992)
Microscan D-8/TM-8 vibration damper
($120/pair; reviewed by Jack English &John
Atkinson, Vol.16 Nos.8 & 10, August &
October 1993)
Roonifune JustaRack ($279-$559;
reviewed by Steven Stone, Vol.16 No.10,
October 1993)
This is the most heterogeneous group of
products featured. The Combak Harmonix
"magic dots" actually got the highest number of nominating votes, but when it came
time for the writers to cast their votes for real,
the CP-3 became the well-deserved winner.
It could be argued that the Lexicon more
properly belongs in the "Amplification" category, due to its preamplifier-like nature, or
in the "Digital Source" category, as it performs its Dolby Pro-Logic decoding func-

THX CINEMP

Lexicon CP-3 Dolby surround processor
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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When we listen to music. we share an experience
that is uniquely human. We seek out that
experience in the concert hall. in the cozy
atmosphere of our favorite club.
At home. in our listening room.
But no matter where we are. our objective is always
the same--to reach beyond the performance
and redIscover that wellspring of emotion
which inspires musicians everywhere
to bear their soul.

Oracle Products Shown:
Mentor Studio Loudspeakers.
,
Premiere MK IV Turntable with 345 Tonearm
and Reference Cartridge.

(soe 735-10e. Fax: (506) 73

dmundston, New Brunswick, Canada. E3V 3L1

.

Oracle Audio U.S.A.. 1237 NI
.Tel: (4041.296-6776. Fax: (

ve. Clarkston, Georgia. 30021
WorldRadioHistory
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8 passion for music

though it was fitted with an identical arm and
cartridge (a Grace 707 and Supex 900E, I
seem to remember). All the small troughs and
peaks in the music's pitch structure seemed
to be filled on the direct-drive turntable,
whereas the Sondek allowed you to hear the
music breathing.
Iwould have stayed and listened all afternoon, except that Nairres Julian Vereker spotted my Hi-Fi News & Record Review press
badge and proceeded to berate me for anegative review of the Sondek by one Frank Jones
in the then-current October 1976 issue of the
magazine. Frank had pooh-poohed the idea
EDITOR'S CHOICE:
that the turntable could have any effect on
LINN SONDEK LPI2 TURNTABLE
the sound at all other than introducing rum($139542745 depending on finish and
ble, wow, and flutter, and had apparently perpower-supply option; reviewed by Larry
formed listening tests with this in mind. He
Greenhill, Vol.7 No.2, Spring 1984; Marhad accordingly dissed the Linn in favor of
tin Colloms, Vol.13 No3, March 1990; John
anow long-discontinued model, the Fons
Atkinson, Vol.14 No.!, January 1991, &
CQ-30, which featured more than the LP12's
Vol.16 No.11, November 1993; and Corey
one button. Inow knew that Mr. Jones was
Greenberg, Vol.16 No.12, December 1993)
sadly blinkered, but that didn't stop me from
Ifirst heard the Linn Sondek in the fall of
being speedily ejected from the room.
1976, having recently given up my musician
Time passed; Linn and Naim became
career (it's probably more accurate to say that
major players in first the UK, then the interit gave me up) and exchanged my Fender bass
for atypewriter and the lowly position of national high-end scene (not without acercopy/news editor at England's Hi-Fi News & tain amount of political infighting and
inspired, born-again-type marketing), and
Record Review magazine. Iwas new to the
Frank Jones became aVP of something-orindustry, and knew nothing about high fidelother at KLH/Infinity (both brands were
ity other than what Ihad gleaned from my
owned by the Japanese Kyocera company in
listening and reading. So it must have been
those far-off days). Ididn't forget the lesson
akindly Fate that ensured that one of the first
rooms Iwent to at asmall hi-fi show at a Ihad learned, and in January 1978 bought—
from, ironically enough, Julian Vereker—the
hotel near London's Heathrow airport was
first of the three LP12s Ihave owned.
the one shared by Naim Audio and Linn
The LP12 was apig to tune in the late '70s:
Products.
for no apparent reason at all, it sounded magOne of the things Idid know in 1976 was
nificent on some days, only average on others.
that direct-drive was the way for modern
Various improvements to springs, grommets,
turntables to go 'round. So when this bespecand subchassis stabilized the setup, but the
tacled, T-shirt-wearing Scot with aScotch
biggest improvements to its already superb
in one hand and afilterless Capstan cigarette
performance came with the addition of
in the other waved at ahi-tech Technics SLfrequency-synthesized power supplies, re110 direct-drive turntable and told me what
ducing the LP12's synchronous motor's
abunch of"craaaaap" it was compared with
dependence on what came out of the wall.
the Linn, Iwas mildly amused. After all, the
Corey Greenberg reports elsewhere in this
belt-drive, sprung-suspension Sondek looked
like nothing more than arefined version of issue on his experience with the LP12 in its
three differently powered guises—Basik, Valthe Thorens TD-150 I'd purchased back in
halla, Lingo—but to briefly summarize, the
1970 to replace my rumble-prone, semiautoeffect of the Valhalla, then the Lingo, is to
matic Garrard. Then Ivor Tiefenbrun, for it
progressively deepen and tighten the turnwas he, told me to shut up and listen.
table's bass performance and render the
To say that the big Technics was trounced
silences more silent.
would be an understatement: it sounded like
The latest modification—actually more of
noise compared with the Sondek, even

dons in the digital domain. (Perhaps next year
we'll add a"Home Theater" category as we
review more products in that area.) But
"Accessory" was settled upon for the Lexicon. J. Gordon Holt felt that the CP-3
lacked ultimate transparency, but that's a
minor quibble. Expensive it may be, but for
those setting up aHome Theater, Lexicon's
CP-3 is the most versatile surround-sound
processor available. To gild the lily, it adds
afull range of ambient synthesis and extraction modes. And full remote control.
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most, the benefits of apre/power amplifier set- u pi
s
rarely considered as many combinations cost thousands of

dollars-most are discouraged well before ademonstration.

FROM THE

Rotel, winners of Whet Hi-fi? "Best product of the year 1991
and Best System" has an affordable solution. Rotel int roduces
the 360watt 8ohms (Bridged Mono) amplifier that can be bought
in stages.
Aclaimed by Audiophile iaimai, the RB980 can form the heart
of your audio system, it can grow as your system gro ws .Beg i
n
by using one RB980 with 120watts nominal pe r channe lan d
then add another when you need. Audio Review ism)
measured the RB980; 137watts O 8ohms per channel, 267watts
O 4ohms per channel, 388watts O 2ohms per channel. Audio
Review noted, "a really great performance. The sound quality
is extraordinary for products in this price range."
Drive your amplifier with Remote Control AM/FM
tuner/preamp RTC950 motor-driven volume control and 20
presets or RC980 preamp with its non magnetic chassis which
cancels hysteresis distortion. Whichever you select, the sound
quality is going to be incredible. Also, check out the
Rotel CD players. They have

received worldwide aclaim. 111-fl Choice (lieu Rotel CD player
RCD965 'Best Buy"produces the sort of sound that many
highend products wouldn't have a hope of
achieving." Hi-fl World (II/911 RCD965
.e.W"

"effortless sound quality..." CD a
Hi-fl Buyer (12/91: again reviewing
the RCD965 "bass is tight, deep and
where appropriate, thunderous,
always well under control.
High frequencies are sweet
and clear. ."

RTC950
RCD965
RD965

Designs developed in England by
audiophile Tony Mills, Rotel amplifiers truly are built from the
inside out using only premium parts. Selected for sound quality,
resisitors and capacitors come from Germany and the UK, while
special semiconductors orginate in USA. If you're on abudget
then consider the Rotel RB960 power amplifier, its of dual mono
design and capable of 60watts per channel in stereo. By bridging
apair of amplifiers you can feed your speakers with astunning
180watts. What HI-M(3/92) says, "a thoroughly commendable
performance. Great sound quality for price."
Designed In Britain Enjoyed

Worldwide

ROTEL OF AMERICA •PO BOX 8 •NORTH WorldRadioHistory
READING •MA 01864-0008 •USA •TEL 1-800-3703741

Linn Sondek LP12 turntable

arebuild—the Cirkus, is controversial in that
it removes the last vestige of character possessed by the Linn: its fat, generous upperbass region. "It doesn't sound like aLinn anymore," goes the refrain. But that's progress,
fella. Once aradical Scottish outsider, Ivor
Tiefenbrun now looks comfortable in abusiness suit, is apillar of the British business
establishment, has been honored by the
Queen with an MBE, makes his products in
aRichard Rodgers-designed computerized
factory, and sits at the wheel of aleatherupholstered, Tom Walkinshaw-tuned Jaguar
XJ-S rather than the turbocharged Ford he
drove to meltdown in the '70s. Similarly, the
mature LP12 now needs to compete with
CD rather than other vinyl spinners, and
must be judged accordingly. (Many other
turntables have been introduced since the
LP12's debut in the early '70s, most said to
be better in one or more ways. Nearly all have
gone the way of all vinyl.)
Iapplaud Linn Products both for keeping
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

the Sondek's basic design consistent for what
is now more than 21 years, and far supporting their LP12 customers with updates, seminars, clinics, and plain good old loyalty.
Almost acomplete definition of why the Linn
Sondek LP12 is the Editor's Choice for 1993.

BUDGET COMPONENT OF 1993:
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL
PHONO CARTRIDGE

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
AMC CVT-3030 integrated amplifier
Audio Alchemy DTI
Hsu Research SW10 subwoofer ($750/
pair; reviewed by Dick Olsher, Vol.16 No.3,
March 1993)
SOTA Comet turntable
The voting was very close; all five products
are bargain-basement winners. The Comet
and AMC, in particular, are shoo-in recommendations to non-audiophiles who might
be tempted by high-end sound quality. But
it was Sumiko's Blue Point Special phono
19
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NAD comes from the old school.

A school with

an old-fashioned buzz-word... Value. Unprecedented value.

Another departure is our

thinking about gadgets.

We know how much

the competition values gadgets - an excuse to
sell their "newest' model.

We think otherwise.

At NAD, we care about one thing - the music.
NAD invites you to hear the difference -with
the 705 receiver and 502 CD player.

For the discerning who select hi-fi equipment with their ears

For your nearest NAD dealer call TOLL - FREE 1-800-263-4641
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Greenberg writes elsewhere in this issue.
"The Special [gets] out of the way of the
music's ebb and flow," he summed up last
April, "letting the groove and sturm'n'drang
of the musicians flow free and easily.. .
For
less than the price of the cheapest NAD CD
player, you can take home aphono cartridge
that'll blow away the Levinson No.30."

1993 COMPONENT OF THE YEAR:
CONVERGENT AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY
SL-I SIGNATURE PREAMPLIFIER

Sumiko Blue Point Special phono cartridge

cartridge that noséd ahead in the voting.
There were some early doubts over its manufacturing consistency, but this highperformance, bodiless, high-output MC has
turned out to be asafe recommendation to
anyone with ayen for better sound from
vinyl. "Open, dynamic, and detailed," Corey

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
C.E.C. TL 1CD transport
Jadis Defy-7 Mk.II power amplifier
Mark Levinson No.31 CD transport
Thiel CS3.6 loudspeaker
Symphonic-Line RG-8 cartridge
1993 was astrong year for both innovation and good sound. Every contender was
unbelievably strong. Yet it was the mighty
C.AT. preamp that nosed ahead of the others
to get the ultimate crown. Kudos to its
designer, Ken Stevens. We can't wait to hear
his long-awaited power amplifier.

Sanusiyst erns
Component Foundations
•Heavy steel framework has spiked feet and may be filled with shot or sand.
•Large 20" by 18" shelves are constructed of MDF resting on isolation studs.
These are the largest and least resonant shelves available.
•Component Foundations feature various trim kits, allowing them to match any
living environment. Oak, Walnut, Black Lacquer, and Rose, Emerald, Gray &
Sand Fountainhead kits are available.
•Component Foundations are modular. Towers may be bridged together with
either one or two Video Bridges to create a high performance wall unit. The
Video Bridge will accommodate up to a35" monitor. A Video Leg allows two
Bridges to be used with asingle tower. Seventy configurations are possible!
AboveCF35 with Solid
Oak Trim

LeftBasic Audio with
Black Ash Vinyl
Shelves

'Overall, however, the Sanus was the best looking of the units under
evaluation. In the more important functional area, the Sanus Rack
comfortably accommodated anything we wished to place on it.'
'The CF45 is, however, the most suitable as the support fora full-up audiovideo system (with two of the racks and the optional Video Bridge).'
Thomas J. Norton Stereophile
Racking It Up Voila No. 11 November 1991
"Even without the sand, it was very rigid and tolerated 6 large tube
amplifiers without any problems."
"I can't believe Idid not install this sooner. It is a very good unit. HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED"
Bound for Sound

.it
anada Minnesota
1800135Y-5520 fax(612482-0536

#4 The Artful Roger No. 12e 1991
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IT'S THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
10 CUPS OF COFFEE
AND NONE.

Sonic Frontiers'
SFD-2 Digital Processor

WorldRadioHistory

Introducing Sonic Frontiers'
Revolutionary SFD-2 Digital Processor:
The first product capable of improving
your system's sound quality by rejecting
the inherent jitter of your transport.

LOWEST JITTER . . .

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY . . .

Jitter, time variations present in adigital signal,

The SFD-2 Digital Processor is an exceptional value

degrades the sound quality of your music. In fact,

filled with the highest quality parts: Sovtek 6922
tubes -Ceramic/Silver tube sockets -MIT MultiCaps

even slight changes in jitter level are audible. Using
the new UltraAnalog AES20 Input Receiver, the
SFD-2 reduces jitter to less than 40 ps (picoseconds)
-in non-technical terms that's like decaffeinating
coffee, keeping all the flavor but without the "jitters".
On the other hand, the competition retains

-Wima and Solen caps -Vishay, Caddock and
Nalco resistors -Kimber Kable AGSS Silver hook-up
wire and Ultraplate RCA jacks -Cornell Dubilier
ultra-low ESL/ESR p.s. caps -Panasonic FIFO p.s.
caps. Moreover, the SFD-2 has ashielded modular

degrading jitter from the transport and may even

design for inexpensive upgradeability and non-

introduce more jitter. With the introduction of our
SFD-2, we have opened another door towards the

obsolescence -3transformers -16 regulation stages
(both IC and discrete) -as well as AT&T optical, RCA

natural reproduction of music in the digital domain.

coax and AES/EBU digital inputs, all standard. As

LATEST DAG AND TRUE BALANCED .

warranty -five year parts and labor and aone year

with all of our products, the SFD-2 comes with afull
.

The SFD-2 is the first digital processor on the market
to use the newest UltraAnalog D/A converter:
the DAC D20400A. This is the first significant

warranty on the tubes.

improvement to their DAC in 5years and offers,

To learn more about the SFD-2, give us acall or
write and ask for our product brochure and technical

without adoubt, the best sound and performance.

white paper. We will be happy to answer your

In addition, the SFD-2 attains atrue balanced
configuration (throughout both the digital and
analog domains) by utilizing 2of these Dual D/A

questions on this truly innovative digital processor.

converters and 4of everything else that follows
(positive/negative, left/right channel). No

WE'VE LEFT THE COMPETITION
WITH THE JITTERS . . .

compromise or "faking" of true balanced
performance was made in offering this feature
all the way through to the XLR outputs.

Cg SONIC FRONTIERS
ILMINCORPOR

A

T

ED

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

760 Pacific Rood, uni 19, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
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1.61. 6M5 •Telephone (905) 847-3245 •Facsimile (905) 847 5471
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THE ATOM,
$1597PA1R.

SouncI&Vision
CRITICS CHOICE
AWIRH

V
rhe Arm represents an
tmazing

price

break-

:hrough in high performance sound. Although
Jiminutive and designed to
it into small spaces, and
;mall budgets, the ATOM is
rirst of all designed for
;uperb sound!
Chat 's why superior components are used, such as the

cooling/damping. The multi-element crossover is

'ARADIGM built bass/midrange

frequency/phase corrected.

¡rive unit that has no

The Aram must be

ess than aprecision

heard to be

liecast chassis,

believed. It is

lolypropylene cone

completely nat-

md kapton former.

ural and true to

the tweeter is a3
/
4
"wide-

live music. And at

lispersion polyamide dome with ferrofuild

$159/pair it's not just abest buy, its asteal!

rmore inftirmation on the Atom as well as other fine Paradigm
!takers visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Dealer, or write:
.ludioStream, MPO-Box 2,410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
nCanada: Paradigm, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, ON L4L 3P5
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L ETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it
anyway! Although all letters are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.
Please note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address
more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and adaytime telephone number.

LESS IS MORE

Editor:
As aserious audiophile and an advertising
copywriter with more than 30 years of experience, Iam compelled to comment on the
Cardas Audio advertisement that appeared
in October (p.152).
These people are to be congratulated! I
don't remember when Ihave encountered
such restraint, such atotal absence of hype
and hyperbole. Perhaps anitpicking art director might fault the layout for its lack of white
space, but Ifind it to be quite compelling and,
at the same time, unusually well-balanced.
Do you suppose you could provide me
with an address for Cardas so that Imight
write for further information? Iam intrigued:
less is more.
HARVEY B. JANE s
Scarsdale, NY
For details on contacting Cardas, see p.248. -JA

SHATTERED

Editor:
Ilike Corey Greenberg's writing. ..
but after
reading his review of Hasil Adkins's Out to
Hunch (October, p.293), my view of Corey
has been shattered, to say the least. This is the
most disturbing review of apiece of music
Ihave ever read.
Hasil Adkins was—is? there's athought for
you—a demented psychopath. Why he put
his lunatic ravings about decapitating his girlfriends on tape only he knows. Icould hardly
believe Corey's opinion of this demented
drivel as being "the Holy Grail of music:'
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

"the Perfect Record," and "the entire quest
for meaning which has now, finally, been
revealed by the true Messiah," and that, as
aresult, this would be his final record review
for Stereophile.
Ihope that this review was just abig puton by Corey to generate controversy. ..
If
it wasn't, and he truly believes what he wrote,
all Ican say is: Get help, Corey. You have
more problems than you realize, and they
have nothing to do with music or high-end
audio.
ItRRY SWIFT
Bismarck, ND

PROFOUNDLY DISTURBING

Editor:
Having just finished reading Corey Greenberg's review of Hasil Adkins's Out to Hunch
for the fifth time, Iam left with several profound and deeply disturbing questions:
1) Does it have agood beat? Can you dance
to it?
2) How will Corey review the world's finest
stereo equipment using only aprimitive, distorted, homemade mono recording?
3) If there actually did exist arecord as
relentlessly terrifying as Corey's review indicated, would Ireally want to hear it?
RICK FRANCHI
Eaton Park, FL
No.

-JA

COREY'S GONE TOO FAR

Editor:
Now you've let Corey Greenberg go too far.

WorldRadioHistory
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purer copper, purer sound

The latest ACROTEC
Stressfree 6N Copper Reference
Cables and Accessories to
maximize your system's
true potential.

For further information, please contact:
NIMTEC Inc., 125 North Price Road, Chandler, AZ 85224
Phone:602-732-9857

FAX:602-899-0779

(The use of high purity copper (99.9999% or greater) in audio and video products
in the US is patented by Nikko Kyodo Co., Ltd., U.S. Pat.
WorldRadioHistory

4,792,369.)

It doesn't matter what he writes about audio,
but for him to imply that Nathan's hot dogs
are Class A (9ctober, p.183) cannot be left
unchallenged.
Anyone who loves hot dogs knows that
Nathan's are only aClass B dog and that
Hebrew National are true Class A. Shofar's
hot dogs are, of course, borderline Class A.
ALLEN EDELSTEIN
Highland Park, NJ

RECORD-REVIEW INDEX

Editor:
Stereophilds Record-Review Index is not what
Iexpected. Iexpected the full text of all the
reviews to be included along with the titles
and catalog numbers. Please refund my $9.95.
Russ DEANNA
Westlake, OH
Mr. DeAnna: A list of titles, names, subjects, and
page numbers is all an index ever Ls. Sony you were
disappointed, but perhaps one day we will publish
the complete review texts on aCD-ROM. It will
cost alittle more than $9.95, however.
—Ri

WOMEN, DON'T WASTE YOUR
MONEY

Editor:
Does anyone out there really want to know
why there aren't more female audiophiles?
Because the few women who are interested,
like myself, will never be taken seriously by
the men in this industry. I've poured thousands of dollars into the high-end audio
industry over the past seven or eight years,
and what do Iget in return? A slap in the face
from the local Krell dealer, who told me I
just
wasn't "committed enough" to have the privilege of auditioning the Krell Audio Standard
amps in my system.1
To date, Ihave purchased nine pieces of
Krell from this guy—a KRS-2 preamp, two
KBL preamps, aKSA-200 amp, a32x converter, an MD-1 CD transport, an MD-10
CD transport, and apair of MDA-300 mono
amplifiers. And that's just the Krell stuff. I
could fill acouple of pages with the rest—
speakers, car stereo, wires, video equipment,
cabinets, etc., etc., etc.
Ioffered to pay for his time and gas to deliver them, but the answer was "No." I
1
The Audio Standard amps I
was interested in are a
demo pair
in this store—I would not expect adealer to special-order
something of this price just so I
could listen to it.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

offered to pay for them, in full, in advance,
with the option of returning them if Iwasn't
completely happy. The answer was "No." I
was told the only way Icould listen to these
ultra-expensive amps in my home was to put
down a10% non-refundable deposit. Is this
really fair? Obviously, the Audio Standard
amps should sound better than my MDA300s, but do Ihave to gamble $3250 to find
out how much better in my system? Iwas told
if Ididn't like his store policy Ishould buy
them someplace else! Is this his way of thanking me for spending virtually every last
dollar Ihave at his store? Or maybe Ishould
instead thank this Krell dealer for making me
realize that high-end audio just isn't worth
it anymore.
When you have to beg to listen to a
$32,000 pair of amps, it's time to quit. No
matter how much money she spends or how
dedicated she is, Idon't believe afemale
audiophile will ever be taken seriously. To
the few ladies out there who might be contemplating laying out some hard-earned
bucks on ahi-fi system, Ihave some advice:
Don't waste your money!
SUE KRAFT
Green Bay, WI

ARE WOMEN EXCLUDED?

Editor:
Re: JA's "As We See It: The High-End
Review?' September 1993, p.9:
Ihave enjoyed Stereophile now for several
years and have used its reviews to help in my
high-end listening and purchasing decisions.
Yet, as awoman, Ifeel definitely excluded as
an invited reader of your publication. It is as
if my money were not green enough for you.
Is this because you have astrong male readership and do not feel the need for afemale
audience?
Iam specifically referring to your "—with
apologies for the offensive language—`big3000e products" and "airbrushed centerfolds
who can't hold aconversation?' In addition,
the hes in the following paragraph seem
exclusive of the female of the species, even
though JA does use a"he or she" later on.
This is so offensive to me, and has been an
ongoing problem over the years—the examples keep showing up. Iwas hoping, after the
discussion of sexism in "Letters?' that we
might have amore open-door policy for
women.
Of course, Idon't know your intentions,
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The Digital Art
The beauty of Meridian digital audio components goes
far deeper than our award-winning industrial design.
Exceptional functionality is matched by a mastery of
digital and analog electronics that have won the favor
of the most serious audiophiles, worldwide.
When the first CD player was introduced, Meridian
Audio recognised its benefits and limitations.
Ten years on, we have burt a reputation for eliminating
the limitations and realising the benefits. Products such
as the Meridian MCD and the new 600 Series have
established our reputation, second to none, for
understanding digital audio and delivering the finest
products.
Contact Meridian and listen to the digital art.

A1ERIDIANAMERICA
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 112,
Eastpoint (Atlanta), GA 30331
Tel (404) 344-7111 Fax (404) 346-7111
WorldRadioHistory

but please know that my response is familiar
to many other women—I have no desire to
continue reading Stereophile on this beautiful
Saturday afternoon. My (atypical) response
of writing to you is in great hopes of your
understanding what this means to me and
probably to many other women and men.
JULIE A. SWANT
Windham, NH

FEELING LEFT OUT

Editor:
Ialmost wrote the infamous "Please Cancel My Subscription" letter I've seen in your
pages before. Iwas feeling left out. As anew
subscriber and recent purchaser of my first
"real" system, Iwas really unrelated to all the
technospeak and other verbiage used to
describe the components and the sound. Ah,
but then Iread Jack English's "Sonic Bridge"
series. Thank you very much for shedding
some (read "whole heaps") of light on how
reviewers describe what you hear. Not only
did you help me enjoy my current system
more, but you saved and preserved asubscription. It would be nice to see similar articles, maybe by TJN, on what the technical
measurements mean and how they relate to
the sound. The graphs look real nice in the
reviews, but, Ihave to admit, Iam at aloss
for interpretation.
FRANK SHUSTER
Cincinnati, OH

AH, NO LISTENER FATIGUE ...

Editor:
...just anatural portrayal of instrumental
textures (love that line). After three years of
dedicated study, patience, and listening, Ihave
reached nirvana. When Itold my friend Pete,
he asked "alone?" No, Pete, my wife has been
with me and she is the first Iwant to thank
for her patience in putting up with my goal
and her flexibility in allowing our living
room to accommodate our high-end system.
Iwant to thank Robert Harley for his
thought-provoking and thorough reviews
of digital components that helped me understand what to look for in the difficult decisions Ifaced over the past three years. Ialso
want to thank Corey Greenberg for his hysterical writing style. He lends areal balance
to afield that can get stuffy and dry. Last but
not least, Iwant to thank Steve Komins, Mark
Schnurman, and Bob Marshall at Audio
Visions in West Babylon, Long Island for
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

their patience and knowledge.
Iheld back from impulsive buying, read
Stereophile (my bible), and this is the system
Iended up buying from Audio Visions:
Audio Research V-140 amp, ARC DAC-2
processor, ARC LS-2 preamp, and aProceed
Digital Transport 3, as well as Thiel CS2 2
speakers which are connected to my amp via
AudioQuest Clear Cable.
Thanks again, Stereophile and Audio Visions.
LOUIS M AGENHEIMER
Seaford, NY

OUT OF HIS DEPTH

Editor:
Iwas dismayed (perhaps angered) to read in
the August issue ("Recording of the Month")
about "brave but hapless Eugene Ormandy,
clearly out of his depth in his profoundly
superficial" 1965 recording of the Mahler
10th, Deryck Cooke version. Stuffand nonsense!
If Sony Classical sees fit to release this
recording in CD format, Ishall replace my
LP with it. Iconsider Mr. Ormandy's performance excellent, and the Columbia engineering/recording likewise. Readers should
not be discouraged from buying it should it
become available.
All of which reinforces my belief that opinions of performances of music are, at best,
subjective. Reviewers might better confine
their opinions to the technical aspects of the
recording itself with only ageneral appraisal
of the performance; eg, too fast or too slow,
weak ensemble playing, faulty intonation, etc
ROBERT H. DUFFIELD
Hendersonville, NC
Ilove Ormandy in Russian repertoire, and his Carmina Burma is still myfavorite. But I've recently
listened to his Mahler 10th again, and "hapless"
and "profoundly superficial" it still sounds to me.
And "general appraisals" of "toofast or too slow"
are just as subjective as those opinions of mine to
which you object, Mr. Duffield.
—RI,

LEAVE HISTORY ALONE

Editor:
For the first time since I've been reading Stereophile, Ifeel compelled to write. Iam responding to Michael Ross's review of the Paul
McCartney album, Off the Ground [Vol.16
No.9, p.1951. Mr. Ross is correct: McCartney
says alot of nothing through most of the
album. Just comparing the lyrics from several
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Why won't conventional
hi-fi speakers work
for Home Theater?

You need three front speakers -left, right and center to achieve
realistic home theater. Astereo pair would place the dialog in the center
(where it belongs) from only one listening position. You can't use
conventional hi-fi speakers for the center channel, even shielded models,

UNI -0 DRIVER TECHNOLOGY

because their dispersion patterns prohibit raising them too high or laying
them on their sides.

LETS EVERYONE BE IN

KEF's proprietary Uni-edriver, which places its tweeter at the center

THE "SWEET SPOT "

of the woofer, allowed KEB engineers to create the ideal center channel
speakers, the Models 100 and 90. Their uniform dispersion patterns let them be placed
beautifully above or below the screen, creating the impression that the sound is coming
directly from the screen. Moreover, the Models 100 and 90 are both Reference Series, which
not only ensures their quality and consistency; it permits their use as satellites and their
seamless integration with other KEF Reference and O-Series loudspeakers.
The Uni -O driver. One of aseries of KEF scientific achievements
dedicated to one goal: the most realistic performance in your home.
The Science of Loudspeakers

KEF Elecuoacs 01 Amenca Inc .
89 Doug Brown Way Hofl.slon MA 01746
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tracks hints at that fact. It looks to me as if
the talents of such artists as Tom Petty, Jeff
Lynne, and Eric Clapton have surpassed that
of Mr. McCartney.
What Icannot comprehend, however, is
Mr. Ross's aggression toward John Lennon.
Iam sure that John was not asking Mr. Ross
to "imagine" by himself. Imust assume that
John Lennon visualized the situation to
which he is referring. "Imagine," after all, was
one ofJohn's most successful post-Beatle
pieces.
As far as John's "Mother" is concerned,
this reflects on his way of expression, which
Mr. Ross has no right to criticize. Anyone
who has done even the smallest amount of
research on JL understands (at least alittle)
his unique style. Ibelieve Mr. Ross should
stick to new or current material and leave history alone.
JOHN FAMINI
Pasadena, MD
HELP IS NEEDED
Editor:
Iwonder why one of the more pressing needs
of audio has not been addressed: speakers that
can be placed against the wall!
Many of us are apartment dwellers who
don't have 35' living rooms that can accommodate speakers, other components, and the
wires to boot. Certainly in this day of technology there must be an answer, and agood one.
Imust say that elaborate speaker placement
has almost made me chuck the hobby, and
Iam surely not alone.
Help is needed.
LAROL N. M ILLS
New York, NY
The Mission 753 and Linn Keilidh reviewed in
September are intended to be used against the wall,
as are the Rogers Studio 3and NHT 3.3 reviewed
in this issue.
—JA

Do IT RIGHT OR NOT AT ALL
Editor:
Thank you, thank you, thank you! Your extensive review in September of moderately
priced speakers designed for near-wall placement was just what the doctor ordered. With
the emphasis on interior design and the
increasing cost of living space, Ipredict a
major market niche for products of this type.
But...
You do your readers and manufacturers a
great disservice when you review products
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

which are improperly set up. In doing this,
you give both yourselves and your audience
afalse impression of the performance of the
product under review. Ican just see CG
writing:
"I got the Super Spinner Turntable from
JA just three days before the deadline, but I
was determined that no itty-bitty turntable
was going to make me look like afool. It had
been abusy week, and the old ball-and-chain
(Loretta, my snag du jour) was screamin' about
how our grass needed cuttin', we never go
anywhere, etc., etc., so Islammed my Jack
Daniels and did what any man would do.
"I dragged that mother out to the shed,
grabbed my roll of duct tape (the miracle tool,
Don't Leave Home Without It), and strapped
the 'table to the top of my trusty John Deere
Lawn Tractor. (Incidentally, go for the 10horse—the 8-horse just don't get it!) Iwired
the motor to the battery (hey, DC is the best
for 'table motors—no 60Hz hum) and damped
my head into some old Koss Pro-4 cans Ihad
laying on my workbench. Amplification was
via ahot-wired Discman (1984 vintage), and
Iwas wearing shorts and aGrateful Dead Tshirt. (Hoo-Wee, that Lone Star sun shore is
hot!)
"I loaded my favorite slab o' wax for 'tabletesting-101 Straings Play Grand Funk's
Greatest Hits, Livefrom the Hollywood Bowl—
dropped the tractor into second, and headed
for the south forty.
"I was groovin' to the jams when it hit me
—this 'table ain't bad! The one thing Idid
notice, though, was this dang thing has got
some ferocious rumble. It didn't track that
well, either. The first time Ihit aprairie-dog
hole, the needle jumped right off the record!
Maybe it'll work better on top of your
mower. JA claims he got good results with
this 'table strapped to the top of a4-horse
Lawnboy push model. .."
Ithink you get the idea. Do it right or
don't do it at all. We respect your judgments,
but only when your methodology is sound.
GREGORY CAMPBELL
Hancock, MI

You DID IT WRONG
Editor:
The members of the Santa Monica Club, the
San Diego Club, and the Riverside Club in
California are betting that you won't publish this letter.
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Most Subwoofers Give You
25% More Than You Bargained For!
"Muddy" or "boomy" sounding bass is the byproduct of TONAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
(THD), the result of an increase in sound pressure level and adecrease in definition. Till) is
caused when aspeaker is unable to accurately
reproduce the required musical signal, creating
extra harmonics that don't belong in the music.
And suerLsingly, 25% THD is atypical
accepted distortion specificationfor most
ofthe subwogfers on the market today.

compares the differences between the pure
signal from the source and the signal derived
from the speaker's motion. These differences
represent distortion.

The Velodyne F-1500 reaches less than 2%
distortion, even at the lowestfrequencies.

This graph represents adtfferent "servo" subueofer
The distortion evceeds 25% at somefrequencies.

"ft is the cleanest low-frequency
reproducer live ever heard." *
Velodyne solves the distortion problem with
their patented "Motional Feedback —High Gain
Servo" System. Unlike most "Servo" systems,
which are based on voice coil impedance
fluxuations and offer little improvement,
Velodyne's system is based on amotion sensing
device called an accelerometer.

The signal going to the woofer is then corrected (at 3500 times per second), to match
the source signal. The result —clear, powerful
bass with virtually no distortion —is the
sound of aVelodyne.

"...the Velodyne produced no
distortion Icould hear or see
on the scope...This placed it in
aclass by itself." *
Velodyne invented high-technology, low
distortion subwoofers over ten years ago,
receiving such critical acclaim from the audio
press worldwide that it remains the standard
by which others are judged.
Which is exactly what you bargained for.

"...Ifyou want it all, the
Velodyne is the subwoofer of
choice." *

Velodyne
This device is mounted directly to the speaker's
voice coil, specificially to measure the acceleration of the speaker cone. The information is
then sent to acomparator circuit, which

The Bottom Line In Bass
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-7270 800/835-63%

•Graphs &quotes reroducedfrom "THUNDER IN THE LISTENING ROOM by
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Mr. Atkinson feels that Vandersteen prodIread the review of the Clearfield Metroucts, being "respected," should be "handled
politan speaker in the August 1993 issue with
with care," while Clearfield, being a"newdismay and alarm. Everyone who has assemcomer," demands no such respect; b) Mr.
bled asystem from "Recommended CompoAtkinson is asloppy tester who does not use
nents:' only to find that the resulting sound
any scientific methodology or repeatable test
is far from satisfactory, knows that proper
formats. Both of these conclusions are inexsetup and interface are more crucial than the
cusable from amagazine pretending to be the
components themselves. The reason that nermost credible magazine in its field.
vous audiophiles buy and then promptly sell
The truth of the matter is that both sloppy
so many components is due to the fact that,
setup and adisregard for repeatable standards
no matter how good acomponent may sound
in one system, it may bomb in another. Of have struck again. Mr. Atkinson's excuse (in
his response to the manufacturer's comment)
course, setup and interface are never blamed;
that it was "not practical" to break the
it is too easy to blame the new component!
Metros in for the required 300 hours is tanIam not being facetious, but am merely
pointing out that "system matching" is the tamount to admitting that he does not really
last frontier of knowledge that organized care if the tests are performed properly, or,
worse yet, that break-in does not really matexperimenters such as yourselves can offer.
ter! Are there any readers out there who
Few audiophiles have the time and resources
to join audio clubs or make their own com- believe that break-in does not affect the final
ponents from kits, as Idid back in the '50s sound? Since Mr. Aticinson's conclusions did
and '60s. Stereophile can and should, then, be not match Mr. English's, why did he not realasource of this proper setup, break-in, and ize that something was wrong?
Once again, in the Vandersteen review last
component-matching information.
For these reasons, Ifeel that Iand the other March, Mr. Atkinson gave the 3s a60-hour
60,000+ readers of Stereophile have been let break-in with pink noise, and later gave that
down by JA's hasty and uncharitable review upgraded pair another 60 hours of pink noise,
for atotal of 120 hours! Mr. Atkinson then
of the Metropolitan speaker. ..
1) It is quite obvious to even the casual proceeded to discuss the fact that the Vanreader that Jack English spent quite abit of dersteens do not sound their best until 400
time working with the Metros, with break-in hours of break-in have been accomplished!
and amplifier/cable trials being priorities. His Since break-in is not amystery to Mr. Atkinexcellent reviews on the Audio Research son, why oh why are the Metros given only
amplifiers and ProAc speakers leave no doubt "20-50 hours" of break-in, when it is paas to his hearing acuity and his system's qual- tently obvious even to aneophyte that the
ity. Since Mr. English wrote anear-rave re- "problems" with sibilant treble and muddy
view of these speakers, and Mr. Atkinson mids he found were suspiciously related to
comes to acompletely different finding, it break-in?
In conclusion, Ihave heard the Metros on
seems that Mr. Atkinson is attacking Mr.
English's credibility. This does not give seven occasions here in Los Angeles, and have
talked to two dealers about your review. The
readers much confidence in Stereophile.
2) It is equally obvious that Mr. Atkinson unanimous conclusion: the problems you
was too busy to do aproper job of testing the describe are "minor," and disappear after the
Metros. In Vol.16 No3 (March 1993), Mr. 200-hour mark. (I have not heard the probAtkinson tests the Vandersteen 3. Amazingly, lems mentioned by Atkinson.) As lama pohe had the time to try three amplifiers, four tential purchaser of the Metropolitan speaker,
preamps, and two different sets of cables in finding them to sound much more realistic
an obvious attempt to coax the best sound than any other speaker under $50,000, and
from these $2400 speakers. How, then, can have several friends in the Santa Monica
Mr. Atkinson justify using only one ampli- Audiophile Society who are also interested
fier, preamp, and an unmatched set of cables in this speaker, Idemand aFollow-Up review.
After all, we readers pay you for reliable
(without even trying abi-wire setup, as he
test results and unbiased reviews. Stereophile
did with the Vandersteens) to come to the
has the duty to install standard test procesuspect conclusions that he did?
dures that will give all products, especially
This tells the reader one of two things: a)
33
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Reference 64

Digital-to-Analog Processor
Attainment of reference status
requires more than desire and
commitment. Inspiration is akey
ingredient, fueling the evolution
essential to achieve anew level
of performance. Research for
the new Reference 64 generated
gains in all aspects of digital-toanalog processor design. The

result is acomprehensive restatement of digital audio reproduction.
The title REFERENCE 64
makes astrong claim. Listening
provides confirmation.

DIGITAL

KRELL •35 Higgins Drive •Milford, CT 06460 •Phone: 203-874-3139 •FAX: 203-878-8373
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expensive and important ones, their fair due.
At the same time, this question of component matching and interface should be given
attention by your magazine if you truly desire
to be the standard bearers of high-end audio.
RALPH L.
WITTE
Santa Monica, CA

after the review were "off the record." Iam confident,
however, that my descriptions of the speaker's sound
last August were correct. Ialso wouldn't be surprised
tofind that current production of the loudspeaker
sounds better than any of the samples that passed
throughJack English's and my listening rooms.—JA

Mr. Witte's long letter essentially boils down to one
sentence: he likes the sound of the Clearfield
Metropolitan whereas Idid not; he therefore needs
to discredit my reviewfindings. Certainly Iagree
with both Mr. Witte and Mr. Campbell that components being reviewed should be set up and used
correctly. Iremain confident that the Metropolitan
was given its best shot in our August review, and
that it was not unduly affected by the components
with which it was used. (Subsequent discussions
withJack English revealed that we essentially heard
the same thingsfrom the Metropolitan; the things
it did wrong annoyed me more than they didJack)
Mr. Witte states that "it is patently obvious even
to aneophyte that the 'problems' with sibilant treble
and muddy mids [JA] found were suspiciously
related to break-in?" Patently obvious? Idisagree.
The subject of break-in is acontentious one. Yes,
there are products whose manufacturers specify long
break-in times. In the case of the Vandersteen 3, this
needfor break-in speceically refers to the glass-fiber
spider of the sub-bass unit and the surround of the
midrange unit, both of which need to be mechanically worked "for at least 48 hours" to achieve their
optimum compliances. The "400 hours" Imentioned the Vandersteens needing was reported, not
confirmed, in my review. (Ifeel that often what does
need to be "broken-in" with products that verge on
the edge of unacceptability in one or more areas is
the listener's impatience with their sound.)
In the case of thefinalpair of the Metropolitans
sent for review, Iwould have liked to have given
them more break-in, but there is only so much that
can be achieved under the time constraints ofpublishing amonthly magazine. Iwas happy that the
not-insignificant 20-50 hours of break-in they had
been subjected to was enough as, it should be noted,
this pair ofspeakers did sound considerably smoother
in the bass and treble than the other Santa Fe
pair—which had been sufficiently run-in and
which the designer, Albert Von Schweikert, had
auditioned with apparent satisfaction in the Stereophile listening room.
There is more that should be said about the
lengthy evolution of the Clearfield Metropolitan
speaker Unfortunately, the relevant communications
Ihad with Counterpoint representatives during and

Editor:
How on earth can JA try to cop out on the
midrange coloration problem by dismissing
the whole issue with asingle statement that
midrange coloration is so low in loudspeakers these days it's almost not worth mentioning (Vol.16 No.3, p.145)? I'm aghast!
Goodness me, how many loudspeakers do
you know which sound similar in the midrange when they are asked to reproduce acoustic instruments and unamplified voices, either
in the open air or in alistening room? Iknow
of none. Isn't that due to alarge extent to
midrange coloration?
YIP M ANG M ENG
Singapore
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AGHAST!

The availability of relatively low-cost measurement
systems in the last six years has led to just the outcome Imentioned in my Vandersteen 3review that
so upset Yip Mang Meng: that it is comparatively
rare these days for aloudspeaker with high-end
pretensions to have sufficient character in its midband
for it to be termed "colored." In thefirst blind test
Iever took part in, back in the spring of 1977for
HFN/RR, it was very easy to divide loudspeakers
into "honkers," "squawkers," and "screechers," they
were so differently colored in the midband. In the
most recent blind tests in which Ihave participated
(see Stereophile, Vol.14 NaZ Vol.15 No5, Vol.16
Nos.1 & 9), the speakers that were immediately
identeable by their midrange characters were very
much the exception rather than the rule. (The original version of the Alón 1, for example, that Irereview elsewhere in this issue, was one such design.)
Of course, that doesn't mean that speakers are all
perfect these days, or that they can't be identified
by ear. Rather, speaker problems now tend primarily
to involve overall balance, deficiencies in bass and
treble extension, pace and timing, clarity, dispersion, delayed resonance, and imaging phenomena,
some of which have become relatively more important as they have been unmasked by the general
improvement in midrange performance.
-JA

AMUSEMENT
Editor:
Istarted buying Stereophile for its amusement
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RECOMMENDED BY A
HIGHER AUTHORITY,
You've heard of "The Speaker Cable That
God Uses," Rectangular Solid CoreTM by
Tara Labs. You've read that high-end
reviewers use RSC Speaker Cable and
Interconnect in their own systems.

NOW IT'S YOUR TURN,
Now Tara Labs introduces RSCTM
technology at aprice every music
lover can afford. This means that
your music system can have the
transparency, openness and
dynamics that used to be
available only to the very few.
Visit your authorized
Tara Labs dealer and ask to
hear the new RSC PrimeTM
and RSC Reference'
series. Home trial
program available.
Call 503 488-6465 for
the location of
your nearest
RSC dealer.

TARA LUS
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ables, Istepped on the AC power plug of the
value. The issues came so fast that the tears
Levinson No.23.5 amplifier and badly bent
of laughter had hardly dried from reading
one of the prongs. It broke off as Iwas trying
one issue when the next one arrived. Iwas
to straighten it. Iwas anxious to get on with
perfectly happy with my 60W Kenwood
my experimenting, so Ilopped off the damamplifier, Yorke CD player, and Radio Shack
aged plug and replaced it with the only thing
speakers. The whole thing cost around $250.
Ihad around—a hard, black plastic plug, two
Ienjoyed listening to it after work, while
bits at your local hardware store. Now that
reading, or just puttering around. And then
made adifference! Everything was affected.
Ifell in with acrowd that uses your magaThe soundstage was deep and firm. Bass,
zine as its bible.
midrange, and treble were molded end to end
Iwas at one of those parties where the
as aunit, transients were crisp, the blat from
music was at root-canal levels. Instead of trythe brass was authoritative, and bass-drum
ing to shout above the sound, as usually hapthuds were startlingly lifelike.
pens, the guests were strangely silent. They
My system's plug-modified version was
were actually listening to the music. Iwas
like nothing on earth. My main concern with
told by the guy standing next to me that my
the pre-plug system was with what Iperhost had just installed anew set of speaker
ceived as confusion and congestion on loud
cables and was showing them off. (I found
tutti passages. They have become transparent.
out later that two feet of this cable cost more
Ican now place orchestral departments spathan my whole stereo rig.) Iguess the amused
tially. But there is more.
look on my face gave me away, because Iwas
If one is good, maybe more is better; I
taken by the hand and given athorough lesdecided to change all the plugs. The hardson in the High End. Life has not been the
ware store did not have more black plugs,
same since.
only brown, so Isettled for brown. For
When Igot home Itried listening to my
uniformity, Ireplaced the black plug Ihad
setup and almost threw up. Itossed out the
used on my Levinson amp's AC power plug
entire system. With the help of an acoustic
with abrown one. There was even more of an
architect, Irebuilt the living room. It has been
improvement. A/B testing confirmed this.
rewired with eight dedicated runs to the main
Replacing all the plugs made incremental
breaker panel so each component has its own
changes, though nothing like the magnitude
AC supply and noise-suppression system.
of the first change with the black plug. The
Iuse AudioQuest Crystal cables behind the
natural question to ask is whether any sinwalls for the speakers. Icurrently have an
gle change will make alarge difference.
all-Mark Levinson lash-up. Iam at present
As subsequent experiments showed, it's
listening to apair of Martin-Logan Monolith
the amplifier that shows the most significant
IIIxes. They sound fine, and I'll probably
change. In bi-amped systems, both amps
keep them for awhile. My marriage has broshould be changed, but the treble amp is the
ken up. It was worth it, but that's not the
more critical (probably because that is where
point of this letter.
most of the energy is). The improvement is
Ihave made awonderful discovery that has
not confined to Levinson equipment—all
made avast improvement to my system and
amps (high-end, to be sure) have shown the
costs very little to implement. While Iwas
still auditioning various components, I effect. The difference in sound is palpable.
Since my conversion to the High End, I
noticed that while light was shining on the
have found avery active community of audioequipment, the sound was brittle, almost
philes existing under my very nose. They
chipped. When Iput the equipment in adark
cabinet, the sound was fine. An artifact of were at first very skeptical about my claims,
but now they all (about 20) have amputated
placement? No, because when Ithrew ablanket over the equipment while it was out of their power cords and replaced the original
plugs with the brown, hard, plastic variety.
the cabinet, the sound became relaxed and
In the group are two professors of electrical
fluid. Heat? Doubtful, because the effect
engineering and aprofessor of theoretical
came and went instantaneously, depending
plasma physics. One of the EEs is aFellow
on whether the blanket was on or not.
of the IF.EF, and the physicist is amember
But never mind that. While Iwas moving
of the National Academy of Science. They
stuff around trying to find the relevant variSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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Certainly you've read the reviews.
Perhaps you've experienced it with your own ears.
That is, actually hearing aTheta processor liberate the heretofore
unheard minute nuances of sound captured within acompact disc.
Detail. Dynamics. Clarity. Subtlety.
But What about the cost?
Introducing the Theta DS Pro Prime II, the affordable Theta
digital-to-analog converter.
A look inside reveals an all-new design of wireless circuitry-minimizing interference and reflection, and significantly improving
periOrmanee-while reducing costs of production.
Like units costing many thousands more, the Prime II gives you
the advantage of balanced digital even if you have asingle-ended preamp.
And the Prime II comes equipped with dual differential DACs for
greater resolu:ion, and the same DSP computer that's helped make
Theta's Gen Ill and.3asic II the most acclaimed digital components in
audio. history
Listen closely to the DS Pro Piime fi.
Your ears will have something to say.
YOU GOTTA GET A THETA.

2e0e,„

„
et,

THETA DIGITAL
Si.q) Derry Aye., Suite R. Agoura I!ilk,
01301 (818) 597-9195 Fax (R18
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have no credible explanation for what is now
called "the brown plug effect:' but that didn't
prevent them from joining the rest of us in
replacing the plugs. The local electrical-supply house is going nuts.
M ARK GRES
La Jolla, CA
HE'S DEAD, JIM
Editor:
Ihave aquestion about my audio setup. I've
set up my system, which consists of atube
preamp, atube power amp, atube power
supply, atube-based stylus, and speakers
made from woven tube filaments, all connected with linear crystal oxygen-free subatomic azetylenoszilliertes platinum cable.
In addition, I've drawn apentagram in green
pen on the floor, lit green candles in all the
corners, and have called in apriest and sprinIded holy water to banish All Things Digital. I'm currently sitting in the lotus position chanting "CA-THODE-RAYS, CA-THODERAYS" while feeding my amp from a666Hz
power supply. Finally, for better sound quality, I've had aparallel universe constructed
and put myself inside it, charged it to 1000V,
had my head evacuated (as you can probably tell), and put apoint sound source at its
center.
Now that I've described my audio setup,
the question: Recently Iwas listening to the
"Concerto in Five Hundred Decibels," and
detected some phase jitter in the upper mid
octaves. How can Ieliminate this? Have Ilit
the candles in wrong order? Should Ibe
drawing green rings around the bases of the
tubes to improve the sound quality? Would
aburnt offering of CDs help?
Yours in confusion,
PETER
P.S. pgut 1
@ s.aukuni.ac.nzllp—gutmanne
s.auktuii.ac.nzllgutmann—p kosmos.wcc.
govt.nzpeterg kcbb s.nzllpetere nacj ack.
gen.nzllpeter (In order of preference—one
of 'em's bound to work.) He's dead, Jim. You
grab his tricorder, I'll get his wallet ...
Your obvious error is in your chant. This only works
tfyou have adirect-view video monitor between your
loudspeakers, in which case you're probably toofar
gone for us to be of any help. Try Consumer
Reports.
- TJ
N
MAHLER & MAGNETISM
Editor:
What alovely, roseate portrait of our favorite
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Gustav adoring the cover of Vol.16 No.8!
And the nearly exhaustive survey of his Second Symphony inside, with timings, confirmed my dire suspicions: arecent trend to
bloated performances of this (and every) Mahler symphony. The average length of '60s
recordings was 79.9 minutes, while by the
'80s, this had risen to 85.7 minutes, no token
increase. Perhaps someone should analyze
this phenomenon. Kevin Conklin? And
might it be true of Beethoven and Brahms
as well? Ask Mort Frank!
The numbers are more elusive, however,
on my second subject, CD "degaussing."
Pleased Iam indeed to encounter frequent
admiration for my baby—George Tice:
"This tweak works." ("Letters," August, pp.
24-27)—yet without asingle review from
any major magazine. Its confounded effectiveness in reducing glare should make you
wonder why your critics recommend Sony
SBM, sputtered gold, and other costly gimmicks, without comparison to regular-issue
discs treated at home by this laughably inexpensive process. Enough converts could even
pressure CD manufacturers to investigate the
situation and develop an intrinsic cure. Still,
to digital designers Isay, "Make aunit
immune to mats, green ink, and degaussing,
then Imay believe you've finally done a
proper job and Imight even buy one!"
"But at what cost?" Mr. Tice continues,
turning to several medical studies relating
cancer growth to AC fields. When George
first informed me of the possible problem,
Iimmediately sought out his reference, The
Body Electric, apretty shallow piece of work,
so Ibackburnered the subject while continuing to demonstrate sonic benefits. Today, after
inspecting his further references, Iremain
sanguine, although that's acall everyone must
make for themselves. Luckily we have a
recent article in the New York Times (rune 22,
1993) to inform us: "Electrical Emissions:
Dangerous or Not? Any link between power
lines and cancer is statistically weak:' Several subsequent reports have exposed severe
flaws in the earlier studies. Here are afew
well-chosen quotes: "The evidence is really
much too weak to justify the conclusion that
here you have acause and effect relationship!"
"The scientific methods used by epidemiologists are simply not powerful enough to
establish an effect at this level:' "All epidemiologists have been victims of. ..
reporting
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statistically significant associations that eventually turn out to be just chance phenomena!'
"Findings of an association between electric
and magnetic fields and childhood. ..
or
adult cancers are inconsistent and inconclusive!' The details look fairly convincing.
Nevertheless, Mr. Tice brandishes the
numbers about, blithely asserting that 2000+
gauss measured at the working surface of a
tape demagnetizer far exceeds the "permissible" levels of 0.2 to 2.0 gauss cited in his
studies, so beware your chest and head, he
says. Perhaps, but several factors mitigate that
conclusion:
•Field strength is concentrated immediately
underneath such devices; the stray field
amounts to much less, 25 gauss at the fingers
and down to ambience (6 gauss) 6" away, in
measurements supplied by the Benjamin
Company.
•The treatment duration per CD (or cassette), 10-12 seconds, should result in far less
exposure overall than sitting around aVDT
or under power lines all day. Are the dosages
anywhere near comparable?
•The burgeoning area of product liability
litigation and manufacturer sensitivity there
are further indicative. Neither Benjamin nor
Geneva nor Radio Shack—three major suppliers—note any caution in their instructions.
This in aworld where just last weekend I
noted the following disclaimer on aslalom
water ski: "5) Manufacturer not responsible for objects encountered in the water!'
George claims that "Clark Johnsen is way
off base on this issue!' Readers may draw
their own conclusions, but since the Tice
TPT technology is widely said to employ
powerful pulsed magnetic fields, Iwould ask
Mr. Tice to share with us the cautions he
applies to protect himself and employees
from stray radiation.
CLARK J
OHNSEN
The Listening Studio, Boston, MA

HOT J
AZZ &BLIND TESTS
Editor:
On p.161 of the September'93 issue is avery
nice likeness of Arthur Ashe with "M. Davis"
emblazoned next to it. Following it is avery
informative article on jazz from the '50s;
thank you very much for that. More articles
of similar nature about jazz would be very nice.
On another subject, Iwould like to voice
apreference. Mass tests of loudspeakers are
really not very revealing. The quick listens
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

(relatively) don't usually yield the same quality of results as do extended auditions in one's
own or avery familiar environment. The
review-by-committee approach is also problematic, especially when mixed in with the
mass-test approach.
Having asecond opinion by another reviewer who also had the component for a
relatively not-short period of time has proven
to be more satisfying for all concerned (reviewer, reader, manufacturer). The individual
comments by the single reviewers after the
mass of reviewers' comments (short attention span theater?) illustrated this quite well.
It would be preferable in the future if such
review formats were left to the likes of Stereo Review and their readers, who just want
asurface reading anyway.
You can and should do better than this. As
to the so-called double-blind testing, who
cares? It makes reviewing into more drudgery
and produces results that are questionable and
to me uninteresting.
Tom ROY
Sylmar, CA
Looks like Miles to me. "EssentialJazz Recordings: The '60s" is scheduled to be published in the
April 1994 Stereophile.
- RL

AUDIO TESTING VS.
WINE TASTING
Editor:
Allow me to provide more fuel for the already raging fire over the issues of experiential reviewing and blind testing. My particular can of Stemo was obtained while reading
an article in the April 30th issue of The Wine
Spectator—about blind tasting. Others have
made note of the similarities between how
wines and high-end audio products are
reviewed (at least when the "subjectivists"
are doing the audio reviewing). It's also
worth mentioning that no one in the wine
world thinks that you can tell all there is to
know about awine by taking measurements:
taste is always the most important (and often
only) standard of quality.
However, the audio testers and the wine
tasters part ways over the issue of blind testing/tasting. The folks in the wine trade look
upon blind tasting as the only way to review
wines; the article points out that "label
drinking—forming apreconception of what
awine is supposed to taste like based on
knowledge of what it is—is all too common
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...
and that can mar the taster's critical judgment!' And so, The Wine Spectator (and most,
if not all, other wine publications) does all
its tastings blind when rating new-release
wines. The article does note that there are
times when blind tasting is wrong—such as
when doing avertical tasting of old vintages
ola given producer's finest bottlings. This
sort of sighted tasting is important for acquiring aknowledge base for later tastings—
much like listening to familiar recordings on
awell-known reference system.
Ialso must mention the difference in terminology between audio and wine reviewing. As Iunderstand it, single- vs doubleblind testing in audio (and in the sciences, too,
Ithink) refers to whether the administrant
knows what device is under test for agiven
trial (single-blind, yes; double-, no). For wine
tasting, single or double is defined according
to the subject's knowledge (or lack thereof)
of what wines are to be tasted before the tasting begins. If the wines are known beforehand, then it's single; in double, the tasters
don't get to see the list of candidate wines
first. In both cases, the tasters are never allowed to know what agiven wine is while
they are tasting. The article does state that the
double-blind method is considered "pretty
hairy" by some, if not most, tasters. The article also goes on to say that many tasters do
not consider it afailure if they incorrectly
identify awine, if the result was obtained by
application of their accumulated knowledge
base. An even more vital point made is that
an unfamiliar (and perhaps inexpensive) wine
that gets ahigh score is still avery fine wine
—regardless ofits lack of pedigree Itook part
in adouble-blind tasting last year in which
one pairing pitted a$45 cabernet against
a$7 bottle from Christian Brothers—the
cheaper wine was the unanimous favorite.
That we had come to areasonable conclusion was backed up by the wine press, which
also sang the praises of this economical and
unpretentious wine.
So, what can audio testers learn from this?
Perhaps nothing. Perhaps the process of
experiencing music and that of tasting wine
are too wildly dissimilar. But Idon't think
so. ABX testing is just the wrong method for
blind audio reviewing. A test setup which
combines your current methods (that is, the
reviewer inserts the device under test (DUT)
into areference system, uses familiar recordSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

ings, and takes as long as necessary) combined with obscuring the identity of the
DUT (and the reference device it replaces),
and switching between the reference and the
DUT without the reviewer knowing which
is which, would seem to provide the kind of
experience required for making the fine determinations that are at the center of experiential reviewing, and remove the possibility of rating-by-label.
Given that you've taken to doing blind
listening by asmall group of reviewers in surveys of cheap speakers, it's obvious that you
have the facilities to do this kind of testing.
Your blind speaker tests are flawed by several of the problems that you yourselves
complain about, and with which Iagree. The
sort of blind testing I'm talking about is more
than alittle inconvenient; you'd need agofer
to do the equipment switching; moreover,
this poor grunt would have to be at the beck
and call of the blind reviewer(s), switching
equipment whenever asked.
Doesn't this seem like anoble experiment?
Imean, you could do aseries of double reviews—one using the old method, the other
using this nifty "blind-subjective" method
—and see what happens.
Well, why not? In the wine world, when
a$4 bottle rates an 88 out of 100, everyone
is happy. The guys making the $100 wines
(the good $100 wines, that is) still sell all they
can make, and the guys making the aforementioned giant-killer $4 wine move all of
their inventory, and life goes on. And the
consumer is best served by such an impartial judging. These wine reviewers have faith
in their ability to judge the quality of awine
by using only their senses and their experience. Imean, they really do. Audio reviewers,
on the other hand, claim to. ..
but we must
take it with agrain of salt. We must.
We trust that you are all ethical professionals, and that you are not lying to us, but
it is possible to be subtly influenced by the
knowledge of what it is that you are reviewing. You admit that you are basing your
judgments upon very fine (but very important) differences; any bias due to preconception has the potential to magnify those differences—or obliterate them. The reviewing
regimen I've outlined above takes experiential
audio reviewing into the realm ofuncontestability, at least as far as rating-by-label goes—
but, of course, you will contest this method
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as well. And I'm dying to hear why.
I'll admit that this scheme is not practical
for all reviewing. It would wipe out the
review-it-at-home-by-myself types that
make up the bulk of high-end writers, and
Idon't want to see that. But Ido wish that
someone would start aprogram like this. Perhaps it's just too damned scary to consider. ..
maybe our ears aren't as talented as
are our noses and taste buds.
LONNIE BROWNELL
Encinitas, CA

CARE TO COMMENT?

Editor:
Can you give any strong reasons against controlled blind testing of electronic equipment,
or even of speakers? Ibelieve you must have
read Stanley Lipshitz's 1990 paper in the AES
anthology, The Sound ofAudio; see especially
the last few paragraphs on controlled blind
tests. Isincerely think he has astrong point.
Care to comment?
YIP M ANG M ENG
Singapore

WHERE'S YOUR CREDIBILITY?

Editor:
In the June "Letters" section (Vol.16 No.6,
pp.20-21), Tracy Bayer argues that the subjective audio press has yet to adequately
address the sticky issue of credibility. She
writes, "It's pretty stale to simply moan:
'There must be some as yet unmeasurable
phenomenon to substantiate my perception,
but Ican't speculate on what it is. . Ican't
substantiate for you, the reader (whose interests Iadvance), asingle thing about which
Iwrite, yet trust me and my prose.' One can
just as well condude that the writer is fictionalizing or stretching his experiences to fill
spacer
She's right, if abit harsh, and she has articulated aquestion that has been on my mind,
and, Ipresume, other audiophiles' for some
time: Why should we believe what you say?
Iwas thrilled to read her letter and was
pleased to see it published. But when you
claim, Mr. Atkinson, in your response to
Bayer's letter, to address only her major
points, you do no such thing. Rather you
sidestep her most crucial point completely
and instead offer an inadequate policy outline
which is supposed to demonstrate that, since
failing to tell the truth is not in amagazine's
best interest, its readership should trust that
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

what it reads is therefore the truth.
Mr. Atkinson, please realize that when
your readers or critics ask, "Why should we
believe you?," we are not necessarily calling
your integrity into question. You and all the
reviewers on your staff may indeed be people
of great integrity, devoted to the pursuit of
truth and utterly convinced of your incorruptibility in that pursuit. But you are by no
means immune to human failings. You have
little defense against the mechanisms of prejudice which may be at work as you conduct
your reviews. You are human and therefore
necessarily subject to the forces of prejudice
and subjective error, despite your best efforts
to fight and deny them. You have yet, in my
opinion, to adequately answer the question
of why your subjective opinion should be
considered credible, and, with Ms. Bayer's
letter, missed agolden chance to do just that.
RUSSELL REICH
New York, NY
The question of whether component reviews should
or should not be performed with or without the
help/hindrance of blind testing continues to raise its
head. Why it does so, I
feel, is because it represents
the actual point where two opposed philosophies
clash. (Actually, "philosophies" is too weak aword,
as is "ideas"; "doctrines" is better; Richard
Dawkins, in the last chapter of his seminal book
The Selfish Gene, called them "memes.") That
abstractions can be powerful enough to wield considerable control over people's lives should go without
saying—ifyou doubt that, you should read some
medieval history. In the Dark Ages, people would
be tortured and killed, for example, for their adherence to the idea either thatJesus did or that He did
not own possessions, depending on who was Pope
at the time.
Ithought Ihad addressed the issue fairly and
squarely in my response to Tracy Bayer's letter last
June. In response to Mr. Reich, I'll give it another
shot. There are two answers to the question asked
by the above correspondents, one trivial, one deeper
in its implications. The first is that, like people,
magazines like Stereophile treat the world as they
find it. The occasional claim to the contrary, there
is no hi-fi magazine of any description that
exclusively uses blind testing to reach its published value judgments. Why, then, should this
magazine be judged by adfferent standard?
The second, more serious answer is that areview
magazine has to have reviewjudgments to publish.
Stereophile has, ofcourse, dabbled in blind testing
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sage "slur" goes straight to the brain. However,
when practicable; witness TJN's series of loudwhile our ears directly perceive sound pressure, the
speaker tests. Iam also intrigued by Mr. Brownell's
musical information represented by changes in that
idea—we might well try some experiments in this
pressure has to be inferred by the mind. That extra
direction. However, the problem is that blind tests
step is the killer.
—J
A
performed within normal time andfinancial constraints generally appear to have limited powers of
VINYL AVAILABLE HERE
resolution. Well-publicized tests have ended up with
Editor:
no significant identification of audible differences
Please note us as asource for high-quality
between amplifiers, between cables, between
classical, opera, and audiophile recordings
sunound-sound processors, and between CD players.
on vinyl: Louis Speichler, The Source for Fine
Does this mean that there are no audible differences?
Classical Records, Suite 102-1, 4350 W. HalNa Remember that anull resultfrom ascientific
landale Beach Blvd., Hollywood, FL 33023;
test does not mean that there is no detectable pheTel: (305) 963-5409.
nomenon, only that if there was one, it could not
Iwould like to address one other issue Too
be detected under the specific conditions of that test.
much emphasis has been placed on so-called
This is amuch-misunderstood point, partly
"audiophile" recordings by classical music
because readers are perplexed by all those negatives.
listeners.
These recordings comprise only a
II try to clarify with an example. Iremember many
small percentage of available classical music
years ago taking part in an apparently well-run
records. Many of the greatest artists and persingle-blind testfor the English magazine Hi-Fi
formances exist on vinyl that would not fall
Choice The results showed that the panel of which
into the "audiophile" category, such as
Iwas amember could not distinguish stereo from
monos on Columbia, Period, Spa, and many
mono with any statistical confidence. Should we
other labels. Serious music listeners should
inferfrom this result that stereo and mono are inpay greater attention to these rare and impordistinguishable? Obviously not. The difference
tant recordings.
Louis SPEICHLER
between stereo and mono is both fundamental to
Hollywood, FL
modern high-fidelity sound reproduction and very
easy to hear under casual conditions. Instead, the
STOP RECOMMENDING MIKES
correct conclusion to draw is that it is very hard
to design ablind test procedure that does not itself Editor:
Iwish you'd either stop including microhide the difference you are trying to detect in the
phones among your "Recommended Comfirst place.
ponents!' or at least remind your readers of
A magazine that adhered to an exclusively blind
afew basic facts that nearly all professional
testing regime would not have judgments to pubaudio engineers know by heart.
lish, therefore. It would be dishonestfor it to claim
First of all, there is no one microphone, no
that its null tests meant anything other than that
matter what its cost or "sonic signature" that
its tests hadfailed. Yet it would not have anything
is ideally suited for all applications. A microelse to say about any of the products it had audiphone is atool to be used, and, like any tool,
tioned. Yet measurable differences in performance
where it's most appropriate.
among sound reproduction components undoubtedly
If you can afford only one pair of microexist, and it should be expected that such objective
phones, choose very carefully. I'm afraid a
differences have subjective results.
fledgling recordist might seriously consider
Those who are the servants of the meme that
buying apair of B&K 4006es (a fine mike,
denies the existence of quality in sound reproduction
to be sure), since it's the only microphone
will not be satisfied by this short answer, ofcourse.
included in Class A of "Recording EquipNor, to be honest, would Iexpect them to be. For
ment!' Yet Iknow of few engineers who
afuller explanation, therefore, Irefer them to Robert
would select an omni—any otnni—as their
Harley's 'A Listeners' Manifesto," which appeared
primary microphone.
in Stereophile in January 1991 (Vol.15 No.1,
Flat frequency response may be an imporp.111).
tant consideration when amike is used fairly
Incidentally, Mr. Brownell, the problem is not
close to asound source, but the farther away
that our ears aren't as talented as are our noses and
you move it, the less success aflat mike will
taste buds. With tasting and smelling, our sense
organs are directly exposed to the stimulus; put a have, particularly with high frequencies. Its
"flat frequency response" is not why the
grain ofsalt on your tongue and the hard-wired mesSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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Now THAT You G ET How I
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HEAR How I
T FEELS.
If you're using adigital music source, such as aCD, Nature dictates
that you transform the bits of information into analog waves.
With our new digital to analog converter, the transition becomes so
smooth, so elegant, any music sounds vastly superior. The high end
sweetens. The low end strengthens. The soundstage deepens. And your
living room comes far closer to capturing not only the sound, but the
very soul of live music.
In fact,, it's been said that our new D/AC-1000 can even turn vinyl
die-hards into digital converts.
Surprising? Not when you consider that it comes with an ST fiber
optic connector and three independent power supplies. Features you'd
never expect to find on aunit this affordable.
That's been the Parasound hallmark for over adecade. And that's why
our components continue to astound the high-end audio community.
So if your music is locked up in adigital source, unlock it with a
D/AC-1000. You're bound to create waves. Just as Nature intended.
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compression on the order of 25%. These are
simple bit manipulations which are exticutely
fast without the need for specialized hardware or fancy software. More extensive techniques used for computer archiving can
achieve substantial compression at high speeds
(no noticeable delay in disk read-access time).
MS-DOS 6.0 includes on-line file compression of this type. A variety of companies offer
file-compression software which can average
4:1 with ordinary data.
The fractal image processing technique
mentioned by JA achieves boggling compression ratios by eliminating most of the
color and texture detail, which is then simulated with fractal-based interpolation when
decompressed. The sonic equivalent would
be to digitize only the fundamentals and then
simulate the harmonics for playback. Ugh!
This is antithetical to the concept of high
fidelity, even more so than the low-bit-rate
encoding we see today.
We don't necessarily need to fit all nine
Iagree absolutely with Mr. Hoel that any microBeethoven symphonies on one CD, we really
phone is atool to be used where it's most appropriate. just want better sound. Heck, even Neil
Young thinks we need better digital sound!
As to whether we should recommend mikes in
So, before we sneer at asmall reduction in
"Recommended Components," al. Gordon Holt,
storage, recognize that the mere 25% comDick Olsher, Robert Harley, and Ihave had some
pression Imentioned above would allow over
experience using the mikes listed, Ifeel that our opin80 minutes of 20-bit music on astandard
ions are probably ofvalue Yes, the list is very incomplete. But when we have no direct experience of a CD. A 2:1 compression ratio would allow
two hours of 20-bit music, or 76 minutes of
mike, doesn't it go without saying that we have no
24-bit music at a33% higher sample rate
opinion of it? Incidentally, the main pickupfor our
(58,800 samples/second). 4:1 compression,
next release—pianist Robert Silverman in concert
on par with DCC's PASC encoding, would
performing Schumann, Schubert, Bach, and
put us into audiophile heaven. A technique
Chopin—ended up being aspaced pair of B&K
is feasible as long as the time required for
4006 omnis. Although the imaging specificity is,
decompression is less than or equal to the
ofcourse, nothing like that which would be obtained
time saved by reading the reduced amount
from aBlumlein pair, the mikes were deliciously
true to the tonal quality of the Steinway. —J
A of data? No sacrifice is necessary in either
quality or quantity; in fact, both could be
improved.
DATA S
QUEEZING
Of course, digital audio has some special
Editor:
needs which may not be addressed by stateIn response to John Aticinson's comment about
of-the-art archiving compression schemes.
phenomenal compression ratios ("Industry
We want to have something approaching true
Update," July 1993, p.47): Bits are bits. Digirandom access for indexing, forward and
tized music is still bits. Compress the digital data itsel£ rather than the audio data in the
2Iassume that current technology is not sufficient for realdigital domain. "Lossy" compression techtime decompression of data at 4:1 ratio. Why else would
niques sacrifice quality for quantity. ConPhilips have used alossy technique for DCC? Several artides on DCC and Sony's MiniDisc have implied that the data
servative compression techniques do not saccompression required could not be accomplished without
rifice data, but merely take advantage of perceptual encoding. Ilook at the pace of microprocessor
development and Ithink that, within the near future, such
redundancy inherent in all information. Simprocessing power will be available Will the industry be willple schemes do eliminate leading zeros, and
ing to leave all that research investment behind when such
reduced storage of redundancies can yield
technology becomes available?

AKG 414 (a good studio mike) may be "ideal
for avariety of applications" if those applications are mostly in aconcert hall. Again,
it's not what you use, but how you use it.
You tell us how amike sounds but not
how it performs. What about its output level?
Its self-noise? Transient response? A B8c0
ribbon is asweet mike—if you can find
one—but be prepared for arelatively noisy
unit that requires asubstantial amount of gain
from the preamp, console, or recorder.
And where are the rest of today's fine
microphones? You like the Neumann U87,
but what about the U89, U67, TLM170,
ICM100 series, TLM50, RSM191 (if you
want amike with "reach"). ..
or Neumann's
Setutheiser cousins, the MKH series? What
about Beyer? Sanken? Schoeps? Microtech
Gefell? If you like B&K, how about the 4011?
The 4007? Why no mention of AKG's stereo microphone, the 426?
LARS HOEL
New York, NY
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When Denon, with the audio industry's longest heritage of digital design
and music recording, charged its most talented engineers to create arange of
cost-no-object components, clearly the goal was not for immediate sales.
Instead, Denon applied the most advanced technologies to improve the resolution, integrity and stability of digital data transmission to achieve accurate,
transparent sound reproduction and pure musicality.
What uniquely qualifies Denon in this endeavor is that the Company
shares the same dedication to music of many esoteric manufacturers, but combines this fervor with the technology and resources gained through 83 years of
recording music and building record/playback components. No other high-end
or mainstream audio manufacturer can make this claim.
The intensive research and design that has gone into the very limited
edition of S-Series components could never be recouped through sales, even
at their seemingly lofty prices. Instead, Denon, in keeping with its "Design
Integrity" philosophy, will explore ways to incorporate many of these advances
in future Denon components. But, for those of you who can afford not to wait...
Denon America, Inc .222 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 (201)575-7810
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TOP: The DP-S1 CD Transport is
constructed using three levels of
mechanical and acoustic isolation
and ahigh resolution laser system to
deliver ultra stable, jitter-free data.
$8,000.
MIDDLE The DA-S1 D/A
Converter employs ST-Genlock clock
and data transmission with Denon's
exclusive ALPHA Converter System to
achieve alull 20 bits of data integrity
from any CO or other digital audio
source. $7,000.
BOTTOM: The PO4-St
Monoblocks combine parallel, complementary bipolar power supplies
with alull differential power MOSFET amplifier design to deliver more
than 1,400 Watts into a1Ohm load
$20,000 each

DENON

reverse cueing, A-B repeat, and other features
we appreciate greatly. Normal computer
archiving techniques require the whole file
to be decompressed from the beginning. It
isn't possible to jump to any point and begin
processing. It isn't possible to know where
to jump to if aparticular point in the file is
desired. Iwould try breaking the data into
blocks of afixed number of samples. That
would solve part of the access problem. It is
well known that hand-timing an event incorporates an error of 0.16 seconds, due to the
reaction time of ahuman timekeeper. This
would suggest that as long as the block
of samples is smaller than 160ms, we humans
would not likely notice the delay caused by
processing aportion of the block to reach the
desired point of time in the music. Ithink the
industry can meet such atechnical challenge.
CD was developed with the technology
of the 1970s, and Ibelieve that the technology
of the 1990s is capable of meeting all our
desires? Let's hope that the next generation
of digital recording is developed with all the
ingenuity and cooperation of the 1990s
instead of the squabbling, me-first competition of the preceding decades. Ihope the
audio industry can take alesson from the batde of the video standards in which the consumers wound up the losers. Yes, it may be
necessary to include alossy compression
scheme for mass-market appeal—you know,
those extended-play compilations which
already inundate us in lobbies, elevators, and
restaurants. Oh yeah, and for brain-dead
drivers with their car stereos blasting at
unbelievable decibel levels, so they won't be
confused by the momentary silence while
their changers advance to the next CD. Just
don't let that be the only standard available.
We want an uncompromised standard
which will allow for true high fidelity. Iwonder if an industry which has already produced at least three distinct low-bit-rate
encoding schemes can cooperate to the
advantage of the whole market from musician to consumer?
DON WEAVER
North Augusta, SC

RUBIN ON THE RADIUS
Editor:
A short note regarding Corey's August '93
review of the Rolcsan Radius turntable (p.157).
The unit now comes with the DSU power
supply, offering even better performance than
Corey witnessed!
GENE RUBIN
Gene Rubin Audio, Los Angeles, CA

A RARE THING
Editor:
Istarted having some problems with my
Bryston 4B amplifier recently, and called
Bryston Ltd. for guidance. They told me that
they did not accept anything of theirs that did
not work perfectly, and to send the unit
down promptly.
It turned out that Ihad two different problems, one of them intermittent. After considerable repairs, they sent back my amplifier
in top shape and at no cost to me—even
though Idid not have the original bill, and
the unit was 12 years old. When they say they
have a20-year warranty, they obviously
mean it. All this in only three days ...Wow.
That's what Icall customer satisfaction.
ROGER BRUNEAU
Laval, PQ, Canada

AUDIO CABLE & MORE
DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
FOR TOP QUALITY I

We have equaled the high priced brands.
High priced equivalents as low as $.74/11
We demystify wire technology. Send for
explanation literature and catalog of all
our audio/video products, or call 1-800
321-2108 24 hrs/day. FAX 609-428-1832

3The technology of the late 1970s includes the lon gwavelength (red light) LED laser. I
haven't heard anythin g
lately about pro gress on the short-wavelength (blue li ght)
LED laser. Going from 700nm to 400nm would nearly quadruple the data density for diffraction-limited optical media,
which is approaching the problem from the hardware side
[Recent articles in Science News and The Economist indicate that
blue lasers are up and running at Sony and IBM,though still some
way offfrom commercial use—Ed.]
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993
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— the luxury of high quality
... at an affordable price —

L A T INTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034
5I

THE BEST IN THE WORLD FOR THEATERS
SOUND STAGES RECORDING STUDIOS
AND CUSTOM HOME INSTALLATIONS.
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XL0 ELECTRIC COW'ANY
9480 UTICA STREET •SUITE
RANCHO CLICAMONGA"CA 91130
TEL (909) 466 03812 •FAX (909) 46

INC
612
USA
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US: John Atkinson

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer seminars should Fax me (don't call)
the when, where, and who at (505) 983-6327
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event —ie, if you're putting on something in
March 1994, you should get the information
to me by January I. Mark the Fax cover sheet
"For the attention ofJohn Atkinson—Dealer
Bulletin Board!'
Colorado: On December 6, at 8pm, Gold
Sound (4285 South Broadway, Englewood)
is presenting Joey Wolpert, an AKG products
specialist, who will be speaking about AKG
headphones and microphones. Call (303)
789-5310 for details.
New York: Sound by Singer (18 E. 16th
St., New York) has been presenting aseries
of seminars throughout the fall. The final
event of the season will be Jason Bloom of
Apogee Acoustics, presenting his Studio
Grand ribbon loudspeakers, on December
2. Call (212) 924-8600 for times and details.
UltraSysterns' Manhattan showroom has
RoomTune head honcho Michael Green
available for personal customer consultation
on room acoustics and treatment, clamping devices, and speakers until June 1994.
Michael will also make house calls, but as all
consultations are by appointment only, those
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

interested should call UltraSystems at (800)
724-3305, or Fax (215) 297-8661.

US: Robert Harley

Hales Audio, the company that brought us
the wonderfill System Two and System Two
Signature loudspeakers, has been dissolved.
A split between designer L. Paul Hales and
his business partners resulted in the liquidation of Hales Audio.
Paul Hales has, however, formed the Hales
Design Group to continue designing and
manufacturing high-end loudspeakers. The
new company plans to introduce six new
models—all designed by Paul Hales—that
cover awider range of the market than did
his previous designs. Three of the new products, ranging in price from $1800/pair to
$3800/pair, will be shown at the January
1994 CES in Las Vegas. Other models will
follow, priced both higher and lower than
these first three. Paul Hales is also working
on areference loudspeaker along the lines of
his spectacular $16,000 System One, which
was sold under the Hales Audio name. The
new reference loudspeaker has similar cabinet
construction and appearance to those of the
System One, but should sell for about half
the price.
The Hales Design Group will continue to
provide technical support and warranty
information for owners of Hales Audio
53
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products. Those interested in knowing more
about HDG and its products should call or
fax (510) 634-0991 for afree newsletter.

Van Morrison, the Everly Brothers, Eric
Anderson, Tim Buckley, the Kinks, Jim
Kweskin, the Youngbloods, Captain Beefheart, the Grateful Dead, Gordon Lightfoot,
US: John Atkinson
the Faces, James Taylor, Neil Young, Geoff
Genesis Technologies, the company formed
and Maria Muldaur, the Beach Boys, Van
by Arnie Nudell (ex-Infinity) and Paul
Dyke Parks, Pentangle, and many more—all
McGowan (the original Pof PS Audio) to
new to me, and most at the fresh inceptions,
manufacture high-quality loudspeakers, has
if not the heydays, of their careers.
moved. Their new address is Genesis TechWarners was not yet considered amajor
nologies, 164 Railroad Avenue #150, Minlabel in those days; those record companies
turn, CO 81645. Tel: (303) 827-9515.
who were made bets on how quickly the
company would go under. Well, Warners
thrived by giving us then-young Boomoids
pretty much what we wanted while mining
an undefinably but unmistakably American
vein, heavy on singer/songwriters while
eschewing folk musicper se. The more fanatic
of us were even able to "shop by the label"
and seldom get burned.
In September of this year, Warner/Reprise
Burbank: Richard Lehnert issued the first discs in their "Warner Archives"
Those of you who came of musical age in the
series, under the direction of Gregg Geller,
late '60s and early '70s might remember the
VP of A&R since 1992. These are compilaWarner/Reprise Records of those years as
tions and reissues of classic or overlooked
having perhaps the highest-quality and most
titles from the last 30 years of Warners revaried stable of interesting popular—and
leases—ie, since the founding of the company
not-so-popular—musicians and groups.
—that have somehow avoided CD reissue
Back then, years before the "Alternative
until now. Most of these first releases, not
Rock" slogan had seen print for the first time,
surprisingly, were first issued in the late '60s
Warner Bros. had already proven that arecand early '70s: four titles from The (Small)
ord company could take chances, put out
Faces (First Step, Long Player, A Nod is as Good
records that it thought should be released
as aWink, Ooh La La); three classics from
regardless of how few "units" they might
Tower of Power, the tightest funk band ever
ever sell, make up the difference with more
(Bump City, Urban Renewal, In the Slot); Bill
popular artists, and still make ahefty profit
Evans's We Will Meet Again; two by Joà.o Gilwhile increasing its street cred among the hip,
berto on asingle CD (Amoroso and Brasil);
the would-be hip, and the just plain tasteful.
Maria Muldaur's two best records, Maria
Imean, any label that can somehow embrace
Muldaur and Waitress in the Donut Shop; and,
Dean Martin and Wild Man Fischer has got
going back to Reprise's earliest days, when
to be doing something right.
Sinatra still owned the label, compilations
Iwas one of those teenagers who saw the
of early-'60s tracks by Count Basie and
ads in Rolling Stone for the first Warners "Loss Jimmy Durante.
Leader" sampler albums-2 LPs for $2—and
Even more interesting to me were Geller's
couldn't quite believe they'd actually send me
excellent compilations—with liner notes to
anything for my measly two bucks. Iwasn't
match—of 20 originals by Tony Joe White,
alone—ii those days of widespread marketone of America's least-appreciated true origiing naïveté, everyone Italked to thought
nals, and, most of all, a2-CD, 50-track set
it was ascam. But Warners recouped their
culled from the Everly Brothers' ten-year,
losses and then some, at least from me. Just
ten-album stint at Warners (after amonth on
introducing myself to rock music after an
the racks, the Everlys set has sold twice as
entire childhood devoted to classical, Ifound
many copies as any other Archive release—
virtually every cut on those first samplers a except the Durante). After starting out with
revelation: songs by Joni Mitchell, the Fugs,
Warners in 1960 with abang with "Cathy's
Zappa and the Mothers, Randy Newman,
Clown," the Everlys' career went from bad
54
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hen is abox not abox?
When it's aFried speaker.

Clockwise from left: Valholla System (C/5 satellite and D/2 subwoofer),
R/5, Beta V, 0/5, Studio V, A/5 and CPI] (cente- channel).

Dhas been perfecting transmission line
uring the past four decades, Fried

technology and its variations such as the
line tunnel. Line technology is what
transforms ordinary-looking speakers
into extraordinary sounding musical
instruments. To put it simply, ordinary
box speakers azn not solve the problem of
the rear wave — the energy that comes
from the back oía loudspeaker cone.
Fried speakers are free from the restrictions of bass reflex designs or sealed
enclosures; they solve these problems and
eliminate such undesirable characteristics
as bass thump, time smear and coloration in both the bass and midrange. The
results speak for themselves WorldRadioHistory
and can be

heard in our incredibly affordable
Beta V at $399 per pair all the way up to
our incomparable Valhalla System.
For amore detailed explanation of the
Fried solution and the name of your
local dealer, please call our acoustic
experts at (800) 255-1014. Once you
audition aFried speaker, we're sure that
you'll never want to listen to abox again.

FRIED
PRODUCTS 0 CORPORATION

13 2 3 Conshohocken Road
Norristown, PA 1940 1-2707
215-277-1014 0 FAX 215-277-4390
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to worse until, by 1969, after ever more
desperate attempts at breaking into the charts
("Temptation"? "A Whiter Shade of Pale"?!?),
Warners couldn't even give away their best
and last album for the label, the backwardlooking Roots. The strong appeal of Geller's
collection, titled Walk Right Back, is his inclusion of many tracks from Roots, plus several
very rare singles from that era, at least two
of which are guaranteed to break your heart:
"Lord of the Manor" and "Empty Boxes:'
Rounding out this first "Archives" release
are acompilation disc from Charles Wright
and the Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band
(who were never not popular in East L.A.),
and, at last, the first appearance on CD of
Lowell George's sole solo album, Thanks I'll
Eat It Here. Included on the latter is apreviously unreleased demo of "Heartache," aduet
with Valerie Carter that finally makes this
album, left unfinished at George's death,
sound complete at last.
In the racks by the time you read this will
be reissues of albums by Nico and John Cale.
In the works are a3-CD Emmylou Harris
box, aBootsy Collins retrospective, two
long-out-of-print Randy Newman albums
(Randy Newman and Live), and aDavid Grisman/Stephane Grappelli disc.
All titles are midpriced and have been reEQ'd for CD. The sound varies widely;
many of my LPs of this material still sound
better, but the late Everlys stuff is improved
on CD, and the Muldaur CDs have that ol'
"palpable presence" in stunning proportions.
I'm just glad this stuff is available again. And
Gregg? Some suggestions for future releases:
How 'bout John Simon's Album? And the
Doobies' eponymous first? Lamb's Cross Between? Lisa Kindred's American Avatar?Jackie
Lomax's Home Is In My Head and Three? Jack
Nitzche's St. Giles Cripplegate? And ...

US: John Atkinson

Southern Los Angeles-area audiophiles who
would like mutual support and sympathy
might like to know that aGreater South Bay
Audiophile Society is in the process of being
formed. The charter letter states that the
intent of the Society is "to share and explore
views and ideas concerning recorded music,
component compatibility, system modifications and tweaks, and topics of general
interest relating to the audio field:'
Those interested should contact The

STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Greater South Bay Audiophile Society, 2483
Eucalyptus Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90806,
or phone David Clark at (310) 427-4207 or
Larry Fisher at (310) 599-6579.

US: Thomas J. Norton

For over adecade, the JS Engineering Corporation marketed well-received loudspeakers using Richard Modafferi's "Infinite
Slope" crossover technology. JSE has been
inactive for the past couple of years; the rights
to the Infinite Slope design have been passed
on to Joseph Audio—a new, unrelated company which is marketing new designs based
on that principle. (See last month's "Letters"
for more on this subject.)
In 1991, John Sollecito, president ofJSE,
founded anew company, Source Technologies, with an extensive line of new loudspeakers. The name change was decided
upon because ofJSE's close market identity
with the Infinite Slope design, which is not
used in the new company's products. And
while JS Engineering no longer manufactures
new product, they never formally went out
of business; Source Technologies is honoring
all JSE warranties. They may be contacted at
701 Nutmeg Road N., South Windsor, CT
06074. Tel: (203) 528-2892.

UK: Martin Colloms

One of the grand old names in British loudspeaker manufacturing, Yorkshire-based
Wharfedale, merged with Mission in 1992
but was relaunched with anew range of
models unveiled to the press in late September. (Me relaunch was timed to coincide with
Live '93, London's newest consumer electronics show.) Mission's management team
believes they can turn around Wharfedale's
trading position from years of loss to economic health. Early on, however, the Mission team suffered apotentially fatal blow
when it was discovered that Wharfedale's
stock valuation was both highly optimistic
and seriously out of date. Further financing
and restructuring were essential if things
were to be put right. As part of this refinancing, Tomei, amajor Taiwan OEM electronics
giant, now holds a7% share in Verity, Mission's holding company.
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N 38
CONVENIENCE, NOT COMPROMISE*
*Translation: It's easy to use and sounds great, too!
Why suffer inconvenience simply because you insist on
uncompromising musical performance? The Mark Levinsone
N9 38 Preamplifier uses fully balanced circuitry from input to
output, producing avivid soundstage which emerges from a
backdrop of silence. Its volume control circuitry offers onepart-per-thousand precision for outstanding imaging focus and
stability. And its revolutionary design literally disconnects all
unused inputs (signal and ground), effectively isolating the
music signal from any possible contamination. It is as though
the chosen source had
exclusive use of
the preamplifier,
without
electrical
interference
from competing
sources. These
are just some of
the unique
design features which give
this preamplifier its remarkable sonic quality.
For the first time in any preamplifier, aspecial surround sound
processor mode allows ahigh-end music system to be
combined with ahigh-performance home theater, without
compromise to either. The N9 38 maintains the carefully
achieved calibration of your chosen surround processor while
allowing the surround system to take advantage of the main
amplifiers and speakers, something traditional preamplifiers
cannot do. Yet, when it is time to return from movies to
music, asimple press of abutton restores your dedicated music
system.
The N9 38 is apleasure to own and use. The remote
control duplicates all major functions found on
the front panel, with your actions displayed
prominently on the large, easily-read display.
The first 30 Series Mark Levinson preamplifier, the
N9 38 shows its heritage more clearly then ever, in
appearance and in the listening. Never before has a
Mark Levinson product so effectively incorporated this
level of design refinement and extraordinary value. Visit
your local authorized Mark Levinson dealer for aprivate
audition of this exceptional product.
If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please
write or fax us at the address below.

mrKPr

2V1r1501-1

Mark LevInsone and Proceeds products are designed and manufactured by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203)346-1540
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Because Tomei supplies many of the
world's famous brands of electronics, acustom range of hi-fi electronics is planned, to
be sold under the Wharfedale logo and
induding the increasingly popular video surround systems. The new Wharfedale speaker
range does not appear to be in direct competition with the existing Mission and Cyrus
speaker lines. In any case, it was made very
clear at the press launch that the two companies were to have distinct identities, and
that Wharfedale in particular should not be
seen as part of Mission. As far as business is
concerned, the two are operating competitors
with separate profit bases; the aim is to show
that Wharfedale can be asuccessful and
profitable addition to the Verity group in
its own right. (Wharfedale itself comprises
subdivisions—including Wharfedale Force,
Fane, and McKenzie—covering pro audio
and sound reinforcement as well as domestic
loudspeakers.)
A key component in the restructuring of
Wharfedale was the appointment of Stan
Curtis, the well-known designer (remember his Cambridge Audio CD1 CD player?).
A Yorkshireman returning to his home
ground, Curtis is responsible for new technology and developing arevitalized product range. It was admitted that, over the last
ten years or so, Wharfedale had lost its way
between asea of unprofitable OEM operations with upward of 1000 variations of
drive-units, while its main hi-fi range lacked
direction and continuity. The company was
too willing to provide small variations on too
many themes for outside customers—take
an inch off acabinet here and there—despite
the fact that the production run might be
only afew hundred boxes. Stan told the story
of aWharfedale accounting lunacy concerning the fabled ceramic-dome tweeter. Once
its arduous development program had been
accounted for, it ended up costing around
$50 each. The internal manufacturing costing
for use in speaker systems had been set at
around $5.
Market research has established that
Wharfedale is still one of the world's bestknown hi-fi names; despite its uneven trading
history in recent years, brand awareness
remains remarkably high. In Wharfedale's
heyday in the late 1970s, over 1000 people
were employed building 150,000 pairs of
speakers annually, with production of singleSTEREOPHH.E, DECEMBER 1993

driver units approaching one million.
At the September re-launch, Stan explained
that Wharfedale was returning to its traditional large-volume markets with awide
range of speakers incorporating innovative
features intended to appeal to awide spectrum of users: young and old, less well off
and better-heeled. He pointed out that Wharfedale had always made speakers which were
"good"-sounding—as he put it, of "mellow
tone"—loudspeakers which were pleasant
to listen to if not necessarily high-fidelity.
The new range begins with small modular
plastic cubes priced as low as $99.90/pair
($150) and designed to accompany games,
computers, and the like, or to serve as attractive accessory and extension speakers. The
universal driver of this series is an inexpensive
but high-quality 4" paper cone with awellbalanced 100Hz-15kHz frequency range.
Cubes can be assembled in groups and
tweeters added according to application
enhanced by abass-mid version of the module. This universal driver also forms the basis
for asingle-source, center-channel reproducer for stereo TV surround-sound systems.
The larger speakers in the range also use
inexpensive but efficient paper cones, with
two tweeter options. The panel styling indudes clip-together baffle moldings reminiscent of B&W's range, this visual link reinforced by the adoption of the top-mounted
eyeball tweeter. In Wharfedale's case, this
design feature is augmented by aswivel
bracket that allows the owner to aim the treble axis at the listener. That aiming is achieved
with the help of an LED built into the tweeter
which is illuminated by the signal. Shining
through the translucent polymer domes, the
point of light and its halo are strongly directional. This wacky touch recalls the alignment aid of KEF's R105 head assembly—
the lamp at the end of the aiming tunnel.
Altogether, 18 speaker systems were shown,
with more to come, though full manufacture
of all models is not expected before the end
of 1993. The range looks fresh and wellcoordinated, and aims Wharfedale at the
moderately priced high-vohune market. Key
elements in Wharfedale's potential profitability are its ability to manufacture in large
quantities when required. For example, the
company daims that their modular approach
means that production can be easily switched
from aspeaker type that isn't selling well to
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Paragon

Delicate and beautiful.
Powerfully expressive.
She's more than you expect.

The Regent
Paragon Acoustics
123 State St. Saint Paul, MN 55107
(800) 224-7599
(612) 224-7599
(612) 224-7674 FAX
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one that is—a versatility augmented by current investment in what is likely to be Europe's largest fully automated drive-unit
production line, and by Wharfedale's ability to produce all drivers and cabinets inhouse.

US: John Atkinson

Thinking about buying anew piece of gear?
Want to know who published what about
which and when? The Audio Review Index
includes ahuge number of hi-fi components,
sorted into product categories, and lists when
reviews appeared in 12 English and US
magazines. The 56-page Index also includes
when each component was made, its last list
price, a"Worth Ratio" (the ratio between the
list price and the most typical used market
value), and a"$ Value Index"—"Good,"
"Fair," "V. Good," etc.—which takes into
account reviewers' comments about quality,
value, and construction. It also lists "Best
Bets" in each category—the products which
got the rave reviews in up to five separate
price levels. The Audio Review Index costs $9.95
and is available from Ak Ak Adak Publishing,
398 Elm Avenue, San Bruno, CA 94066. Tel:
(415) 589-2432.
Interested in prerecorded open-reel tapes?
Charles King, along-time Stereophile reader,
has prepared acomplete catalog of all the
two-track tapes ever published in the US—
over 1200 titles. The list and an explanatory
letter are available for $15 from Charles King,
P.O. Box 116, East Berlin, CT 06023.

technology would be of value almost everywhere that headphones are used outside the
home—in buses, trains, or just to minimize
the noise of passing traffic while strolling
along asidewalk.
At the 1993 Summer CES anew company,
Noise Cancellation Technologies, introduced
the first affordable noise-canceling stereo
headphone. It really worked, cutting ambient
noise by 10 to 20dB. Ihaven't seen it in stores,
but according to ads in airline magazines and
Stereo Review it can be purchased direct by
mail or phone order for $150. Unfortunately
the sound of the headphone itselfleft agood
deal to be desired. But now that the ice has
been broken, major headphone companies
are jumping on the bandwagon. Koss has
joined forces with Active Noise and Vibration Technologies Inc., of Phoenix, to develop aline of noise-canceling stereo headphones. Their first model, based on the
lightweight Koss CD/4 stereophone, is
scheduled to be available before Christmas.
Future versions are expected to employ adigital noise-canceling circuit using DSP chips
that were first developed for the cellular telephone industry.

UK: Martin Colloms

Rumors of industry infighting were legion
as London's two autumn hi-fi shows approached. This September, for the first time
in many years, two audio shows were held in
as many weeks—The Hi-Fi Show and Live '93.
First came The Hi-Fi Show, organized by
Hi-Fi News &Record Review and more usually
referred to as the Penta Show after its hotel
US: Peter W. Mitchell
venue. (This year some confusion was caused
Several years ago Bose developed the first
practical noise-canceling headset. It used a by the hotel's change of name to the Ramada.)
While mainland Europe hosts shows—such
built-in microphone and amplifier to detect,
as the Netherlands' Firata—that attract over
invert, and cancel low-frequency ambient
amillion visitors, The Hi-Fi Show has never
noise. This invention was crucial to the sucenjoyed the same level of success, largely
cess of the lightweight Voyager aircraft that
because of its specialist hi-fi focus.
flew around the world nonstop without
This year apotential rival emerged in the
refueling. Bose has commercialized it as a
communications headset for airplane pilots,
form of Live '93—a mini-CES held at Olymfor whom the reduction of engine noise pia, alarge, purpose-built, central London
lessens fatigue and improves the clarity of exhibition hall. The intention behind this
show was to collect as much consumer elecradio messages. I've been eagerly awaiting
tronics under one roof as possible—from car
an affordable stereo model, in order to enjoy
audio to cameras, games, video surroundmusic during long commercial flights. This
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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Adcom's GFP-565
Preamplifier:
Pure and Simple.
ADCOM
neoll
Ilis.10111.1111."

—

In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the
GFP-565 — the world's first affordable
preamplifier with direct, linear gain path
circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with
any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can
experience the exceptionally lifelike sound
which has astonished even the most
demanding critics.
Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility_
You can use one or more sets of
outputs: I) BYPASS -direct-coupled before
tone controls, filters, etc. for the most direct
path to your power amplifier while retaining
control of volume and balance. 2) LAB direct-coupled with no output-coupling
capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL -same as LAB but
with highest quality output capacitors for
use with amplifiers needing the extra
protection of ultra-low-frequency roll-off.
Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are
easily accommodated by this flexible
arrangement.

Pure Convenience
The minimalist aesthetics of the
GFP-565 are deceptive in their simplicity.
Without being overly complicated to use,
this preamplifier is able to integrate and
control all of the components in the most
sophisticated of music systems. There are
five high-level inputs as well as aphono
input. A separate front-panel switch allows
the use of an external processor, only when
needed, leaving both tape circuits free. And,
of course, you may listen to one input while
recording from another.
More Sound, Less Money
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
Pure and simple.

details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. 1200 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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sound, and hi-fi. In theory, this meant that
the hi-fi brands present would be exposed
to amuch wider audience than at The Hi-Fi
Show. It was hoped that the fairly high $10
admission would attract aserious class of visitor. A number of British audio manufacturers elected to switch from the Ramada to
the Olympia show, while some exhibited at
both. Live '93 was certainly well-publicized,
even to the extent of peak-time TV advertising and promotional slots, and enjoyed
major support from daily newspapers, especially the Times group, which helped organize
the exhibition.
At Olympia, most of the British audio
companies were grouped together in what
was called "The Real Hi-Fi Village," a
description which hardly seems likely to
promote an image of audio as amodern
medium. It had originally been intended to
have cobbled streets and cottage-style stands,
but, with the exception of a few "olde
worlde" lampposts and some flower arrangements, the theme had been abandoned—
which was perhaps all to the good. Some
exhibitors attempted to provide demonstrations in prefabricated plasterboard booths,
but it was arguable whether they produced
any better sound than the often cramped
hotel bedrooms of The Hi-Fi Show. Ambient noise levels were generally far too high
for serious listening.
What could not be denied was the ample
space and scale of the Olympia Hall, plus the
easier and quicker access to the show, all of
which combined to attract large crowds. The
final gate for Olympia was around 150,000
for the five days; the Ramada show counted
10,000, including business visitors to the
restricted-access trade days. Despite adisastrous trading year, The Hi-Fi Show's attendance was comparable to last year's, and
bodes well for the future of the hotel show.
Companies located in the "CES" Hi-Fi
Village at Live '93 included Arcam, Denon,
Mission, NAD, Naim, Quad, Rotel, Sony,
and Wharfedale. Celestion, Harman, Goodmans, KEF, Jamo, Mordaunt-Short, Tannoy,
and Yamaha were nearby, while Linn opted
for apurpose-built log cabin well away from
everyone else (rumors that it was left over
from an earlier exhibition originally built for
Air Canada were denied).
The major thrust of Live '93 was video
surround-sound, echoing similar trends in
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

the US. Linn's extravagant and impressive
presentation, in arelatively quiet area away
from the blasting car-audio systems, was definitely mainstream hi-fi. The company had
conjured up aremarkably civilized and natural environment for visitors to see and hear
Linn products, and this solid pine house had
3"-thick walls and anatural wood floor. It
weighed many tons, was double-glazed, and
provided the best sound of the show. Linn
was said to have spent over $150,000 to provide the facility, which Managing Director
Ivor Tiefenbrun said would be transported
to Scotland and rebuilt in the woods near his
fabulous new factory site, to serve as arecreation and sauna block for Linn staff.
Sony also spent heavily at Olympia, operating in several demonstrating areas, but led
the show with a massive stand—which
reportedly cost the company over amillion
dollars—incorporating elevators, ashow
"ride," and static displays. Such alevel of
commitment by major brands points to
industry approval for the Olympia proposition. On the photographic side, Canon,
Minolta, and Pentax were present in some
force, while earth satellite companies such
as Astra and Sky, and various satellite equipment makers, were also on view. Home computers, games software, and large TV screens
all attracted much attention, while some of
the most popular stands were those providing hands-on experience of Virtual Reality.
The sound from some of the car-audio systems was positively awesome! Dolby Labs
provided major coordination of the video
surround presentations.
It remains to be seen whether the British
hi-fi companies got as much out of Live '93
as they'd hoped to. Certainly those who
attended both shows felt that there was acontinuing place for ahotel venue for quality hifi components. Such ashow could happily
coexist with alarger and more flamboyant
consumer electronics event such as Live '93.
Those exhibitors who attended The Hi-Fi
Show also felt it had been asuccess, attracting
many foreign trade visitors and already
booking for next year. The organizers, having
successfully survived the crisis resulting from
the larger competing event, anticipate a
return to the larger show size of previous
years.
One outcome of the exodus of some of the
larger brands was the increased number of
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flakier manufacturers exhibiting at The Hi-Fi
Show. There were tube brands in almost
every other room, and anumber of wild creations of the single-ended, class-A triode
variety, with massive, glowing, Western Electric 300B or 211 tubes.
Although this isn't acomprehensive summary for The Hi-Fi Show, Iliked what I
heard in the ProAc room, where the company was demonstrating its impressive
Response 4. Impressive, that is, for its subtlety
in playing well-balanced classical music from
Stewart Tyler's vinyl collection remastered
on to CDR. The smaller ProAc Studio 100
also sounded good in its latest 93/894 edition.
Monitor Audio previewed their latest and
largest floorstanding model. Called the Studio 50, it employs two of their metal 7"
coned drivers per system, plus the established
gold-anodized dome tweeter MRs boss Mo
Iqbal makes such anoise about. This design
was skillfully kicked into good sonic shape
at very short notice by MA's new consultant designer Robin Marshall, ex-Epos and
-Mordaunt-Short. In contrast to the other
Studio models, which have healthy bassreflex alignments, the '50, with its sealed-box
loading, sounded taut and even. Expect a
price of around $5000-$6000 for this
flagship.
Arguably the most delicately civilized
sound at the show was produced by Branco
Bozic of Audio Freaks. A Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight fed doubled sets of the Dutch
Audiostatic speaker sourced by the new digital processor from SME, aHawksfordinspired design with the top-rated UltraAnalog converters. Isighed with relief on entering this room, after having had my ears
abused by so many other exhibitors.
This year Cabasse was playing their giant
"yacht sail and eyeball" flagship speaker, the
Atlantis MC001. (Don't ask the price.) This
active speaker system managed to combine
good focus with huge dynamic range and
impressive low-frequency authority. A number have been sold throughout Europe. Like
the Wilson WAMM, purchase includes a
factory-sourced setup calibration in your
listening room.
A new BBC minimonitor was also on
show: the LS5/12A, the model displayed built
by one of the licensees, Harbeth. Almost
LS3/5a size, this two-way, closely toleranced
reflex model uses non-British drivers from
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Dynaudio. Efficiency is rather low at 815dB/W,
like the LS3/5a itself. A rather higher 120W
power rating confers much higher peak
sound levels, however, up to 6dB in exccss
of the LS3/5a. A price nearer $2000 than
$1000 is anticipated, depending on finish.
The show pair (seen on Chord stands) were
finished in piano black.
Pioneer successfully demonstrated their
double-speed DAT, 40kHz-bandwidth recorder with original master tapes engineered
by Tony Faulkner. There is no doubt at all
that the higher 96kHz prime sampling rate
has something over 441cHz. As DATs go, this
is one of the best; Tony's recordings evinced
unusually fine air and transparency.
Meridian launched their extensive new
500 series of components with improved
styling, specifications, and finish representing
aserious investment in tooling and astrong
commitment to their future. The DSP5000
compact digital loudspeaker is now compatible with the latest communications protocol
developed for the 500 components, which
include a50Wpc remote-control integrated
amplifier—a really neat starter package The
DSP5000 managed to deliver abig sound in
the large Meridian show area, giving afirst
taste of the massive dynamic range claimed
for this speaker.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

The hottest topics of the autumn AES convention in New York were related: fivechannel surround-sound and perceptual coding for drastically reduced bit rates. Robert
Harley's full report on the AES convention
appears next month. In this note I'll describe
afew of the convention's highlights.
Intense international research has been
focused on perceptual coding. This was
stimulated in part by the spread of the lowbit-rate coding systems in new media (Dcc,
MiniDisc, digital radio, digital formats for
movie sound), and by the prospect that perceptual coding will be the basis of virtually
all future audio recording formats—from the
sound of HDTV to next-generation CD formats that may squeeze data from a100kHz
sampling rate with 20-bit resolution into the
confines of today's 16-bit silver disc.
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MORE GUTS FOR THE Sweet Little Amp 70B
Over the past three years, the Cary SLA-70 has set new
standards for fabulous sounding reliable, trouble-free vacuum
tube audio amplifiers. The music loving engineers at Cary have
now given the SLA MORE POWER. The new SLA-70, "B"
version offers 50 watts per channel of beautiful "punchy" class AB
tube power. For even more power the Signature version with 6550
output tubes eievates your music system to 60 watts per channel.
When you sit down to listen to your favorite musical performers
with aSLA-70B, you will immediately acknowledge that the
"Sweet Little Amp" 70 is sweeter but not so little anymore. Please
audition and look at this gorgeous SLA-70B amplifier at your
favorite high-end authorized Cary Audio dealer.

Discover midrange bloom, definition of thr
bass line and liquid highs with the point to
point, hand wired vacuum tube SLP-90
preamplifier from Cary Audio. The SLP-90
is another
classic
investment
from
Cary

Cary .... A world-wide statement in audio amplification.
e

adio6Asign

CALL 1-919-481-4494

FAX 1-919-460-3828
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DIGITAL STEREO VIA TELEPHONE

One of the fastest-growing uses of low-bitrate digital coding is to relay audio signals
among recording studios via digital telephone links. For example, the Entertainment
Digital Network (EDNet) is aworldwide set
of digital links that interconnect about 60
recording studios, half of them in the US.
EDNet's use was illustrated by afeature story
in the convention's daily newspaper, which
described recent recording sessions managed
by Phil Ramone, known as the Pope of pop
producers. For demonstration purposes
Ramone, working in aNew York studio on
the first day of the convention, transmitted
part of Gloria Estefan's new Christmas album
to her Miami studio, where arevised vocal
track was inserted in the mix. Then the mix
was transmitted to astudio in LA, where a
new sax solo was added. A few weeks earlier
Ramone used EDNet links to produce anew
CD featuring Frank Sinatra in duets with
Tony Bennett, Natalie Cole, Aretha Franklin,
and other famous singers—some of whom
"phoned in" their parts from distant studios.
Regional telephone companies recently
announced dramatic price reductions for
ISDN connections. ISDN is the phone company's digital signal network, using asystem of satellites, microwave relays, and fiberoptic cables to carry signals to electronic
switching stations in each town. For the last
mile or so the digital signal is carried on the
thin "twisted-pair" copper wire that now
carries your voice or your computer modem's
twittering. For commercial jobs astudio
might lease an ISDN link containing two
dozen digital channels. But for little more
than the cost of afew analog long-distance
calls, asmall studio or private individual can
rent a"basic rate" ISDN line that carries two
64 kilobits/second channels and one control
channel. The 64kb/s data rate originally was
chosen by AT&T for voice-grade service (carrying 8-bit codes at an 8kHz sampling rate).
AT&T's intent was that each ISDN 64kb/s
channel would be used for one side of a
phone conversation; but several companies
have developed interface circuits that synchronize the two 64kb/s channels of abasicrate ISDN line, allowing it to carry a128kb/s
joint-stereo code.
With perceptual coding systems that have
been available before now, 64kb/s was not
enough for music. In a fascinating AES
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

exhibit, aTexas Instruments digital signal
processor was programmed to perform
MPEG Layer II coding at many different bit
rates. While standing at acomputer keyboard
and listening through headphones, Icould
select the bit rate and immediately hear the
resulting sound quality. At 384kb/s the stereo
sound was fine. At lower bit rates (320, 256,
192, 128, 96, or 64kb/s) the sound became
progressively duller and grittier.
But as designers continue to apply more
computing power (and more sophisticated
programming) to the encoding task, good
sound is becoming available at lower and
lower bit rates. One of the keys to this
improvement is called "joint stereo" coding.
Instead of separately coding the left and right
channels, the processor takes advantage of
the fact that much of the information in stereo
signals is monophonic (identical in both
channels). The mono portion of astereo signal usually contains most of its power, while
the L-minus-R stereo difference portion contains most of the localization information,
ambience, and detail. By not wasting bits for
redundant coding of the monophonic portions of the left and right channels, jointstereo coding requires fewer bits to achieve
good sound. This is one of the reasons why
DCC can produce clean stereo at 384kb/s.
The MPEG standard, devised by an international (mainly European) group of
developers, has specified three methods, or
"layers:' of perceptual coding, which are
optimized for progressively lower bit rates.
The MPEG formats were developed by
adapting the best parts of two older coding
systems, Musicam and ASPEC. DCC's
PASC system is an MPEG Layer Icode,
optimized for stereo at 384kb/s. MPEG Layer
II systems are optimized for intermediate
bit rates, typically 128kb/s per individual
channel, or 192kb/s for joint-stereo coding.
MPEG Layer III coding is optimized for very
low bit rates. (This doesn't necessarily mean
that Layer III coding is "better," just that its
design involves different compromises.) One
of Layer III's tricks is that it provides for
variable-rate coding, switching briefly to a
higher data rate to handle strong highfrequency signals such as atransient attack,
vocal sibilant, or loud cymbal crash. During
quiet moments or when the signal is dominated by low frequencies, alower sampling
rate is used.
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amplifiers!"
— John Atkinson, Stereophile
High End Show
Son Francisco, CA,
March 12, 1993
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Incidentally, the August issue of Video
magazine quoted Roger Dressler of Dolby
Labs to the effect that the Musicam system
of perceptual coding has problems handling
wide-range L-R signals. The L-R portion
of a stereo signal contains much of the
ambience in astereo recording, as well as the
encoded "surround" information in aDolby
Stereo film soundtrack. According to Video,
Musicam blends the stereo channels together
DIGITAL SURROUND-SOUND
above 3kHz, which would impair its hanOn p.47 of the August 1993 issue, Iexpressed
dling of ambience and Dolby Surround. In
the hope that the HDTV Grand Alliance
fact, this is one of the compromises in the
would conduct comparative listening tests
joint-stereo mode of Level II/Musicam codto select the best-sounding of several proing. Instead of coding L+R and L-R, it uses
posed digital coding systems for 5.1-channel
an intensity coding system that blends signals
surround-sound. Those tests began in late
above 3kHz to mono and pans them to the
summer at Lucasfilm's Skywalker Ranch. In
appropriate position in the stereo stage. While
the first round of testing, the Dolby AC-3
this may work reasonably well for broadcastsystem emerged as the clear favorite and, it
ing Top 40 records via digital radio, it probwas reported in late October, was the winably disqualifies Musicam from handling
ning system. Musicam Surround was the
recordings containing concert-hall ambience
worst, reportedly because of abug in the
or Dolby Surround. (In any case this discusencoder.
sion applies only to basic Musicam, not to
In two demonstrations of Musicam Surthe five-channel Musicam-Surround format.)
round during the AES convention, the
Meanwhile, shortly before the AES consound, while not beautiful, seemed okay. I
vention, Zoran Corp. announced the suclooked for problems in the surround tracks
cessful development of the ZR38000 famas well as for problems with transients or
ily of ICs. This DSP chip can be programmed
localization, but found none. After one demo
to perform abroad range of audio tasks,
of aprerecorded HDTV tape, the Musicam
including the decoding of either Dolby AC-3
engineers played an encode/decode demo
or Musicam surround-sound. Dolby Labs
using arecording used in the Grand Alliance
test, featuring drums and glockenspiel. I quickly devised an AC-3 decoding algorithm
that works in this chip, and Zoran will be
heard some oddities in the glockenspiel
producing several specific versions of the chip
sound, but without an opportunity to hear
that have programming already encoded in
the discrete five-channel original recording
the chip's internal memory: ZR38500 (5.1Ican't say whether the timbrai variations and
channel AC-3 decoding), ZR38501 (2momentary distortions that Iheard were due
channel AC-3 decoding, ProLogic surround,
to the encode/decode process or were in the
and optional dynamic range compression),
original recording. (During the Lucasfilm
ZR38511 (MPEG Level Iand II decoding),
tests listeners heard some transient oddities
et aL General Instrument, alarge supplier of
in the discrete original, suggesting that the
cable-TV equipment, has announced plans
problems Iheard at AES were not in the
to include the ZR38501 chip in two million
coder.)
digital cable converters, plus an option
The five-channel discrete tape was in the
to upgrade to full 5.1-channel decoding
room at the AES demo, and was being
when programming in that format becomes
encoded and decoded on-site. But since the
available.
equipment had been set up only to play and
decode HDTV tapes, it lacked the fivechannel switch that would be needed to permit adirect comparison of the decoded sound
with the discrete source tape. Too bad; the
Musicam folks missed achance to demonUK: Ken Kessler
strate the excellence of their system to alarge
Marketing with CDs, as opposed to marketaudience of engineers.

As recently as two years ago, getting widerange stereo through atelephone line seemed
an unlikely science-fiction dream. But soon,
by combining the efficiency ofjoint-stereo
coding with variable-rate Layer III circuitry,
there is areal possibility that you will be able
to send or receive sound that is very close to
CD-quality through abasic-rate ISDN line.
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The new Naim CDI
Getting things right the first time is
atradition at Naim Audio.
Which is why our first CD player,
the CDS, has received such worldwide acclaim.
We are now delighted to introduce
a second model, the Nairn CDI.
The Naim CDI incorporates all of
the technological innovation and
expertise gained from the development of the CDS. Designed to be the
best in its class and devoid of
gimmicks, here is an affordable player
capable of providing true musical
enjoyment.

Ws a
Peach.

Our efforts are bearing fruit.

Now you know what's in a

aim.

011 naim audio-north americainc.
1748 North Sedgwick Street •Chicap,

111,11,,,s
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ing CDs for their own sake, just might be a
British specialty. Or maybe it's Great Britain's only remaining talent. At least, Idon't
recall seeing newsstands filled with magazines bearing free cover-mounted CDs in any
of the other countries I've visited. Unfortunately, the concept of afree CD stuck to
amagazine is now as mundane and commonplace as the computer equivalent: free
floppies full of demonstration software,
games, or utilities. And just as it seems that
you can't sell acomputer magazine in the UK
without afree floppy (or two) on the cover,
so it's turning out to be the same for music
and hi-fi magazines.
This morning Ipopped into the local
newsstand for anewspaper and was struck
by the fact that, for the cost of two regular
CDs purchased from arecord shop, Icould
pick up eight magazines with CDs on their
covers—and not just the competing classical
titles or hi-fi magazines with primarily classical giveaways. There are now magazines
devoted to separate genres including jazz,
R&B/soul, "classic" rock, and heavy metal,
typically with cover prices of £3.95 ($6), or
one third that of aretail CD. As they tend to
sport free CDs or tapes containing 50+
minutes of music, they're great value even if
you throw away the magazines. Add to this
the occasional free CDs (or tapes) accompanying Q Select, and other rock mags selling
for around £2 per issue, and you're looking
at avery, very cheap if indiscriminate way
of building up alibrary.
The only difference between the genre/collectors' mags and the regular music or hi-fi
mags is that the latter use the CDs only occasionally and to attract people to the magazines themselves. Still, you just have to wonder why the collector "freebies"—subsidized
either by magazines, the record labels, or by
the consumer through slightly higher magazine prices—aren't used as "proof" by the
running-dog capitalist filth who demand £13
($20) for regular CDs that CD prices are
actually cheaper in the UK. All you have to
do is average in the cost of ahandful of
monthly magazine giveaways to ayear's
worth of retail CD purchases and the recordcompany vermin could boast of average
prices of £5 per CD.
But the newest and best way of ensuring
that impoverished CD player owners acquire
enough tray fodder is something else which
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

the British adore: the bi-weekly "part work!'
A fancy name for amagazine with afinite
number of issues, the part work is apublication—such as acookbook or acomplete
history of motoring—in 100 installments,
which the consumer purchases in, typically,
24-page installments. By the time you've
added in the cost of the binders you'll need
to hold all of the chapters, you're looking at
aclever way of selling a£30 book for acouple
of hundred pounds over atwo- or even fouryear period.
Me? I've survived purchasing two complete part works: agigantic cookbook which
Iactually use, and Orbis's staggering 120part The History ofRock (10 volumes containing 12 issues), and Ican't even remember if
the latter came out weekly or every fortnight.
What Ido recall, though, is that the series
included the offer of aset of stupendous LPs
or cassettes (this was apre-CD offer) which
built up into adamned fine rock'n'roll library.
Now it's time for The Blues Collection, also
from Orbis but containing the music with
each issue instead of as aseparate offer. No,
this isn't afirst—there's already apart-work
series about classical composers which contains free CDs—but the subject matter of this
one is the mind-blower. Available with either
acover-mounted CD or cassette, each issue
of The Blues Collection will sell for £3.99—an
absolute bargain if the rest of the CDs are
anything like the first two. Note, though, that
Orbis was clever enough to sell Issue 1for
99p ($1.49), and Issue 2for £2.99 before settling on the regular price. (And to make certain that you're hooked, there's the offer in
Issue 2for a15-issue binder for £3.95.) This
special pricing and TV ads must've worked;
Ihad to visit six shops before Ifound one
which hadn't sold out of Issue 1within days
of the ads appearing.
Yes, there's that kind of money behind the
project. Isaw the ads and responded just as
the ad agency wanted, motivated additionally
by the rider stating that it was only available
in the Meridian broadcasting region—the
southeastern part of England. This suggested
exclusivity and abuy-now-or-forever-holdyour-peace finality. This, though, begs some
questions, in no particular order: Are the
British so fed up with high-priced CDs that
they'll buy any disc priced at 99p? And since
when is the blues abig enough UK market
niche to justify the kind of treatment war-
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ranted by amotoring history, acookbook,
or aclassical music series? Easy: ever since
John Lee Hooker released The Healer, the
most successful use of the concept of "crossover" since Grusin, Ritenour, and all of those
other wallpaper musicians fooled audiophiles
into thinking that they were listening to jazz.
It's why we now see Budweiser and Heineken ads with blues musicians in key roles,
Levi Strauss using aB.B. King song to sell
501s, and Jolui Lee himself appearing in UK
adverts. The blues is back, bad and beautiful, and with far wider appeal than it had in
the early 1960s—cult-level and campuslocked the 1993 British Blues Revival is not.
And unlike the audiophile/crossover/protoNew-Age garbage of the direct-cut LP era,
this music has staying power.
The above might also explain why Issue
1of The Blues Collection features (surprise, surprise) Johri Lee Hooker, the first CD containing 18 classic tracks, or 53 minutes' worth
of music licensed from Charly Records. For
amere 99p, all of those who discovered
Hooker because he played with Los Lobos
and Bonnie Raitt can have another John Lee
Hooker CD costing £12 less than The Healer.
And it'sjust hoped that they'll stick around
for Issue 2. Not taking any chances, Orbis's
second installment happened to feature B.B.
King—because B.B. King is, after Hooker,
the only bluesman any non-enthusiast is
likely to know. But there are others with
appeal beyond the fan market, as you'll see.
B.B. is represented by a52-minute CD of 13
tracks licensed from Charly and San Juan
Masters Music.
What? Nothing of B.B:s from ABC? The
version of "The Thrill Is Gone" which kicks
off the set—and the two tracks which follow
it— come from "an undocumented concert,
probably some time in the 1970s." (So say the
notes in the magazine, not the CD booklet.)
Ahem. Is this to be asleaze-out which stitches
up the customer? Well, no. It's not the definitive hit-single version of "Thrill," but it's a
pretty cooking performance. And the rest of
the CD is fine, certainly worth £2.99 with
amagazine thrown in for free. There's no
safer genre than the blues. Throw together
any bunch of B.B. King or John Lee Hooker
tracks and you're unlikely to find much dross.
The Blues Collection discs might not be bona
fide "best ofs," but neither are they rubbish.
Inside the magazine are ads indicating
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

more Charly material—a Yardbirds set with
Eric Clapton, avolume of Chuck Berry,
others of Ike & Tina Turner, Robert Johnson,
and Buddy Guy (also with ahigh UK recognition factor because he's good buddies with
ol' E.C.). Beyond that, Ican't say; the series
could run for years, or the publishers might
decide—should the follow-ups not come
close to the sales of Issue 1—to cut their
losses.
Losses? That's me talking, because Ican
only think of 20 or so blues performers
appreciated by the public at large and cannot imagine enough people wanting to buy
an issue-plus-CD dealing with Lowell Fulson, Mississippi Fred McDowell, or Son
House. Ipray that I'm wrong.
Closer examination of the fine print reveals
that editorial consultant Tony Russell appears
to have produced the whole of the first two
parts. Russell's been around for ages, and his
track record is impeccable, so we can assume
that the text is accurate. Even further examination of the fine print reveals that, underneath the "C) 1993 Orbis Publishing Ltd."
is another legend reading "C) 1992 Editions
Atlas; original title 'Les Genies du Blues',"
which means that the French got there first.
Will aFrench reader please let me know
if this series is anything like that which
appeared in France? More important, to how
many parts did it run?
A more conventional way of selling music
is Naim's bid in the software arena. Like Linn,
B&W, and precious few others, Naim now
has its own label, on which they've just
released the CD version of an LP they've
been using for years as ademonstration disc
at hi-fi shows. The deleted-on-vinyl Electric
Glide by Gary Boyle is one LP which Naim
says has delighted audiences. ..
but has tormented them as well because they can't buy
the damned thing. Naim took the trouble of
finding out who owned the tapes and struck
adeal enabling Naim to produce alimited
number of copies. Ex-Isotope guitarist Boyle
recorded this set in the late 1970s, the second
of at least three solo albums he recorded.
Cooder and Legg fans will find much to
enjoy, while it won't exactly frighten fans
of. ..
Lee Ritenour.
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Six
Thumbs
Up!

Stereophile (Dick Olsher), Vol.16, No.1, Jan. '93
"Unlike its hordes of competitors, Signet's SL260
is capable of effectively communicating the essence
of the musical message."
Classic CD, July '93
"...Signet's new S._260, a moderately priced speaker
that delivers surprising performance."
The Inner Ear Report, Sept. '93
"..the S;g net
represents outstanding
value in the !nar ketplace."
The Sensible Sound, Summer '91
Tho Synet SL260 is awinner."
The Absolute Sound, Vol.17, Issue 81,
July/Aug. '92
The complete review is available on request.
Hi-Fi Heretic, Spring '91
"...tie SL260 easily qualifies for 'Best Buy' status."

siignet
Signet SL260

• Made in U.S.A.

• $450 per pair

Call for your unedited copy of these rev;ews phis a list of Signet dealers.
4701 thlicison Drive, StoN, Ohio 44224

(216) 688 9400

Fax: (216) 688-352
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Germany: Markus Sauer

Analog Backlash, Part 634: In the pages of
this magazine, the feeling has been repeatedly expressed that the quality gap between
analog and digital music reproduction is not
narrowing, but widening; analog is pulling
farther ahead.
This seems certainly true from my recent
experience of aClearaudio' MC cartridge,
the Signature, coming in slightly above the
middle of the range. The feature distinguishing the latest incarnation of Clearaudio cartridges from previous iterations is anew stylus profile, the Trygon P2.
The stylus is, naturally, one of the key elements of vinyl record replay, and has been
the subject of considerable experimentation
over the last three or four decades. The first
styli were spherical because they were misappropriated needles (steel or cactus). Spherical tips are inexpensive and easy to make.
They prevailed well into the '60s, and can still
provide excellent results in an Audio-Technica
AT 95 2or, in the right system, aDenon DL
103, for example.
The cutting chisel for lacquer foils is the
exact opposite. Its purpose is to cut the
groove and lift superfluous material from the
master, so it has avery sharp V at its tip.
A spherical stylus mates to the V-shaped
groove walls only at the two tangential
points. This places alow limit on acceptable playing force, because excessive force
leads to vinyl melting from friction heat.
Since there are practical limits to how far the
playing force can be lowered, the only way
out would be to increase the contact area by
the stylus's tracking radius—which means
bigger physical size and aloss in tracing fidelity of delicate, especially high-frequency
modulations in the groove wall.
This problem has been known and understood for at least 50 years, and several
attempts have been made to solve it, start1Clearaudio products are not currently distributed in the US.
Clearaudio Electronic GmbH, Weberâckerweg 10, D-W8250 Erlangen. Tel: (Germany) 09131 57702 or 59595; Fax:
09131 51683.
21 know this cartridge is specified as having an elliptical stylus,
but inspection with amicroscope gives the firm impression
of aspherical one—which doesn't prevent it from being my
favorite cheapie.
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

ing with elliptical tips—better contact to the
groove walls at the same tracking force.
Until now, everyone assumed that groove
walls were straight, mimicking the sides of
the cutting chisel. Current top styli—van den
Hul, or its Japanese near-clone (just slightly
different so it doesn't count as patent
infringement), the Micro-Ridge—set out to
replicate the stylus profile as closely as possible without re-cutting records. Nevertheless, some have always maintained that,
despite their many strengths, these styli don't
sound quite as right as their theory predicts
they should.
Oh, well. If theory and practice clash,
something tends to be wrong with theory.
Some research was clearly needed. Peter
Suchy, head ofClearaudio and one of ahandful of top cartridge designers worldwide,3
took some records, cut them diagonally, and
took photographs of the groove shapes under
an electron microscope. Like all truly great
ideas, it sounds laughably simple and logical in retrospect, but to the best of his (and
my) knowledge, it had never been done
before. Strange, isn't it, that the first basic
research in stylus/groove interrelation should
come about 100 years after this reproduction
method's invention?
Suchy's careful, thorough, and difficult
experiments found that groove walls are anything but straight. Complex deformation
processes take place during both cutting and
subsequent manufacturing, lending aslight
curvature to the groove walls.
Suchy's next step was to calculate an optimum stylus shape based on his findings. But
since he had just been provided with adrastic
reminder of the fallibility of theory, he did
further experiments in practical use, which
led to slight modifications to the stylus shape.
The resultant stylus has been christened the
Trygon P2. P2 stands for adouble polish, the
second polishing giving asuper-smooth surface for alower noise floor and lower record
wear compared to other styli.
The Trygon P2 is fitted to all current
Clearaudio MC cartridges. In my opinion,
the results powerfully vindicate the effort that
has gone into the new stylus shape. Ifind it
difficult to return to anything else. And Istill
can't bring myself to spend money on aCD
player.
3See Sterrophile, Vol.12 No.4 (April 1989), for acompany
portrait.
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Your #1 source for the finest
Audiophile LP's 8t CD's
•We have the finest selection and the world's largest inventory
•We give professional and expert advise
•We give fast and efficient service, usually same day
•Newsletter published quarterly listing the latest releases so that
you're the first to know
•Have LPs to fit every budget from inexpensive in-print to the
rarest out-of-print
•Most complete deluxe catalogs of audiophile recordings with
descriptions and pictures that include recommended recordings,
latest releases and best selling titles
•Carry virtually all Gold CDs and HQ-180gram LPs

À

LABELS AVAILABLE

Analogue Productions •CBS/ SONY Mastersound •Mobile Fidelity •
Reference Recording •Sheffield Lab •Chesky •Proprius •East Wind •
Three Blind Mice •Concord •RCA Living Stereo •DMP •Delos •Decca Original &
Reissues •CMP •M & K •Bainbridge •Telarc •Waterlily •EMI •Klavier •Hyperion •
Ryko •American Gramaphone •European Pressings •East Wind •Opus 3 •Chandos •
Blue Note •Audioquest •Cardas •DCC •Clarity •Columbia •Discovery •Fantasy •
Hearts Of Space •Mercury Living Presence •OJC •Steeplechase Audiophile Edition •
....

Super Analogue Disc •Vanguard Classics •Vital •Wilson •Alligator •BIS •Capri •
Delmark •Denon •Dorian •ECM •Elektra •EMI •Epic •Harmonia Mundi •In + Out •
Island •London •Linn •Lyrita •Mapleshade •MCA •North Star Records •Polygram •
Polydor •Gemini •Quartet •GRP •Hungaroton •Jeton •Klimo •MA Recordings •
Albany •India Navigation •History of Recorded Sound •Blind Pig •Minor •Gecko •Gift
Horse •Kamei •Rhino •Rounder •Carefully Selected Laser discs
VISA

•Dealer Inquiries Welcome •Overseas Orders Welcome
•Dedicated to keeping analogue alive and sparing no expense in bringing you your
favorite music in the best sounds available hence Analogue Productions.
•If you are into great sounding music, you should have our catalogues and be on our
mailing list.
•Catalog $3.00 U.S.! $5.00 Elsewhere -refundable coupon with catalog or free with order.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER:

$6.00 (FOR U.S.) OR $8.00 (ELSEWHERE), WILL GET YOU OUR CATALOG PLUS
YOUR CHOICE OF A CHESKY JAZZ SAMPLER CD OR THE REFERENCE RECORDING
CLASSICAL SAMPLER CD FREE. CATALOG MAILED AT 2DAYS PRIORITY
MAIL FOR U.S AND AIR MAIL ELSEWHERE.
"Yesterday, my first order Iplaced with you
arrived Fantastic albums, great quality, solid
packaging. Imust tell you, Ireally dig it, yes Ido.
You run agreat business which really corresponds
with my needs. Iam glad Ihappened to get in
touch with you. Here is my next order, Ican
hardly wait.."
—Ariane Nussbaum, Switzerland.

"I have ruined my copy of your catalogue Volume #4.
The book is extremely valuable as areference,
whether or not it is still current Iam enclosing $3.00
in the hope that you will be able to supply me with a
new copy of Volume #4." —Andre Tourgee, RI.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
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'7 ,T. NEXT PAGE FOR MORE

Let us deal you our latest
release for afull house!

New! Art Pepper/Meet the Rhythm Section
Art l'epper, alto sax; Red Garland. piano: Paul
challenge: he taped up his dried-out cork. arriv ed for the
Chambers, bass; Philly Joe Jones, drums. Album notes
date, and proceeded to record an album widely considered
don't always tell the whole story. Contemporary president the most important of his career. This is an all tube recordLes Koenig who rightly felt that Art had yet to record with ing from the microphones to the tape machine and the
musicians who were his equal, wanted to take advantage of mastering was by Doug Sax. Also present at the mastering
Miles Davis's quintet being in LA. But Pepper hadn't been was John Koenig (the son of Lester Koenig) to help insure
playing for several months, and his horn was in astate of
the transfer true to the original master tape. (LP is 180
disrepair. To minimize anxiety, the session was kept secret gram vinyl pressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)
from Art until the last minute. But Pepper always rose to a
LP=AAPJ 010 $30.00 CD=CAPJ 010 $30.00
•Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
CD=CAPJ 008 $30.00
LP=AAPJ 008 $30.00
(LP j.. ISO gram vim, Ipressing) (CD is gold limited edition.)
•Ravel: Works for Orchestra /Skrowciaewski, conducting the Minneapolis Orchestra
LP=AAPC 007 $30.00 CD=APCD 007 $16.00
LP is I
MI gram yinv Ipressing.)
CD=CAPC 006 $16.00
•Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise. Donald Johanos, Dallas Symphony Orchestra
•Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963
(LP is now on ISO (mint suis! pressing.) (Cl) is agold Minted edition)
•Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man /Rodeo: Ives the Fourth of July /
Thanksgiving. Donald Johanos, conducting the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
•Gould: Latin American Symphonette /Gottschalk: ANight in the Tropics.
Abravanel, conducting the Utah Symphony Orchestra
•Canteloube: Songs of the Auvergne. Netania Davrath -Soprano.
Conducted by Pierre De La Roche
•Virgil Thomson: The Plow That Broke the Plains &The Suite from
"The River."Conducted by Stokowski
•Massenet: Le Cid /Ballet Music. The City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra.
Conducted by Fremaux t
LP 180 gram vinyl pressing)
•Ray Brawn /Super Ross (LP is 180 gram vinyl pressing)

LP=AAPFLE 5$30.00

CD=CAPF 005 $30.00

LP=AAPC 004 $25.00

CD=CAPC 004 $16.00

LP=AAPC 003 $25.00
LP=AAPC 002 $25.00
LP=AAPC 001 $25.00
LP=AKLA 522 $25.00
LP=AKLALE 522 $30.00 (180 gram)
LP=ACPR 74018 $25.00

TOOT 1-800-525-1630

SHIPPING: Continental U.S. 53.00 for the I
st item; 5.30 for each
additional item. Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.
Catalog $3.00 U.S. /55.00 Elsewhere
Imes
refundable coupon with catalog
i\751.=.3
Sheffield Lib -Mobile Fidelity -Wilson -Reference Recording -Chesky
-AuclioQuest Harmonia Mundi -DMP Proprius -RCA Living Stereo
Klavier -Mercury Living Presence -Opus 3-Delos Two -London
Blue Backs MAN) 01111 RS.
We also buy mint and sealed Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, CBS Mastersound, Jaanese
Pressings, RCA LSC, Mercury Living
Presence and other Audiophile labels.
WorldRadioHistory
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J
ACK ENGLISH

CONTINUES HIS GUIDE TO AUDIO JARGON

I

nthis third installment of ' The Sonic Bridger Ielaborate upon the
definitions of five terms introduced in Part IofJ. Gordon Holt's series
of articles describing the language of subjective reviewing.' In addition
to definitions, Iprovide descriptions of similar terms, opposite terms, and
the effects of the absence of certain phenomena. In each case, Icite specific
musical passages to illustrate the concept or term.
To make this somewhat easier, the majority of musical passages mentioned as illustrations are from four sources: the two Stereophile Test CDs 2
(STPH 002-2 and 004-2) and the two Chesky jazz sampler and audiophile
test CDs 3(P37 and JD68). To illustrate colorations, poor recording techniques, and other faults, afew compilation CDs are also cited. Each suffers
from significant track-to-track sonic variability. The ones Ihave relied upon
most heavily are: 1) The Best of Chess Blues, Vo1.1, MCA/Chess CHD-31315;
2) Dire Straits, Moneyfor Nothing, Warner Bros. 25794-2; 3) The Police, Every
Breath You Take: The Singles, A&M CD 3902; and 4) James Taylor, Greatest
Hits, Warner Bros. 3113-2.
It should be easy to hear the differences identified in the following musical
illustrations. If you can't hear clear distinctions, there may be aproblem
with your system, your room, or your hearing. The distinctions are not
subtle—they've been purposefully chosen for their audibility.
1The first two parts of "The Sonic Bridge" appeared in the May and June '93 issues of Srereophole (Vol.16
Nos.5 & 6).J. Gordon Holt's glossary of subjective terminology appeared in the July, August, and September issues (Vol.16 Nos.7, 8, 8c 9). Back issues cost $5 each plus $2 S&H (1-5 issues), and are available
from the Stetrophile Back Issue Department, P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502. For credit-card orders,
call (800) 358-6274.
—JA
2Available from (800) 358-6274 for $6.95 and $7.95, respectively, plus $I S&H per item.

—JA

3Available from Chesky Records, Radio City Station, P.O. Box 1268, New York, NY 10101. Tel: (800)
331-1437 or (212) 586-7537.
—JA
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993
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Need asecond opinion?
CS.5

CS3.6

G...an e>draorclinary achievement in
speaker-making. 99

G can say without reservation that the
ThielCS3.6 is aremarkable loudspeaker. 99

—Larry Archbald, 5,ereodhile, Vol. 13.
No. 6,June '90

—Robert Harley, Stereophrle, Vo? 16, No. 5, May'93

GG Pt completely flawless design. 99
—Nagashima, Stereo Soigne, Japan
No. 105, Winter '93

sound is so close to reality that you
immediately think this is it...a new reference. 99
—Menno vac der Jeer, Home Studio,
Netnerkinds, March '91

CS2 2
G...it is muscially meal the most
satisfying londspeeicers
heard. ..Highly recommended. 99

...-he Thiel CS3.6 represents aturning
paon di the market. You abs&ute:y must listen
to them before making abuying decision. 55

—John Atkinson, Stereoph Fe. Vol. 16,
No. I, January: '93

—Ligo Stelha, SUONO, Italy Vol. 21,
No. b0, October 92

G...I think they age ore 'of the
best, it not the lest: performers I_
have come across. 9

CS1.2

—Andy denhatn, Fii-Fi
Winter 92/93

G...This loudspeaker excels in so
many areas that it is hard to find
significant criticisms to
make ...It is tru ya
remarkable product. 59

G ...you will not find another
speaker that plays your favorite
records so wonderfully
or realistically... 9.
9

—kern Bransford,. Hi -Fi
Heretic; No. 10,
Fall '88

—STEREO, Germany.
August '52

...Yorr
might hope
for lins
caliber of
sound Iron
a.peaXer •
di

SCS
n't think of
.1 better SO1111(1
model in such
asmall

From left to right
(suggested retail per pair): SCS-$1,090;
CS2 2,52,750; CS5-$10,800; CS3.643,900; CS1.2-$1,250

THIEL

High performance Coherent Source® loudspeakers
Call or write kw literature, review reprints, and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
WorldRadioHistory
111IEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington,
Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427

AIR

"Air" is one of the more confusing and complex audiophile terms. JGH
defines "airy" as "Pertaining to treble which sounds light, delicate, open,
and seemingly unrestricted in upper extension. A quality of reproducing
systems having very smooth and very extended HF response."
"Air" is used differently by various reviewers and audiophiles. Using
JGH's definition, acomponent with adequate (or even exaggerated) treble information can be described as airy, while acomponent with an attenuated, rolled, or depressed treble region can be described as lacking in air.
While this is the primary meaning of "air," it's not the only way the term
is used.

DIPOLE AND BIPOLE SPEAKERS ENERGIZE THE LISTENING
ROOM BY RADIATING SOUND FROM THE FRONT AND REAR
OF THE ENCLOSURES.
A second use is associated with openness and spaciousness. This refers
to sounds throughout the frequency spectrum, not simply the treble region.
For example, many poorly designed or severely cost-compromised box
speakers seem to trap the music within the speaker cabinets. The music (ie,
all frequencies) seems to be originating from somewhere within the physical
boxes, creating aclosed-in or airless effect. Because few dipole speakers
(electrostatics, planar-magnetics, ribbons) have boxes that can trap the music,
the sound seems to be airy and free of the cabinets Bipolar dynamic speakers,
such as those offered by Mirage and Definitive Technology, achieve asimilar
airiness. Both dipole and bipole speakers energize the listening room by
radiating sound from the front and rear of the enclosures.
A third use of "air" is often associated with the way acomponent treats
the decay side of asound. While agreat deal of equipment is able to effectively
reproduce the onset of asound (ie, the attack side or initial transient), far
fewer pieces of equipment are equally adroit at reproducing the back, or
decay, side because it tends to be lower in level and more subtle in structure This effect can be readily heard in the reproduction of cymbals (which
represent high-frequency percussive sounds often associated with the first
usage cited above). The initial crash of acymbal may be accurately reproduced, but the shimmering decay of the sound is often smeared. When lowlevel information such as this becomes confused, the sound lacks air.
The fourth commonly used meaning refers to certain audible sounds that
are not part of the music itsPlf. For example, LPs are often described as having
more "air" than CDs (especially when CDs are reproduced with first- or
second-generation CD equipment). Cynics argue that it's actually the
mechanical sounds made by the stylus tip being dragged through and against
the LP's groove walls that are being incorrectly called "air' The underlying argument is that spurious noise (eg, radio-frequency interference, electromagnetic interference, and resonance) is often wrongly perceived as a
realistic component of the original performance.
Finally, certain pieces of equipment—such as high-quality minimonitors
—have the ability seemingly to float the sound of the music in total separation
from the speakers. Not only are the music and performers reproduced, but
the spaciousness associated with the room or hall where the music was
recorded is accurately reproduced. This reproduction is often called "airy"
or "open," but is more accurately described in terms of "ambience" (which
will be dealt with below). Closely miked recordings which have not been
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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St.lchtli hi a
COMPONENTS

OF

EXCELLENCE:

LOUDSPEAKERS

Loudspeakers worthy
of the McIntosh name.

The McIntosh name has become a virtual
guarantee of performance, quality and depend-

wide dynamic range. McIntosh's total system
performance standards mean that all McIntosh

ability. For over 40 years these American

components, speakers and electronics, work

design and engineering standards have been

together optimally. Mclntosh's unrivaled build

scrupulously upheld arid they were uppermost

quality endows these new speakers with

in the development of the entire new line of

"classic" McIntosh beauty, longevity and re-

McIntosh loudspeakers.

tained value.

Whether for stereopnonic music reproduction
or for home theater, these rew loudspeakers

isn't it time you auaitioned the only loudspeakers worthy of the most respected name

deliver uncompromisea sound quality: full-band,

in high fidelity.

low distortion, accurate reproduction with ultra-

Mclntosr

McIntosh Leman Inc., 2Chambers St, Binghamton, NY, USA 139012899 (807) ream
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processed through electronic reverb, echo, or ambience units are often perceived (correctly) as lacking air. Many popular recordings fall into this less
desirable category.
You can hear an example of music that lacks air by listening to track 15
from Chesky's second Test CD and Jazz Sampler (P68). It's aclosely miked
drum solo recorded in adry (or dead) studio. The same artist recorded the
same solo with similarly positioned microphones in alarger, livelier studio
on track 21. The contrast between these two tracks provides an excellent
illustration of the meaning of air.
The blues classic "Seventh Son" by Willie Mabon from The Best of Chess
Blues, VoLl clearly has asense of air and ambience, though it's sonically terrible
in most other respects. Despite the sonic liabilities of this monophonic
recording from the early '50s, you can close your eyes and imagine real people
performing live music in real physical space behind your speakers.
A good example of amulti-tracked recording (no crowd noise, no real
recording space, no real-time performance of the original music) can be
heard on Pink Floyd's classic "Time" from Dark Side of the Moon (Mobile
Fidelity MFSL UDCD 517). You can clearly hear each clock ticking, then
the attack and decay of each of the clocks' chimes as they combine to produce
cacophony. The overall effect is open, airy sound. The treble is extended,
and the decaying reverberation is clearly audible.
Excellent studio recordings with realistic amounts of air can be heard
on Prokofiev's Flute Sonata in D from Stereophile's Test CD 2, with the flute
and piano located behind and between the speakers surrounded with anatural
envelope of air; on Sara ICs "Miles Away," from the second Chesky sampler,
especially the bell and brushed cymbals from 1:14 through 1:40; and on
the fast percussive attack and shimmering decay on the drum kit's cymbal throughout Clark Terry's rendition of "Pennies from Heaven," from
the first Chesky sampler.
Dire Straits' "Portobello Belle—Live" from Moneyfor Nothing is amodern
stereo recording of alive performance in alarge physical space. There's an
abundant sense of airiness and openness. The lead singer, Mark Knopfler,
is closely miked, and there's not as much air around his voice as there is
around the drums, piano, saxophone, and even the electric guitars.

RE
F
L
E
CTE
DSOUNDS PROVIDE YOU WITH THE AUDITORY
CUES TO PERCEIVE THE ROOM OR AUDITORIUM IN WHICH
THE MUSIC WAS RECORDED.
AMBIENCE

When music is performed in areal physical space, you hear more than the
non-reflected sounds coming directly from the performers to you. Indirect
sounds such as early reflections and reverberations bounce or reflect off
walls, ceilings, floors, furniture, etc. The complex relationship between the
direct and reflected sounds is heard by the ears and processed by the brain
to create the perception of depth. If you hear only the direct sounds, there
is little sense of an actual physical space. Reflected sounds provide you with
the necessary auditory cues to perceive the room or auditorium in which
the music was recorded.
"Ambience" is ageneral term used to describe the perception of these
non-direct sounds—the reflected sounds coming from the recording space.
Many popular recordings are made in astudio with closely miked per-
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Sennheiser headphones
uncover the secrets hiding in
your favorite music. They
accurately recreate all of the
music's subtlety and power.
Great recordings sound
even better.
A wide range of models
offer new levels of realism
and comfort to enhance your
listening. Whatever your
musical preference, there is
aSennheiser headphone
perfect for your style.
You've only got one set of
ears. Go ahead, spoil them.

SENINHEISER
6VISTA DRIVE .P.
O.
IN CANADA :22 ILABROSSE AVE ,PTECLAIRE,PO
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formers, in some cases with instruments plugged directly into the mixing
consoles. In these cases there is no possibility of ambience—no reflected
sounds or other sounds coming from the recording space. To compensate
for this missing information, electronically simulated reflected sound, typically referred to as echo, reverberation, or time delay, is often added to recordings. This is artificial ambience.
Recordings made in areal space with microphones placed some distance
from individual performers capture acombination of direct and reflected
sounds. In fact, many recordings are made with amicrophone, or microphones—typically called ambience mikes—placed somewhere in the recording space to capture the sounds of the space itself: the complex mix of direct
and reflected sound. This is generally true of live recordings, and most typical
of well-recorded orchestral works. When we attend alive performance,
we hear more than the direct and reflected sounds of the music. We also
hear the (non-musical) sounds of the performers and the audience. These
sounds are captured on some recordings, adding to the sense of ambience
(real sounds from areal place) and generally representing the best possible example of this term.
These descriptions leave us with four types of ambience: 1) little or none
(typical of multi-tracked studio recordings of electronic instruments); 2)
electronically simulated; 3) acombination of direct and reflected sounds
from the physical recording space; and 4) other sounds from the physical
space, such as those from alive audience.
A combination of the first two types of ambience can be heard on Jimi
Hendrix's classic performance of "Purple Haze" (Smash Hits, Reprise 2276-2).
Jimi's guitar and Noel Redding's bass have very little ambience, while Mitch
Mitchell's drums have slightly more (0:00 onward). However, Jirni's voice
(0:33), which comes in on the right channel, has aheavy simulated ambience
consisting primarily of repeating echoes at progressively lower volume levels.
The contrast makes the overall performance obviously something other
than real or live; this is done for deliberate effect.
An excellent example of simulated ambience is Andreas Vollenweider's
Caverna Magka CD (CBS MK 37827). The engineers' intent was to simulate
sounds that might be heard in amagic cavern, effects achieved with the help
of various Lexicon digital reverberation systems. However, avery specific
place to listen for simulated ambience is "Lunar Pone from 0:00 through
1:08. The strummed chord-like patterns hang in the air, providing aclear
mix of direct and (simulated) reflected sounds. You can hear the decay of
notes and their echoes coming from some imaginary space. You hear newly
struck or strummed notes overlaid upon still-decaying notes from afew fractions of asecond before. In short, you hear electronically created ambience.
A similar electronically created sound space is evident on Corey Greenberg's "Eden," from Stereophile's Test CD 2. CG's artificial ambience is the
product of aYamaha SPX-90, backwards taping, and various other technological tricks.
Virtually any of Chesky's jazz CD releases provide wonderful examples
of ambience that are combinations of direct and reflected sounds recorded
in anatural space without an audience. Kenny Ranlcin's rendition of "Always"
(P68) provides asimple, elegant illustration of this type of ambience through
finger-snapping and Rankin's voice. The dry, live drum solo tracks provide another clear contrast of ambient levels (tracks 15, 17, and 19 vs 21,
23, 25, 27, 29, 31, and 33).
Many of the tracks on both Stereophile Test CDs contain excellent, albeit
different, flavors of this third type of ambience. They range from the sound
of David Manley's relatively small studio (eg, the drum and guitar solos on
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CD 2), through church acoustics (Bruce Dunlap's "Threedledum" on CD
1and the piano and soundstage "map" tracks on CD 2), to acathedral acoustic (The Dream of Gerontius on CD 2). These are natural recordings with purist
miking techniques. As aresult, they ably capture the sounds of musicians
and instruments in real spaces. There is always amix of direct and reflected
sound from the original recording space.
One of the best examples of ambience occurs on Schumann's Romance,
Op.94 No.1, from Stereophiles Test CD 1. The sound of the recording space
can be heard in the first two seconds of the track before the music actually
begins. Another excellent illustration from this CD can be heard on Bach's
Concerto in D. Listen specifically to the lengthy decay of the organ notes
from 1:00 through 1:30. Another illustration of realistic ambience-comes
from "St. James Infirmary," on Stereophiles Test CD 2. This recording contains
awonderfully natural sense of the spaciousness of Christchurch Cathedral in St. Louis.
"Steamroller," from James Taylor's Greatest Hits, provides an excellent
example of ambience that contains sounds from both the physical space and
alive audience. In fact, you hear the distant clappings and screams from
the appreciative audience (0:00) before you hear any of the performers (0:07).
More important, you hear the differences in volume level between the direct
(closely miked) sounds of the performers and the more distant sounds of
the audience. If you listen very closely, you can actually hear individual members of the audience clap.
Another audiophile favorite with this type of ambience isJazz at the Pawn- shop (Proprius 7778). This live recording in ajazz club is resplendent with
the mix of direct and reflected sounds overlaid on the sounds of an occasionally inattentive but generally appreciative audience. Dire Straits' "Portobello Belle—Live" offers another illustration of spacious ambience with
alive audience.

BASS

"Bass" refers to the range of frequencies from 20Hz (or below) through
160Hz (see my explanation of frequency range in Vol.16 No.5, p.74). The
typical sounds in this range include electric and acoustic (double) bass, the
lower portions of the tuba and contrabassoon, the extreme lower portions
of the piano, the lowest frequencies of the harp, the lower reaches of the
organ (ie, the pedals), and the lowest reaches of the male voice. Martin Colloms presented awonderfully helpful and detailed explanation ofbass reproduction in Vol.14 No.12, p.95.
"Bass" can mean all of the lower frequencies, or can refer primarily to
the midbass frequencies. A reviewer should use amore specific term (eg,
deep bass) to refer to some part of the overall bass performance, while reserving "bass" to refer to the lower frequencies in general.
Within the overall range ofbass frequencies, we want agood tonal balance
with no obvious attenuations or exaggerations. At the next level, we listen for: power, which should be there if the bass is not attenuated; control,
which generally exists if there is good transient performance in the bass
range; and articulation, which is most often used to mean asimultaneous
combination of control and inner detail.
Bass power is present when instruments that create bass-frequency sounds
are re-created or reproduced at the level we would expect. In popular music,
two key things to listen for are the kick drum and the bass guitar. If these
instruments are too low in level (volume) relative to the other sounds, the
re-creation lacks bass power. For example, listen to the bass line during the
introduction of Dire Straits' "Tunnel of Love" (0:00 through 0:27). It's soft,
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slow, low in overall level, and lacks articulation; it has no power. But stay
with this track—at 0:28 the bass is increased significantly in level and quickly
becomes the driving force and foundation for the remainder of the song.

B

ASS THAT'S POWERFUL BUT INDISTINCT LACKS

ARTICULATION.
At the other end of the spectrum, bass sounds are often exaggerated in
level to produce adesired effect. Such exaggeration may, of course, also indicate that something is wrong—eg, tonal balance, subwoofer level, speaker
placement, room resonance modes. Exaggerated or too-powerful bass can
be heard from 0:01 through 0:09 of Howlin' Wolfs "Smokestack Lightnin""
from The Best of Chess Blues, Vol.l. This bass is big and powerful, but it's
also boomy and lacking in clarity.
"Bass articulation" describes the overall character of the sound with respect
to other terms such as "clean," "clear," and "fast!' Bass that's powerful but
indistinct lacks articulation, and is often described as "one-note bass!' If
you can't differentiate kick drums from abass guitar, there is poor articulation. A good example can be heard in Willie Dixon's bass line on Robert
Nighthawk's "Black Angel Blues:' from 1:34 through 2:16, during Nighthawk's guitar solo—especially at 0:25, where asingle bass note almost
becomes lost in the mix.
When you can hear every bass note distinctly, the bass is articulate. Listen
to Sting's bass guitar, beginning at 0:45 on "Don't Stand So Close to Me
'86,' from the Police album. It's clean, tight, and clear. You can hear the
pitch of each note, and when it starts and stops. This is articulation.
Another excellent example of aclean, articulate, powerful bass line can
be heard from 0:42 through 0:57 of Queen's "Party" (from The Miracle,
Hollywood 61234-2). Tracks 1and 2from the second Stereophile Test CD
also provide good illustrations of how bass should sound. On the latter,
our own JA lays down some all-too-short Fender bass rifS that are powerful,
quick, and clean. You can hear the emphasis and technique used for each
note—something you wouldn't find in the score (even if there was one).

Boom

"Boom" is aterm generally used to describe something wrong in the midbass. If the midbass frequencies are exaggerated, the sound is described as
"boomy," and occasionally as "bloated!' A more extreme situation occurs
when the midbass frequencies are exaggerated and lack articulation, definition, or clarity. In this case sounds are perceived as fat, round, or distorted.
A good example of the type of sound that would elicit this pejorative term
from areviewer can be heard by listening to the bass line in the Police's "Roxanne!' A sequence of four half-notes runs from 0:01 to 0:06, then repeats
throughout most of the song. Each note sounds big, round, too loud, and
not clearly defined. This same effect can be heard from 0:47 through 0:51.
Another example of boomy bass can be heard on David Chesky's "Club
de Sol" 0D37). The piece is in 4/4 time; listen to the bass note on the third
beat in each measure. This occurs on every even-numbered second for the
first half minute.
There is no opposite term for boomy bass. The opposite of "boomy"
is music that sounds natural, neutral, or flat—or clear, controlled, fast, or
any other word that means that the reproduction sounds as it should. An
excellent example of non-boomy bass, again from the Police album, can
be heard from 0:01 through 0:04 of "Spirits in the Material World!' (This
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figure is repeated throughout most of the song.) In this case, the volume
level of the bass sounds more correct (lower in level) relative to the other
sounds. It's powerful without being exaggerated, and clear, fast, and wellcontrolled—in aword, articulate.
There is aloud and possibly overemphasized—but not boomy—bass line
intentionally inserted throughout Sara K.'s "Miles Away" (CheskyJD68).
Bruce Dunlap's recording of"Tesuque" on the same CD offers amore complex example. The bass enters the track at 0:23, and it's clear and dominant
without any boom. The bass grows louder from 0:48 through 1:02, but
remains boom-free. This is agood example of purposeful changes in bass
impact with no sonic degradation.
CLEAN
JGH defines "clean" as "Free from audible distortion." Virtually all of the
music selections from the Stereophile and Chesky CDs are clean, while none
from the Chess blues compilation is totally free of distortion. Typically,
asound is called "clean" if there is nothing obviously added to it. "Clean"
is often coupled with "analytical," the latter sometimes used to imply asound
that's harmonically thin. "Transient performance" is also often used with
"clean." In this usage, a"clean" sound would be associated with accurate
(le, fast) transient performance.
A number of recordings come to mind when one seeks illustration of
the term "clean." James Taylor's CD is an excellent choice: some tracks are
clean, others are not. Listen to Taylor's guitar (0:00 through 0:42) on the
track "Something in the Way She Moves." You can hear notes being picked,
struck, and strummed. You can hear the sound of the notes as they echo
from the guitar's body. As the song progresses, you can hear every nuance
of Taylor's voice and every note from the bass guitar. You can hear every
single thing that's on the track—the sound is free of any substantial distortion.
Conversely, listen to Taylor's "Fire and Rain." It begins with tape hiss,
and the sound of the guitar is muffled. The piano comes in quickly (0:06),
and it, too, is muffled and lacking in clarity. At 0:13, Taylor's voice is reasonably clear, but the high frequencies seem to be missing. The net result
is aslightly muffled sound that's often called "dark" and/or "warm." The
inclusion of abowed double bass on this track (0:13) adds to the sense of
darkness because it's not on the tracks immediately preceding or following
this one. The drums (0:36) are also muffled, and the cymbal is dull, adding
to the sense of an overall sound that's not clean.
A more extreme example of asound that's not clean can be heard from
1:09 through 1:24 of Muddy Waters's "Rollin' Stone Audible here is abadly
distorted and sloppy (with respect to transient performance) guitar solo—but
keep in mind that this may be exactly how this music sounded in the live
performance. (No comment is made or implied here about the accuracy of
this recording.)
Conversely, the cymbal work (beginning at 0:20, but especially from 0:29
through 0:40) on Fred Hersch's "Heartsong" (Chesky JD68) embodies the
concept of "clean" sound. So does the full-range organ splendor ofBach's
Trio Sonata from Stereophile's Test CD 2.
This installment of "The Sonic Bridge" ends with an example from the
person who gave birth to audiophilejargon—JGH. His recording ofJârnefeles Praeludium on Test CD 1is beautifully clean, and captures arich,
warm, complex musical tapestry. Listen to the individual strings and woodwinds from the start of the performance through 0:35, and to the crystal-clear
triangle cutting through it all from 0:19 through 0:28.
This is what clean recording is all about.
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orian Recordings has carved aunique nichefor itself in the classical music
recording industry. Using what they call a"craftshop" approach, Dorian
combines high musical and artistic values with innovative recording technology. The result is an enviable catalog of eclectic repertoire with superb sonics.
Founded in 1988 by Brian Levine and Craig Dory, Dorian quickly became known
for the high sound quality of its releases. Growingfrom just six titles in theirfirst year
of operation to more than 20 this year (and atotal of 75 in the catalog), Dorian has
achieved both critical acclaim and commercial success. Levine's and Dory's partnership
seems tailor-made: Levine handles the A&R (Artists and Repertoire) side of the company,
and Dory focuses on the technical and sonic elements.
Irecently sat in on aDorian session at Dallas's spectacular Morton H. Meyerson
Symphony Center—Eduardo Mata conductingJacques 'bees Escales and Ernest
Chausson's Symphony in B-flat—for afirsthand look at Dorian's unique technology and producing style. This session marked thefirst use ofDorian's new 20-bit digital
recording system (see sidebar). Between breaks in the sessions, Ispoke with Brian Levine
and Craig Dory individually about their label, about audio technology, and about
what goes into making agreat recording. Ibegan by asking Brian Levine about the
concept behind Dorian Recordings.
Brian Levine:
There were acouple of elements that went into starting the label. As arecord
collector and aperson with alifelong passion for music, Iwas becoming
more and more dissatisfied with the kind of homogenized, overproduced,
and not very individual recorded performances that seemed to be coming
out in the market in greater and greater numbers in the mid-'80s.
There's alot of stuff being put on the market that really shouldn't be. There
are many, many choices and versions of all the standard repertoire in classical
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music. Unless something has apoint of view and sheds some fresh light,
there's not much point in doing it. Isaw an opportunity—the CD boom
was just starting—to become involved and foster the very distinctive, unique
expressions Ithought ought to be available From my standpoint—the A&R
side of the company—I wanted to try to bring forward talent that had away
of expressing amusical point of view that is like no one else's. To me, that
is the hallmark ola great recording.
Unfortunately, that's not the way most classical music is performed. You
get the very young competition winners who get the big careers and make
alot of records. They learn in competing that the way to the grand prize
is to be technically perfect and lightning-fast, but not distinctive in what
you do interpretively so that no one on the judging panel is going to dislike
you and disqualify you. Having apoint of view is not encouraged. Apoint
of view is something that some people will love and others won't.
In terms of the way music is judged, there is areal push toward asafe mid-

I
NDEPENDENT LABELS OFFER ARTISTICALLY VALID
ALTERNATIVES TO THE MAJOR LABELS.
die ground. The performances get homogenized. There are more and more
records available, but there's less and less choice in terms of "Do Iwant someone who takes very broad, romantic tempi and is free with the score, or do
Iwant someone who is very precise and very rhythmically accurate and
who is in strict adherence to the score?" The range of performing personalities was getting narrower and narrower. Iwanted to bring abroader range
of interpretation to recorded performances.
The other key element of the concept of Dorian was the ability to use
recording to create akind of musical performance in which there is virtually no compromise We wanted the best possible sound quality, the best
possible information going into the booklet, the highest production standards and values, and areal care being taken in every step of the process.
Every element in the signal chain to every element of the performance had
to be of the highest quality to ensure it would be the finest possible representation of what the artist does. So it's kind of ablend ola particular artistic vision and aparticular dedication to quality that got us under way.
Overall, Ithink alot of what we try to do has been realized on the label.
We're happy that we've been able to bring forward artists who made their
first recordings on our label and got their first exposure through us. The
response has been very gratifying.
Robert Harley:
Do you see Dorian as ahigh-end alternative to the flier classical labels and their values?
BL: Oh, absolutely. Any independent label has an attitude barrier to overcome
We're small; we're not abig institutionalin-d player in the market. We don't
have the multi-million-dollar production and promotion budgets they have
But the independent labels offer artistically valid alternatives to the major
labels. We can afford to take the time, we can afford to not be locked into
doing certain projects just because acertain big-name star demands it. We
will push forth to be as good as we possibly can be
Idon't think that the major labels can make that claim. Their frame of
reference is getting someone who's got abig name and pumping out the
titles. They release too many records to make them at the absolute quality level. They're also sidetracked with extraneous considerations that have
nothing whatsoever to do with the art of making music. So yes, we are a
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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valid alternative to the major labels.
RH: How do you discover new artists?
BL: It's acombination of things. Initially it was only one way—hunting down
people whose work Ithought was very special and who weren't being
recorded well or weren't being recorded at all. Ihad to persuade them that
this crazy new idea for arecord label could actually come to pass if they
gave us their talent and agreed to work with us. Our first artists were pianist
Antonin Kubalek, soprano Julianne Baird, and organist Jean Guillou. These
were people Ieither knew before or made the acquaintance of and was able
to persuade to record with us.
As things go on, we have developed apipeline. People we know bring
promising new artists to our attention, and we go to live concerts to find
new people. We're very particular about who we sign, just because of the
craftshop environment we work in. By taking alot of time and care on each
project, we can only do so many ayear. We regard our production capacity
as aprecious resource, and therefore try to devote it only to things we think
have special value.
Again, the idea ofjust doing stuff isn't what it's about. We want to create

L

YOU DON'T SET THE HIGHEST GOAL, THERE'S NO POINT

IN RECORDING IT.

RH:
BL:

RH:
BL:
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something that has the potential of really reaching and moving people, of
providing abeauty and meaningfulness in their lives that they will want
to cherish for along time. But that is avery small proportion of the records
that are put out. The industry has 10,000 new classical records coming out
every single year-10,000 each year in amarket that represents only 5%
of the music industry—and it's not possible for each of those to meet those
criteria. If you don't set the highest goal, there's no point in doing it.
Dorian's catalog seems slanted toward early music.
Well, about athird of our catalog is early music, but I'd say we're very
balanced and eclectic in our repertoire. We have avery healthy representation of solo instrumentation—piano, violin—and chamber music. We also
have certain things we loosely describe as "crossover," such as Chris Norman's The Man with the Wooden Flute. Some of the Baltimore Consort projects
cross over into folk. We have the organ recordings ofJean Guillou, which
have been astaple of the catalog. We have orchestral recordings of the Dallas
Symphony and the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra. So I'd say we defy
easy categorization. We can offer the public abalanced diet, with always
asurprise coming up.
Is itfinanciallyfeasible to record symphony orchestras in the US in the 1990s? Is there
enough demand that new symphonic recordings on an independent label can continue?
There is, but it's getting harder all the time with the oppressive weight of
superfluous titles coming out. There are labels who put out 100 to 150 new
releases ayear. And there isn't avalid reason for it. There isn't apublic to
absorb all of that new material. You can't make that many titles good enough
to stand the test of time. The result is that many worthwhile recordings are
here today and gone tomorrow; they're swept away by atide of pap.
The way to solve that problem is by being smarter. We can't lock horns
with the big players in the industry on adollar-for-dollar jousting basis.
(It's just like in high-end audio: the Sonys and Matsushitas will always be
able to outspend the individualistic, creative high-end equipment manufacturers. That's agiven.) How can we preserve aplace for ourselves? By reachWorldRadioHistory
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ing those people who really care, those people who can differentiate between
just okay and truly excellent. It's like anything else that is the product of
artisans rather than the product of mass production. We're in it for different
reasons than people who are at major labels. Some of them do care very
deeply, but they're involved in astructure, acorporate ethos, that makes
it much harder to allow quality to prevail as the first consideration.
Dorian is more like the craft collective We're asmall group of very talented
people not wedded to obsolete methodologies, prepared to question our
assumptions, and with enough skills and musical abilities to come out with
some things that are quite special. We do that by crafting each project so
that it becomes the best it can possibly be—all of our abilities together can
take something from aseed to aflower.
It results in good sales. We've been gratified by the amount of recognition,
which is growing all the time, and by the kinds of press we've gotten. We're
much more prominent and we get many more lines of ink than alabel our
size with our financial resources ought to be able to get. And Ithink it's
because there are people out there who are kindred spirits, who want to
spend their money on something that is ultimately fulfilling.
RH: What role does sound quality play in the overall goals of Dorian?
BL: When we capture something stunning and really magnificent in arecording,
something that can stand with anything that's ever been done—which in
afew cases we've been lucky enough to do—it will not become obsolete
because of sound quality. We've been able to achieve some methodology
and some talents that will insure that the recordings aren't going to sound
dated. That, for me, is very exciting. It means the A&R concept I've developed
for the company will have permanent value.
The other thing is more aphilosophical thing about what arecording
gives you. It is an art unlike any other art that exists in the world of music
performance. A performance is like astage play that happens one time only.
You can get tremendous energy and excitement from it—it's aunique event
that will never be repeated—and it will be enhanced or detracted from by
people's memories. But there's an element of chance involved in alive concert
in which things will happen. A note will crack, afinger will slip, someone will cough at just the wrong moment—these are just not apart of what
the artist has striven to achieve.
Each artist who is agreat artist creates aperformance in his or her mind
that is his or hers. It's like no performance that has ever existed—perhaps
one that he or she is unable to achieve on aconcert stage. It's his Platonic
ideal. Part of that is every little nuance of expression, every little element
of pacing, every gradation of dynamics, the tempi, the sonorities—everything. It's all there. A performance is like taking arun at it in the Olympics—
we're going to try to get as close to that ideal as possible.
But what arecording is able to do when it's at the highest level is to take
what's up there—the ideal—and translate it into apermanent medium. Because we don't have the limitation of aone-time-only event, because the
artist can listen and respond to what he or she just did and make adjustments,
and because we can interact with him or her and change the sound with
microphone placement to get it the way we want it to be, we can present—at
least when it all comes together—that ideal on one of these [holds CD].
It's the difference between aplay and amovie. It's something than can
be worked on, refined, and adjusted to achieve something that is, to my way
of thinking, amore perfect artistic expression. The artist has feedback, control, and the ability to adjust his or her performance to make it exactly the
way he or she envisions it. The exciting thing for me is allowing the artist
to make the performance the way that artist always dreamed it should be.
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Producer Doug Brown (center) and engineer Craig Dory (behind and to the right)

at the

e

Dallas Symphony sessions

During asecond break in the Dallas Symphony sessions, Ispoke with Craig Dory
about the technical aspects ofDorian recordings. Iasked him what made him want
to start arecord label.
Craig Dory:
It was the opportunity to do things as well as Icould. I'd done anumber
of recordings for other labels, and there were rules Ihad to follow as an independent engineer. Ihad to do the best job Icould under the circumstances
Iwas given. It wasn't as fulfilling as it could have been if Iwere arranging
the sessions myself—spending as much time as was necessary, choosing
the piano myself, or the artist choosing the piano and the piano technician.
These may seem like little things, but they're extraordinarily important.
When Imet Brian [Levine], it was serendipity. He had been the agent

TIE SOUND IS THERE ONLY TO SERVE THE MUSIC.
of asoloist who had been hired to perform the world premier of apiece,
and Brian was interested in having it recorded. Brian had many of the same
ideals Ihad concerning what agood recording was all about. The one thing
Ididn't have was great vision for artists and repertoire. Brian has agreat
talent for how to build alabel from the standpoint of picking the best artists
and working with the artist to get the best repertoire for that artist.
It was both of our desires to create the best possible recordings we could.
What makes agood recording is acombination of sonic purity—technical
excellence—and great artistry.
The sound is there only to serve the music. Making agreat recording of
afifth-grade band is great if you're the parents of the band members, but
other than that, it isn't important. We believe that arecord is truly great only
if the artistry on that record is great, regardless of how good the technical merits are. That's part of the definition of what agreat CD is all about.
The idea is simplicity to the maximum. We don't have afavorite microphone that we use on everything. Microphone choice is highly dependent
on the repertoire, the hall we're recording in, and what kind of effect the
artist wants to create. We have Neumann, Schoeps, and B&K mikes; several
have been customized by us or others to eliminate the compromises manufacturers build into their microphones.
RH: You seem tofavor spaced omnidirectional microphones. What characteristics of them
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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20-BIT RECORDING
Recording music digitally with 20-bit resolution has been adream of recording engineers since the dawn of the digital age. Even though the final consumer delivery system
(CD) is only 16-bit, there are many advantages to 20-bit recording for both the professional and consumer.
One advantage is the additional headroom 20-bit storage provides. Rather than
set the recording levels conservatively to avoid digital overload, the engineer working
with 20 bits has an additional 24dB of dynamic range compared to 16-bit storage.
Not only does this reduce the chance of aruined take because oían unexpectedly
loud peak, but the levels can be set so that the signal is farther away from the Least
Significant Bits (LSBs) of the digital word and the attendant quantization noise at
low signal levels. The engineer can then transfer the 20-bit data to 16-bit with the
greatest integrity.
Another boon of 20-bit storage is the ability to convert the 20-bit data to 16-bit
after the recording session instead of on the fly. This allows the engineer to try different
transfer techniques (such as Sony's Super Bit Mapping and other noise-shaping
algorithms) and choose the one most musically appropriate. Moreover, as newer and
better algorithms are devised, 20-bit recording makes it possible to go back to the
original 20-bit data and reissue the title using the newest techniques. Clearly, this
is not aluxury available if the music was stored initially with 16-bit resolution.
Finally, having 20-bit source data reduces the degradation imposed by digital editors
when changing gain or applying equalization in the digital domain. The corruption
of the LSBs is much less sonically significant with 20-bit data than with 16.
The problem with 20-bit recording, however, is the lack of storage media for 20-bit
data; other than the new open-rell Nagra D, all professional digital recorders store
only 16-bits. The long product cycles in the professional world create alag between
what the market wants and available hardware.'
Dorian has solved the 20-bit storage quandary with an innovative use of existing technology and by employing anew, cutting-edge digital recorder. The existing technology is the Sonic Solutions Sonic System hard-disk editing system. The
Sonic System is aMacintosh-based digital audio workstation designed for cut-andpaste editing and signal processing using amouse and the familiar Macintosh graphic
user interface. Digital audio data arc stored on alarge computer hard disk (consuming
10.5 Megabytes per stereo minute).
Dorian has put anew twist on the Sonic System by using it as arecorder rather than
as an editor. A recent software revision allows the Sonic System to store 20-bit data
on its hard disk; Dorian takes advantage of this new feature by recording their custom
A/D converter's 20-bit output live to hard disk during the recording session. Because
digital audio consumes so much disk capacity, Dorian downloads its four gigabytes
of hard-disk space to an Exabyte computer streaming-tape backup system during
breaks in the recording sessions. The 20-bit data on these tapes can then be loaded
back into the Sonic System for editing and CD master-tape preparation?
Dorian's second method of storing 20-bit digital audio data is provided by Nagra,
the company that makes the world standard in film sound recorders. Dorian obtained
1I've heard reports that all professional digital recorders now under development (and for the past 18 months) provide
20-bit recording. There are other 20-bit storage media, but they are impractical for music recording. One is the Mitsubishi X-861-18, which samples at 96kHz and has 20-bit storage. However, its high sampling rate requires sample-rate
conversion to the CD's 44.1kHz, aprocess that makes its other attributes moot. The other 20-bit storage medium
is the D2 digital video format, which stores four channels of 20-bit audio data in addition to digital video.
2A software limitation allocates 32 bits to each sample rather than 20, doubling the hard-disk storage requirements
compared to 16-bit (to 21 megabytes per stereo minute). The additional 12 bits, which are set to zero on the hard
disk, are discarded during the transfer to streaming tape.
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Hg. IDorian recording hardware in the concert hall.
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Fig.2 Dorian recording hardware in the control room.
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and transfers all the music's energy accurately, an audio
system with Transparent Cable reveals the spaciousness,
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one of the first Nagra D machines, which can store four channels of 24-bit digital
audio. The machine looks like asmall open-reel deck with aVHS video head in its
center. The spinning head achieves the very high tape-to-head speeds necessary for
recording such short wavelengths. Between the Sonic Solutions and the Nagra, Dorian
has 20-bit storage with full 20-bit backup in case of tape dropouts, computer crashes,
or other calamities. For safety, a16-bit redithered version is also recorded on DAT.
This new 20-bit system saw its first use recording the Dallas Symphony at Meyerson
Symphony Center last January.
Dorian uses other innovative recording techniques. Rather than convert the microphone signals to digital in the control room, Dorian performs A/D conversion right
next to the microphone The electrical digital signal is then converted to light for transmission over fiber optic cable (ST-Type) to the control room. The problems associated
with long electrical cable runs—susceptibility to hum and noise, sonic degradation,
ground loops—are eliminated by this technique The signal flow in Dorian's recording
chain is shown in fig.l.
—Robert Harley

do you find appealing?
CD: Omnidirectional microphones are just better. It's easier to make agood omni
than it is to make agood cardioid. You're starting out with abetter microphone. Omnis are also less affected by vibration. For instance, abass-drum
whack will move the floor and shake the microphone You don't want that
diaphragm to be moving for any reason except in reaction to sound pressure
Omnidirectional mikes are our favorites. They are able to give us the best
results consistently. Cardioid mikes, by design, present an out-of-phase
component to the back of the diaphragm. They have achamber behind the
capsule that allows sound that is off-axis to the microphone into the chamber.
That sound is presented to the back of the diaphragm to create an out-ofphase signal as you move off-axis. That out-of-phase information will cause
coloration and time-domain errors. The room sounds boxy and the clear
sense of air goes away.
RH: Do you like the image specificity aBlumlein technique can provide?'
CD: Image specificity with Blumlein is nice, but it can be limiting in terms of
making it difficult to get any image that expands beyond the loudspeakers.
It gives you good vertical imaging, but in our experience we have never
had any luck with any kind of coincident technique—it doesn't draw you
into the recording. The sonority of that technique and those microphones
just isn't as rich as with omnidirectional microphones. It has to do primarily
with the phase and time-domain problems in those microphones. You can
get very good imaging from them, but you can also get very good imaging
with omnis if you're careful.
RH: Your technique is unusual in that the mike preamp and ND (analog-w-digital) converter
are right next to the microphones, with the signal converted to ST-typefiber opticfor
transmission to the control room. Is this primarily to avoid subjecting the signal to electrical
cables?
CD: Absolutely. There's been atremendous amount of very creative work done
on cable designs, cable geometries, and different types of metals. But Ibelieve
that no one would argue with me that the best cable is no cable at all. If you

1In 1928, Alan Blumlein of EMI invented astereo microphone technique that, in its simplest form,
puts two bidirectional (figure-of-eight) microphones together, crossed at 90 0.
The amplitude ratio of
the signals produced in the two microphones is exactly what is required to re-create the correct image
position when the recording is played back over two loudspeakers. The technique is still used today.
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993
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can eliminate an inch of cable, then you're just going to minimize those problems, both in interfacing and propagation.
This is normally not aproblem for the audiophile in the home, but for
arecording company, the control room may be hundreds of feet from the
microphones. We tend to think of sound traveling through wire at aconstant
velocity. But it's not true: velocity is dependent on frequency. You find that
high frequencies travel faster than low frequencies and you get propagation problems. If you run amicrophone signal down avery long cable it
starts to sound edgy, zippy, and thick.
We had an opportunity in the spring of '89 to do the inaugural recording
on an enormous organ in Paris? Ihad been there to scout the location, and
discovered that the microphone-cable run would have to be on the order
of 500'. And Isaid, "No way"; Iwanted to put the mike preamps right next
to the microphones, turn it into digital, and run digital to the control room.
My next problem was that the AES/EBU digital interface is only specified
to be good up to about 50'. AES/EBU wouldn't work.
Luckily Iran into Don Moses of Wadia, who was developing afiberoptic transmission for all his D/A converters. We were able to transmit the
signal those 500' with his fiber-optic system. The optics he uses are communication-grade glass, and we can go several kilometers without audible
degradation. We don't have to worry about ground loops, some guy with
alinear [CB radio] amplifier in his truck driving by—nothing. Glass is great.
You run adigital signal down glass and you have no problems. We've used
fiber-optic transmission ever since.
RH: How do you judge AID converters?
CD: We do all our A/D converter testing in Troy Savings Bank Music Hall, where
the cable runs can be very short and we can compare back and forth against
the live signal. But I'll tell you, even eliminating the 100' of cable it takes
to get to the stage at Troy makes abig difference.

L

THE GOAL IS GIVING THE BEST POSSIBLE

REPRESENTATION OF THE MUSIC TO THE GREATEST NUMBER
OF PEOPLE, DIGITAL /S SUPERIOR.
RH: Isn't it aserious disadvantage that you can never hear the live mikefeed before it's converted to digital?
CD: Yes and no. For determining what things sound like, we put our ears in the
hall and compare that to what's coming out of the speakers, rather than comparing alive feed to adigitized signal. It's much more important to hear
what's going on live in the hall. Once we've picked an AM converter—and
we've done exhaustive tests—our main comparison is between live and what
we hear in the control room.
RH: Because you never hear the undigitized signal, do you ever think you may be missing something by not hearing what analog can do?
CD: [Emphatically] I'm missing wow and flutter. I'm missing bias rocks. I'm missing low-frequency rolloff.
RH: You sound convinced that digital is superior.
CD: If the goal is giving the best possible representation of the music to the
greatest number of people, digital is superior. There are so many variables
in analog that have to be absolutely perfect in order to make acompletely
2The Great Organ of Saint Eustache, Paris, Jean Guillou, Dorian DOR-90134.
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analog recording work.
Digital is not as good as it can be, and I'm not going to say that we can
stop now. But Ialso believe that the ability to put the best possible music
on some form of media, have that media last, have that media play back with
the minimum variability, and have that media be less prone to aging and
deterioration, is much higher with the Compact Disc.
I'm troubled that the sampling rate of 44.11cHz and linear PCM encoding
were chosen. They should have picked alogarithmic encoding scheme in
which the steps between each voltage level would get smaller at lower signal
levels. The distortion wouldn't be inversely proportional to level as it is now.
But we need to compare apples with apples. We need to talk about finely
tuned analog and finely tuned digital. If you do agood job with digital,
you can get some pretty spectacular results.
RH: Why is it importantfor professionals to have 20-bit recording even though the consumerformat is 16-bit?
CD: When you had analog tape and LPs, the professional had ahigher-resolution
medium than what got to the consumer. But when digital first came out
and up until very recently, even the best recording systems were no better in terms of information density—bits per unit time—than consumer
playback media. That can create some problems if what you're trying to
do is give the consumer the best possible representation within the window of 16-bit performance.
If you're recording asymphony orchestra and the clock is running, you
have to make sure that the peak levels the bass drum is going to give you
in the last movement don't go over digital zero. You want that peak to just
hit the top and fire all the bits but not go over. A bass drum player isn't a
machine, and every time he plays the piece he will play it differently. Even
if you set the levels conservatively, there is the danger of going over. That
is the limitation of 16-bit. But with 20 bits we can give ourselves a3dB margin, and when we create the 16-bit version for CD, we haven't lost anything. We can take that 16-bit, 96dB window out of the 120dB window
that 20-bit provides. Wherever that window ends up, we've still provided
the consumer with the best 16 bits we can get. And it makes running the
session easier.
That's not even the most important benefit. The best benefit is that because
we have higher resolution, we're able to hear things better. We're able to
make better master recordings. When we can hear more in the control room,
we can make better decisions about where the mikes go. We can make better
decisions about picking the right microphones and placing the musicians.
We're able to make those judgments because we hear more information in
the monitors.
Most 20-bit converters are 19 bits and change They're not really 20 bits.
Ours is. Since we're storing each of our sessions with full 20-bit resolution, we can provide 20 bits to the consumer if there's ever a20-bit consumer medium someday. We're ready. With our new A/D converter and
hard-disk recorders [see sidebar], we're able to store true 20-bit. All in all,
20-bit recording makes for abetter product.
Our A/D converter is acustom unit. It's a20-bit device that uses the
UltraAnalog module that many of the highly rated A/Ds today use. It
employs some very special additions [compared with] just putting that chipset together and taking AES/EBU out. There are parallel A/D conversion
paths per channel. Since we know that the signal is correlated and noise
is uncorrelated, by adding those two signals together we effectively get
another bit at the bottom end.
The designer spent an unbelievable amount of time on jitter and clocking
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the signal. Jitter on our clock is less than 10 picoseconds. Reducing the
jitter—particularly the correlated jitter—got rid of one of the major sources
of fuzz and some types of added noise The jitter that is there is uncorrelated
white jitter. The converter is fantastic. We have 5A—plus and minus 5A [of
DC] supplying the converter. Needless to say, the rails are very solid, and
the low end therefore is quite spectacular. We're very happy with the performance. Our designer is also working on his own version of Super Bit
Mapping for turning our 20-bit masters into 16-bit CDs.
RH: What techniques do you currently use when transferring 20-bit to 16-bit?
CD: As the redithering schemes have improved, we use the latest and greatest.
We currently use the Harmonia Mundi psychoacoustic reditherer.3Also,
we were one of the first people in the country to redither our edits. When
you run through adigital editor you need to redither. Every record we've
ever done has been properly redithered.
RH: You were talking yesterday about the sense offelment you get when musicians appreciate your work.
CD: For me, all the work that we do in making the recordings—business, technical, marketing, and administrative—pays off when the artist comes up to
you and says "Thank you," or looks you straight in the eye and says, "This
is what Ialways hoped for." If we get abad review or have logistical problems—trouble with shipping companies—the one thing that brings me back
to reality is the music and the artists being pleased with what we did.
Our goal on the technical side of the company is to create recordings that
are not documentations, but are instead part of the musical performance.
One of the best examples is the difference between ajournalistic photographer and afashion photographer. If abuilding is burning, anewspaper
will send aphotographer to take pictures of that burning building. They're
simply taking apicture of aburning building to document the fact that the
building was on fire.

A

RECORDING IS NOT MERELY A STATEMENT OF WHAT

HAPPENED DURING THE RECORDING SESSION. IT SHOULD
BE THE MUSIC THE ARTIST WANTS TO MAKE.
That's not what we're trying to get. What we're trying to get is what the
fashion photographer or the industrial photographer is after. That is, to put
on tape the idealized vision of whatever image the artist has. From our point
of view, musicians have an idealized vision of the music within themselves.
Their instrument is their medium by which they can communicate that vision
to other people. What we're trying to do is get inside the head of the performer and record that music. It sounds kind oflofty and weird, but that's
what we're trying to do.
A recording is not merely astatement of what happened during the session. It should be the music the artist wants to make. We have specific techniques to achieve that. It's all in how we select and set up microphones, how
we work with the artist, and how we push the envelope, creating new equipment to be better able to communicate that artist's vision.
3The Harmonia Mundi Acustica unit (not associated with Harmonia Mundi the record label) uses a
psychoacoustically optimized in-band noise-shaping scheme to move quantization noise away from
the midband and toward the treble, where it is less audible. The technique, which has been incorporated into the Harmonia Mundi unit for several years, is conceptually similar to Sony's Super Bit Mapping.
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HIGH END AUDIO .,_. DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th St., New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
Call Toll Free 1.800-882-5271
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Day Sequerra, Denon, Elite By Pioneer, Enlightened Audio Designs, Ensemble, Epos, Fosgate, Grado,
Graham Tonearms, IBL Synthesis THX, Koetsu, Krell, Krell Audio Standard, Krell Digital, Lyra Cartridges
(Clavis), Martin-Logan, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, Muse (Subwoofers and Amps), NAD,
NEAR, Niles, Nitty Gritty, Ocos, API Power Wedge, Proscan, Proton, PS Audio, Quicksilver, Rega, Rockport,
Rolcsan, Rocksolid, Rockustics, Runco IDTV, SBS Powerverter, SME, Snell Acoustics, Solid Steel, Sonance,
Sonographe, Sonus Faber, Stax, Sumiko, Target, Terk, Theta Digital, Totem, Transparent Audio Cable,
Valve Amplification (VAC), Van Den Hul Cartridges and Cables, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Vidikron, Well Tempered, Wheaton Triplanar Tonearms, VPI, Wilson Audio, XLO.
Bold listing, available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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all for only $35!
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RUMORS FALSE. SANTA EXISTS -- AKA LARRY ARCHIBALD,
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GIFT FOR FRIENDS WHO LOVE MUSIC. ALL THEY NEED IS A
LITTLE PUSH FROM YOU AND THEY'LL LOVE GREAT HI-FI,
TOO! HURRY -- PHONE NOW SO WE CAN ANNOUNCE EACH
GIFT DIRECTLY TO THE RECIPIENT WITH A CARD IN YOUR
NAME. WE'LL BILL YOU LATER. CHEERS.
LA/SC

Regular subscription rate is $35 for 12 issues. Cover price is $59.40. Gift sub starts
with January issue. Doesn't matter when your own sub expires — we'll extend it
by 12 more issues.

Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-334-8152
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ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS

AUDIOFOOL BARRY W ILLIS
EXPERIENCES THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND LIVE,
DISCOVERS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HOME THEATER

0

ur VIP passes are waiting at the willcall window. We plaster them
on our chests: me and Jodi, our friends Jim and Liz. We're here
at Atlanta's Lakewood Fairgrounds for the last concert in the summer tour of the South's most revered rockers. Above the ticket window,
asagging cardboard disclaimer warns us that the concert is being videotaped
and that, by entering, we are consenting "to waive and release any and all
rights to any compensation for the use of our images in perpetuity anywhere in the world therefore whatsoever."
Curious syntax. We hadn't signed anything. We shale through the stockyard turnstiles with the proletariat; Executive VIPs, who outrank us, enjoy
the dignity ola private gate. From somewhere on the other side of ahigh
wall, Derek Trucks and the Red Devils are warming up the crowd with some
high-distortion pyrotechnics.
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Opus is the
Schwann guide
to classical
recordings.

Spectrum is the
Schwann guide to
all other types of
recorded music.

You obviously love music—you read Stereophile.
Our sister publications help you enjoy music, too. If you
don't know them already, we'd like to introduce you to the
Schwann guides to recorded music.
Opus is the quarterly guide to classical recordings—over
45,000 CDs, cassettes, and laserdiscs are listed in each issue.
Spectrum is the quarterly guide to other types of music—
over 65,000 CDs, tapes, and LPs.
Opus and Spectrum are the most current and comprehensive guides to recorded music—they're your reference.
They can help you shop. Help you build your music library.
And when you have your own copies, you can make your
selections before you visit the record stores—you have the
catalog numbers at hand.
Copies are on sale at many record stores. Or subscribe
and save. A year of Opus is only $29.95,* ayear of Spectrum
only $24.95.* Call this number toll-free and have your
VISA or MasterCard ready.

1-800-877-2693
*Rates good in US only. For all other countries write
Schwann Publications, 49 Sheridan Ave., Albany, NY 12210
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We spill out onto aplaza outside the wall. For our comfort and safety we
are forbidden to bring in either food or drink, but here we can buy all we
want: popcorn drenched in butter-flavored soybean oil, hotdogs marinated
in nitrites, pink wine in little plastic glasses, and beer in big paper cups. I'm
transported back to the Midway at the Oklahoma State Fair where, year
after adolescent year, Ishamefully gave up 504t to stare in sick fascination
at the Two-Headed Dog and the Five-Legged Calf, the Lizard Girl and the
Human Platypus. Little Derek hits ahot riff, provoking hoots and whistles
from the crowd inside. A wave of electricity flows over the wall and dissipates along the midway. It's ahot night.

7_411
--Al
Forget backstage, we say. Ain't nothin' backstage. Poseurs and pretenders and
hangers-on. In retrospect, we did our friends adisservice. They had never
been VIPs before, and they deserved the full treatment: the catered meal,
the introductions, the polite pre-game chitchat in the closely guarded lounge
Instead, we rent lawn chairs with stubby little legs and head for the grassy
hillside just beyond the amphitheater's roof. Better mix back here, Isay, forgetting my last outing at this venue, more than two years ago: the B-52's,
greatest party band of all time This place has the worst acoustics of anyplace
ever used for amusical event—garages, VFW halls, and airplane hangars
included. Imagine acorrugated-steel and concrete horn tweeter the size
of the Queen Mary, an audiophile's darkest nightmare, amusic-eating monster excreting full-frequency flatulence. We pick aspot just to the left of
center and park ourselves on the wet earth.
We're surrounded on all sides by fans in various stages of inebriated anticipation. The Red Devils whip them up with an extended crescendo, asouthern rock tradition. A skinny, shirtless kid in front of me cuts loose with a
cranium-splitting howl and I'm suddenly seized by an urge to shove his
face in the dirt.
Chill out, Itell myself, kid's got aright to jam. Then Inotice he's but one of
acrew often: five emaciated, chain-smoking buddies with the sullen, slumping posture of the perpetually oppressed, their tragic white-trash girlfriends
stretched out on amusty blanket, and ahappily dancing eight-year-old.
This pattern is repeated with predictable variations across the hillside.
It's just past sunset. The air inside the amphitheater is blue with smoke.
This is not what you would call ahealth-conscious crowd. Irepress avision
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ofjunk-food and cheap-booze urban communal living; adingy apartment
with too many residents, where the air is always smoky and the TV is always
on. Iwonderjesus, how do they get like this? Heredity or environment? Nature
or nurture?
I've been pumping iron since Iwas 12 and I'm still embarrassed to take
my shirt off in public. Here, some of the most unappetizing physiques I've
ever seen are letting it all hang out. If Iwere to say, "Haven't you heard of
lung cancer? Stop destroying yourselves—eat right, work out," how would
they respond? "Hell, man, why be healthy? You're just gonna die anyway!'

A

VIP BADGE AT A ROCK CONCERT BESTOWS A CERTAIN

POWER ON ITS WEARER.
What am Ithinking? They're the enlightened ones. Accept your vulnerability, your weakness, your mortality. Rejoice in it. It's beyond your control.
There ain't nothin' you can do about it. When yer number comes up, it's th' end o'
the line. Party, dude. Derek, who's only 14 and barely tall enough to look over
the counter at McDonald's, leads the Red Devils offstage to wild applause.
The roadies begin setting up for the headliners. "Little Martha" plays with
inexplicable clarity through the PA, and Ihead for the restroom.
A VIP badge at arock concert bestows acertain power on its wearer, especially if it bears that all-important phrase "All Areas Access." An otherwise
ordinary person stands apart from the crowd like apriest or priestess, eliciting
envious stares. You must be someone important. It says so right there on
your chest. For the few hours of the event you are treated with astrange
deference. You must be closer to them, the magical talents who make the
music, and therefore closer to it, the music, the magic which carries us from
our miserable here to the mystical there. Why then do Ihave to stand in line
like everyone else? Where is the private "facility" plated in gold? But Iask
too much. Especially for aguest. I'm starting to believe my own PR.
Itake along time walking back to our seats, checking out the crowd. Were
Isociologically inclined, Imight say the vertical axis of tonight's bell curve
is defined by awell-past-his-prime, south-Georgia biker with Budweiser
in his veins. At the lower end of the horizontal axis are some scrawny street
urchins straight out of Grapes of Wrath; at the upper end acoterie of North.side
yuppies, schmoozers, and deal-makers who haven't lost their fondness for
arowdy good time. They're all in fine form tonight, flying high. Many true
believers have followed the band around the South for the past three weeks,
driving all night through the heat and steam from Jacksonville to Charlotte to New Orleans to Birmingham, like Deadheads sans acid and makebelieve and pseudospirituality. Here it's booze and pot, Levi's and leather,
ano-pretense serious-about-fun rock-'til-you-drop attitude that promises
to lift the Brothers out of their tour-induced fatigue for one last blast. Crowd
tension is high enough to make the instruments play themselves. We're deep
in the realm of great expectations, and we won't be disappointed! Soft drinks
in hand, Ideftly follow in the wake of two big-haired girls who part the
crowd by holding their lit cigarettes before them like explorer's torches.
Our campsite's intact; Jodi, Jim, and Liz are trying like hell to converse intelligibly over the buzz of the crowd. Imake no attempt.
Around us, the frenzy is growing. The roadies make afinal check. The
stage lights dim. The crowd stomps and cheers. From out of the darkness
the Allman Brothers kick in with agreat honking roar. We catch aglimpse
of the band before the writhing crowd engulfs us. Sitting back in my chair
puts me eye-level with some shaking, droopy, denim-clad human hind121
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quarters. One in particular, his "Fruit of the Loom" label clearly visible
on inside-out underwear, persists in getting right in my face. If we sit up
real straight, we can catch glimpses of the stage through the forest of waving
arms and twisting torsos. At one such moment, Jodi grips my elbow. "Warren," she yells from inches away, and directs my gaze to the spotlight, where
her nephew-by-marriage, under acascade of dirty-blond hair, is blowing
them away with some soulful urban blues. He's living proof that obsession pays off: he spent the entirety of his youth holed up in his bedroom,
playing his guitar. In fact, it's the only marketable skill he ever developed,
and, judging by tonight's performance, the only one he'll ever need. He's
breathed new life into these venerable rockers, and the crowd loves it.
What ahard-luck story these guys are. Duane Allman passed into the
great beyond who knows how many years ago, after he slammed his motorcycle into atractor-trailer. Bassist Berry Oakley shuffled off his mortal coil
in similar fashion about ayear later. Gregg, the remaining Allman, jams
hard on his trusty Hammond. Behind the band and above the crowd flail
twin drummers Butch and Jai Johnny, their heads glistening like river stones
in sunlight. They crank through hits old and new: "Midnight Rider:' "Gambler's Roll:' and apersonal favorite, "One Way Out," playing each song
louder and harder than the one before it.
The rented lawn chairs aren't bad for what they are—flimsy, temporary
seating. The chairs' legs are slowly penetrating the ground beneath us. I
feel my butt getting damp as Ibottom out. Liz, six months pregnant, is
observing the antics of our immediate neighbors with adetached serenity.
A chubby threesome to our right churns the sod with apassion, and the
redneck punks in front are veering dangerously close to falling on us. Liz's
man-mountain mate Jim, who earns his paycheck making big college football
players bigger, faster, and stronger, and who on more than one occasion
has drawn his own blood head-butting guys in helmets, would welcome an
excuse to scatter them like bowling pins. If Istand up, as Imust periodically for air, and to cope with my worsening fear of people-in-large-numbers,
Ican see the crowd swarming like honeybees in their hive. The music is so
loud Ican't discern the lyrics; it's become apulsating drone. No matter which
way Iturn Ican't escape the smoke.
As the crowd and the band feed each other, Ifeel myself withdrawing.
Two fleeting thoughts come to mind—that the formula for group intelligence is like that for resistors in parallel: the bigger the group, the closer
to zero the net result—and that we have never lost our pagan roots. The
tempering influence ofJudeo-Christian traditions and several hundred years
of European culture have given us but athin veneer of civilization. Rock
concerts and sporting events offer the chance to celebrate what we really
are: sprawling, brawling brutes. Certainly our ancestors would feel right
at home with tonight's revel. Visigoths and Ostrogoths, Vikings and Celts,
Tatars and Huns, whatever fierce, quarrelsome people pooled their genes
to spawn us would instantly recognize this celebration: the festival of the
autumn harvest, the victory dance over quashed enemies, the call to war.
But there's no malevolent intent tonight, no animus, no mosh pit. Whatever
they might be, Allman Brothers fans at least aren't angry; they're just looking
for some good clean fun.
What they are is drunk. Stewed. Blitzed. Blasted. Skewered. Zonked.
Spiflicated. And not on the flavored water sold at the midway's concession stands. We're talking Jack Daniels and Southern Comfort, hard stuff
smuggled in hip flasks shoved down the pants or in zip-lock bags tucked
into peek-a-boo brassieres, not enough for abinge, but enough to keep them
sailing through atwo-hour show.
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The Brothers launch themselves into asweaty, hard-working treatment
of "Whipping Post." The crowd works with them, joining in the refrain,
"Sometimes Ifeel like Ibeen tied to the whipping post /tied to the whipping
post /Oh Lord Ifeel like I'm dyin'." Someone upwind from us feels this
way quite literally; he is down on hands and knees retching tonight's comestibles. The stench of partially digested pizza and beer permeates the damp
air. Gregg wails and moans; the crowd answers back in acall-and-response
exorcism of guilt and pain. Forgive me, for Ihave sinned.
All around us, overheated bodies spin and twitch. Then it happens: one
of the dust-bowl boys trips and falls into me and Iroll back with him, almost
landing on Liz. Iplant my foot in his chest and shove him away. Jim is on
his feet, one thick fist drawn, scanning for atarget. Imake eye contact with
him, place apalm on his shoulder and motion him back. The people around
us are oblivious to what is happening. The music, the noise, the frenzy combine to make all but the most basic communication impossible Everywhere
is the choking smoke, making me wish Icould rinse out my lungs.
Onstage, Dicky Betts and Warren Haynes engage in aprotracted duel
of guitar-playing virtuosity. Wending my way through the crowd, snatches
of lyrical improvisation come through like shouts in astorm. A piano
emerges from the noise like afigure in acolorblind test. There it is! Isee
it! A piano! Ipush my way to the permanent seating; there Ifind an usher,
and in alanguage-barrier pantomime indicate my status and my need for
four seats. Aided by a$5 bill, he magically finds just what we need on the
back row.

WE
ARE BUFFETED BY A
SONIC SURF SO INTENSE AND
DANGEROUS THE BEACH PATROL SHOULD MAKE EVERYONE
GET OUT OF THE WATER.
Ireturn to my crew and demonstrate with body-English that I've found
abetter situation. We abandon our outpost, lawn chairs and all, to the
heathens, and settle into our new accommodations just as the band winds
down for intermission. Here we commiserate about what we've just
experienced and let our collective blood pressure come back down to normal.
Pretty good concert, we tell each other, actually better than most, ahelluva lot better
than the yuppie scene up at Chastain Park with the candle-lit dinners and crystal stemware. Last time we were there they talked all the way through Rickie LeeJones and
Lyle Lovett. Hey, what do you think about Warren? Great, isn't he? The crowd's really
into it. Ithought you were gonna kill thosefrigging kids back there. You all right?
Yeah? Can you believe how loud they play? Huh? No, really, I'm OK. I'm not shouting.
Am Ishouting? Damn, Ican hardly hear. Maybe someday the entire planet will be
ano-smoking zone. Do you want something to drink? Ithink I'll go to the restroom.
What was that you said?
We spend the last half of the concert in the relative comfort of vinylupholstered stadium seats, basking in asound-pressure field so heavy you
can cut it with achainsaw. We are buffeted by asonic surf so intense and
dangerous the beach patrol should make everyone get out of the water. The
scary thing is that, as rock concerts go, this little tunefest is neither exceptionally loud nor exceptionally boisterous. From our new vantage point
we can crane our necks and sometimes actually see the stage, the musicians,
and an undulating sea of ecstatic fans, although our direct line of sight is
blocked by agesticulating Yeti family, subtly passing assorted controlled
substances from hand to mouth. Need Isay we are in the exhaust stream of
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adozen nearby tobacco addicts?
The Brothers give it all they've got, and out of loyalty and respect Itry
to ignore the nastiness around me and concentrate on the music. But tonight
the conscious mind refuses to be stilled. A long, long version of "Stormy
Monday" does its best to sedate me, and as Ilean back in my chair, Ithink
(God knows why) of the hi-fi ideal: that areproduced musical experience
should mimic as accurately as possible the real thing.
If this ideal were applied to rock concerts, what might we expect from
ahome stereo system? It should be capable of playing painfully loud for
extremely long periods at distortion levels of 50% to 75% with adynamic
range of less than 12dB. It should also come equipped with some realismenhancement devices, which at inopportune intervals will spray your listening
area with smoke, beer, broken glass, urine, and vomit. A really lifelike system
will also rain without warning, beg for your money, break into your car,
stomp on your feet, steal your wallet, make lewd gestures at your wife, and
give you acase of food poisoning, aparking ticket, or, when the music's
over, anight in jail for driving while intoxicated.
Ican see the danger in such runaway musings but don't seem to be able
to control them. Jai Johnny embarks on an epic drum solo (the other musicians lay down their instruments), and for no good reason my mind drifts
back to another rock concert, long ago in aprevious life. It was in atheater, Ithink, and Iremember ayoung woman nearby, in the grip of a
psychedelic epiphany, standing and announcing, to no one and everyone,
"OH! ...
GOD! ...
IUNDERSTAND." She spoke slowly and deliberately, with flawless diction and absolute conviction. The show hadn't begun.
Idon't know which of life's mysteries was revealed to her that night, and
Idon't remember who was playing or why Iwas there, but Iremember perfectly her beatitude, her tears ofjoy and clarity as she turned and walked
past me and out of the building. Tonight abrief vision of her floats by in
astream of mental flotsam, and I'm sort of digging it, burrowing into the
safety of my self-assurance, and suddenly Ihave asmall moment of clarity myself.
It's amazing how long it takes for the obvious to make itself apparent.
What hits me like abaseball bat in the back of the head is: Home Theater
is taking off like arocket and Iknow why. Look around. Reality sucks. Can
it ever be as good as awell-orchestrated fantasy? Rock concerts with their
cattle-car conditions are always expensive and usually nasty.' Home Theater
is an immense improvement, especially for those with the wherewithal to
really do it right. Icould rent alaserdisc of this event and have agreat time all by
myself. A simulated experience, minus the misery caused by human beings,
is better than areal one. Neater. Cleaner.
A private experience is better than apublic one. Controlling your environment is better than it controlling you. A Home Theater puts you in the director's chair. The producer's chair, too. You can enjoy aconcert at your convenience, with as few or as many friends as you choose. The sound will be
infinitely better than anything you can hear live; you will actually be able
to discern one instrument from another. Lyrics will become intelligible.
You will be able to see your favorite artists up close and personal without
having to call in any favors. You can enjoy some of the ambiance of the real
thing and none of the unpleasantness. You won't miss anything if you get
up to grab asnack. Best of all, you can get high as the sky in the comfort
1Who's to blame for this? Certainly not the performers. A large part of the responsibility is the promoters;
who long ago discovered that it doesn't take much in the way of amenities or sound quality to satisfy
the average rock fan. But it's ultimately the fans themselves who determine concert conditions. As long
as they're willing to create and accept such heinous circumstances, they'll get exactly what they deserve
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993
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udio Insights #3

Cleaning Up
Jitter 84( LIM°.
Heads or Tails?
"It's not aquestion of Which to clean
up: digital jitter or its embedded Logic

"Lesley's voice just
wraps around a
song... This is a
terrific album."
-11t1

Induced Modulation (LIM". Get rid of
one and you're rid of both. Nor even a
question of jo
I- i.
, The only way is with

Rebop,
Ru/i.
wing,"sanki .\'m

LESLEY

our unique C-Lock circuitry. But at
what point in the audio chain should

A

you bring the C-Lock circuit into play

tree

to eliminate the undesirable effects of
digital jitter and its attendant LIM? If
you clean up only the signal at the
lead' of the digital signal chain

Lesley Olsher

utilizing our CD transport with C-Lock

SLEY"
(2 LPs) CVIT 11 $16
$3 Postage — Ground UPS

circuitry, jitter spikes will not be sent to
the balance of the system. Likewise, if
you took an untreated jittered signal
from an ordinary CD deck and fed it
through our DIA converter with C-Lock
at the tail end of the audio chain, it
would eliminate much of the problem.
However, maximum clean-up of the

Adefinitive recording by
David Manley.

signal calls for C-Lock at
both ends of the digital
signal path. These are the
simple and verifiable facts."

,

Ed Meitner

Vice President, Research
& Development

a/d/s/ Technologies
Analog and Digital Systems/Museatex/DettaLab

1-800-522-4434
I

Asuperb voice with a
blend of jazz and blues
to stir the soul.

j

This and other Vital Music
recordings plus many other
audiophile recordings,
are available from:

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 2043 •SALINO. KS 62402-2043 •USA
TŒPIIONE: 913-825-8600 •FAX: 013-825-0136

Call or write for afull catalog!
$3 U.S.A.
$5 Elsewhere

'TO 1-800-525-1630
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and privacy of your own home. Should you overindulge, you can pass out
in the safety of your own bed. You can do it all in your own time without
having to screw with traffic or other people.

THE VISUAL ASPECT OF THE HOME THEATER RENDERS
AUDIO QUALITY RELATIVELY UNIMPORTANT.
Iclose my eyes and imagine hearing this concert exactly the way Ihear
it now, played back at afriend's place. We wouldn't, couldn't listen for more
than afew seconds. It's arushing wall of liquid mud crushing everything
in its path. Ithink oflocomotives, cargo planes, truck factories—anything
loud, inexorably industrial. There's no detail, no subtlety, no image, there
is only araw, undifferentiated energy, apalpable sound pressure aiding and
opposing my own throbbing pulse What makes it tolerable is the excitement
of having the artists here, in person, live, onstage; alarge part of this excitement is the visual appeal of actually seeing them perform. It's the visual
aspect of the Home Theater which renders audio quality relatively unimportant. With good visuals, any decent sound system is good enough,
because any decent sound system is orders of magnitude better than what
we usually hear live.
Thus my simplistic train of thought runs its course as the band draws
out the conclusion to another song. Imust admit I've never liked the way
they can't just finish atune, wrap it up and put it away, but instead play those
last few chords over and over and over until you're begging for mercy.
As an audio professional (or, as Steve Martin put it, a"semiprofessional"),
I've spent more days than Icare to recall installing Home Theater systems,
snaking wires through ceilings and under floors, hanging video projectors, standing on ladders for hours, converging those same projectors until
Icouldn't see straight, hiding speakers in the walls of overly decorated suburban dream homes. It's always with adisguised condescension that Ideal
with the owners of these homes, especially when what they want is a"whole
house" background music system, aconcept that I, as an audiophile, find
so completely repulsive on so many levels that it surprises me I'm ever able
to discuss the subject.
How can sentient human beings want Mozart in their walk-in closets?
A leprechaun chamber group playing in the garden? "Classic rock" blasting
from 6" speakers on either side of the bathroom mirror? Imean, if! had
20 or 30 grand to dump on home entertainment, I'd put it all in one room!
Well, most of it anyway. Maybe anice TV in the den, but Home Theater?
That's tacky!
Or so Ithought until coming here tonight. Our audiophiliac obsession
with the perfect stand-alone hi-fi is as far removed from the entertainment
needs of the typical upscale citizen as is the search for life on other planets.
High-end audio will always serve a"sliver" market.
The Allman Brothers Band is in the home stretch now. Did they already
play "Stormy Monday"? Or was it "Statesboro Blues"? Idon't know. After
another encore they'll clear the stage and we'll begin shuffling out. In acouple
of hours we'll be home, bleary-eyed, stinky, deafened, exhausted. Tomorrow,
when I've recovered, I'll quietly cue up Eat aPeach or Brothers and Sisters to
reconstruct what Imissed. But, thanks guys, you poured heart and soul
into it tonight. And Warren, you were tremendous. Thanks for the passes.
By midweek your mom will tell us you're sorry we didn't come backstage
So are we.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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L
OOK WHERE WERESORT-ED
To HOLDING

HI -FI '94!
MIAMI

DORAL RESORT AND COUNTRY CLUB
APRIL 29 -MAY 1, 1994
We learned something in six years of High End Hi- Fi Shows.
The nicer the place, the more fun we all have.
HI-Fl '94 will top
them all! By an incredible stroke of
good luck (yours and
ours), we're able to
hold it at the posh,

ORDER NOW.
SAVE $10
PER TICKET!
For exhibitor information,
contact: Ken Nelson
Nelson &Associates, Inc.
62 Wendover Road
Ycnkers, NY 10705
Phone (914) 476 3157
Fax 914) 969-2746
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prestigious Doral Resort and
Country Club over the last
weekend in April. Everyone will be there! (You're
coming too?
Great!)

ORDER TICKETS FOR
MIAMI Now AND
S
AVE $10
I
WANT TO SAVE $10 ATICKET.*
Send me
advance tickets
to HI-Fl '94 at $15 each.
Ticket good for all 3days.

APT. #

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

HOME PHONE

WORK PHONE

El Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile, HI-Fl '94)
D Charge my: [1 VISA EA MasterCard EI AMEX
CARD NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE

SIGNATURE

For special-rate hotel accommodations, phone the Doral direct at
(800) 223-6725.
*Tickets at the door will be $25.
Mail to: HI-FI '94, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502.
(505) 982-2366.
Or fax your credit-card order now to: (505) 989-8791.
Mail card to Stereophile as shown
on other side.
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Address your envelope to:

HI -FI '94
THE S
TEREOPHILE
HIGH- E
ND S
HOW
P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM 87502
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If you attended Stereophile's
previous Hi -Fi Shows, you know
why HI-Fl '94 will be such a
blast.
The finest hi-fi manufacturers
from all over the world go all out
to produce the best sound they
can, often using new equipment
that even we haven't heard
yet. and they invite YOU to
take alistening seat.
You feel absolutely no sales
pressure to buy—you're invited
to just listen. You can compare.
Discuss. Stay the whole weekend, go back and listen again.
You get ideas on how to
upgrade all or part of your system. You can ask the manufacturers and editors—or even
other audiophiles—for their
suggestions and advice. You can
buy CDs and LPs at special Show
prices—many of these recordings are impossible to find at
your local record store.

There's more.
Continuous live music. Special
concerts—with tickets distributed

free of charge. (No extra charge
for anything. This year even the
parking is free.)

Enjoy your vocation.
Why just spend the weekend
when you can make avacation
out of it? The Doral Resort and
Country Club would love to see
you—before, during, and after
the Show. And since you're coming to the Show, you rate aspecial rate. Call the Doral direct!
The Doral is where President
Clinton vacationed ¡ust before
the election. 99 holes of golf,
including acourse for beginners. 15 tennis courts. Pool and
Jacuzzi. 18 lakes stocked with
freshwater fish.
Plus dozens of rooms stocked
with millions of dollars' worth of
the finest stereo gear in all price
ranges. Video systems too. See
and hear the latest in Home
Theater.
In between demos, you can
get away to the beach—free
shuttle bus. Enjoy the Doral's
international spa resort next

door— Doral guests enjoy all
privileges.
Four great restaurants on the
premises, with hundreds of
others ¡ust minutes away. South
Florida is afeast.
For your room at the Doral,
phone them direct:
(800) 223-6725
And tell them you're part
of HI-Fl '94!
Afeast for the ears, too. Don't
miss out. Order your tickets now
and save $10. Pack your swim
trunks. Bring your golf clubs.
Take your tennis racket. Just all
of us being together at the same
time and place is terrific. The
Show is agreat get-together—a
place to meet old friends and
make new acquaintances. People will be coming from all over!
This will be our only Show in
'94. Stereophile's best Show ever!

ORDER TICKETS FOR MIAMI NOW AND SAVE $10

Iii

WANT TO SAVE $10 ATICKET.* Send me

advance tickets to HI-Fl '94 at $15 each.

Ticket good for all three days.

NAME
APT. #

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
WORK PHONE

HOME PHONE
D Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile, HI-FI '94)

D Charge my:

17 VISA

EXPIRATION DATE

CARD NUMBER
SIGNATURE

For special-rate hotel accommodations, phone the Doral direct at (800) 223-6725.
`Tickets at the door will be $25.
Mail to: HI-FI '94, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. (505) 982-2366.
Or fax your credit-card order now to: (505) 989-8791.
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E Q UIPMENT
NHT 3.3

R EPORTS

LOUDSPEAKER

Thomas J. Norton

NHT 3.3 loudspeaker

Four-way, sealed-endosure, loudspeaker system. Drive-units: 12" polymer-cone woofer, 6.5" polymer-cone midbass, 4" polymer-cone
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upper midrange, 1" fluid-damped aluminum-dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 100Hz (I2dB/octave), 320Hz (12dB/octave),
3.5kHz (18dBloctave). Frequency response: 23Hz-26kHz ±2dB (in-room, Im). Usable bass response: -6dB at I9Hz, in-room
(-3dB at 22Hz, in-room). Sensitivity: 87dB12.83V/Im. Nominal impedance: 6ohms (4.3 ohms minimum, 10.5 ohms maximum, no phase angle greater than ±30°). Amplifier requirements: 30-300W, 1000W peak. Dimensions: 42" Hby 7" W
by 31" D, not including grille or stabilizers. Weight: 123 lbs each. Serial numbers of units tested: none visible. Price: $40001pair.
Approximate number of dealers: IS. Manufacturer Now Hear This, Inc., 535 Getty Ct. IA, Benicia, CA 94510. Tel: (800)
NHT-9993. Fax: (707) 747-0169.

When Ken Kantor helped to found Now
Hear This, Inc. (most commonly referred to
by its initials, NHT) in 1986, he brought with
him awealth of design and production experience learned from stints with NAD and
Acoustic Research. He also brought adesire
to build and market products that awide
range of people could afford. NHT began by
producing small, two-way designs distinguished by the angled front baffle which
remains the company's trademark. The latter
is no gimmick, but was designed to optimize
the loudspeakers' radiation pattern, amatter
of keen interest to Kantor ever since his undergraduate thesis work at MIT This interest
continued at AR, where he was responsible
for the MGC-1 loudspeaker—probably his
best known pre-NHT loudspeaker design.
NHT prospered. Along the way, it was
acquired by International Jensen, which also
owns AR and Advent. But NHT retained its
design autonomy.I The product line grew,
but its most expensive member other than
the six-piece VT-1 video theater loudspeaker
array—the $1100/pair 23A—remained well
short of second-mortgage territory. However, Kantor had ideas which he could not
realize at this price point. He wanted to further push the concept of designing aloudspeaker whose room performance could be
reliably predicted. His objective was not,
however, simply to build the best $2000,
$3000, or $4000 loudspeaker. It was to build
the best loudspeaker he presently knew how
to build, aloudspeaker which, by his criteria,
could not be further improved in any specific
area without compromising its performance
in others. Price, he says, was not an overriding
concern.
The resulting loudspeaker is the NHT 33.
The fact that it came out costing $4000 and
not $40,000/pair should not go unnoticed,
given Ken's objectives. Whether or not he
succeeded is his to decide. If someone says,
"This is the best Ican do at the present state
of the art, given the inevitable design trade1Ken Kantor is now VP of Research and Development for
both NHT and the parent corporation.
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offs," you can hardly argue the point—after
all, "Wherever you go, there you are," in the
immortal words of Buckaroo Banzai. Given
the track record of NHT designs, however,
Iexpected, at the minimum, something special from the 33. Iwas not disappointed. But
I'm getting ahead of myself.
This price point is abig step up for NHT,
the cabinet alone costs more to build than an
entire 2.3a. Glancing at the two large, black
blocks jutting out from one end of the Stereophile listening room, Iwas reminded of no
other loudspeaker I've ever seen or heard of.
The photo at the beginning of this review
will tell you more than any written description ever could. Ifind the style intriguing,
but its WAF 2is questionable. The optional
wood finishes (light oak or rosewood) might
be abit less technoid-retentive than the
metallic-looking black laminate. Beauty is,
as ever, in the eye of the beholder.
The four-way 3.3's top three drivers, clustered at the top of the front baffle, were carefully selected to meet the designer's objectives. The tweeter and upper-midrange
drivers are made by SEAS, the woofer and
bass-midrange by Tonegen, the latter amajor
Japanese driver manufacturer whose products are widely used by US and European
manuacturers. The bass-midrange and uppermidrange drivers are each mounted in isolated chambers. The anti-modal upper-midrange enclosure was designed to minimize
colorations in the critical 320Hz-35k1z frequency band covered by its driver. The latter's
frame has also been specially damped for the
same reason. The tweeter is the only metaldome unit used to date by NHT—Kantor
says that it's the first aluminum-dome tweeter
he's found that he likes.
The narrow, angled front baffle is the least
surprising part of the design. This reflects
NHT's "Focused Image Geometry" trademark. FIG is intended to minimize interaural
cross-correlation—the acoustic mixing of left
and right loudspeaker signals—by angling
2Wife Acceptance Factor.
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the baffle by aspecific, experimentally determined amount. NHT also claims that the
nonparallel baffle reduces internal cabinet
reflections and standing waves, minimizes
side-wall reflections, and stabilizes the image
by time-intensity trading. (That is, as you
move off to one side, you move off-axis to
the nearer loudspeaker, reducing its audible
prominence.) Of course, three of these objectives are accomplished routinely with conventional loudspeakers by simply toeing
them in. Though it's possible that NHT's
inherent cabinet shape could more likely
achieve the geometry required to minimize
cross-correlation.
But the real shocker in the 3.3's design is
the cabinet's 31" depth. This enables the
woofer—mounted on the rear inner side of
the cabinet—to be placed near the floor and
front-wall boundaries for deep-bass reinforcement. At the same time, the upper-range
drivers extend into the room, clear of the wall
behind them—the classic minimonitor position. The placement of the woofer in the 33
causes it to "see," to an extent, acorner of its
own "room" consisting of the floor, the frontwall, and the large side panel of the loudspeaker cabinet. This "room" is, in the nearfield at least, predictable by the designer. The
recommended positioning of the 33s is flush
against the front wall. However, they can be
moved out from that wall, if necessary, to
"tune" the bass balance to the actual listening
room, which can never be made to completely disappear from the equation.
The cabinet im-lfis thick and heavily braced
—attested to by its 123-lb weight. The
"knuckle-rap" test on the large side panel
produced aslight resonance. But it sounded
reasonably well-damped and above the woofer's frequency range, thus unlikely to be easily
excited. Stabilizer feet are provided and
should definitely be used. By itself, the tall,
narrow cabinet lacks reassuring lateral stability under normal household use, particularly on acarpeted floor.
The 33's 26-element crossover network
is not unduly complex, though impedance
compensation is used for the tweeter and
upper-midrange drivers. It is configured for
bi-wiring, if desired. Crossover components
are chosen for their specific functions in the
circuit, not on the supposed superiority of
aparticular "type" of capacitor or coil. Kantor believes in using the best parts where they
134

count—eg, premium capacitors in the series
feed to the tweeter—and in keeping costs
down by using less expensive parts where
they are unlikely to have any sonic impact.
It is common high-end practice to use the
"best" parts everywhere, on the theory that
it can't hurt. And if the chosen parts have no
adverse side effects, it won't. But by the time
all multiplying factors are taken into account
it will have significantly jacked up the retail
price—though not necessarily the level of
performance.

SETUP
The NHTs were auditioned in asystem consisting primarily of the Mark Levinson No31
transport and No35 DIA processor, Rowland
Consummate preamp, and Krell KSA-250
power amplifier. A ICimber AGDL digital
link (S/PDIF) connected the transport and
processor. TARA Labs Master RSC linked
the processor and preamp, and Cardas Hexlink ran between preamp and amp. Straight
Wire Virtuoso loudspeaker cables (bi-wire)
tied the Krell to the NHTs.
Iwas concerned at first that the layout of
Stereophile's listening room would cause a
problem with the setup of the 33s, as our
normal (and only practical) setup arrangement is not ideal for the 33s' recommended
positioning. The wall behind the loudspeakers has diagonally cut-off corners and along
block-and-plaster seat beneath alarge, centrally located window that extends to create the hearth for asmall, partially blockedoff fireplace in the left-hand corner. (There
is acomplete description of this room in Vol.
14 No.10, including adiagram and photos
which clearly show what I've just described.)
The window seat, in particular, makes it
impossible to place the backs of the 33s flush
with the front wall.
Not to worry. Ken Kantor was on hand in
the initial setup stages to familiarize us with
the 33s. During his visit we determined that
placing them out from the banco (Santa Fespeak for window seat) by several inches actually worked better in this room than placing them as far back as possible. After Ken
left, Idetermined that moving the 33s even
farther out into the room—their backs now
3Iclaim no expertise in determining marketing costs, but the
figures Ihear mentioned most often are that retail is 3-5 times
parts costs. Throw in another $50 or more for premium, lowproduction-run crossover parts, and you've increased the retail
price by up to $250.
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agood foot from the banco—improved matters even more. This may not be the case in
all rooms, but it does indicate that experimentation with setup can pay off. Start with
the manuficturer's recommendations (NHT's
manual is brief but quite thorough), and work
from there to fine-tune loudspeaker/wall
proximity, loudspeaker spacing, and listening
distance. The angled front baffles make the
last two especially important in optimizing
NHT's intended "Focused Image Geometry!"
NHT states that the macro placement of the
33s—ie, where they are located in the listening room—is relatively uncritical, but that
their micro positioning is very important. The
latter simply means that, in addition to finetuning the loudspeakers' spacing, their perpendicularity to the wall behind and, in particular, their exact parallel spacing, are important. (When Ken Kantor, one of the most
objectively oriented and non-tweaky designers Iknow of, says that afraction of an inch
is important, you pay attention.) We carefully
set up the 33s when he was here When Ihad
to temporarily move them out of position,
Itook similar precautions in setting them up
again to make certain everything was squared
away before getting down to serious listening. Experimentation with laterally spacing
the 3.3s is also worthwhile in focusing the
image But in my listening room Ifound this
effect to be less dramatic than optimizing the
listening distance. The latter, of course, accomplishes the same thing but changes other
variables.
Ihad no problem achieving the correct
vertical listening axis. It is just above the
tweeter, which puts it at 38" or 39" —almost
exactly ear-height in my listening seat.

SOUND

Most loudspeakers cop out when it comes
to full-range performance They do the top
end moderately well—there are plenty of
good tweeters around these days. While the
totally neutral midrange has yet to be
achieved, areasonable facsimile is not that
hard to find. There are still some quackers out
there, but they no longer corner the market.
But when you get to the bottom end, you're
often talking outboard subwoofers if you
really want to plumb the depths.
While the NHT 3.3 certainly does the
other stuff well, the bottom end of its range
sets it apart. I've never heard bass with this
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

combination of true extension and clean and
unmuddled mid- and upper bass from any
other one-piece loudspeaker—either in this
room or in any other. Only on avery few
recordings—like the deepest bass on the
synthesizer-enhanced version of Also Sprach
Zarathustra (from Time Warp, Telarc CD80106), or the fundamentals of araging waterfall as reproduced on the final "Rhinefalls"
cut from Staccato 2(Audio (Germany) 101013)
—did afirst-rate subwoofer, such as the Muse
or Entec, produce anything deeper. And the
NHT, lacking the integration problems that
can affect add-on subwoofer performance,
actually appeared to be more potent in the
important 35-50Hz region. What we have
here is that rarest of animals: abuilt-in subwoofer that truly is asubwoofer.
Deep organ pedals on the NHTs will flutter your pants legs. In my room, only the best
subwoofers can compete in rendering the
power and range of the organ on Pictures at
an Exhibition (Dorian DOR-90117). The deep
synthesizer work on the soundtrack from
The Abyss (Varèse Sarabande VSD-5235) also
shook the floor. Bass drums—from the overlarge, closely miked example on "0 Vazio"
(Tropic Affair, Reference RR-31CD) to the
more naturally distant drums on good orchestral recordings—were strong, deep, and realistically taut. Isay "realistically" because, all
too often, "tight" bass is actually limited bass.
Deep, extended bass excites the room or space
in which it was recorded—it "breathes!' Roll
off the lower octave or so—say, below about
40Hz—and the perceived bass becomes
tighter. But fat, lumpy bass is still fat, lumpy
bass. And while this quality is sometimes the
room's fault, the loudspeakers themselves
often deserve part of the blame.
The subjective bass from the NHT 3.3s is
as deep and as tight as it needs to be. Compared with other loudspeakers having decent
low-frequency extension, the 33s seemed to
have less of that trace of excessive warmth
which Ihave always attributed to the Stereophile listening room. But the 3.3s did not sacrifice believable mid- and upper bass body
and warmth to accomplish this. The bass was
full-bodied without being either muddled
or lean, and its ultimate bottom-octave
extension was not evident on most ordinary
recordings. Icould listen all day to the 3.3s
with program material of average bass content and hear clean and detailed mid- and
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upper bass without being aware of their prodigious bottom-end wallop. But put on a
low-frequency barnstormer and SHAZAM !
The 33s' low-end performance was amarvel.
At the other end of the spectrum, the good
times continued to roll, although not to the
same degree as in the bass. As I've already
stated, this is easier to get right these days
(though goodness knows, plenty of designers
are still trying their best to get it wrong). But
for the most part, the NHT's high-frequency
response was surprisingly first-class. When
Iheard the 3.3s at the 1993 Winter CES and
at the 1993 Stereophile Hi-Fi show in San
Francisco, Ifound them stunning in many
respects, but just abit "hot" on top. This may
have been due to the room, the associated
equipment, or both—in my listening room,
they didn't sound that way. Idid note atrace
of residual brightness and glare—mostly at
the high playback levels which the NHT's
cleanness, high power handling, and wide
dynamic range encourage—that was not evident on all program material. But Idon't entirely blame the latter, which did not always
exhibit the same characteristic on other quality loudspeakers in the same system.
But this was asometime thing. Most often,
the top end of the NHTs was chameleonlike—sweet and delicate when called for, and
also capable of cutting loose. Sibilants were
clean and natural, without spit or sizzle. In
this respect the 33's top end definitely exceeded
the performance of the WATTs/Puppies, at
least on difficult program material (the voice
of Michel Jonacz on "Le Temps Passé" from
le fabuleuse histoire de Mister Swing on WEA
2292-42338-2, an otherwise superb recording). Choir recordings were open and grainless, strings delicate, and percussion as crisply
detailed as it should be, but no more.
Iinitially had some reservations about the
NHT's midrange performance. Most of my
efforts in fine-tuning their positions involved
minimizing adegree of forwardness in their
sound. The same applied to cables, but to a
lesser degree. TARA Labs RSC, for example,
which works superbly with the WATTs/Puppies, was bettered through the rnidband by
the Straight Wire Virtuoso. Iwas able to get
to the point where the 3.3's forwardness was
largely program-dependent and only intermittently bothersome.
Iagree with what Ken Kantor said during
his visit: On some recordings the 3.3s can
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sound like headphones, while on others the
sound opens up. The point that might be
argued is whether or not the average perspective of the 3.3s is neutral, laid-back, or forward. Ifound it ashade on the forward side
of neutral, but never aggressive—unless forced
to be so by the program material. Within that
context, however, the overall midrange performance was open, clean, multidimensional,
and detailed, with astrong dose of the everpopular "palpable presence." While Inoted
arare trace of acupped-hands quality, coloration levels were generally quite low. My
long-time reference for male vocals—Gordon
Lightfoot's 20-year-old If You Could Read My
Mind (Reprise 6392-2)—was superbly rendered: no nasality, abelievable presence, and
just the right degree of warmth.
The 33s' soundstage was tight and focused,
accommodating the program material both
in the precision of its lateral detailing and in
its depth. On some recordings there was
noticeably less depth and pinpoint imaging
than with soundstage champs like the WATTs/
Puppies. But on others—the organ on Dorian's Pictures at an Exhibition, the synthesizer,
vocalist, and chorus on Enya's Watermark
(Geffen 24233-2), and the instrumental and
vocal interplay on Eric Bibb's and Cindee
Peters' Opus 3compilation (CD 7706/03)
jump off the pages of my listening notes—the
depth rendition and lateral focus were all I
could have hoped for. The only drawback I
noted was alimiting of the soundstage to the
space between the loudspeakers.
To determine how the NHTs performed
with less expensive amplification, Ibriefly
substituted the Hafler TransNova 9500 for
the Krell KSA-250. The differences were not
surprising. The top end of the Hailer was less
finely grained than that of the Krell, the
dimensionality slightly reduced. The Hailer's
deep bass was just as extended, but softer and
less detailed. All of this was more evident in
the comparison, however. The Hafler performed well, and while the NHTs will repay
the use ola super amplifier like the Krell, they
will respond nicely to more real-world
motive power. CG, Ishould note, also has
apair of 33s on hand; he reports excellent
results driving them with the Aragon 4004
Mk.II, which doesn't surprise me in the least.
ALÓN AGAIN, NATURALLY
And what of the competition? There is no
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shortage of contenders in the $3000-$4000
price range, and many have passed through
Stereophilds listening room. None of the latter
can match the NHT 3.3 for clean, extended
bass. A pair of Acarian Alón IVs—certainly
amember this elite group—was conveniently
available. After completing most of my
listening to the NHTs, Itrotted out the Acarians to do battle. While the IVs can be triwired, Isettled on bi-wiring, due to the lack
of three lengths of identical cable.
Ihad recently set up the Ali:5ns for my
review of the Bryston 7Bs, and had been
impressed by their fine performance. What
jumped out at me on firing them up again
was the striking increase in soundstage size
over that produced by the NH"E. Ialso experienced more vivid senses of depth and soundstage layering on awide range of recordings.
The spacious soundstage of the Acarians was
far more evident following long acclimatization to the sound of the NHTs than it had
been when Iswitched to the Acarians after
spending time with the WATTs/Puppies.
The NHTs' well-defined but less expansive
soundstage is perhaps due to the speaker's
large cabinet, which, while narrow at the
front for minimum diffraction, is nevertheless
ahigh and deep piece of furniture. Perhaps,
however, the Acarians, which also radiate significant energy rearward through the midrange, enhance the sense of spaciousness
inherent in the recordings in away that dipole
radiators are often accused of—or credited
with. Suffice it to say that the Alf:5ns presented
asense of space—a halo of air, if you will,
around the performance—in away in which
the NHTs did not. At the same time, the
lateral image focus of the NHTs generally
was more precise than that of the Acarians.
The Alóns also had asuperbly clean top
end. Ihad first noticed this while switching
from the WATTs/Puppies to the Acarians
during the Bryston review. Irate the top end
of the Acarians as slightly sweeter and
smoother than that of the 3.3s, but the differences were not dramatic.
The NHTs came to the fore through the
bass range. The Acarians do have apowerful low end, and on the occasional piece of
program material—like the drums that open
the soundtrack toJurassic Parle (MCA MCAD10859)—they actually sounded fuller and
more powerful than the NHTs. Their bass
performance, though abit full in the tnidbass,
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

was certainly effective. Over the long haul,
however, on awide range of material, they
couldn't match the combination of clarity
(including mid- and upper-bass clarity) and
low-end reach which distinguishes the NI-1-fi'
bass performance.
And in the important midrange, the NHT
was decidedly less colored. There was an intermittent, but not particularly subtle, nasality to the Alón's midrange. For me, this was
its major flaw. Icould not eliminate this coloration with straight-on, toed-in, or intermediate positioning. It clearly seemed to
originate from the rear radiation of the Alón's
midrange. No such anomaly marred the
NHT's midband.

M EASUREMENTS

John Atkinson performed the measurements
on the NHT 3.3, handing me the file only
after Ihad finished my auditioning. Its Bweighted sensitivity measured approximately
87dB/W/m (B-weighted). Its impedance (fig.1)
is quite uniform, both in magnitude and
phase angle, verifying NHT's specifications
and indicating that the 3.3 will be arelatively
easy load to drive. The maximum value of
just over 10 ohms at 27Hz indicates the lowfrequency tuning point of the system—an
unusually low value. This is the -6dB point
of the woofer's near-field response (see fig.2).
The latter combines the complex sum of the
nearfield responses of the lower and upper
woofers with the quasi-anechoic response
on the tweeter axis, averaged across a30°
horizontal window. The bass extension is
excellent and will extend even deeper than
this with room-boundary reinforcement, as
is indicated from the in-room manufacturer's
specifications. The dip across the upper bass
may be at least partially the result of the difficulty of precisely summing the lower and
upper woofers' nearfield response measurements. But at least apart of it may be real.
Recall that, in the listening tests, Ifound the
NHT's midbass region to be well balanced.
The slight excess warmth typical of the Stereophile listening room was less evident than
usual, possibly compensated for by aslight
dip in the NHT's response through this
region.
The overall response in fig.2 is relatively
smooth, with agenerally linear trend. The
small peaks flanking lkHz might explain the
occasional forwardness noted in the sound.
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Though they are fairly innocuous on an
absolute basis, they may stand out slightly
because the remainder of the 400Hz-4kHz
band is very flat. Above 4kHz are visible several small peaks and dips which may relate
to the tweeter crossover and the above-band
response of the upper-midrange driver.
Aside from the tweeter resonance at
27.7kHz, the only remaining prominent feature is the peak in the response at about
9.5kHz, which persisted on all measurement
axes. This peak is very narrow, covering only
about 3kHz, or roughly hallan octave, at this
frequency. It should be audible, but not
unduly so, and not on all recordings. It may
explain the occasional but not persistent
touch of brightness or glare from the 3.3,
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which varied with the program material. The
general response trend in the treble, however,
is reasonably linear.
Fig.3 shows the FFT nearfield responses
of the two woofers and the midrange. The
effective, acoustical high-pass slopes of both
the upper woofer and midrange are approximately 24dB/octave. (The acoustical order of
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acrossover network is frequently different
from its electrical response, which in this case
is specified as second-order, or 12dB/octave.)
The lateral response family of the 3.3, with
any on-axis response deviations subtracted
so that the on-axis response appears as flat,
is shown in figs.4 and 5. Fig.4 shows the
response toward the inside edge of the baffle (toward the center of astereo pair); fig.5
the response toward the outside. Toward the
inside, the top-end response is well main-

tamed to 15° off-axis, rolling off more rapidly as one approaches, then exceeds, 30°.
Toward the outside, where asmall absorption block is placed to the side of the tweeter,
the rolloff is much more rapid, with some
mid-treble peakiness developing off-axis.
The vertical-response family is plotted in
fig.6. Again, the responses are normalized to
the on-axis response which therefore appears
flat; only the changes resulting from moving
off-axis are shown. The response just above
the tweeter axis shows small peaks in the
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Fig.7 NHT 3.3, impulse response on tweeter axis
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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mid-treble which are the approximate inverse
of the dips evident in the same region in fig.2.
This suggests that these dips will fill in as the
listener moves up level with the midrange.
However; though the optimum listening height
appears to be slightly above the tweeter, vertical positioning is relatively noncritical—as
long as ear-height falls somewhere between
the upper woofer and the midrange drivers.
Unusually low or high listening axes, however, will result in asevere crossover suckout in the mid-treble.
The impulse response on the tweeter axis
is shown in fig.7. Some ultrasonic ringing is
visible, but is no worse than is typical with
ametal-dome tweeter. Fig.8 shows the step
response, calculated from the impulse response
data in fig.7. The step response is the output
ofa loudspeaker presented with asudden DC
voltage at its input. Ideally, the step response
should resemble atriangle with an initial perpendicular rise from the time axis, then an
almost straight-sloped return to that axis. A
loudspeaker is essentially ahigh-pass filter
which will respond to the initial displacement
of aDC input, but, as it is unable to reproduce DC, cannot maintain the step. (For
more on this test, see JA's review of the Vandersteen 3in Vol.16 No.3, p.150.) The impulse response of the overall system in fig.7
and the nearfield impulse responses of individual drivers (the latter not shown) indicate that the two woofers are connected in
positive polarity and the midrange and
tweeter in negative polarity. The same result
is evident from fig.8, with the two negativegoing excursions indicating the contributions
of the tweeter and midrange respectively.
(The contributions of the woofers are too low
in relative level to show on this graph.)
The cumulative spectral-decay, or "waterfall:' plot is shown in fig.9. Note that the peak
just under 101cHz has asmall resonant ridge
associated with it, and there is also abit more
hangover around the small rise at 5.6kHz
than in the areas just below and above. There
is asmall degree of hash in the decay perfor-

mance around this frequency and above
10kHz, but its level is low. The ridge at the
far right is the ultrasonic tweeter resonance,
which, at 27.7kHz, is well above the audible range. Despite the 3.3's large panel areas,
its enclosure seems well-damped. Using a
simple PVDF accelerometer to examine the
vibrational behavior of the cabinet walls
revealed only slight resonant modes at 309
and 389Hz. Fig.10, for example, is the waterfall plot calculated from the accelerometer's
output when fastened to the inner side wall
about 6" from the top. Other than aslight
degree of motion at the woofer's tuning frequency of 27Hz, just amild mode at 389Hz
can be seen.
Finally, Iran the Listening Environment
Diagnostic Recording (LEDR) from the first
Chesky Test CD (P37). This test uses aspecially generated signal to help in the subjective evaluation of the imaging from astereo
pair of loudspeakers in aroom. The lateral
image here was excellent on the 3.3s, with a
smooth transition from left to right and back.
The "Up" and "Up and Over" tests were a
bit less successful, the sensation of height
sounding alittle vague.

CONCLUSION

NHT has come on like ashot with the 3.3,
instantly placing themselves in contention
for the high-end loudspeaker market. While
their new flagship may at first glance look
like aHans und Franz version of their previous top-of-the-line 2.3a, it's nothing of the
sort. Ireviewed the 2.3a in our last loudspeaker survey (Vol.16 No.9, p.107); while
Iwas favorably impressed with many aspects
of its performance, the 3.3 is not just a2.3a
with more bass, but awhole 'nother animal.
Any audiophile who dismisses the 3.3 by
assuming that, because NHT has made its
reputation with good, affordable loudspeakers, it's just "dabbling" in the High End, will
be making abig mistake. If you're shopping
in this price range, the NHT 3.3 demands to
be heard.

SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2 DIGITAL PROCESSOR
Robert Harley
Digital/Analog Converter with vacuum-tube output stage. Filtering: 8x-oversampling. Conversion: differential 20-bit UltraAnalog
DACs. Output stage: Fully balanced vacuum-tube. Frequency response: 5Hz-20kHz ±0.5dB. S/N ratio: >110dB ("A" weighted).
140
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Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 DIA processor
Channel separation: >105dB at ¡kHz, >85dB at 10kHz. THD: <0.05%. Output voltage: 3.5V single-ended, 7V balanced.
Tube complement: two Sovtek 6922 dual triodes (6D18). Digital inputs: coaxial on RCA jack, AESIEBU on XLR jack, and
ST-type optical. Digital outputs: one SIPD1F on RCA jack. Analog outputs: one pair single-ended on RCA jacks, one pair
balanced on XLR jacks. Dimensions: 19" W by 4" Hby 13" D. Weight: 26.5 lbs net. Warranty: 5years parts and labor, I
year on tubes. Price: $4695. Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer Sonic Frontiers Inc., 760 Pacific Road, Unit
119, Oakville, Ontario 161 6M5, Canada. Tel: (905) 847-3245. Fax: (905) 847-5471.
Ifeel privileged to have followed the remarkable evolution of digital processors over the
past four-and-a-half years. Since my first digital review—a survey of three modified CD
players back in August 1989—I've been fascinated by the developments that have inexorably improved the quality of digitally reproduced music.
The climb has been slow and steady, with
most newer digital products outperforming
older ones. New input receivers, better
DACs, and an increasing body of accumulated knowledge have pushed the edge of the
digital envelope. This gradual progress has
been marked by sudden leaps forward in performance: the Theta DS Pro Generation III,
the Mark Levinson No30, and the Meitner
IDAT all broke new ground in different
aspects of musical presentation. Along the
way, we've also seen products that redefine
what we can expect at certain price levels: the
$2000 PS Audio UltraLink and $895 Meridian 263 are prime examples of high value for
the dollar. These exemplary products set the
pace for improvements in digital, fueled by
the competitive marketplace. Designers are
constantly being pushed to make better and
better converters to stay competitive.
Unfortunately, the best in digital has been
inordinately expensive. Some digital frontends cost more than afully loaded Honda
S
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Accord, which is fine—if you can afford it.
Even at these stratospheric price levels, however, no processor is the best in all areas. For
example, the No30's bass and dynamics are
eclipsed by the Meitner IDAT and Theta
Gen.III; the Gen.III's treble is on the etched
and forward side compared to the No30 and
IDAT; the IDAT lacks the sense of ease and
resolution of recorded detail revealed by the
No.30. No single processor does it all, although the compromises are vastly lower
with the best units.
Given this situation, could it be possible
that the upstart $4650 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
digital processor—the first digital product
from atube amplifier company—manages
to get almost everything right musically, yet
cost far less than the current contenders for
the state of the art?

A WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING
The SFD-2 looks unassuming, even plain.
The front panel is Sonic Frontiers' typical
/"-thick stainless-steel inner panel covered
4
1
with agold overlay panel. Three toggle
switches run along the panel bottom: one
selects between three digital inputs, one
inverts absolute polarity, and the third powers
the tube filaments. (The rest of the unit is
turned on whenever the SFD-2 is plugged
in.) A row of three LEDs indicates the in141
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coming sampling frequency, and another row
ofLEDs shows filament supply on, if the unit
is locked to the incoming data, and whether
the de-emphasis circuit is engaged.
The rear panel has three inputs: AT&T STtype optical, AES/EBU (an XLR connector),
and coaxial on an RCA jack. An RCA jack
provides adigital output. Analog output is
via apair of RCA jacks (single-ended) and
XLR connectors (balanced). All three digital inputs and balanced outputs are included
as standard. An IEC AC power-cord jack
finishes off the rear panel.
Once the sheepskin (the top cover) has
been removed, however, the SFD-2's inner
wolf is immediately evident. The SFD-2 is
clearly aserious piece of audio engineering.
The parts quality, design, and execution are
absolutely first-rate. The massive and sophisticated power supply, the first use of two new
UltraAnalog parts (the AES20 input receiver
and D20400A DACs), and abeautifully implemented tubed output stage all suggest that
the SFD-2 is not just an attempt at making
agood-sounding processor for under $5000,
but an all-out attempt at the state of the art.
There no hint of compromise evident anywhere in the circuitry or parts.
Fully half the SFD-2's chassis is filled with
power-supply components The main powersupply board consumes the right-hand third
of the unit, with additional supply components distributed near the circuits they supply. Three separate transformers are used: one
for the +5V digital electronics and housekeeping circuitry, one for the input receiver
and DACs, and one with dual secondary
windings for the tubes' high-voltage and filament supplies. The transformer outputs are
rectified by four full-wave bridge rectifiers
made from high-speed diodes. A fifth rectifier is amore common integrated bridge,
probably used in the +5V digital supply. Filter capacitors are the Panasonic HFQ electrolytics and custom-made Cornell-Dubilier
types. The Panasonic HFQ is anew—and
increasingly popular—cap designed for
power-supply filtering in audio components.
All power-supply electrolytics are doublebypassed with Wima polypropylene types.
The SFD-2 has atotal of 16 regulation
stages for six supply voltages. Some powersupply rails are supplied from cascaded regulation (one regulation stage feeding asecond
regulation stage), and others use separate
142

Internally, the SFD-2 is divided into three discrete
compartments: psu, digital, and analog output.

regulation stages to feed different circuits. For
example, the ±12V supplies to the AES20
input receiver and D20400A DACs are regulated on the power-supply board, then further regulated on the digital board. In addition, the input receiver's ± 12V regulation
stages are completely separate from the
DACs' ±12V stages. In all, eight regulation
stages are used just to supply +12V to the
DACs and input receiver.
These regulation stages are built around
Linear Technology LT337T and LT317T ICs,
which are quieter than the popular (and less
expensive) 7800/7900 series regulators. The
LT regulators also have lower output impedance at high frequencies. Further, the regulation stages are doubly bypassed with Wima
polypropylene caps. The +5V supply for the
housekeeping functions (input muting, LED
drivers, etc.) is separately regulated from the
input receiver's +5V supply.
The output tubes' high-voltage supply is
generated on the power-supply board and
sent to the analog board on abraided lead.
The supply is then regulated on the analog
board with four discrete regulation stages,
two for each tube. Unusually, the 6922 output tubes are fed from a±120V supply rather
than asingle B+ supply (more on this later).
The discrete regulation stages supplying the
analog output section are elaborate and sophisticated, using fully complementary devices
developed for driver stages in power amplifiers. The high-voltage regulation stages are
bypassed with Solen, Wima, and MIT MultiCaps.
The filament supplies for each tube are
independently IC-regulated. The front-panel
"Operate" switch turns on the filament supplies; all other voltages are present whenever
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the SFD-2 is plugged in. This keeps the
power-supply electrolytic caps formed at all
times.
The amount of regulation and separation
of power-supply stages, along with the copious and expensive bypassing capacitors, is
unusual and elaborate. This is an extraordinary power supply by any measure.
Moving on to the digital board, the SFD-2
uses the ubiquitous NPC 5803 digital filter
—nothing unusual here. But the input receiver
and DACs are another story. The SFD-2 is
the first product to use UltraAnalog's AES20
input receiver, asophisticated module that
replaces the Crystal CS8412 or Yamaha
YM3623 chip. Unlike these two purely monolithic chips, the AES20 is acombination of
monolithic and discrete devices encapsulated
in apotted module measuring 1.5" by 2". The
AES20—which spent more than ayear in
development—greatly reduces jitter in the
digital processor in which it is used.
The AES20 does this in two ways. First,
it has very low intrinsic jitter, meaning that
the AES20 adds very little jitter of its own
to the clock recovered from the incoming
digital datastream. According to the spec
sheet, the AES20 has less than 40ps ofintrinsic jitter, one fifth the Crystal CS8412's
intrinsic jitter (specified at 200ps), and orders
of magnitude less jitter than the Yamaha
YM3623. Second, the AES20 rejects jitter in
the incoming datastream from aCD transport instead of passing the jitter to the recovered clock. The frequency at which an input
receiver begins to reject incoming jitter is
called its "jitter attenuation cutoff frequency"
(JACF). The Crystal CS8412'sJACF is specified at 25kHz, meaning that jitter below
25kHz will be passed to the recovered clock,
and jitter above 25kHz will be attenuated.
The AES20'sJACF is lkHz, meaning that
transport jitter above this frequency will be
attenuated. Note that jitter from 0-40kHz
causes audible problems C
Mmulti-bit DACs).
I'll have some measurements later on how
well the AES20 works.
Not only is the SFD-2 the first product to
use this promising new input receiver, it is
also the first product to employ UltraAnalog's new D20400A DAC. The D20400A is
the first revision of UltraAnalog's popular
D20400 DAC since the device was introduced
nearly six years ago. The two DACs have
identical architecture, manufacturing proceSTEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

dures, and calibration techniques, but use
slightly different internal parts. The revision
was based on listening tests and feedback
from designers who had been using the
D20400.1
Further, the SFD-2 uses two of the dualchannel D20400 DACs to give true balanced
operation for each channel. Many digital processors balance the signal in the analog
domain after the DACs and analog stage.
This is an inexpensive method of achieving
abalanced output, but not nearly as good as
converting the digital datastream to + and
-signals for each channel, then converting
those four digital signals to analog separately.
This technique requires four DACs, four IN
converters, four analog output stages, and
four output filters. The advantage is that any
distortion, noise, or spuriae common to both
channels (called "common-mode noise") will
cancel?
The output stage is based on the Sovtek
6922, the Russian designation for the 6DJ8
dual-triode tube. One tube per channel is
used, with each half of the dual triode handling each phase of the balanced signal. The
tube stage is configured as acathode follower,
acircuit that provides high input impedance,
low output impedance, and avoltage gain
slightly less than one. The tubes therefore act
as output buffers rather than gain stages.
Unusually, the 6922s are supplied from
±120V rather than asingle "B+" plate supply that holds the cathode at ground. Because
the cathode isn't referenced to ground in the
SFD-2's implementation, grid voltage swings
can't force the output to hit ground. Moreover, ripple in the ±V supply cancels, further improving noise performance. Incidentally, the analog ground is decoupled from
both the power-supply ground and the chassis. Finally, expensive ceramic tube sockets
with silver contacts house the tubes.
The analog filtering uses aunique "twinT" passive notch filter to remove the spurious
components above the audio band. The filter
is implemented with 1% polystyrene caps
and Caddock resistors, all enclosed beneath
1See my "Industry Update" of last August for adescription
of the AES20 and D20400A, and of how the DACs are individually calibrated.
2Digital processors with true balanced operation include
those from Meitner, Mark Levinson, Krell, Theta, and Kinergetics. Examples of processors that balance the signal in the
analog domain after asingle DAC are designs from PS Audio,
EAD, Audio Research, and Proceed.
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athick copper shield. The filters are individually trimmed and tested. Sonic Frontiers
claims that the analog filter has alarge effect
on aproduct's sound, and thus spent much
effort on designing one that sounded good.
The output stage bristles with extremely
expensive MIT MultiCaps (a total of 14) and
Vishay and Caddock resistors. The circuit
board uses 3.5oz copper plating (most boards
use 1or 2oz plating) with bare copper traces
which reportedly sound better than solderplated traces. Connection to the RCA jacks
is via Kimber AGSS silver hookup wire The
RCAs are Kirnber Ultraplate types, and the
XLRs are Neutrik silver-contact types, both
of which are of the highest quality.
The single-ended outputs are simply
driven by one half of the balanced signal. The
Theta Gen.III also uses this approach. The
Mark Levinson No30, however, combines
the two balanced signal halves differentially
inside the processor to derive the singleended output, maintaining the advantages
of differential DACs even when using the
single-ended outputs.
An output muting relay prevents noise
from appearing at the analog outputs. The
muting relays are engaged for about 45 seconds when the filament supplies are turned
on, allowing the tubes time to warm up.
The SFD-2's build quality and execution
are outstanding. Although Iwouldn't call the
SFD-2's chassis and front panel lavish, the
circuitry and parts quality are certainly on
alevel with—or beyond—any other digital
product I've reviewed.
Although Ilike the idea of keeping aproduct's cost down by putting topnotch electronics in amoderately priced chassis, I
wasn't crazy about the front-panel toggle
switches. They seem fragile, as if they would
break off if bumped (this is also aliability on
Theta processors). Finally, the first sample
had an intermittent noise at the output of one
channel; Sonic Frontiers sent asecond sample, which was auditioned for this review.
The second sample's polarity-inversion
switch was either wired backward or installed
upside down, meaning that the unit inverted
polarity when in the 0° position, and did the
opposite in the 180° position.

SYSTEM
I've made some changes in my playback system since my last review—all of them for the
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better. Audio Research sent me their new LS5
line-stage preamplifier, afrilly balanced, alltube unit. As great as Ithought the LS2B
was, the LS5 is clearly anotch higher in
musical performance. I'll have afull report
soon. Next, aKrell KSA-300S power amplifier was put to service driving the Thiel
CS3.6es. The big Krell has absolutely awesome bass control, seemingly unlimited dynamics, and asense of slam that must be
heard to be believed. The KSA-300s showed
me what the Thiels can do with the right
amplifier. Imust commend the Thiel CS3.6es
for keeping up with and revealing the improvements in electronics. They are not the weak
link in the chain; the system's musical performance kept going up as better electronics
were introduced. Idid go back, however, to
the LS2B and VTL 225W monoblocks just
to check my findings. The comparison auditioning with other digital processors was
performed with both sets of electronics.
Cables included the Expressive Technologies IC-1 (preamp to power amp) and
AudioQuest Lapis, both in balanced configuration. Loudspeaker cables were AudioQuest Sterling.
Idrove the SFD-2 with the PS Audio
Lambda transport reviewed in October, and
with the top-of-the-line Krell D-10 transport. Most of the auditioning was through
the ST-type optical interconnect, although
an Aural Symphonies Digital Standard coaxial cable saw some action.
After abrief introductory listen to the
SFD-2 when it first arrived (I couldn't wait
for the usual two-day warmup), Iknew that
I'd have to bring out the big digital processor
guns to fully evaluate the SFD-2. The Mark
Levinson No30, Meitner IDAT, and aTheta
DS Pro Gen.III took their places in the rack
for the listening comparisons. The No30 is
the reference digital processor against which
all others are measured. The Theta Gen.III
sets standards for digital replay in the areas
of bass control and depth, soundstage openness, transparency, and imaging. It is also
priced very close to the SFD-2 ($5400 fully
loaded with balanced outputs and ST-type
optical input), making it agood point for
comparison. The listening consisted of longterm listening to the SFD-2 on its own, and
analytical comparisons with the other processors at matched levels (less than 0.1dB
difference).
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Music

I'll cut to the chase: The SFD-2's musical
performance was absolutely stunning by any
standard. In some ways—in many ways—
the SFD-2 is the best-sounding digital processor I've heard.
The SFD-2's most surprising characteristic
was its extraordinary bass reproduction. Isay
"surprising" because all the previous UltraAnalog-based processors I've auditioned
have had less-than-full measures of bass depth,
control, and slam. They've tended to be lean
and somewhat lightweight, lacking the visceral bass punch that is so important to some
music. Although the bass reproduction of
many UltraAnalog-based processors has
been articulate and agile, they have nevertheless lacked asense of physical power. This is
one area where the Theta Gen.III is king; the
III's power and drive in the bass are unrivaled.
In fact, Martin Colloms—whose ears Ihold
in high regard—has argued that, for this reason, the Gen.III is amore musically satisfying
processor than the No30, despite the latter's
admittedly cleaner treble reproduction,
greater sense of ease, and higher resolution
of inner musical detail. A second reason the
SFD-2's bass performance surprised me was
its tube output stage. Tubes aren't noted for
their tight, rock-solid bass.
Back to the SFD-2: Its bass was wonderfully full, rich, warm, deep, and powerful.
The presentation had anice weight without
being slow or bloated. In fact, the SFD-2 had
extraordinary resolution of pitch and detail.
Bass notes were clearly articulated and differentiated, never degenerating into aslow
blur. Moreover, the bass had asense of realism, palpability, and musical rightness not
heard from any other processor except the
Meitner IDAT. Low-frequency-rich instruments just sounded more real and present
than through other processors. Plucked
acoustic bass had aroundness that beautifully
conveyed the instrument's character. The
SFD-2's bass was the antithesis of flat, sterile,
or "cardboardy." John Patitucci's acoustic
bass work on Kei Akagi's wonderful new
Playroom (Bluemoon/Moo R2 79342) exemplified the SFD-2's strengths: every note was
dear and precise, yet the instrument had afull
measure of weight and warmth—a rare
achievement. Igreatly enjoyed the SFD-2's
combination of fullness and precise pitch
articulation.

Further, the SFD-2 possessed an awesome
"center-of-the-earth" solidity at the very
bottom end. The kick drum on Michael
Ruff's superbly recorded Speaking in Melodies
(Sheffield CD-35) was presented with stunning power and authority. The SFD-2's bass
was like the bass from Krell power amplifiers:
effortless, deep, tight, and powerful. Going
back to the Speaking in Melodies disc, the SFD2beautifully conveyed the rhythmic power
of bass guitar and kick drum working
together to drive the music along. The sense
of physical involvement was extraordinary.
In this regard, the SFD-2 was significantly
better than the No30. Even compared with
the Gen.III, the SFD-2's bass was more
musically rewarding. Astonishingly, the
SFD-2 had more depth, power, and bass
dynamics than the Gen.III. Again, Iwasn't
expecting this kind of bass performance from
atubed, UltraAnalog-based processor.
Iwas also impressed by the SFD-2's lack
of treble etch and grain. The presentation was
bright, immediate, and full of detail, yet not
fatiguing. In fact, the SFD-2 has the cleanest,
most pristine treble I've yet heard from digital. There was no trace of ahashy character
overlaying treble textures or of cymbals that
splash over the soundstage; instead, the treble
was as pure and clean as mountain spring
water. The Gen.III's treble seemed hard and
grainy next to that of the SFD-2.
Compared with the No30, the SFD-2
seemed to have more lower-treble energy,
but aslightly softer—and cleaner—treble.
The SFD-2's upper midrange tended to be
abit prominent and the upper treble slightly
subdued. The snare drum on the Michael
Ruff disc had more air, snap, and immediacy
through the SFD-2, although the cymbals
were more forward through the No30. The
SFD-2's brighter rendering infused the presentation with asense of air and openness
that made the soundstage bloom. The combination ofbrightness and detail without etch
or grain seemed to allow more of the music's
life to emerge. Moreover, the treble was well
integrated with the rest of the spectrum. I
never got the feeling—as Ido with lesser
processors—that the treble was aseparate
component riding on top of everything else.
Midrange textures, however, were not
quite as liquid as those heard from the No30.
The SFD-2 was more forward in the raids,
and lacked the senses of ease and lushness that
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characterize the No.30's interpretation. In
addition, the SFD-2's overall perspective was
more up-front than that of the No.30. The
SFD-2's combination of slightly harder
timbre and amore forward balance in the
mids made the SFD-2 more aggressive than
the No.30. Although the SFD-2 had astartling clarity in the mids, the presentation
tended to be immediate and incisive rather
than relaxed and gentle. On some music, the
SFD-2's greater sense of immediacy and palpability outweighed the slightly less velvety
rendering—rock and blues, for example. But
on naturally miked acoustic instruments, the
No30's more laid-back perspective was more
musically satisfying—and less fatiguing.
The Gary Schocker, Flutist CD (Chesky
CD46) was agood example. Through the
No.30, the musicians were set farther back
in the soundstage, with tighter image focus;
Ihad more of afeeling of being drawn into
the music than of the music coming at me.
On some classical music—particularly chamber music—I preferred the No30's ease and
liquidity over the SFD-2's greater incisiveness. Ireiterate that this description relates
to the midrange; Ifound the SFD-2's treble
extraordinarily clean—a significant factor in
aconverter's musicality?
The SFD-2 continued to surprise; its
soundstaging was more transparent and holographic than even the Theta Gen.III. The
SFD-2 threw avast sense of space before me,
with abeautiful feeling of air between instruments. Instrumental images floated in threedimensional space, completely detached from
the loudspeakers. Moreover, the images were
surrounded by adelicious bloom that added
an impression of life and palpability. Recorded
music often lacks this dimension, although
analog comes much closer than digital to
reproducing it. Most digital sound has aflatness and sterility that detract from the impression of instruments existing in the listening room. Through the SFD-2, Iheard an
amazing degree of this hard-to-define sense
of life from the music.
The Sonic Frontiers also resolved an abundance of spatial cues. Reverberation decay was
particularly well portrayed, with asmooth,
distinct decay that seemed to hang in space
3Even in its unbalanced mode, Ifelt the Sonic Frontiers DAC
to have the most natural-sounding massed violin tone Ihave
heard from digital replay, with only the Mark Levinson Nos.
30 and 35 coming close.
—JA
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for along time. These characteristics made
the SFD-2 particularly adept at conveying
the recorded acoustic and presenting astunning sense of depth. Moreover, the SFD-2
superbly separated the instrumental image
from the hall reverberation. Some processors
fuse an instrument's direct sound with that
of its reverberation, making the overall sound
amodified version of the instrument's. The
SFD-2 presented instrumental images as
existing within an acoustic space, with the
hall sound spatially differentiated from the
instruments' sounds.
The excellent recording of Ulrike-Anima
Mathé playing Max Reger's Violin Sonata
in D (Dorian DOR-90175) dramatically
illustrated just how well the SFD-2 resolved
the recorded acoustic. The solo violin was
bathed in the rich acoustic of the Troy Savings Bank Music Hall, yet retained its distinct
spatial outline. The instrument was surrounded
by apalpable feeling of air and bloom, conveying the impression of being transported
to the hall. In conveying space, the SFD-2
was nothing short of stunning.
The SFD-2's image focus was less tight
and sharp than those of the three other processors. Instrumental and vocal outlines
tended to be slightly diffuse rather than
razor-sharp. The No.30 was better able to
convey correct image size, changing from
tight and compact to large and billowy,
depending on the recording. The SFD-2 had
less range in presenting image size, suggesting that the No.30 more accurately reveals
what's on the recording—even though the
SFD-2 revealed more space and depth. The
No.30 also had slightly finer resolution of
front-to-back depth, with more gradations
of distance.
The SFD-2's portrayal of dynamic contrast and the sheer physical force of music was
the best I've heard from digital replay. Even
compared to the Theta Gen.III, the SFD-2
revealed agreater range between loud and
soft, and more impact on high-level transients. This sense of slam and power combined with its first-rate bass reproduction to
make the SFD-2 extraordinarily involving
rhythmically. The SFD-2 was aparadigm of
Martin Colloms's description of pace and
rhythm in Vol.15 No.11.
Although the SFD-2 didn't congeal and
thicken during loud passages, it did have a
tendency to lose some liquidity at high signal
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clean and pure, instead sounding brighter,
levels. Instrumental textures became alittle
hashy, and alittle metallic. The bass drive I'd
hard and grainy when the music got loud.
so enjoyed wasn't nearly as powerful, and the
In this regard, the No.30 was clearly better
soundstage lacked the expansiveness and
than the SFD-2; the No.30 maintained its
bloom heard from the balanced outputs. This
composure when confronted with loud
unsubtle difference made me yearn to go back
passages.
to balanced outputs. Although the No.30
Despite the slight loss of liquidity, the
sounds its best balanced, and the Theta Gen.
SFD-2 had aremarkable sense of transient
III is almost adifferent converter balanced,
coherency. It was as if the music's dynamic
the SFD-2 lost more than either of these prostructure was lined up in time, giving the precessors when switching to unbalanced outsentation a"tight" feeling. The rhythm locked
puts. The SFD-2 was still agood processor
in, with the music's drive powerfully conveyed. The SFD-2's "tightness" was like a unbalanced, but not astunning one.
If you audition the SFD-2, be certain you're
perfectly tuned car engine: no hesitation, lag,
or reticence. The whole presentation had a hearing it in balanced mode. If you buy one,
don't even think of using its single-ended
feeling of cohesion and musical rightness,
outputs—it's that much better balanced.
rather than sounding smeared or made up of
separate components. These qualities conM EASUREMENTS
veyed an excitement in the music—an "up"
Iwas eager to measure the SFD-2's bench
feeling—that Ifound most satisfying.
performance, both from curiosity about how
In an overall assessment of the SFD-2
the processor would perform technically, and
compared to the Theta Gen. III, it wasn't even
to attempt to measure the jitter-rejection
ahorse race. The SFD-2 had avastly cleaner
capabilities of the UltraAnalog AES20 input
treble, more liquid textures, finer resolution
receiver.
of detail, better pitch definition in the bass,
The SFD-2's maximum output level when
and amore musically involving presentation.
decoding afull-scale, lkHz sinewave was a
The comparison with the No.30 wasn't so
high 6.65V from the balanced outputs and
easy to define. The SFD-2 and No.30 sound
3.32V from the single-ended jacks. This is
very different: the SFD-2 is more dynamic,
essentially the D20400A DACs' output
open, "up," incisive, and rhythmically involvlevels, since no gain is provided in the tubed
ing than the No.30; it reaches out and grabs
output stage. The output-level matching
you. Conversely, the No.30 is more polite,
between channels was the best I've measured:
refined, subtle, understated, and less visceral.
the balanced output levels were identical
Although Iwould choose the No30 for some
down to the millivolt (6.655V in both chanmusic, Ipreferred the SFD-2 on asignificant
portion of the music Imost enjoy. That says
nels). The left and right single-ended outputs were within 0.02dB of each other.
alot about the SFD-2's overall musicality—
Ihad ahard time measuring the SFD-2's
and is quite an achievement for a$4695 prooutput impedance—it became currentcessor.
limited and clipped the waveform when drivCAVEAT
ing the Audio Precision's 600 ohm input
These listening impressions were all made
impedance. We calculate adevice's output
impedance by measuring the voltage drop
with the SFD-2's balanced outputs. Ithen
when driving a600 ohm load compared to
compared the balanced and unbalanced outan open circuit (actually, the AP's maximum
puts by driving an LS2B preamp in both
modes at matched levels. The unbalanced
100k ohm input impedance). Ithen subinterconnect was a3' pair of AudioQuest
stituted a2k ohm resistor for the 600 ohm
load and measured an output impedance of
Lapis; the balanced interconnect was a4' run
of Lapis. The LS2B's balanced input is the
310 ohms from the unbalanced outputs at
"Direct" input, which bypasses the input
lkHz and 20kHz. The output impedance
rose dramatically, to over 3k ohms at 20Hz.
switching for ashorter signal path, giving
The balanced outputs had an output impedthe balanced outputs aslight advantage.
ance of 735 ohms at lkHz and 20kHz, risIfound that the SFD-2's musical magic
disappeared when Ilistened through the
ing to 8k ohms at 20Hz. This is unusual
single-ended outputs. The treble became less
behavior.
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To further explore this behavior, Iconnected avariable-resistance box in parallel
with the AP's 100k ohm input and watched
the SFD-2's distortion rise as the load impedance was reduced. At lkHz, OdBFS, the 0.1%
THD value was reached with aload impedance of 2.5k ohms (from alow of 0.006%
with any impedance greater than 7.5k ohms)
from the balanced outputs. Although these
load impedances are far lower than the input
impedances of most preamps, they are the
values at which the onset of clipping occurs.
A preamplifier with ahigh input impedance is therefore recommended for the SFD2. The Audio Research LS2B and LS5 have
abalanced input impedance of 3M ohms
(three million ohms), making them ideal
loads for the SFD-2's high output impedance at low frequencies. When driving lowinput-impedance preamplifiers (or, particularly, passive level controls), the SFD-2 may
lose dynamics and the bass may get soggy.
Going back to my listening impressions
comparing the balanced and unbalanced outputs, Imust note that while the LS2B's balanced input impedance is 3M ohms, the unbalanced input impedance is 50k ohms. The
bass was much better and the dynamics

more powerful when listening to the
balanced outputs. The LS2B's lower unbalanced input impedance could have contributed to the SFD-2's reduced sonic performance in unbalanced mode.
The SFD-2's excellent channel matching
can be seen in fig.1, the SFD-2's frequency
response and de-emphasis error; note how
the left- and right-channel traces perfectly
overlap. The frequency response is unusual
in that the response doesn't roll off afew
tenths ola dB at 20kHz, as is typical. Interchannel crosstalk, shown in fig.2, was excellent and just within the published specification. Imeasured achannel separation of 85dB
at 10kHz, improving to 105dB at lkHz—
exactly as specified. Both channels have virtually identical crosstalks, which seems to be
the result of capacitive coupling between
channels (indicated by the smooth 6dB/octave
decrease in separation with frequency).
Channel separation measured at the singleended jacks was 7dB lower across the band,
measuring 78dB at 101d-lz and 98c1B at lkHz.
Fig.3 is aspectral analysis of the SFD-2's
Mentoptee Ma la AIM Maeda Imo
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Fig.1 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis error (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div. .
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Fig.3 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, balanced outputs,
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
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Fig.2 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, crosstalk
(I0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, ba anced outputs,
spectrum of silent track, 20Hz-200kHz,
with noise and spuriae ('/3-octave analysis,
right channel dashed). Note very low noise
level.
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output when decoding a-90dB, dithered
lkHz sinewave. The perfect matching between the DACs is evident by the overlapping traces at the test-signal frequency. The
overall noise level is low, but we can see avery
low level of 60Hz power-line noise in the
right channel, with just ahint of 60Hz noise
in the left channel. The right channel also has
an unusual little peak at just under 2kHz,
though this is insignificant. Performing the
same spectral analysis, but with an input signal of all zeros (and, of course, no dither as in
the previous trace), produced the plot of fig.4.
The slightly higher level of 60Hz powersupply noise is undoubtedly the result of a
different grounding scheme between the
SFD-2 and the System One. (For this allzeros test, the processor was driven by aCD
player's digital output, not the System One's
digital signal generator as in fig3.) The same
tests performed on the single-ended outputs
revealed ahigher level of 60Hz noise, though
this wasn't excessive.
The SFD-2's linearity (fig.5) was excellent:
the DACs were perfectly linear to -105dB,
where noise begins to dominate the measurement. The new UltraAnalog D20400A DAC
apparently has linearity as good as its prede11611000••••• • MaMallarl n

cessor. Again, this is superb performance.
Note that this low-level precision is inherent
in the DAC and isn't subject to misadjustment by an MSB trimmer, time, or temperature.
The SFD-2's performance on the noisemodulation test was also outstanding (fig.6).
The noise level is low, and the traces are very
tightly grouped. Note that this measurement
was performed using an averaging technique
that better reveals the device's noise-modulation performance. This plot indicates that
the noise floor doesn't shift as afunction of
signal level, and that the noise floor's spectral
balance remains the same regardless of signal
amplitude.
Unfortunately, the SFD-2 didn't perform
quite as well on the 19 +20kHz intermodulation test (fig.7). The plot is an FFT-derived
spectrum of the SFD-2's output when decoding afull-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
sinewaves. The lkHz difference component
(20kHz minus 19kHz) is moderately high in
level, and we can see spikes at multiples of
lkHz. Moreover, the level of spurious components between 15kHz and 23kHz is
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Fig.5 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, balanced outputs,
departure from linearity (right channel
dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, balanced outputs,
HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS (linear frequency scale,
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alarmingly high. (For comparison, see p.217
of the October '93 Stereophile, which shows
the PS Audio Reference Link's performance
on this test.) When measured from the unbalanced outputs, the SFD-2's intermodulation
performance degraded further (fig.8), with
the lkHz difference component 15dB higher
at -66dB (referenced to full-scale output).
(Note, however, that the unbalanced outputs
produced fewer lower-frequency IM products. Iwondered if this higher level of intermodulation products had anything to do
with my impressions of less liquid instrumental textures when listening to the singleended outputs.
Despite the fact that this is an unrealistic
test signal—no musical program would have
full-scale energy at 19kHz and 20kHz—the
relatively high level of intermodulation products generated by the SFD-2 when confronted by ahigh-level test signal may correlate with my impression of somewhat harder
textures during very loud passages. Idid note
in my auditioning that the SFD-2 became
less liquid when the signal got loud, something Ididn't hear from the No30. Interestingly, the only other digital processor with
this high alevel of IM products was the tubed
VTL Reference converter reviewed in Vol.13
No.12.
The squarewave response, not shown, was
typical for the NPC digital filter.
The SFD-2's word-clock jitter—measured
using the modified techniques described in
last October's Stereophile—varied between
148 and 274 picoseconds, depending on the
input signal. The lower figure was measured
with afull-scale input signal, the higher with
a-90dB input signal. Although the 148ps
value is about the same as that measured in
the PS Audio Reference Link (which uses the
Crystal input receiver), the SFD-2's jitter
with aworst-case signal was about half that
measured in the Reference Link with the
same input signal. Moreover, the SFD-2's jitter spectrum (fig.9, full-scale lkHz sinewave
input) was exceptionally clean, indicating that
the jitter is the more sonically benign "white"
(random) jitter than the musically degrading periodic jitter.4
4Ed Meitner has nearly finished aversion 3LIM Detector
that has intrinsic jitter an order of magnitude lower than the
current instrument. This should help in increasing the measuring accuracy of very-low-jitter clocks. The new LIM
Detector also has abandwidth of 401cHz, allowing us to look
at the entire sonically significant jitter spectrum.
150

Characterizing adigital processor's technical performance should include some measurement of how well it rejects jitter from the
CD transport. Some processors will pass
transport jitter to the recovered clock—the
point where it degrades the processor's musical performance—while other processors are
better able to reject incoming jitter. The degree to which the digital processor passes
incoming jitter may be agood indicator of
how sensitive it is to transport differences.
With the theoretically perfect input receiver,
there should be no sonic differences between
transports. With avery poor input receiver,
transport differences should be magnified.
We've previously been unable to assess a
digital processor's ability to reject transport
jitter. Although we've been measuring worddock jitter inside the processor with the Meitner LIM Detector (see Stereophile, January
1992) for the past year, we had no way of
knowing how much jitter was in the S/PDIF
or AES/EBU datastream fed to aprocessor.
Now that we can measure transport jitter
(described in Rémy Fourré's "Jitter & the
Digital Interface" in October's Stereophik and
in my "A Transport of Delight" last month),
we can—for the first time—attempt to quantify how well adigital processor rejects transport and interface jitter.
To assess how well aprocessor handles
incoming jitter, we use the Meitner LIM
Detector to measure the digital processor's
word-clock jitter when driven by ahighjitter source (the Panasonic SV-3700 DAT
machine), and then by alow-jitter source (the
PS Audio Lambda CD transport). The SV3700 has about 4250ps of interface jitter; the
Lambda has two orders of magnitude less jitter, measuring about 35ps. Processors with
poor transport-jitter rejection should have
alarger spread in the measured word-clock
jitter between the high- and low-jitter sources.
Processors with good transport-jitter rejection should show less difference in their
word-clock jitters between high- and lowjitter sources.
Using this hypothesis, Imeasured the
SFD-2's word-clock jitter when driven by
the SV-3700, then the Lambda. Fig.10 is the
SFD-2's word-clock jitter when driven by
asource having 4250ps of interface jitter. The
RIV1S word-clock jitter inside the SFD-2,
measured over abandwidth of22Hz-30k1z,
is 579ps. Fig.11 is the SFD-2's word-clock
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spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
IkHz sinewave at —90dBFS, PS Audio
Lambda source (linear frequency scale,
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jitter when driven by the low-jitter Lambda.
Although the RMS level dropped to 274ps,
the spectrum is virtually identical. The 4kHz
component is noticeably lower in level,
however.
In short, the jitter spectrum remained virtually the same with these very different
levels ofjitter in the S/PDIF input signal—an
indication of good input-receiver performance. Moreover, the RNIS level only dou-

bled when the low-jitter source was replaced
with one having jitter two orders of magnitude greater. For comparison, the Reference
Link's RNIS jitter quadrupled when driven
by the high-jitter source. Further, the Reference Link's jitter spectrum was decidedly less
clean when driven by the SV-3700. (See
pp.218-219 in the October Stereophile for the
Reference Link's jitter spectra when driven
by the two digital sources.)
Although we don't have nearly large
enough adatabase from which to draw firm
conclusions, these measurements seem to
indicate that the SFD-2's AES20 input receiver is indeed much better able to reject
transport jitter than the Crystal CS8412. The
AES20 also produces aclock nearly free from
periodic jitter components, regardless of the
input signal. Further, the AES20 begins
rejecting jitter above lkHz, which can be seen
in figs.10 and 11 as the downward slope of
the curve.
To assess the AES20's jitter attenuation as
afunction of input jitter frequency, Idrove
the SFD-2 with input signals of increasing
frequency and plotted the word-clock jitter
with FFT techniques. With most processors,
the jitter spectrum contains aline at the testsignal frequency; the jitter is correlated with
the audio signal frequency, resulting in jitter on the word clock with the same frequency as the test signal. With the SFD-2,
however, the AES20's very low jitter attenuation cutoff frequency was easily seen. As the
test signal rose above 4kHz, the word clock's
jitter spectrum showed no trace of correlation
with the audio signal. With a10kHz input
signal, there was absolutely no trace of
10kHz jitter component on the SFD-2's
word clock.
Ialso created anew digital test signal for
examining the jitter attenuation vs frequency
of digital processors. The test signal is made
up of low-amplitude (-80dB) digital sinewaves at 500Hz, lkHz, 2kHz, 4kHz, 8kHz,
and 16kHz. By driving the processor under
test with this signal and looking for the
signal-correlated jitter components in the
word clock, we can perhaps gauge how the
input receiver attenuates jitter as afunction
of frequency. Although the SFD-2 seemed
to perform well on this test—its clock jitter
spectrum was virtually free from signalcorrelated jitter above 4kHz—we'll wait to
publish the plot until we've performed this
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test on more digital processors. We may
adjust the test-signal frequencies and amplitude to best reveal an input receiver's jitterrejection performance.
Finally, Imeasured very low levels of DC
at the output: 0.9mV and 1.5mV from the left
and right balanced outputs, respectively, and
0.6mV from both left and right unbalanced
outputs. The SFD-2 had no problem locking
to 32kHz and 48kHz sampling rates. As
mentioned earlier, the polarity-inversion
switch in my sample was either miswired or
installed upside-down; the 00 front-panel
position produced an inverted output signal from the unbalanced jacks. The SFD-2's
output XLR jacks are wired according to the
AES/ANSI standard with pin 2"hot."
Overall, the SFD-2's bench performance
was excellent. Iwas concerned, however,
about the SFD-2's very high output impedance at low frequencies, which suggested that
the SFD-2 will work its best when driving
preamplifiers with high input impedance (the
ARC LS5's 3M ohm impedance was ideal).
With preamplifiers having much lower input
impedances, the Sonic Frontiers' balance
could become alittle lean. Further, the relatively high level ofintermodulation products
—particularly from the unbalanced outputs
—is far from ideal behavior.

CONCLUSION
I've rarely been as excited about aproduct
as Iam about the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2. Its
sound is clearly of Class A caliber; it is perhaps the best-sounding digital processor I've
heard—regardless of price. What makes the
SFD-2 so exciting is that this level of digi-

tal sound quality won't cost you as much as
adecent car. Although the SFD-2 isn't inexpensive, it nevertheless is much more affordable than the five-figure processors that
previously defined the state of the art.5
The SFD-2 is, however, not nearly as lavish, elegant, or functional as the Mark Levinson No30. In fact, the SFD-2 is rather plain,
and its tiny front-panel toggle switches do
not befit aproduct of this technical and musical sophistication. Looking at the two units
and considering their "feel," features, and
function, the No.30 is light-years ahead of
the SFD-2—as it should be, considering its
much higher price. If you want the level of
opulence provided by the No30, by all means
buy the No30. Although they are different
sonically, both the SFD-2 and No30 represent digital replay at the highest level.
Iwon't reiterate the SFD-2's sonic strengths
—and minor faults—here; you'll have to read
the full review. But Iwill say that the SFD-2
is astunning achievement in digital processor
design, and one that probably won't be
topped until aprocessor equipped with the
High Definition Compatible Digital (HDCD1
chip comes to market in late 1994.
The SFD-2 should turn the competitive
digital processor market on its head. I'll look
forward to hearing everyone else's attempts
to top the extraordinary Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2.
5Sonic Frontiers is working on aless expensive processor,
the $1995 SFD-1. The SFD-1 is essentially ascaled-down
version of the SFD-2, with the AES20 input receiver, one
UltraAnalog D20400A DAC, and the same tubed output
stage The unit will have aless extensive power supply, lower
parts quality, and won't be balanced in the digital domain.
The ST-type input will also add $200 to the price
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Corey Greenberg auditions the Linn Klyde MC phono cartridge and
plays with all three versions of the Linn Sondek LP12 turntable
Linn 'Clyde low-output moving-coil phono cartridge. Tracking force: I.55-1.75gm. Compliance: lOcu. Recommended load:
greater than 50 ohms. Output at 5cmis at IkHz: 150µV. Stylus: Vital. Weight: 8gm. Separation at IkHz: greater than 30dB.
Channel balance at IkHz: within 0.5dB. Recommended arm: rigid, medium mass. Can you use anon-Linn arm! Wal sure
ye KIN, laddie, bu' why wou' ye use innythin' bu' aLINN, ya git?! Price: $1095.
Linn LPI2 belt-drive two-speed turntable in Basik, Valhalla, and Lingo versions. Prices: LPI2 Basik: $1395-$1495, depending on finish. LPI2 Valhalla: $1745-$1845, depending on finish. LPI2 Lingo: $2645-$2745, depending on finish.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 57. Manufacturer Linn Products Ltd., Floors Road, Waterfoot, Eaglesham, Glasgow G76 OEP, Scotland. US distributor Audiophile Systems, 8709 Castle Par* Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (317) 849-7103.
Fax: (317) 841-4107.
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Linn Sondek LPI2 turntable

If you asked me to name asingle specific
high-end audio component that could make
or break asystem, I'd name the Linn LP12
turntable. Of all the thousands of hi-fi products I've heard over the years, not aone of
'ern—not aspeaker, amplifier, or digital processor—has been able to draw me into the
music, no matter what the associated componentry, like the LP12. I've heard the most
highly regarded speakers/amps/processors
fall flat in certain situations due to alack of
synergy with their surrounding systems, but
I've never heard an LP12-based system that
didn't put asmile on my face and make me
green with envy.
For aturntable that's been in production
for 21 years now, the Linn LP12 has pretty
much stuck to the same basic design while
watching two decades of analog fads'n'
fashions come and go. Picking up where the
classic AR turntable of the '60s left off, the
venerable LP12 reigned on through such
"breakthroughs" as: ultra-massive stiff-beltdriven platters (Micro Seiki and others in the
'70s); direct-drive (Japan Inc. in the '70s and
'80s); S-anc1J-shaped tonearms (ditto); quartz
servo-controlled motors (ditto); linearSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Linn Klyde MC phono cartridge

tracking tonearms (B&O and Phase Linear
in the '70s and '80s; Airtangent and Eminent
Technology in the '90s); motional-feedback
stabilized arms OVC and Sony in the early
'80s); ultra low-mass arms (Dual in the '80s);
P-mount (japan Inc in the '80s); platters with
inverted, high center-of-gravity bearings
(SOTA and Pink Triangle); and, more currently, the much-talked-about $12,500 Forsell turntable, which features.. .umm ...
an
ultra-massive stiff-belt-driven platter. Well,
bell-bottoms are back, too.
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KLYDE

This past year, Linn's put the LP12 through
some more ch-ch-ch-changes. While you can
use other manufacturers' cartridges on a
Linn, there's always seemed to be aunique
synergy between Limes own cartridges and
the LP12—and for many (including JA),
Linn's flagship Troika moving-coil achieved
akind of magic when mounted to an LP12
'table and $2495 Ekos arm. Iknow in the
times I've visited John's listening room in
Santa Fe, no matter what other gear and
speakers he may have had hooked up at the
time, his LP12/Ekos/Troika rig always sang
with an authority Ihadn't heard from any
other analog combo. Unfortunately, Linn has
just discontinued production of the Troika,
replacing it with two models, one above the
Troika's price and one below it. JA reviewed
the new flagship $2295 Arkiv in Vol.16
No.11, and Linn sent me the bonnie new
$1095 Klyde, along with an LP12 to partner
it. While Linn claims much higher performance for the Arkiv over the late, great
Troika, they consider the Klyde to essentially
equal the Troika's sonic performance at around
half the price of the departing cartridge.
Reportedly manufactured by the Japanese
ScanTech group to Linn's specifications, the
'Clyde bears aphysical resemblance to the
Troika by retaining the circular profile and
three-piece "samwich" construction of the
older cartridge, although the new cartridge
doesn't feature the three-point mounting
scheme of the Troika and the new Arkiv. The
two rounded "outer" alloy sections are
brushed aluminum alloy, while the IClyde's
motorvatin' guts are encased in the central,
black-colored middle section. Like the
Troika, the Klyde sports a"Vital"-type linecontact diamond stylus, nudely mounted to
an aluminum cantilever. The sample I
received was serial #003, the first two apparently going to the Pope and Oprah. Idon't
know in what order.
The Klyde was delivered alittle over ayear
ago by Audiophile Systems' West Sales Manager and all-around supremely good guy
Steve Daniels, who also brought an LP12
Basik to audition the 'Clyde with. After I
listened to the LP12 in its Basik configuration
for afew days, Steve modified the LP12 to
allow for instant switching between Valhalla
and Lingo power supplies in order to more
easily compare the three levels of LP12ness.1
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In addition, right near the end of my time
with the Linn, it was fitted with the new
$495 Cirkus bearing upgrade also reviewed
by JA last month.
SYSTEM
The Linn Klyde cartridge and LP12 'table
were auditioned in my He-Man reference rig.
The phono stage was mostly an Exposure
Model XVII preamp with moving-coil board
installed; aSonic Frontiers SFP-1 phono
stage2was used briefly toward the end of the
review period. The Melos SHA-1 headphone
amp was used as aline stage, joined at various times by my own buffered passive preamp and the Exposure XVII's own line stage.
Amplification evolved from apair of VTL
Deluxe 225 tube amps at the start of the
review period to the solid-state Aragon 4004
Mk.II and Muse Model 160 amplifiers. ProAc
Response Twos mated with the mighty Muse
Model 18 subwoofer served as my reference
speaker system when the Linn first showed
up; then Itook delivery of the new NHT
flagship 3.3s, which took over from there.
Cables included ICimber PBJ and KCAG
interconnects and 4AG speaker cable, and
everything, including the LP12 and its various power supply versions, was plugged into
aPower Wedge AC line conditioner.
COMPARE & CONTRAST
For the purposes of this review, Iarranged
to borrow asample of the now-discontinued
Troika. As Linn claims aTroika-like level of
sound quality from the Klyde, comparisons
with the departing Troika are anatural. The
$1995 Troika is—or was—around double the
price of the IClyde, so Ialso included comparisons with Sumiko's Class-C ranked $295
Blue Point Special Ireviewed in Vol.16 No.4.
The Linn analog rig came into my system
at atime when Iwas using the $1195 WellTempered Record Player and Sumiko Blue
Point Special as my reference for phono playback, and Ihave to tell you, it was pretty
shocking to switch over to the LP12. The
midpriced WTRP is aterrific turntable/arm
1This modification involved an outboard Valhalla board built
as aone-off for dealer demos only—the Valhalla board is
installed inside the LP12 in production 'tables, and cannot be
switched back and forth with the Lingo supply as it was with
this demo model Ihad on hand.
2Not the unit reviewed by Digital Lad in Vol.16 No.9, which
exhibited apretty large FtlAA error—the SFP-1 Ilistened to
was the second sample Sonic Frontiers sent to Santa Fe, which
Bob Followed-Up on in Vol.16 No.10.
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combo for the money, but the Linn rig took
everything up by more than afew notches.
The WTRP held up admirably to the comparison, but the difference in sound between
the LP12/Klyde and the WTRP/Blue Point
Special was pretty dramatic.
The most startling difference between the
two analog rigs was in DA BASS. What was
simply "the bass" before was now DA BASS!!!
Well-Tempered's unique fluid-pivot arm has
alighter, softer, less well-defined bass range
than even agood midpriced fixed-pivot arm
like the Linn Akito or Roksan Radius; 3compared to the awesome Class A low end of the
$2495 Ekos, it was just no contest. Iwas
aware of the WTRP's deficiencies in the bass
dept. back when Ireviewed the 'table in
Vol.14 No.7, but after aseries of upgrades—
the Blue Point Special replaced the standard
Blue Point used in the original review, and
Well-Tempered's $400 Black Damped Platter
brought the bass up several notches in both
quality and quantity—the WTRP's low end
became quite liveable.
But there's "quite liveable" and then there's
"YEAH!" In comparison with similarly
priced analog setups, the WTRP/Blue Point
Special combo sounds terrific, offering truly
high-end sound for under two grand. The
$6000 Linn rig, however, offers amuch more
detailed, rhythmically powerful, rock-solid
sound. That's why, when Ireviewed eight
promising affordable cartridges in Vol.16
Nos.3 and 4, Iused the Linn rig as my HeMan reference. Because while the best cartridge of the bunch, the Sumiko Blue Point
Special, sounded better than even the best
digital I've heard yet when mated with the
WTRP, the Linn 'Clyde mounted on the LP12
sounded much, much better.
Then Iswapped cartridges.

PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH

Over the years, Linn has always asserted that
ahi-fi system has aspecific hierarchy of
importance—that no component downstream could ever sound better than the component preceding it. Linn's concept of system
hierarchy starts from the signal source and
ends at the speaker: the turntable comes first,
then the arm, the cartridge, the preamp, the
amplifier, and finally the speaker (with CD
as asource, it becomes transport, DAC, pre3Reviewed in Vol.14 No.7 and Vol.16 No.8, respectively.
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amp, amp, speakers). This is in stark contrast
to the conventional American wisdom, which
asserts the exact opposite—that it's your speakers
which make the biggest—and only—difference, so that's where you should spend most
of your budget, with the remainder spent on
an inexpensive CD player, preamp, and
amplifier because they all sound the same in
double-blind tests.
Linn's right. Iget better sound driving the
$550 Spica TC-50s with the $1850 Aragon
4004 Mk.II than Ido driving the $4000
NHT 33s with $350 amps from Adcom and
Rotel; and better sound from the $2500 Theta
Data II transport driving the $599 Cobalt
processor than from the $450 Rotel RCD955AX CD player driving the $4000 Theta
Gen.III. Icould probably even whip Jack
English's ass if Iate steaks while he was
limited to Cheez-Whiz.
So it occurred to me that the Klyde, being
mounted to atop-ranked $5000 recordplaying system, had asomewhat unfair advantage over the other cartridges I'd been comparing it with. That meant that even though
the Klyde was specifically designed to be part
of aclosed-loop, all-Linn analog rig, Ineeded
to compare it with these other cartridges on
the same turntable before Icould isolate its own
intrinsic sound from the LP12/Ekos/Lingo.

KLYDE VS. BLUE POINT SPECIAL
First up was the Blue Point Special. The
giant-killing $295 Sumiko BPS was far and
away the best of the eight cartridges Ireviewed
this year, even offering ahigher level of sound
quality than several much pricier cartridges
Itried, like the $400 Signet AT-0C9 and
$695 AudioQuest 404i-H. In addition, I'd
been using the Sumiko as my reference for
over ayear—it was anatural to see if the $1095
'Clyde was indeed over three times as good
as the overachieving Sumiko.
The Klyde/LP12 was much better than the
Sumiko/WTRP. But after mounting the
Klyde to the WTRP and the Blue Point Special to the LP12, Iwas shocked at what Iwas
hearing—the Blue Point Special mounted to
the LP12 killed the Klyde mounted on the
WTRP! In fact, the distance between the
Sumiko/LP12 rig and the Klyde/WTRP rig
was far greater than what Iheard when the
Klyde was on the Linn and the Sumiko was
on the Well-Tempered.
So Iswitched 'em back to their original
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'tables—sure enough, the Klyde on the LP12
sounded much better than the other rig, just
like before. But the Klyde/LP12 did not enjoy
as wide alead over the less expensive combo
as the Sumiko/LP12 did over the Klyde/
WTRP. It looked like much of what I'd been
hearing earlier had been due to the LP12, not
the Klyde. And that meant it was time for
some head-to-head comparisons between
the two cartridges on the same 'table.
With both cartridges mated to the LP12/
Ekos/Lingo, Ihave to say that while the Klyde
had abig, gutsy sound, Istrongly preferred
the Blue Point Special. The 'Clyde had the
heavier bottom end, but at the cost of bass
articulation and low-end detail—the Blue
Point Special had afaster, tighter low end, and
was able to extract rhythmic and tonal subtleties in the bass range that the Klyde obscured. Electric bass lines, one of the four
major food groups, bounced and hit with
more energy and tautness via the Sumiko.
The Linn cartridge had the fuller-sounding
balance, but the Sumiko's low end was much
more lively and detailed—you could say the
Blue Point Special's bottom sounded more
"Linn" than the Linn, but then you might get
beaten up one day by acouple of Scots shouting, "Angus, what's the frequency?"
Moving up the range, the Klyde was again
outscored by the Sumiko through the allimportant midrange This is probably the Sumiko's strongest suit, and the Klyde sounded
somewhat thick and muffled by comparison.
On tracks with well-recorded instruments
and vocals like Nirvana's "Lithium:' from
Nevermintl, the Klyde sounded less open and
clear than the Sumiko, whose clear, open
midrange reproduced Kurt Cobain's vocal
with more natural presence and freedom
from coloration. The Klyde had aslightly
pinched quality—almost anasal coloration
—in the lower midrange that ranked it below
the Blue Point Special in terms of openness
and clarity. The two cartridges' distinct
characters held up whether Iused the solidstate Exposure phono stage, which uses separate circuits for high-output and low-output
preamplification, or the tube/FET hybrid
Sonic Frontiers phono stage, which merely
adds a20dB FET gain stage to its lone phono
section tube when using alow-output cartridge.
As for the two cartridges' HF performance, the Klyde had abit more emphasis
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in the low treble and abrighter, more cutting high end than the Blue Point Special,
which sounded smoother and more musically natural. The Klyde had very good HF
detail, but at the expense of adegree of sibilance that the less expensive cartridge was free
of. On some recordings, the Klyde's more
tipped-up low treble gave it amore detailed
and forward character, but the added bite that
went along with it stuck out in comparison
with the Sumiko's smoother yet no less
detailed high end. And in terms of throwing up abelievable sense of space around and
between instruments, the Klyde was again
no match for the still-surprising Blue Point
Special, whose capabilities appear to be even
greater than what I'm hearing with it on the
WTRP.
Overall, the Sumiko just sounded much
closer to the real thing on the LP12 than the
three-times-as-expensive Klyde. The Klyde
certainly had asatisfyingly weighty presentation, but the Sumiko was so much more
open, dynamic, and detailed that it seemed
as if the two cartridges' price tags had been
reversed. If Ibought the fully loaded Linn
and Ihad agrand to spend on acartridge for
it, I'd definitely choose the $295 Blue Point
Special over the $1095 Klyde.

KLYDE VS. TROIKA
As Linn claims essentially equal performance
from the Klyde as from the departing Troika
(and for $900 less), Iarranged to borrow a
pristine and fully broken-in sample of the
Troika from alocal audiophile who'd heard
the new Linn MCs and decided to give up
his Troika when they pried it out of his cold,
dead fingers. The Klyde and Troika samples
were alternated on the LP12JEkos/Lingo Linn
had sent along with the Klyde.
Ten seconds into the first LP, it was immediately obvious that the Klyde was aconsiderable step down from its predecessor. I'd
listened to JA's prized Troika on his LP12 in
Santa Fe many times; listening to the sample I'd borrowed, there was no mistaking the
Troika's smoothly detailed sound, coupled
with one of the most potent and direct low
ends I'd heard from acartridge.
The Klyde just wasn't in the same league
as the unfortunately discontinued Troika. Its
bass range was drastically inferior to the older
cartridge's, devoid of the prized speed and
articulation that made the Class A Troika
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such akiller cartridge. Bass lines that sounded
as if they were being played by aspeeddemon like Stanley Clarke via the Troika
sounded like they were being one-to-a-beat
plunked by aNashville Cat with the Klyde.
Even if the Klyde's sound quality was identical to the Troika's above 200Hz, its disappointing bass performance compared with
the older cartridge would be reason enough
to hunt down agood used Troika.
Across the rest of the range, the Troika
continued to kill the Klyde. As good as the
Blue Point Special is, the Troika is miles ahead
of it in every sonic parameter—and since the
Sumiko was good enough to better the Klyde
across the board, suffice it to say that the
Troika made the Klyde's life miserable. Where
the Troika reproduced voices with ringing
clarity and body, the Klyde sounded veiled
and greyish. Cymbals that went ssssshhhhh
on the Troika were turned tofffffshhh by the
Klyde. And when it came time to crank up
Stanley Clarke's first solo record and do the
Lopsy Lu, the Troika made it impossible to
sit still during the gut-thumping funk of side
1, while the 'Clyde had me sitting there thinking about all the energy that was missing
from the track.
ANGUS, WHAT'S THE FREQUENCY?
While the Linn Klyde is certainly capable of
better sound overall—when mounted to the
LP12/Ekos/Lingo—than agood midpriced
analog rig like my $1195 Well-Tempered Record Player and $295 Sumiko Blue Point Special cartridge, it suffers in direct comparisons
with the lower-priced cartridge when the
benefits of the LP12/Ekos/Lingo are applied
equally to both cartridges to level the playing
field. In addition, Idid not find Linn's claim
that the Klyde equals the level of quality of
their discontinued Troika to be the case—the
Troika is amuch, much better-sounding cartridge than the Klyde. Irecommend that
LP12/Troika owners give the Klyde avery
careful audition before replacing their wornout stalwart with the new model—they
might find that searching for aused Troika
with low hours is the better way to go, as
Linn is not offering aretipping service for
the discontinued Troika.

LPI2

BASIldVALHALLA/LINGO
(& CIRKUS)
A few years ago, Linn introduced the last big
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upgrade to the LP12, the $1295 Lingo outboard power supply. Long-time LP12 owner
JA reviewed the Lingo back in Vol.14 No.1
and was astonished at the improvement the
Lingo made to the LP12, especially in the low
end—John told me afterward that the Lingo
is "the kind of thing you automatically reach
into your pocket for your checkbook for
when you hear it!' In his review, John found
that the Lingo utterly transformed the LP12's
bass range, bringing the Linn up to the competition of more recent all-out designs from
VPI and Sota, among others.
As Linn was sending along afully loaded
LP12 for me to review the 'Clyde with, Audiophile Systems' head honcho Gary Warzin
thought it would be interesting if Iwere able
to listen to the LP12 in all three of its currently available iterations: the Basik, the Valhalla, and the He-Man Lingo versions. All
three versions of the LP12 are identical in
every way except for the power supply.4
The Basik LP12 most closely resembles the
Linn's original incarnation. The motor, a
60Hz synchronous AC job not that much
different from what used to come in the AR
turntable, is plugged directly into the wall
AC. The Basik's motor—and thus its belt,
platter, arm, cartridge, and eventually the
speaker cones—has to deal directly with frequency jitter and other hash riding on the
never-clean, never-precise AC line. The soft
belt supplies ameasure of low-pass filtering
to reduce the effects of all the junk on the AC,
but some of it still manages to get through
to affect the platter's moment-to-moment
speed.
The Valhalla upgrade was introduced by
Linn to address the shortcomings of the original motor scheme. The Valhalla synthesizes
amuch purer AC waveform with which to
drive the motor, thus dramatically cleaning
up and steadying its rotation.
The Lingo, introduced afew years ago, was
Linn's way of putting on aDoc Marten and
stomping down on the problem of motor
control (before, they'd slipped on asandal and
tapped lightly). The Lingo can be thought
of as an electronic speed control for the
4And the motor—while the Valhalla and Lingo LP12s share
the same 50Hz motor because both supplies output a50Hz
sinewave, the Basik's motor is powered directly off the AC,
so it's a60Hz model. When you purchase aBasik LP12, it
comes with both the 50Hz and the 60Hz motors; the dealer
installs the 60Hz one, and the 50Hz one is there for when you
upgrade to the Valhalla or Lingo supplies.
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LP12—it synthesizes its own ultra low-jitter
50Hz AC signal and supplies enough current to lock the turntable's motor DOWN.
LISTENING:
THE 3FACES OF LINN
Listening to the LP12 in Basik form, the
overall character was full, robust, and satisfying. There was aconsiderable amount of
midbass fatness to the sound, which is no
news to long-time followers of the Linn
Saga—this low-end "spare tire" is why Linn
came up with the Valhalla and, later, the
Lingo and Cirkus. The Basik's roly-poly
bottom wasn't really adetriment to the
music, but it did fatten things up right in the
region where bass lines either propel the
music forward in amuscular fashion or slow
it down like afat guy trying to run arace. The
Basik LP12 was definitely asmiling, jolly
Pillsbury Doughboy.
After Steve Daniels installed the Valhalla
supply and the 50Hz motor, we put on Stevie
Ray Vaughan's Couldn't Stand the Weather and
my mouth opened into an "0". What had
been kind of acool, tubby roar in the key of
E-flat over the Basik was now ahighly
detailed, fast-riffmg Fender Jazz in the hands
of Tommy Shannon. This was the kind of
demonstration Iwished Icould give to every
objectivist who ever told me that turntables
don't make as big adifference as cartridges.
In short, the bass bloat I'd heard from the
LP12 Basik was significantly reduced by the
addition of the Valhalla supply, and the entire
bass range made huge gains in extension,
speed, and articulation. There was also a
general sense of a"cleaning-up" of the sound
across the rest of the spectrum, with aclearer
and more focused sound throughout the
midrange and highs. Recorded ambience and
other low-level details were much more
audibly distinct than with the Basik version
of the LP12, giving the Valhalla version a
much more detailed and transparent sound
than the entry-level LP12.
Then we plugged in the Lingo supply.
THE FOLLOWING IS A CAREFULLY
RESTRAINED ASSESSMENT OF THE
LINGO SUPPLY'S EFFECT ON THE
SOUND OF THE LPI2 TURNTABLE:
MAN!!! MAN 0 MAN!!! HOO HAW!!!
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
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HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAH"
I'm not funnin' you. If the difference between the Basik and Valhalla versions was
nus much, the difference between the Valhalla and the Lingo was THIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIS
much. Isound like a12-year-old boy who
just discovered what his right hand is for, but
you just have to hear the Valhalla/Lingo comparison for yourself—back to back, if possible. If anything, JA's wildly enthusiastic
review—"Go and buy the Lingo right now!"
—was acarefully restrained assessment. The
Lingo ROCKS.
As JA said, bass extension went down at
least another octave. The Lingo took the entire
"cleaning-up" effect of the Valhalla supply
and increased the contrast at least twofold,
as well. But it was the unbelievable tightening-up of the whole bass range and effortless power which the Lingo endowed the
LP12 with that freaked me out the most. The
LP12 Valhalla is no fallguy when it comes to
deep, tight bass, but the Lingo'd Linn is a
whole 'nother ballgame. The more Ilistened
to familiar LPs with the Lingo supply powering the LP12, the more dirty looks Icast at
my trusty Well-Tempered Record Player,
which just shrugged its tonearm and sighed,
"Look, you ain't exactly Jan-Michael Vincent, either."
CIRKUS OR VARGAS?
Toward the end of the review period, Audiophile Systems had the review sample of the
LP12 fitted with their new $495 Cirkus
upgrade (see JA's review last month). The
Cirkus isn't another power-supply upgrade,
but abeefier spindle/bearing/sleeve assembly
for the platter, along with some associated
parts to swap out in the subchassis suspension.
Ihave to say that, while Idid hear an
improvement in the sound of the LP12 after
the Cirkus was installed, it was not the kind
ofjaw-dropping, Sansabelt-soiling transformation that the Lingo provided. The Cirkus
does indeed give the LP12 a significant
increase in detail and transparency, but the
general character of the 'table doesn't change
as dramatically as with the Lingo.
The Cirkus even effected one improvement to the LP12 that, Ihave to admit, Ikinda
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liked better unimproved. Even with the
Lingo supply, the LP12 has anarrow range
in the midbass that remains somewhat
emphasized. Not bloated or slow—just emphasized. Some have speculated that this is due
to cabinet resonances in the LP12's hollow
wooden base; others have said that it's the
Linn which gets the midbass right, and the
rest a' ye kin goo STUFF I'!!
Well, the Cirkus completely eliminated this
li'l quirk of the LP12. After the Cirkus is
installed, it's just gone; in its place is aworld
of detail and information in the low end
which even the Lingo by itself doesn't reveal.
Maybe Ishouldn't be saying this, but I
really liked that li'l bass thang that the preCirkus LP12 did. Iknow, Iknow, I'm supposed to be an unthinking, unfeeling soldier
in my quest for absolute neutrality and
accuracy in the reproduction of music, but
dang-nabbitt, Willie Weeks won't sit his fatback butt down in the middle of my listening
room and WHOMP me any more. Now
whenever Iput on Donny Hathaway Live, he
just shows off all these fast new bass licks he

never used to play on this record before the
Cirkus was installed in the LP12.

SUPER'TABLES

If Icould own any turntable on the market,
it would be the Linn LP12. I've heard various other super-'tables better in narrow areas
of performance, but none offers the combination of sound quality, freedom from constant futzing, and just plain good ol' soul of
the Linn. You can get into the game and get
abig fat chunk of this soul with the LP12
Basik for avery reasonable price, bite off an
even bigger chunk with the Valhalla version,
or go all the way and treat yourself to the
awe-inspiring, fully loaded Lingo version.
Either way, you're going to be playing alot
more records and smiling alot more smiles
than you used to.
With the Ekos arm, Lingo power supply,
and, yes, even the Cirkus upgrade, the LP12
ranks as one of the finest high-end audio
products on the market today. I'm saving my
money as we speak, because, sooner or later,
Iam going to buy one.

AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY PHONO STAGE
Jonathan Scull

American Hybrid Technologies phono preamplifier
Direct-coupled, solid-state phono equalizer/preamplifier. Sensitivity: 100µV. Sensitivity range (for 500mV output at 'kHz):
0.10. Voltage gain: 46-67dB, user-adjustable. Load impedance: user-adjustable. Frequency response: 1Hz-50kHz ±0.2dB.
Polarity: non-inverting. THD (signal level not specified): 0.0015%. S/N Ratio (A-weighted, ref. 500mV output): 98dB (MM),
90dB (MC). Source: manufacturer's loan. Serial number of unit reviewed: 0007. Dimensions: 8.25" W by 4" Dby 2.5" H
(phono stage), 4" W by 6.5" Dby 2.75" Hinc. feet (power supply). Warranty: 5years, limited. Price: $2500. Approximate
number of dealers: 6. Manufacturer American Hybrid Technology, 549 Centennial Avenue, Trenton, NJ 08629. Tel/Fax: (609)
599-3828.
Just as the Trappist Monks of Digital Audio
are once again grabbing at the bellpulls to
ring the death knell of analog, another fine
piece of gear pops up dedicated exclusively
to LP playback: the American Hybrid Technology Phono Stage. To one of the Analog
S
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Committed, this is good news. That the unit
sounds as wonderful as it does is even better
news. Anything else? Pull up apew, Brother.

TECH TALK
The American Hybrid Technology Phono
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Stage is atwo-box unit; the regulated power
supply is attached by an umbilical to the
phono stage proper. A few circuitl blurbs:
shortest possible signal paths; ultra-highprecision, ultra-high-cost, 0.05% Vishay
resistors; Teflon caps (none "crossing" the
signal path); DC-coupled; all silver solder;
and vdH linear-crystal 300µm silver wire
inputs. Substituting internal resistors alters
the overall gain from 46 to 67dli, making the
AHT particularly appropriate for anumber
of the low-output MC cartridges fashionable
these days. Iused a50 ohm value for my
trusty Grasshopper Gold—brisk, light, and
adept on its suspension lo, these many hard
audiophile months. The 'Hopper is also
designer Dan Fanny's reference, mounted on
his tweaked-out Goldmund Reference.
In asimilar fashion, you can change the
input loading resistors for asatisfactory match
with your cartridge of choice. In RF-rich
New York (I knew we were rich in something), 47k is alittle jumpy and noisy, while
loading the cartridges at 50 or 100 ohms was
much easier to set for, and sounded best.
Once the unit has the correct complement
of Vishays snuggled down in all the right
places, the user must adjust for zero DC offset
with the supplied meter and miniature
screwdriver. After placing the unit where it
will be used, plug the RCA probe into one
of the output jacks, and lock and load on DC
millivolts. A pair of pots (one per channel)
serves to null DC out to zero or thereabouts.
After each turn of the DC adjusting screw,
replace the top for amoment and let the unit
stabilize before checking the reading. Then
the other channel, laddie, and you're ready
to play.
A Friendly AHT Phono Stage Warning:
When changing the input loading resistors
or gain resistors, unplug the unit first or Mr.
Fanny will appear at your door, tools in hand,
to repair the inevitable damage, and probably straighten out the electricity in your
1Following the shared power-supply module, which provides apreliminary stage of voltage regulation using Linear
Technologies LT317 and '337 three-pin ICs, the AHT's construction is dual-mono, with two more pairs of '317/337 regulators used to derive separate bipolar voltage rails for each
channel. These regulators are physically dose to the ICs they
serve to provide maximum regulation. The circuitry itself
appears to be based on an ultra-low-noise, ceramic-package
LT1028 op-amp from Linear Technologies running on
±17.7V, with two other unidentifiable op-amps per channel
presumably performing support and housekeeping duties.
The double-sided circuit board appears to be glass-fiber, with
aground plane surrounding the active circuitry.
—JA
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home, or possibly your neighborhood.

SYSTEM
Front End: Forsell Air Force One Mk.I;
Grasshopper Gold cartridge; Shun Mook LP
clamp; Arcici special short Lead Balloons.
Electronics: Convergent Audio Technologies SL-1 Signature preamp; one or two Jadis
Defy-7 Mk.II amplifiers. Speakers: tri-wired
Avalon Ascent Mk.11s, updated Avalon internal wiring harness, Avalon-supplied Cardas
umbilical between crossover and speakers.
Interconnects; XL0 Signature, Wireworld
Eclipse, Purist Audio Design Colossus, American Hybrid Technology Ultra Resolution,
Mapleshade Omega Mikro, Pure Logic Raj,
Reference Line. Speaker Cables: XL0 Signature, Purist Audio Design Colossus,
Mapleshade Omega Mikro Planar, TARA
Labs and Tice power cords. Accessories:
Combak Counter Feet and Resonance control devices, Shun Mook Super Passive Diamond Resonators, Ensemble Tube Sox,
Original Cable Jackets cable wraps, Arcici
Super Spikes and equipment stands, Goldmund Cones, Mango Audio Lab footers,
VPI HW-17 record cleaner, Audio Power
Industries Power Wedge 116, Power Wedge
Type II, and Power Enhancer, MIT ZStabilizer.
Iplugged the AHT into the Power Wedge
116/Power Enhancer combo and found that
areverse polarity receptacle did the trick for
me. Use of the API products lowered the
AHT's already low noise floor.

SOUND
Ibegan auditioning the phono stage by connecting it to the line stage of my reference
CAT Signature with American Hybrid's own
Ultra Resolution cable, which is sheathed in
sleek black and filled with copper to the
nines. Iran short links of the AHT cable from
the Forsell Air Force One Mk.l to the AHT,
and 1-meter pairs from there to the CAT's
line inputs. Another long pair of this lowcapacitance cable carried the signals out to
either my faithful stereo Jadis Defy-7
or to apair of mono'd Defys?
The first thing Inoticed on cranking the
volume was that the AHT was extremely
quiet—much quieter, in fact, than my RF2Internally modified to act as monoblocks, with one set of
input tubes running all 12 6550s. Strapping not recommended.
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challenged CAT Istarted listening with
EllingtonJazz Party in Stereo (Columbia JCS
8127), concentrating, as always, on side two,
cuts 3and 4, "Tymperturbably Blue" and
"Hello Little Girl:' the latter featuring Jimmy
Rushing and Dizzy Gillespie. Cut 3is terrifically ambient, and the deep, wall-to-wall
aural environment should be reproduced
with no restriction and apalpable sense of
the band performing with joy and gusto right
there in front of the listener. On cut 4, Jimmy
Rushing does a little low-level fingersnapping during his number that only the
best systems in top form can retrieve. Jimmy's
voice should also be rendered with atight
center image and agood sense of the original event. Would the AHT phono stage
measure up?
At first blush, the soundstage was just as
wide as it's possible to expect anything to be,
and adequately deep to suggest the original
event. Jimmy's voice was well-focused, and
his finger-popping was right there in the mix
on cut 4, positioned correctly in space somewhat below the mike. Pace and timing seemed
to "fall readily to hand:' as the car mags say.
Images were sharply rendered and layered
in space, and the frequency response seemed
right, with atight, fast bass line complementing the quick and adept handling of initial
transients. The midrange retained all the
important ingredients, and the upper registers
were fast, open, and extended, if abit on the
lean side.
"What does he mean, 'on the lean side'?,'
Ican hear you ask yourself. As aresult of The
Quick Release Teflon Dielectric Cap Syndrome (no smearing) and other design considerations (covered shortly), Dan Fanny's
phono stage comes across sounding clean,
quiet, accurate, articulate, and lean in the sense
that the harmonics are neither overly emphasized nor stripped out. Perhaps it's this
scrubbed-dean presentation that causes strings
to occasionally sound abit hard, but even the
Immensely Audio Jaded" would never label
the unit "hard"-sounding in general. It's a
question of balance, after all. Just season to
taste by choosing the cable that best floats
your boat.
Although the phono stage is extremely
neutral, one might characterize the unit as
ever-so-slightly solid-state-sounding when
directly compared to the CAT, an all-tube
design. It's not that Dan Fanny eschews
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

tubes—he's aregistered, card-carrying tube
guy himself—but he feels that his vision is
better served by solid-state. "I want my
phono stage to sound like NOTHING!" he
told me forcefully and unblinkingly. The
double entendres gave me aheadache as they
whanged around inside my head trying to
escape my tightly closed and smiling mouth.
In comparing the AHT's sound to my
reference CAT Signature, both wired up
system-wide with XL0 Signature (which
Iconsider far and away the best sounding of
all the cables Itried), I'd say that the CAT
delivered amore dynamic (micro and macro),
rounded, full, harmonically rich, tube-like,
and neutral sound. The CAT was less dry,
with anoticeably deeper and wider soundstage, and clearly more palpable and ambient
than the AHT.
The long and short ofit was that the CAT
was more involving. But for the AHT phono
stage to come along and so capably play in
the same Field of Dreams as the big boys is
aremarkable achievement. Inever felt Iwas
being shortchanged by the AHT, never
caught myself harboring adesire to switch
back to the CAT during listening sessions.
Ask me while it's playing if Ilove the AHT
phono stage, I'd say yes. Switch the CAT
back in and ask which Iprefer, I'll tell you
the CAT
Tube fanatics might find Nirvana with the
layering, neutrality, and stunning energy of
the CAT, or the smooth, silky musical presentation allied with vibrant dynamics of the
Jadis JP 80 MC. However, solid-state fanciers will find alot to love in the AHT Phono
Stage, especially at $2500.
TWEAKS & CABLES
Once adjusted for loading and output, the
diminutive, all-IC Phono Stage can be left
to sit like abrick, or adjusted by the tweakish
among us ad infinitum. Iused the heavy Forsell weight on top of the AHT to weigh
down aShun Mook Mpingo disc (the Shun
Mook Record Weight having taken up duties
on the Forsell), and supported the resultant
odd-looking contraption on four small
Combak Counter Feet placed in turn upon
an Ardd Isolation Platform. The power supply was supported on three Mango Labs
footers or Arcici Super Spikes for aclearly
discernible improvement. A scattering of
Original Cable Jackets also lowered residual
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system noise and further opened up the unit.
A dealer Iknow who handles the AHT also
places an Mpingo Disc atop his unit, then
covers that with asmallish Davidoff cigar
box filled with #9 lead shot and puts the
whole construct up on Goldmund cones. I
know of yet another devoted audiophile who
let Fanny solder the wires from his Forsell
directly into the AHT's phono-stage inputs.
Some of us are committed. Some of us oughta
be committed. This direct-connect soldering
is agood idea, of course The powers of KISS
(Keep It Simple, Stupid) and short signal
paths still apply.
The biggest improvement in the Tweaks
'R Us Department came from adding five
Combak Tuning Belts to the circuit board
(four at the corners, one in the middle). Two
Belts were also added to the outer case
between the input and output jacks for both
left and right channels. The addition of the
belts narrowed the apparent differences
between the AHT and my admittedly heavily
tweaked CAT? The bass became tighter and
deeper, kicking out more impact and slam.
Dynamic contrasts were markedly improved,
which may account for the increased inner
detailing Iheard right away. Art Farmer's
fluegelhorn could more plainly be heard to
swing about during the recording of his Perception album (Argo LP-738), the instruments
moving more forward out of the ambient
mix, the recording venue more easily determined. Listening to Ella Fitzgerald's Fine and
Mellow (Pablo 2310 829), Ella's remarkable
voice sounded that much more human,
seeming to occupy "real" space in amore
realistic and relaxed manner.
To further "refine" the tweaks, add Combak/Harmonix Refine RF-414 Tuning Rings
to the phono links on both sides of the AHT
unit and you'll find that the highs open up
and imaging improves; the Rings seem to
attenuate RF at the RCA jack (the RF-414's
inside ring is fabricated of Mumetal). An RF414 ring at the electrical input to the phono
stage further "refined" its presentation.
That's all the good news, tweakwise. The
bad news is the price one has to pay for these
exotic but remarkably effective appurtenances which elevate the AFIT's prowess along
3Combak dots on the main board, Shun Mook Super Passive
Diamond Resonators and Mpingo disc, Ensemble Tube Sox,
TARA Labs Affinity solid-core power cord, all mounted on
an Arcici Isolation Platform/Super Structure rack.
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with its bottom line. But tweak we must ...
For the ultimate tweak, the AHT has sufficient gain that it can be run direct into your
amp(s), bypassing the preamp completely.
You might be tempted, as Iwas, to try this
and use resistors alone to change the volume.
Can you say, "Transparent"? But real-world,
you have to be able to control the volume;
many will chose to line-stage the device. I
suspect it might sound killer in asystem
optimized around apassive unit, or one with
minimalist gain controls. Idid try it with the
beautifully built Reference Line Preeminence
passive preamp, but the 5.5m wire run to my
amps proved too long to sustain the
dynamics.
Being an old XLO hound, Iwired up the
Avalons with the new, fabulous, and immediate-sounding Signature Type 5.1 speaker
cable, which proved to be my favorite. Ialso
auditioned Purist Colossus speaker cable,
which delivered its usual musical, mid-hall,
non-etched but very "rear-sounding, concert-hall-like presentation. Later on Itried
the new and intriguing Mapleshade Omega
Mikro-Planar speaker cable. These goodsounding, harmonically rich, but slightly diffuse (in comparison to XLO), lightly sheathed,
featherweight, flat copper cables surely get
the reward for bizarre cable of the month.
Say, Happy Audio Homemakers, stay away
from them with the vacuum cleaner!
Talcing the absolute hell that is audio reviewing to heart, Iexperimented with the following interconnects: XLO Signature (once
again my preferred connection), Purist Audio
Colossus, Pure Logic's Raj adjustable cable,
and Mapleshade (a Rogaine candidate if Iever
saw one—each strand of this wire is less than
1/3 the diameter of ahuman hair).
The Purist interconnect sounded much like
their speaker cable, but was perhaps atouch
too restrained with the AHT unit. The reasonably priced Raj cables by Pure Logic
proved agood match. This silver-coated copper cable has aslider that's used to change the
point at which the two negative legs of the
wire cross the positive leg, thus "tuning" the
cable—much like setting VTA. Pull the slider
one way for brighter sound, the other for
duller.
It works! Using the adjusters to lock in the
sound, the AHT Phono Stage finally succeeded in sounding sweet on top, aquality
that had gone missing in action up to that
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point in the test period. The Guarneri Quartet playing Mozart String Quartets K.589 &
K.590 (RCA LSC-2888), alater White Dog
Dynagroove (pre-Dynafloppy, however),
sounded utterly sweet and enchanting.
The Mapleshade Omega Mikro interconnect also worked well with the AHT phono
stage, especially when their speaker cable was
in place, its harmonically full presentation
complementing the slightly dry sound of the
AHT. GreatJazz Artists Play Compositions of
Cole Porter (Riverside RS 93515) was killer
with this combo; Iregularly blissed out my
audiophile pals with the luscious, curvaceous,
goosebump-inducing midrange on Herbie
Mann's "Get Out of Town."
If you elect to use the fine-sounding American Hybrid Technology Ultra Resolution
cables, don't be disappointed at what they
sound like at first. Break them in on aCable
Enhancer for at least aweek, then be prepared
for acontinued but slower break-in curve
with music. They will sound thin, bright,
hashy, and just plain nasty for atime, but this
will pass. What you'll wind up with is a
loaded-with-copper warmish sound, alive,
extended, and somewhat analytic, that mates
well with the phono stage no matter the
speaker cable used.

put impedance measured 100 ohms (at lkHz)
for all intents and purposes (99.8 ohms left,
98.9 ohms right). The Al-IT is non-inverting,
apositive-going input pulse emerging as
positive at the output.
The AHT's RIAA response is shown in
fig.l. Any comment would be superfluous,
except to note that it is one of the flattest
we've ever measured. The crosstalk in fig.2
is similarly exceptional for both configurations. Note that, except for the slight rise in
right-to-left crosstalk (MC) above 10kHz,
the high-frequency crosstalk actually de111111001.11112 Applelp 1.1ppld Technelefflhan0 plup1010, 11100 rempenem

•«.
Fig.l AHT phono preamplifier, RIAA error (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N

The measurements presented here for the
American Hybrid Technology phono preamplifier were performed with a47k ohm load
in both the moving-coil and moving-magnet
configurations. Additional measurements
were made with a100 ohm load resistor in
the moving-coil configuration but are not
presented here. They were not substantively
different, except in one or two areas where
our Audio Precision test set's 25 ohm source
impedance into the 100 ohm load resistor was
suspected of causing loading errors. (The
source impedance of typical moving-coil cartridges is far lower than 25 ohms.)
The measured gain with the loading specified above was 39.9dB moving-magnet and
59.8dB moving-coil; somewhat lower than
specified for the MM condition, but more
than adequate in either case for most examples of either flavor of cartridge. The input
impedance, as configured, measured just
under 49k ohms (L&R) for moving-magnet
at lkHz and just over 46k ohms (L) and 48k
ohms (R) for moving-coil. The preamp's outSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Fig.2 AHT phono preamplifier, crosstalk from
top to bottom at 20kHz): R-L (MC), L-R
(MC), R-L (MM), L-R (MM) (5dB/vertical
div.). Measurements dominated by noise.

I

Fig.3 AHT phono preamplifier, THD+noise vs
frequency (from top to bottom): MC, MM,
MC with 400 Hz high-pass filter to remove
hum (right channel dashed).
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creases, indicating excellent decoupling of
the two channels. (In most stereo electronic
components, mutual capacitance between the
left and right channels results in an increase
in the high-frequency crosstalk.)
The AHT's THD+noise is also very low.
Note that, while we generally try for a0.5mV
input in measuring amoving-coil input and
5mV for amoving-magnet, it almost never
works out that way. The results for such low
input levels are almost always dominated by
noise. (This does not mean that the inputs are
necessarily noisy per se, just that the noise
portion of the THD+noise reading swamps
the THD, making the reading less meaningful if we're interested in the actual THD.)
Therefore we increase the input level until
the lkHz reading indicates aminimum or
"saddler rising with lower inputs due mainly
to noise and rising again with higher inputs
due primarily to THD. For the AHT, that
point was 20mV for the moving-magnet
configuration, 9mV for the moving-coil—
the latter, especially, avery high value. (Note
that these input levels were also used in measuring the crosstalk of fig.2, these readings
being similarly sensitive to noise.)
Fig3 is aplot of the THD+noise results.
The top pair of curves is for the moving-coil
arrangement, the middle pair for the movingmagnet. The latter, as expected, is somewhat
lower, but not dramatically so. Isuspected
that noise was still asignificant portion of this
result, since observing the THD+noise waveform on a'scope indicated the presence of
low-level, low-frequency components-60Hz
and higher harmonics of that frequency.
Plotting the curve again for the moving-coil
configuration after inserting a400Hz highpass filter into the measurement chain produced the bottom curve shown in fig.3—a
significant drop from the full-range measurement in the top curve—confirming my suspicions about noise playing amajor role in
this measurement. The filtered movingmagnet result is not shown, but is very close
to that for the filtered moving-coil setup.
The AHT's overload margin is good. For
moving-magnet, the 1% THD+ noise level
was reached at 92.5mV input (9.1V output)
at lkHz, 10mV input (9V output) at 20Hz,
and 1.05V input (10.9V output) at 20kHz.
The corresponding values for moving-coil
are 10.6mV input (103V out) at
1.1mV
input (9.9V output) at 20Hz, and 109mV
164

Table I. THD+ noise IkHz,
moving-magnet
Input
THD+n
87mV
0.023%
91
mV
0.023%
92mV
0.053%
93mV
1.45%
92mV
1.49%
89mV
I.74%
87mV
2.02%
86mV
0.023%

input (11V output) at 20kHz. All overload
readings were made with an unequalized
input signal; the differences with frequency
are due to the inherent nature of the RIAA
curve (a much-lower-level signal is engraved
in the equalized groove at 20Hz than at
20kHz). Taking the RIAA equalization into
account, these figures are equivalent to overload margins of between 253dB and 26.8dB,
which is excellent performance. However,
when the AHT reached its overload points,
it did so quite abruptly.
One peculiar aspect of the MIT's overload
performance was observed only in the midband, and only in the moving-magnet configuration. After 1% THD+noise was reached,
gradually backing off the input level from
that point did not result in an immediate return to lower distortion levels. The THD+
noise continued to increase until the input was
dropped by several millivolts. This is more
clearly depicted in Table 1. The measurement
sequence runs from the top to the bottom of
the table; the readings were taken at lmV
steps, though several are omitted here (they
are not needed to make the point). Only the
left-channel results are shown; the same
observation was made on the right channel,
with only slightly different results.
In other words, the THD+noise level
"sticks" at overload and is slow to recover.
The output also began clipping asymmetrically on encountering overload, with the bottom of the waveform limiting first.
While unusual, this overload characteristic
will never be encountered if you don't drive
the inputs into overload—something you're
unlikely to do with the AHT using phono
pickups that have typical moving-coil or
moving-magnet output levels. In all respects
likely to be of audible significance, the AHT
phono preamplifier's test-bench performance
is excellent.
—Thomas J. Norton
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CONCLUSION

When push comes to shove, I'll keep my CAT
(at twice the price) for, among other things,
the exquisite way it renders human warmth
of emotion, as heard when listening to the
sublime Harry on Belafonte at Carnegie Hall
(LSO-6006). If Iwasn't so spoiled by my
CAT Signature, I'd swing for this thing in a
minute. The overwhelming feeling one gets
is that of neutrality, transparency, pace, and

faithfulness to the music. "You get what you
pay for" still holds true, of course—for the
most part. Ithink the AHT phono stage's
$2500 price is abargain for the performance
offered. You won't easily find apreamp at less
than the cost of the CAT with aphono stage
like this—especially these days, when phono
sections are becoming but an afterthought
in line-stage-only CD engines.
—Jonathan Scull

ATMA- SPHERE MP-1 PREAMPLIFIER
Steven Stone
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Atma-Sphere MP-I preamplifier

Full-function tube preamplifier. Phono stage gain: 54dB. Line-stage gain: 8dB unbalanced, 14dB balanced. Phono overload:
500mV (frequency not specified). Distortion: not specified. Frequency response: 0.1Hz-400kHz ±3dB. Frequency range:
2Hz-100kHz, phono stage; 2Hz-350kHz, line-stage. Dimensions: two boxes, each 17" W by 5.5" Hby 13" D. Weight: 56
lbs. Warranty: 2years, 1year on tubes. Price: $6800; up to $11,240 with modifications. Approximate number of dealers:
IS. Manufacturer Atma-Sphere Music Systems, 160 S. Wheeler, St. Paul, MN 55105. Tel: (612) 690-2246. Fax: (612) 645-3675.
When Ralph Karsten, Mr. Atma-Sphere,
offered me an MP-1 to listen to after the '93
Las Vegas CES, Iquickly accepted—especially as Ihad to ship my Dennesen JC-80
Mk.II Gold back to Beverly, Massachusetts
for adjustments. Ralph showed up in his
monster '74 Chevy Blazer 4x4 with the very
same MP-1 that he'd just demonstrated at

CES. We spent most of aday setting up the
MP-1 and listening to records (setup took
only 10 minutes). After dinner we went over
to visit J. Gordon Holt. We chatted over his
kitchen table until lam, when Gordon's son
called him on the phone to ask us to "pipe
down." The tyranny of youth!
Before Ishipped off the Dennesen the next
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day, Idid several hours of A/B listening to
the line-stages of the two preamps. Iwas very
surprised by the results. I've been using various incarnations of the JC-80 since early
1985, and have rarely heard apreamp whose
line-stage didn't sound inferior. The MP-1
is an exception. Not only did Ihear no harmonic colorations or "enrichments" of the
spectral balance, as I've heard from amajority
of tube line-stages, but the Atma-Sphere's
soundstage was about 15% larger than the
JC-80's. Instruments aren't any bigger (no
Imagus elephantitis), but the space around them
is. The MP-1 also has more air around each
instrument, and the space is defined in afar
more three-dimensional manner. Even more
striking is the MP-1's ability to make it easier
to listen into the mix. This transparency and
soundstage three-dimensionality is present
with every signal source, even video and FM.
The "Tonight Show" band never sounded
so good.

ERGONOMICS

Iput agreat deal ofimportance on how apreamp's controls are arranged. A properly
designed preamp must have a polarityinversion switch, abalance control that allows
for extremely fine adjustments, and enough
phono-stage gain for there not to be noise
audible at regular listening levels.
The Atma-Sphere's front-panel configuration consists of alarge, easy-to-grip volume control flanked by each channel's trim
controls. To the right of one trim control is
an On/Off toggle switch. To the left of the
other trim control are three vertically arrayed
LEDs—the bottom one lights up when the
unit is turned on/ while the upper two come
on only if DC offset is present (at which
point the instructions tell you to "TURN THE
UNIT OFF IMMEDIATELY"). Farther to the left
are arow of toggle switches labeled Phono/
Aux 1, Aux 1/Aux 2, Tape 1/Source, Tape
2/Source, and Invert/Non-Invert. The front
panel is arack-mount face made of 1
/"-thick
4
aluminum in abrushed-gold anodized finish.
The MP-1 is set up for balanced output only.
In addition, most of its inputs are XLRbalanced (including the phono input). The
only RCA-type jacks are for the tape-monitor inputs. Ispent about an hour making
1Ho Chi Minh reading from his Prison Diaries (CMS 109)
seems to turn it on the quickest—guess Igot aleft-of-center
Atma-Sphere
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three sets of RCA-to-XLR input adapters and
one XLR-to-RCA output adapter (for amplifiers lacking balanced-line inputs) so Icould
easily use the MP-1 in both my systems.
The all-tube MP-1 uses 12AT7, 12AU7,
and 6SN7 tubes in the main box, and a6080
tube in the separate outboard power supply.
The 12AT7s are used in the phono section,
while the 12AU7 is the high-level input gain
device. The MP-1 features balanced passive
phono EQ, and only three gain stages from
phono to high-level output: two for the
phono section and one for the line-level.
The MP-1's trim control governs the two
halves of adifferential amp (the 12AU7)
through aresistive network that limits the
gain variation to 8dB per side. This is very
much a"hot rod" design; if the two halves
of the 12AU7 are not very closely balanced,
tiny amounts of DC offset will be generated
as you turn the trim pots? In extreme cases,
power amps with hair-trigger protection circuits will trip if you turn the trim pots too
quickly.
The 6SN7 tubes are used, not for voltage
gain, but as output line-drivers. The MP-1
is the first tube preamplifier that Iam aware
of that has all-differential design and adirectcoupled balanced output that can drive low
impedance loads.
Much has been written about the relative
merits of balanced XLR-terminated lines; I
have only alittle to add to this discussion. In
my tests with the Dennesen JC-80 Mk.II
Gold, which has both balanced and RCA
outputs, Ifound that alow-priced 15'-long
balanced XLR cable from ACT was superior
to an equal length of RCA-configured singleended Wire World Eclipse cable. When a15'
run ofEclipse in balanced XLR configuration
was substituted for the ACT cable on the
Atma-Sphere MP-1, the Wire World was
clearly superior. But the difference was much
less than the difference between the RCA and
XLR cables on the JC-80.
In my system, balanced lines reduced the
sonic differences between cheap and expensive cables in amajor way. Ieven tried some
really cheap 10e/foot., 25'-long Belden microphone cable between the MP-1 and the
2Inside the chassis Iwas surprised to see, fastened to the rear
panel, two electric motors driving potentiometers. As these
are connected to the front-panel DC offset LEDs. Iassume
that the motors are used to implement DC-canceling servo
circuits for the two channels.
—JA
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Atma-Sphere MA-1 amplifiers used for most
of my testing. Not only was the mike cable
listenable, but, again, the differences between
it and premium wire of two-thirds its length
weren't nearly as dramatic as I've come to
expect from single-ended RCA terminations.
What all this means to the high-end buyer
is that it's possible to use less expensive interconnects when you run balanced lines 3(especially if you have runs over 20'). While Idon't
recommend that you hurry out to replace
your premium interconnect cable with Radio
Shack's finest, you may find that savings realized by using amid-priced XLR balanced
interconnect instead of apremium-priced
RCA unbalanced cable may pay for most of
your next big-ticket component purchase.

SOUND

Idon't really care how the Atma-Sphere
stacks up against other "world-class" preamps; whether the MP-1 is aCAT-killer or
an ARC-eater is atask I'll leave to those better
qualified and more concerned. What matters to me is how well the MP-1 reveals and
delivers the musical information in my library
of LPs, CDs, and master tapes. In my listening sessions—for associated equipment used
in this review, see the sidebar—I discovered
that the MP-1's ability to bring me closer to
the original musical event was head and
shoulders above that of any preamp I've ever
heard in my home system.
Starting at the bottom, the MP-1's low
bass was quite remarkable. Atma-Sphere lists
the MP-1's frequency response as 0.1Hz400kHz ±3dB. Whew! According to the
specifications, the JC-80's frequency response
is flat, with less than 0.5dB variation between
8Hz and 30kHz. Even so, the MP-1 had
more apparent low- and midbass than the
JC-80. This wasn't loose, corpulent, or sluggish bass; it seemed airier, with more impact.
Was this "extra" or "flabby" bass? Not to my
ears. On Michael Ruff's Speaking in Melodies
(Sheffield Lab CD-35), the bass was tight,
well-defined, with the slam that Iknow is
present in the recording. On Giles Reaves's
"Aurora" (track 2) from The Absolute Sound's
Hearts of Space sampler,4 the MP-1 handled
the bass fundamentals very well, retaining
both their air and impact. On Robert Rich's
3I'd like to caution readers that not all XLR-balanced terminations are equal, some manufacturers refining to embrace
the 600 ohm defacto professional standard.

"Sagrada Familia" (track 4), the MP-1 handled the two double-bass fundamentals
beautifully, with clear separation between the
two different tones.
As would be expected from atube preamp,
the MP-1's midrange was exquisite. The lack
of grain in the midrange made it easier to discern the music's textures. On recordings
where the piano and organ double, or play
the same musical line, it was easy to separate
the two parts, not only because of the spatial cues (each instrument remaining in its
place), but also because the lack of smearing
made it easy to hear into the mix. On Sheila
Chandra's Roots and Wings (Indipop SCH5),5
"Shanti, Shanti, Shanti" features several
different tablas, congas, and gongs; the texture, impact, and location of each percussive
instrument was clear and immutable within
the soundstage, and doesn't shift in size or
location regardless of how much other stuff
is going on in the mix.
The MP-1 wasn't guilty of classic tube
midrange "bloom," or of romanticizing the
midrange. If arecording was nasty, like the
MC-5's Kick Out the Jams (Elektra EKS74042), the guitars sounded nasty and
grtuigy. Nirvana's Nevermind (Geffen GEFD24425) didn't sound sweeter or softer than
it should, and at sufficient spls (99dB peaks)
it still curled my nose-hairs.
The MP-1's upper midrange and treblefrequency presentation was quite neutral to
my ears, sounding neither sweet nor cold.
Upper-treble extension was natural without any noticeable rolloff, ringing, or artificial
extension. On Robert Rich's "Sagrada Familia," the opening bells sounded very natural
with no extra zing, zazz, or hardness. The
MP-1's top end will not remind you of the
sound of eggs frying, as did early solid-state
preamps.
The MP-1's uncanny ability to preserve
4Several people have commented on how ironic it is that a
magazine that has always made apoint of using the sound of
acoustic instruments in alive environment as the primary
benchmark of sonic excellence should make their first release
aCD of primarily synthesized and artificial sounds. Since I
was at one time co-owner of arecord label that specializes
in "the therapeutic use of sound" (Spirit Music), Ihave no
problem with the more commercially oriented music of Hearts
ofSpace. In the words of Charles Ives's father, one must "learn
to stretch your ears" (and hearts).
5This superb recording of fascinating Third World popular music is performed by an amazing singer who makes most
Western female popular vocalists sound like the amateurs they
are. Oh, yes, Ralph Karsten first turned me on to this
recording.
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and transmit spatial information may be its
most outstanding feature It's interesting that
on recordings in which depth is artificially
created, such as Dire Straits' Brothers in Arms
(Vertigo B24 499-1), the sense of depth was
no greater than with the JC-80. But with
recordings with natural depth, such as many
of my master tapes of the Boston Philharmonic recorded with atwo-mike crossed
figure-eight configuration, depth was superior to that heard with the JC-80, or with anything else I've heard in my systems.
The MP-1's soundstaging characteristics
were scary. Not only was there more musical
information near the outer edges of the
soundstage, well beyond the speaker boundaries, but the information had depth and
three-dimensional palpability even at those
edges. With most preamps, I've come to
accept acrescent-like curvature of field at the
outer edges of the soundstage that truncates
depth and stacks instruments atop one
another. Not so with the MP-1. On Amahl

and the Night Visitors (RCA LSC-2762), the
stage was miked with three spaced omnidirectional mikes. When singers walk across
the stage while singing, they should not seem
to move forward and backward. No pre/
power amp combination I've ever heard
(except for two) can re-create the circular
pickup pattern of these three omnis in such
away that, when Amahl skips across the
stage singing "I can dance, Icanjump, Ican
run!" (two-thirds of the way through side
2), it does not sound as if he is traveling in a
zigzag pattern, moving forward as well as
sideways as he enters each mike's "sweet
spot." Only the Conrad-Johnson Premier 3
mated with the C-J Premier 1amplifier, and
the Atma-Sphere MP-1 mated with the MA1amplifier, ever re-created the omni's pickup
pattern in athree-dimensional way that let
me hear that Amahl is not moving forward,
but laterally into the "sweet spot" of each
omni mike. Even middling equipment can
reveal the differences in volume as Amahl

A M ATTER OF TASTE

Large Listening Room: Ihave two listening rooms. My large room is 24' by
20' with a7' 2" pyramid-shaped ceiling
that vaults to 25' and is topped by a5' by
5' pled pyramid. The floor is poured concrete with a3'-wide border of slate and
an inlaid 15' by 15' wood parquet center
insert. Construction is post-and-beam
with plasterboard walls. The room is not
perfectly rectangular, having atriangular
extension on one side and opening onto
the kitchen on the other. The floor is covered with several Oriental rugs, positioned
depending on what speakers are used.
Apogee original Full-Range speakers
live full-time in my large room (at 350 lbs,
they don't go very far very easily); other
transducers (currently Green Mountain
Audio Diamantes) are sometimes used
after the Apogees have been slid out of the
way. The big room's other permanent
resident is aVP! HW-19 MkV turntable
with aBright Star TNT base mounted
with aSouther Triquartz arm carrying a
van den Hul MC-1 cartridge Ihave three
dedicated 15-amp lines: one for front-end
components, two for power amps.
Small Listening Room: The small
168

listening room is also my video room, and
measures 16' by 13' with a7' 2" ceiling
that vaults to 17' in apyramidal shape
with a4' by 4' pyramidal plexi skylight
making up its apex. The floor is poured
concrete with an inlaid-slate 3'-wide border around a71
/'
2
by 71
/'
2
inlaid square of
carpeting. Construction style is post-andbeam, with two sides having plasterboard
walls, one side aconcrete wall, and alarge
closet with bi-fold doors taking up most
of the fourth wall.
The room is treated with Cornetrunes
and EchoTunes from RoornTune, and four
16" by 16" RoomTune "clouds" are suspended from the ceiling so that each is a
couple of inches in from one of the
corners of the pyramid ceiling. A polyester quilt covers the bi-fold doors behind
the listening position; this knocks down
rear reflections and bass leakage into the
closet. A 5' by 7' Turkish rug lies atop the
carpeting, directly in front of the speakers.
Speakers are usually 3' to 4' out into the
room along the 16' wall. In between the
speakers is aProton 331 monitor (a JGH
castoff) resting on abutcher-block table
that is exactly the same width as the mon-
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moves into each mike's range. But none can
retain the subtle spatial information that must
accompany the dynamic information if he
is to be perceived as traveling laterally.
Every preamp I've ever heard has apoint
where the sound gets harder as it gets louder.
The MP-1 was no exception, but its hardness set in at amuch higher spi than other
preamps I've experienced. Where Inormally
listen at 90dB peaks, Ifound that with the
MP-1 Iwas consistently listening at 96dB
peaks to the same material without any sense
that Iwas listening to alouder source or that
the music was getting "screamy." Also, the
MP-1's "startle factor" was truly startling.
Ican't begin to tell you how many times during the course of my listening Ifound my
head being instinctively jerked up in reaction to some sound within amix. The MPl's ability to retain dynamic contrasts between different instruments was uncanny.
On Jefferson Airplane's Bless Its Pointed Little
Head (RCA LSP-4238), Jorma Kaukonen's

itor. Beneath the monitor are stacked Beta
and VHS VCRs and alaserdisc player. All
components (except the power amps,
which are usually behind the speakers) are
ranged along one short wall in one of the
three equipment racks Ireviewed in
October. Distance from listening position to speakers is between 7' and 8'. Ihave
three separate dedicated power lines in this
room: one for front-end components, one
for power amps, and one for video gear.
Components: Ido quite abit of swappingout of components during the review
process to make sure that the sonic characteristics are aresult of acomponent's
intrinsic performance, not aresult of
equipment interactions.
Speakers used in the small room during
the review period were the Paradigm
Reference Monitors, Maston Audio Reference Monitors, Quad ESLs with SW-57
subwoofers, and Vision Acoustic Soloists.
Power amps were the Parasound HCA2200 II, Atma-Sphere MA-1.1, and a
heavily modified all-triode Harman/
Kardon Citation II. And preamplifiers
were the Atma-Sphere MP-I, Dennesen
JC-80 Mk.II Gold, Vendetta SCP-2a
phono preamp, and Parasound P/LD-1500.

guitar leaps out of the mix from time to time.
Every time this happened, Ifound myself
surprised by its dynamic freedom and independence.

PHONO SECTION
It's ironic that aproduct designed by atotally
over-the-top analog fanatic should have
problems in the phono section. Two of the
three gain stages in the MP-1 are for the
phono section, but I'm afraid that owners of
low-output moving-coil cartridges may find
the phono section's S/N inadequate for their
favorite cartridge. Itried as many different
makes of 12AT7 as Icould lay my hands on
to try to squeeze every bit of signal Icould
out of the MP-I. Ifinally settled on RAM
TubeWorks Super Select low-noise tubes
($60 each retail!) for the primary phono position. Still, using my EMT/van den Hul cartridge (0.75mV output), the noise of electrons
rushing through the tubes was as loud as
many recordings' surface noise.

Additional analog reference gear consisted of aChadwick/Thorens 125 Mk.II
with aGraham 1.5 tonearm and AudioQuest B-200 MH, van den Hul MC-1,
Denon/van den Hul 103C, E/VIT/van den
Hul, ADC XLM-1, and aFidelity Research FR-1 Mk.III. For digital, Iuse
Kinergetics KCD-40 and SOTA Vanguard players.
Interconnects included AudioQuest
Diamond, Wire World Eclipse, Straight
Wire Virtuoso, Straight Wire Maestro,
Ensemble Reflexe, ART Synapse, and a
Cardas Hex-Gold DIN-to-balanced
phono cable. Speaker cables included
AudioQuest Clear 2Hyperlitz, AudioQuest Sterling 2Hyperlitz, Straight Wire
Virtuoso, Straight Wire Maestro, Wire
World Ellipse, ICimber KCAG-4, and
ART monolith. Power cables used were
from AudioQuest, Music and Sound,
ART, and Straight Wire.
Other accessories used regularly in my
system include RoomTunes, ASC Tube
Traps, Original cable wraps, Chang Lightspeed 1500 power filters, PAC IDOS, and
RF-blocking cable rings from AudioQuest, Music and Sound, and Dynaclear.
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After living with the absolute quiet of the
JC-80 and Vendetta 2a phono units, it was
difficult for me to acclimate to the level of
tube noise generated by the MP-1's phono
stage. Perhaps with acartridge whose output
was 1.5-2.0mV, the tube noise on the phono
stage would be tolerably low But listening
to baroque vocal music—or anything with
alot of silence—with a0.75mV-output cartridge can be trying. Tubeaholics will probably find it easier to "listen through" the tube
noise glued like lint to the front of speakers
than will those habituated to solid-state
silence.

THE ULTIMATE TWEAK PREAMP?

enhancements for the MP-1, including a
resistor upgrade ($1300), volume-control
replacement with an aerospace-grade resistor
array ($2000), nautical damping material
treatment ($800), and aRAM tube set ($60/
tube times 14 tubes = $840). If you decide
to "max out" your MP-1, it could up the
total price to $11,240, or even more if you
have it rewired with your choice of special
wire. Excuse me while Ihyperventilate.
While it benefits from tweaks, the MP-1
is not a"twitchy" preamp; it's very stable and
reliable, and many repairs (usually tubes
going bad) can be effected in the field by even
the only moderately technically competent
(like me). The day after Igot the MP-1, an
"experimental" tube, substituted by AtmaSphere for the usual 6080 power-supply
tube, arced over? After a10-minute call to
the factory, during which Imeasured several
test-point voltages on the circuit board (all
test points are clearly marked on the board),
we determined that when the power-supply
tube had arced, it had taken out the four opamps that drive the DC offset servo adjustments. New op-amps and anew tube were
shipped out that day; after afive-minute
installation, the MP-1 was working perfectly,
and has worked flawlessly since.

After spending about three months with the
MP-1, I've come to realize that wringing the
optimum performance from this unit is for
the truly dedicated tweak. Mer about aweek
and ahalf, Ralph Karsten sent me aset of
Atma-Sphere's tube damping rings ($2/tube).
These non-reusable rings reduced microphonics and tube ringing substantially (this
determined by ahighly scientific "ping test":
tap the tubes at high volume levels and see
how much "ping" you get). While the MP-1
was substantially less microphonic than
many tube preamps I've tested, it was still
subject to some microphonic colorations if
not isolated and tweaked to minimize air and
SUMMARY
floor-borne feedback. Atma-Sphere uses
I've often railed against audio reviewers who
nautical damping material in achassis upgush over reviewed products, or claim imgrade that is highly effective in reducing the
proved standards for neutrality, transparency,
chassis cover's ability to sing along with the
and musicality for every new piece they
music. (I was sent some of this material,
review. As Iread back through this MP-1
installed it myself, and, yup, it helps.) Probreview, Isee that I'm guilty of doing just that.
ably the best tweak of all would be to put this
I've just pulled aSaint Paul: "The good that
preamp—and all your other front-end gear
Iwould do Ido not, while the evil that I
—into aroom different from the one your
would not do Ido." Damn. Any attempt on
speakers are in. That's it—build anew room,
my part to reduce my enthusiasm for the
or perhaps aspecial soundproof equipment
MP-1 in print or in the real world has been
closet for your front-end gear. The ultimate
futile. I'm quite entranced by this preammodification: home remodeling.
plifier.
Every time Itried adifferent brand of tube
During my first three months with the
in the MP-1—especially in the phono section
MP-1 I've tried to find things Idon't like
—I heard adifference in the sound. While I about it, and Ihave found apaltry few. Iwish
was never able to make the MP-1 sound bad,
the phono stage was quieter, and less sensitive
better tubes resulted in substantial improveto individual tube weirdnesses. Iwish the
ments over the untweaked, "base level" perMP-1 had RCA single-ended as well as
formance. Atma-Sphere offers many optional
Iacquired an AudioQuest BH-200 cartridge with 2.0mV
output to try out. With the BH-200, tube noise was reduced
to well below the threshold of the record surface noise, but
there was still some background noise.
170

7This tube, never used on production units, was left in my
MP-1 review sample as an oversight; Atma-Sphere knew it
to be subject to catastrophic arc-overs. Ralph Karsten was testing the tube in his demo unit to see how long it would last
before arcing. Murphy's Law states that if apiece of equipment
will go down, it will always do so while in areviewer's system.
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damage to the power supply had serendipitously cured the hum.
The MP-1's balanced output impedance
at lkHz measured 134 ohms in the left channel, 140 ohms in the right. The line-level
input impedance at lIcHz was very high (generally desirable), at 540k ohms in the left
channel and 600k ohms in the right with the
level control at maximum, increasing to
approximately 1megohm at low and intermediate control settings.
For the phono stage, the input impedance
at lkHz was just under 37k ohms in the left
channel, just over 40k ohms in the right. The
output impedance at the tape outputs was
1090 ohms with a50 ohm source impedance,
and increased only slightly to 1200 ohms
with a600 ohm source impedance, indicating
buffering on the tape outputs. This is a
moderately high tape output impedance;
those using the tape outputs should insure
that the device being fed from them (likely
either atape deck or signal processor of some
sort) has acompatible input impedance-10k
ohms or more should be adequate.
Though the DC LEDs weren't lit, the DC
offset at the MP-1's outputs measured a
rather high 55mV in the left channel, 34mV
M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
The MP-1's power supply had been routed
in the right. However, it was of opposite
via Atma-Sphere for service prior to compolarity and equal amplitude on the positive
and negative legs of the balanced output (no
ing here for measurements. Even so, after
most of the line-stage measurements had
single-ended output is furnished). This
means that the DC offset will cancel out if
been made, something apparently went awry
abalanced connection is used to the power
internally, causing aresistor on the output
stage of one channel to burn out. (I had noted
amp. Though the MP-1 under test had no
during the measurements that the output
single-ended output, users tempted to drive
an unbalanced amplifier from asingle leg of
readings, as monitored on our 'scope, were
the MP-1's balanced outputs should take care
abit unstable.) After the whole kaboodle—
preamp and power supply—was returned to
that the amplifier is not DC-coupled. A
Atma-Sphere for further service, the MP-1
single-ended DC offset of 55mV fed into an
arrived back in full operating order. Apparamplifier with atypical 30dB of gain and flat
response to DC will result in aDC offset at
ently, further repair was done on the power
supply, though it had only been serviced a the amplifier's output ofjust under 1.8V—not
week or two before. In addition, the blown
enough to damage aloudspeaker, but enough
resistor was replaced, as were two weak tubes
to cause anoticeable offset of the woofer (a
typical crossover network will block any DC
and athird tube which had been broken in
transit. Atma-Sphere also said that something
to the midrange and tweeter). This offset will
in the transformer (or the transformer itself
typically increase the woofer's distortion by
—I'm not certain which) was shaken loose
positioning its voice-coil asymmetrically in
in shipment and had to be repaired. The meathe magnetic gap.
The preamp inverts from its inputs to its
surements were now stable. In addition,
main outputs despite the fact that both are
Atma-Sphere apparently also did something
to lower the mechanical hum which SS combalanced; apositive-going, single-ended sigmented on above; Ididn't notice it on the
nal connected between pin 2(positive conbench. Perhaps the repair of the shipping
vention) and pin 1(ground) of the balanced

balanced XLR outputs, so it would be more
compatible with amplifiers that have only
single-ended RCA inputs. Finally, Iwish that
the MP-1's power supply didn't hum faintly,
since my listening rooms are so quiet that I'm
hyper-aware of every hum and buzz.
The Atma-Sphere MP-1 isn't a"perfect"
preamp, nor is it perfectly transparent or
neutral—nothing is. However, Ifound no
major flaws that would permit me to crow,
"Ah-ha! You see? It's far from perfect!"
Unlike some folks who can fall back on technical theory to justify their enthusiasms, I
have only my ears (and aRadio Shack soundpressure meter) to support my position. Ido
know what Ihear, and Istill attend enough
live symphony concerts for periodic reality
checks, that Ibelieve what Ihear. My ears
(and my heart) tell me that the Atma-Sphere
MP-1 is avery special preamp.
I've always felt that the highest praise a
reviewer can bestow upon aproduct are the
three little words, "I'm buying it:' The AtmaSphere MP-1 has tripped that special little
switch deep inside my head. What more can
Isay? Yes, I'm buying it.
—Steven Stone
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inputs reads as inverted at the balanced output. The same arrangement feeding into the
phono inputs reads as inverted at the tape
output. This can be compensated for at the
main outputs by the phase-invert switch on
the front panel. The switch, however, does
not affect the tape outputs.
Line-stage gain (aux input to line output)
measured asensible 19.5dB. The gain of the
phono stage (phono in to tape out) measured
45dB. (All phono-stage measurements were
made with the standard phono stage input
load: je, without external loading resistors
attached.)
The line-level frequency response of the
MP-1 is shown in fig.l. The four curves indicate that the high-frequency rolloff changes
significantly depending on the position of
the level control. Unusually, the largest
change is from the fill-up setting to the 3:00,
-8.8dB setting of the control (top and bottom
curves respectively), the high frequencies
coming back up again at lower settings. To
better depict this, fig.2 shows the change in
response as the level control is backed off
from the full setting (top curve) one click at
atime. The bottom curve in fig.2 shows both
the 3:00 setting and the next higher step—the
two curves overlay each other. The rolloffin
the 3:00 position, while not severe, should
be audible. Figs.1 and 2also indicate that the
channel matching is not good, the right
channel having about 0.8dB more gain than
the left. In mid-rotation, each step of the level
control results in an approximate 2dB change,
and the trim controls for the left and right
channels have arange ofjust over 6dB.
The RIAA error of the phono stage is shown
in fig3. The response linearity at the high end
is not very well maintained, the rolloffbeginning well within the audible range. While in
absolute terms the deviation from flat
response—reaching -13dB at 20k}z—is not
extreme, it will cause an audible softening of
the top octaves. Note that this measurement
was taken at the main output of the preamp
with the level control at maximum, which
will give the maximum HF extension—see
fig.l.
Our usual practice is to take all of the
phono-stage measurements at the tape outputs; when we did this, we obtained the
curves shown at the bottom of fig.4. (Note
carefully this figure's expanded scale.) The
phono response, as taken from the tape out172

puts, falls off dramatically at the high frequencies—in this case adrastic and clearly
audible response loss of 6dB at 20kHz.
Strangely, the response at the tape outputs
from aline-level (aux) input (shown displaced
at the top of the graph for clarity) is flat at the
high end but severely rolled off in the bass.
Since these response deviations are not evident at the main outputs (except for the level-

Fig.I Atma-Sphere MP-I, l'ne-stage frequency
response (from top to bottom): volume
control full, at 9:00, at 12:00 (unity gain),
and at 3:00 (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.). Note 0.8dB difference
between channel gains.

Fig.2 Atma-Sphere MP ,Inc-stage frequency
response (from top to bottom): volume
control full, at —I.8dB (one click), at —4.6dB
(two clicks), at —6.8dB (three clicks), and at
3:00/-8.8dB (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Atma-Sphere MP-I, RIAA error measured
at main outputs (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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ing very asymmetric coupling.
control-related changes and the RIAA
The MP-1's line THD +noise vs frequency
response already noted), there are evidently
is shown in fig.6: 100mV at the line input,
some unusual interactions going on where
the main circuits connect to the tape output
5mV at the phono input. The distortion is
stage—interactions which are different for
respectably low across the full range The disthe line and phono inputs.
tortion as observed on a'scope was primarily
A rather busy fig.5 shows both the linesecond harmonic and noise The background
level and phono crosstalks. The line-stage
noise does have a120Hz diode switching
crosstalk at the bottom is excellent, the small
noise component, however, as shown by
rise at the top end showing only minimal
fig.7, which shows the noise waveform. The
visible spikes have a120Hz repetition freinterchannel (capacitive) coupling, which
quency, and alower-level high-frequency
typically increases the crosstalk with increasing frequency. The phono crosstalk is, as
component can also be seen.
expected, higher. Though we have measured
Finally, the MP-1 would accept aline
input level of 4.24V (left channel) and 4.28V
much lower phono crosstalk on other preamps, the MP-1's interchannel separation
(right) before reaching 1% THD +noise
should cause no audible problems—it is
(resulting in outputs of 38.2V and 41.6V,
superior to even the best phono cartridge I respectively). The phono overload margin
know of. Though we normally measure the
was similarly good: 1% THD +noise was
reached at an input of 70mV at lkHz, 370mV
phono crosstalk only at the tape outputs, here
I've also shown the phono crosstalk as taken
at 20kHz, and 7.5mV at 20Hz. The differfrom the main outputs; note that, channel to
ences between these levels are due to the
channel, it is more consistent from the main
characteristics of the RIAA curve—the meathan from the tape outputs, the latter featursurements were made with an unequalized
input—and are equivalent to overload mar1111/180141111 PAgieghen11011.11444e steul neporme
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Fig.4 Atma-Sphere MP-I, R AA error (bottom)
and line-stage response (top) measured at
tape outputs (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Atma-Sphere MP- ,THD+no"se vs
frequency (from top to bottom): phono in,
tape out; line in, line out (right channel
dashed).
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Fig.5 Atma-Sphere MP-I, crossas k(from top to
bottom at I
kHz): R—L (phono in, tape out),
L—R (phono in, main out), R—L (phono in,
main out), L—R (phono in, tape out), R—L
(line in, main out), L—R (line in, main out)
(I0dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7 Atma-Sphere MP-I, waveform of residual
noise at main outputs (10ms time window).
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gins of 22.9dB, 17.4dB, and 23.5dB, respectively, which is good performance, if not
meeting the "500mV" specification.
The measured performance of the Atmasphere MP-1 is disappointing in several areas.
The unusual performance of the tape outputs
would be aconstraint against making critical
recordings from them, the RIAA response

of the phono stage could be flatter, the response of the line stage varies with the setting
of the level control (though not to an alarming degree), and the DC offset is unusually
high (though this will not be aproblem in
balanced operation and/or with non-DCcoupled amplifiers).
—Thomas J. Norton

SONUS FABER M INIMA AMATOR LOUDSPEAKER
Martin Colloms
Two-way reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 4" (100mm) polypropylene-cone woofer, 1.1" (28mm) silk-dome tweeter.
Crossover 2kHz, 6dB/octave slopes. Sensitivity: 87.5dB/W. Impedance: 6ohms. Internal volume: 11 liters. Dimensions: 13.5"
(340mm) Hby 8" (200mm) W by 12.6" (320mm) D. Price: $30001pair, matching stands cost $950/pair. Approximate number
of dealers: 26. Manufacturer Sonus Faber, Via L. da Vinci 63, 36057 Arcugnano (VI), Italy. Tel: (39) 0444-962699. Fax: (39)
0444-962687. US Distributor Sumiko, 3101 Telegraph Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax: (510) 843-7120.
Sonus Faber is on aroll. This small Italian
company with ataste for solid wood enclosures—often constructed in quartersawed
walnut—offers arange of costly compact and
miniature two-way loudspeakers that has
gained aconsistently high level of approval
by reviewers.
At atime when the compact, floorstanding
pillar speaker is becoming increasingly popular, Sonus Fabers need—no, demand good
stands. Any old tubular steel frame just won't
do; even less abookcase, sideboard, or coffee
table. Steel pillars filled with sand or lead shot
(or, in my case, stands made from highdensity Welsh Precambrian slate) serve these
strongly styled speakers well. They reward
the listener who chooses carefully with better
sound quality.
By far the most unusual in the range is the
aptly named, $12,500/pair Extrema (which
Ireviewed in Vol.15 No.6, p.133), and whose
highly involving musical performance earned
it aplace in Class A for smaller speakers. Iand
other Stereophile writers have also enjoyed our
respective encounters with the smaller Electa
Amator (reviewed by Jack English in Vol.15
No.10, p.187), finding that it provided agood
proportion of the Extrema's performance, but
at amuch lower price ($5000/pair). Larry
Greenhill was also impressed with the tiny,
$1800/pair Minima FM2 last April (p.225),
which features arelatively conventional, rectangular enclosure.
Franco Serblin, Sonus Faber's founder and
designer, has recently attempted to repeat his
past successes by introducing another small
174

Sonus Faber Minima Amator loudspeaker
package (11 liters internal volume), the Minima Amator, which features the "sculpted"
hardwood enclosure similar to that of the
Electa Amator. How successful will this newcomer be at sounding like its bigger brothers
in the bass?

QUARTS IN PINT POTS

The well-defined laws of acoustics say that
if you halve aloudspeaker's enclosure volume, virtually halve the radiating area of the
woofer, and substantially reduce the size of
its reflex port, less bass will be produced.
Happily, subjectivity can partly contradict
this theoretical view, since the perception of
bass quality and quantity is dependent on a
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range of factors, some of which have little to
do with the bass range as it's technically
defined.
For example, if alittle speaker appears to
lack low frequencies, just turn down the treble adB or so. There will now seem to be
more bass. This may sound like heresy to
someone concerned with the niceties of
RIAA phono-cartridge equalization to the
last 0.1dB, but a±3dB operating window
for amplitude is quite common in good loudspeakers. Moreover, even this tolerance is
generally obtained only on the unit's best,
designer-optimized (le, fixed for the review
measurement!) axis.
Even within anarrower ±2dB tolerance,
there is still awide range of tonal shadings,
perspective control, and overall balance
adjustments available to the speaker designer.
Those involved in designing small free-space
speakers know that their wider directivity
at mid and high frequencies creates abrighter
in-room sound than is obtainable with a
larger speaker having similarly flat axial frequency response. If asmall speaker is designed to measure as flat as possible on-axis,
its in-room sound will be rendered lightweight, subjectively lacking even the good
midbass that it is quite capable of reproducing. In practice, many small speakers are
given aresponse that is mildly down-tilted
with rising frequency. This helps balance out
the in-room sound power characteristic. A
ldB drop in level per decade of frequency
from 500Hz upward is generally sufficient
to give asubjectively neutral tonal balance.
Another "trick" is to adopt ahigher Q factor in the alignment of the speaker's bass.
"Q," aterm borrowed from electrical theory, measures the "goodness," or "quality
factor," of acoil inductance in aresonant circuit. The lower the losses, the higher the multiplying factor for voltage in the circuit.
Damping—stemming from electrical resistance or mechanical losses in the speaker's
moving and/or acoustic ports—lowers Q. An
electrical coil may have aQ of 200 or more
at its best operating frequency, which implies
avery high response peak—the very thing
that we wish to avoid in speakers. For example, abass Q much greater than 0.5 is likely
to result in aboomy, one-note bass associated with the resonance frequency.
Low Q values are desirable in bigger speaker
systems capable of offering good available
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

power at frequencies below 35Hz. A Q as
low as 0.3 can be reached, resulting in the
potential low-frequency resonance being
totally suppressed relative to the prime response. However, compromises are possible in smaller systems. Where deep bass is
impractical due to the laws of acoustics,
pumping up the available bass with ahigherthan-normal system Q of, say, 0.8 or 1gives
the system more kick in the bass than
expected. The loss in transient precision and
evenness in bass tune playing may be subjectively acceptable.
Another design factor is impedance. If a
given 8ohm-rated miniature comes out at
amoderate 85dB/W sensitivity with the
required bass response—in general, for a
given box size, the better the bass extension,
the lower the sensitivity—its apparent sensitivity may be boosted 3dB by halving the
system impedance to 4ohms. It will draw
twice the current, hence twice the power
from the amplifier to achieve that 88dB/"W"
sensitivity, but most modern units won't
mind this, especially in view of the sensible
constraints on maximum operating level
imposed by the smaller drive-units.
Interestingly, due both to this impedance
trick and to their generally lower sensitivity, smaller speakers often benefit from being
driven by surprisingly large amplifiers. If a
small amplifier is used with asmall speaker,
the combination of amplifier overload and
speaker limiting is clearly worse than each
considered on its own. The extra headroom
of the big amplifier yields amore dynamic
and expressive result.

THE MINIMUM MINIMA

Featuring ahandsome, sculpted, solid-walnut
enclosure, the Minima Amator's frontal aspect is narrower than the diameter of its bass
drive-unit. As aresult, the enclosure has a
stepped-out section to accommodate the
woofer. This is mounted vertically in line
below the tweeter on the baffle, which is
covered in grained black leatherette that helps
to seal the drivers in place. Unusually, the
front baffle is vertical and the back panel
tilted. It's usually the other way around, as
in the case of the Wilson WATT
The two flush-fitted drivers are a100mm
bass mid and a28mm dome tweeter. The
former is exclusively built for Sonus Faber
by SEAS in Norway, and consists of adeeply
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flared, vacuum-molded polypropylene cone
LISTENING
terminated in alow-hysteresis half-roll surOn the system-matching front, the Minima
round made from arubber-based comAmator must be taken seriously. It may be
pound. The design choice was made in favor
small, but it's an audiophile loudspeaker; it
of bass articulation, not perfect cone control
likes audiophile support. A mid-priced CD
in the midrange The cone has asurface millplayer and matching amplification didn't do
ing, distinguishing it from the usual molded
much for it. A suitable baseline amplifier
finish. The 150mm chassis basket is die-cast
would be aKrell KST-100 or the equivalent
from magnesium alloy, and supports agood—one could work up from there. If reasonsized 90mm-diameter magnet.
ably high sound levels are required in mediumThe tweeter, made by Dynaudio of Densized rooms, amplifiers of up to 150Wpc may
mark, is one of the most costly examples of be used with caution. However, rock or party
the genre available. This 28-series unit has
use at such power levels will no doubt kill the
adamped silk dome, an elaborate set of antiMinima Amator, since the effective thermal
reflective and cavity-damping features, and
rating of the main driver is under 40W Ft/V1S.
alarge rear-loading chamber for aclean
Ifound the PS Audio UltraLink, fed by a
response in the fundamental treble range.
Meridian 200 transport, worked well with
Good crossover-region behavior is assured
the Minima Amators, in conjunction with
because of the wide overlap in the driveaConrad-Johnson PF1-L or Audio Research
units' intrinsic bandwidths.
LS3 control preamp.
Featuring fundamental 6dB/octave slopes,
Comparison speaker systems included the
the crossover network itself has alarge ferriteSpendor SP2-2, B&W 805, KEF R103/4,
cored inductor in the bass unit feed. In the
TDL Studio One M, and the Electa Amator.
treble section, the usual series capacitor is
Ifound bi-wiring worthwhile, even with
supplemented by ashunt inductor to help
such moderately priced cables as TARA Labs
better shape the low end of the treble acoustic
single strand or Mission Cyrus. The Minima
rolloff. A series resistor sets the correct treble
Amators were also transparent enough to
level. The electrical connections are hardshow the virtues of such exotics as Siltech,
wired to the drivers. Good-quality goldSilver Ribbon, or van den Hul Revolution (a
plated binding posts are fitted for normal or
half-price-thinner Revelation). Interconnects
bi-wiring.
were by Siltech and vdH.
Rigid, heavy cabinet work, with superb
About 25 hours of pink noise at around
finishes such as are found on high-quality
10W average power helped run-in the speakfurniture, are consistent features of the Sonus
ers prior to review. Customers might expect
Faber line. Much of the sturdy case is up to
the sound of their new speakers to free up
11/
4" thick, and panel resonances are well
after about two weeks. This unavoidable
controlled. The speaker is only 13.5" high
settling-in period often explains why those
by 8" wide, and measures amaximum of well-used demo speakers sounded better at
12.5" at its deepest point. The enclosure is
the dealer's showroom than do your new pair
lined on the back and sides with ahigh grade
fresh out of the box. Be patient.
of 30mm acoustic foam, thick enough to trap
Initial tests with the Minima Amators
the main modes of internal reflection. Overdirected at the listener position indicated condamping and consequent excessive losses
siderable strengths mixed with atendency
have thus been avoided.
to "boom'n'tizz," afake sound boosted for
Bass reflex loading is achieved for this
effect in the bass and treble The bass was sursmall box by asmall, rear-mounted port
prisingly full for the size of the box, how33rnm in diameter and 105mrn long. Excesever, and could be controlled by placing the
sive air turbulence is avoided by carefully
speakers 3' to 4' from the back wall. The treflaring the external port exit, though no
ble remained prominent until Irecalled Ken
equivalent treatment is present inside HowKessler carping about the severe toe-in
ever, the port is carefully placed so that the
required by these miniatures in HFN/RR.
internal entry is located at astanding-wave
Well, such placement may be aesthetically
minimum. (If the Electa Amator is ever
sub-optimum, but the proof was in the
revised, adding this detail from the Minima listening.
Amator's construction will be of benefit.)
With the speaker axes set to cross well
176
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ahead of the listener(s), the best-focused
listening area was narrowed, but Icould now
enjoy fine tonal balance and excellent focus
while sitting in the favored central position.
At last, this speaker began to swing. Much
of the sonic character of the bigger and more
costly Sonus Faber models was present.
With their positions and toe-in optimized,
the Minima Amators were put through their
paces with the usual range of musical material. Most of the time it felt as if abigger
speaker was in the room. The bass was full,
avoided outright boom, and gave agoo d
impression of weight and scale—including
low E on the electric bass guitar (
41 .
2Hz)
,
reproduced at afair power level.
The port loading was geared to "tighten
up" due to port compression and seco ndharmonic forcing ("doubling") when the
speaker was played loud. Yet it was possible
to forgive the system for this misbeh avior
because it didn't seriously upset the overall
sound. The midrange remained firmly in
control of detail and stereo focus.
One listener described this behavior as a

spacious soundstage, imbued with good
depth and arewarding level of transparency,
was comparable with those of costly exotics,
even that of the Extrema itself.
The Minima Amator was well-balanced
in the treble, not too sibilant or edgy, yet crisp
and open with very good transient definition. The treble was detailed and accurate,
with no grain or "whistles." Mid/treble
integration was fine, and the treble also managed to keep step with the midrange in terms
of space and ambience.
Dynamics were lifelike within the Minima
Amator's moderate power compass, somewhat compressed if the speaker was driven
harder. It also possessed good rhythm ,im mediately involving me with its good ren dition of the pace and timing content present

in good recordings by fine musicians.
The Minima Amator showed no partic ular preference for rock or classical material,
another indication of awell-balanced musical
heart. Its ability to work well with, and benefit from, high-quality sources was coupled
with aforgiving, unfatiguing nature that
found favor with my ear.
variable Q reminiscent of the action of the
Idid not like the rougher,less focused
similarly small port on the old Spendor Bd.
sound with the grilles in place (see "MeasureAt moderate levels, this system had quite a
ments"). My advice is to remove the grilles
high Q value: 1.1 to 1.2. This gave some bass
for all but Muzak-type material.
lift, asort of "loudness compensation?' As
the power level was raised, however, the
M EASUREMENTS
increasing port turbulence rendered it inefWith alm standard microphone position, the
fective. The effective Q became lower,result Minima Amator's sensitivity was judged to
ing in alower, tighter, nearly sealed-box
be 875dB/W (an 8ohm watt this, 2.83V), and
alignment. Similarly, the Minima Amator
was close to spec and to the industry avermanaged, with the help of psychoacoustic
age. This is rather higher than other miniatolerance, to sound big at low levels and still
tures such as the LS3/5a or the SL600, which
be quite well controlled at higher volumes.
achieve 80-81dB/W. This sensitivity figure
e
Minima
Amator
has
a
clean,
clear
Th
midrange—the saving grace of many potenwas not unduly prejudiced by the impedance
daily inadequate miniatures. This added
(fig.1), which never fell below 4ohms (3 ohms
much to the perception of the speaker's good
is the baseline on the graph). The average
articulation and tune playing in the lowvalue was 6ohms. The speaker is amoderate
frequency range. Without this, the bass could
amplifier load; anumber of the more loadwell have sounded cloudy and mushy.
tolerant tube amplifiers of up to 75Wpc would
A mite recessed, the Minima Amator's fine
do well driving it. The in-box resonance for
rnidband responded to firm driving, which
the bass driver was 78Hz, the port tuning frehelped to bring the soundstage forward to
quency 43Hz. The lower second anti-phase
normal presentation, another psychoacoustic
resonance occurred at 30Hz. (On many
loudness effect. Overall, the speaker's midlarger systems this feature is off the graph,
range was pure, even, and capable of natuin the infrasonic region below 20Hz.)
ral vocals, and provided anice sense of space
Given anominal 100W peak-program inbehind the frontal image. The latter was
put, the Minima Amator should be capable
crisply focused, as it should be with asmall,
of fairly loud 102dBA sound levels in an
low-diffraction enclosure such as this. The
average-sized lounge. Levels much below
WorldRadioHistory

99dBA result in impaired realism on music,
while levels above 105dBA are generally
enough for most enthusiasts. On the other
hand, 110dBA is needed for atruly loud rock
or stadium atmosphere. Such sound-level
differences readily swamp 3dB amplifier
upgrades, say from 100Wpc to 200Wpc.
For the axial lm graphs (fig.2), Ihave chosen an amplified scale of 24dB overall to help
show sufficient detail when the graphs are
scaled to the printed page. The overall response (solid trace) met afine ±2dB tolerance from 80Hz to 18kHz, despite the low
rolloffrate and single-pole crossover design.
The acoustic summation of the drivers looks
good (the changeover can be seen to be centered on 2kHz). The upper range of the bassmid unit was particularly smooth, in contrast to the increasingly used metal-cone units
that tend to ring strongly an octave or so
above the crossover point.
Under quasi-anechoic conditions, the -6dB
bass rolloffwas found to be set at 65Hz, with
auseful extension to 50Hz under room loading. Yet this measurement didn't convey the
quality of healthy bass that Iheard. For more
technical evidence concerning overall per-

ceived balance and bass extension, an analysis
of the 1
2 -octave averaged room response
/
(fig.3) is essential. With the standard 50dB
amplitude presentation, the test result was
remarkably good. The energy output from
lkHz upward shows textbook quality. The
rolloff at the highest frequencies is correct,
and due to the finite radiating size. In addition, the speaker appeared to drive the room
well at low frequencies, the final fall-off not
beginning until below 40Hz—exactly as heard.
An echo of this fine result at upper frequencies may also be seen in the set of forward anechoic responses (fig.4), where the
30° and 45° off-axis results were particularly smooth and well-balanced. The overall
grouping of responses was very tight for this
critical 25dB display, suggesting ahighly
coherent acoustic output with wide directivity. This reinforces the strong toe-in
required to get the best first-arrival tonal
balance.
The overall distortion was low—typically
under 0.5%—at "normal" 90-95dB sound
pressure levels, and was also of low harmonic
order. Distortion was inevitably higher at low
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Fig.1 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, electrical
impedance (2 ohms/vertical div., graph
baseline at 3ohms).

Fig.3 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, '/3-octave,
averaged room response.
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Fig.2 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, individual
anechoic responses of woofer and tweeter
and combined anechoic response on HF axis
at Im. (Dashed trace is corrected LF.)
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Fig.4 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, off-axis
response family at I
m: reference response
on tweeter axis (top, solid curve); response
15° above tweeter axis (dotted); response
30° laterally off-axis (short dashed); and
response 45° off-axis (long dashed).
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frequencies. For example, at 60Hz at 96dB,
5-10% of second and third harmonic was
audible, but was by no means fatal to the
sound. The Minima Amator's good Q and
effective port limited distortion in the bass
to alevel that was rather better than average
for this size and class of speaker.
To see the effect of the grille, look at the
dotted line in fig.5. This shows the response
errors measured on-axis that occur when the
grille is on—ugh! The other near-central line
on this graph deviates little from the reference, and shows the high quality of pairmatching for this speaker, even in the crossover range—any disparity between the two
Truster FmAls• Ampltsde - U ass it.,

speakers is within ±0.25dB right up to
20kHz. Such an excellent result is known to
be of great help in stabilizing stereo focus.
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Fig.6 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, impulse
response on tweeter axis at 1m (8ms time
window, 20kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.5 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, difference
between on-axis responses of two samples
(solid curve), and difference in on-axis
response made by grille (dashed). The latter
changes by +I.5dB, —5dB, depending on
vertical listening angle.
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Fig.7 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Energy-Time
Curve (ETC) on tweeter axis at 1m,
unwindowed (solid), Blackman-Harris—
windowed (dotted) (8ms time window,
20kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.8 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, cumulative spectral-decay plot at Im, 0.1 ms risetime.
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Fig.9 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, cumulative spectral-decay plot at I
m, 0.2ms risetime.

While the impulse response (fig.6) didn't
CONCLUSION
show atheoretically desirable linear-phase
Beneath the elegant, furniture-grade cabinet
result, it was fast and did clear quickly. Simiof the Minima Amator lies an engineered
larly, the ETC curves (fig.7), unwindowed
heart of great integrity. The engine is sound,
and Blackman-Harris-windowed, indicated
verified by measurement and listening. It was
good transient performance.
particularly rewarding to find reflected in the
Two waterfall decay plots are shown. The
technical results the subjective areas of good
first (fig.8) has an amplified 25dB view and
transparency, low fatigue, and good dynamics,
afast 0.1ms filter risetime to elucidate the
as well as fine transient definition and tonal
early decay behavior. The undisturbed
balance, good room-matching, and good
"field" and the open, mainly "white," rear
amplifier compatibility. This small but finely
"cliff" are signs of excellent early decay, confinished speaker delivered ahigh-quality
firming the subjective results for clean tranpunch which belied its size. If space is limsient definition that Iparticularly noticed on
ited or interior decor demands asmall visacoustic guitar and cymbals. In fig.9, the
ual profile—and if great, natural stereo
amplitude window is 50dB with the filter set
sound is amajor requirement—this miniaat 0.2ms. This setting encourages greater
ture is firmly recommended. It will also make
resolution of longer-term, frequency-depenagreat primary source for subwoofer sysdent modes. Aside from aminor local effect
tems. Once again, Sonus Faber has shown
at 16kHz, the result is really good, with
that good judgment in balancing the conflictnothing dominating the field and no longing demands of engineering and sound qualterm modes associated with coloration or a ity can produce aresult that subjectiveià
loss of transparency.
exceeds the sum of its parts.

M ERLIN EXCALIBUR II LOUDSPEAKER
Jack English
Three-way, five-driver, ported, dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: two 8" Peerless woofers, two 4.5" Vila midranges, one
I" Elac aluminum-dome tweeter. Crossover points: 500Hz &3kHz. Frequency response: 30Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Impedance:
180
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8ohms (4 ohms minimum). Sensitivity: 90dBIWIm. Dimensions: 64.5" Hby 14" W by 17" D. Weight: 210 lbs each. Warranty: 5years parts and labor. Price: $8400/pair (light oak finish); S9100/pair (black lacquer finish). Approximate number of
dealers: 10. Manufacturer. Merlin Music Systems, 4705 S. Main St., Hemlock, NY 14466. Tel: (716) 367-2390. Fax: (716) 367-2685.
Despite displaying its products at nearly
every CES since 1985, Merlin remains essentially unknown in the US. Problems have
plagued the company in this country: key
suppliers have gone under, marketing efforts
have lacked focus, and the principals of the
company seemed to have gotten caught up
in audio politics.
Overseas, however, it's been adifferent
story. Merlin has apparently achieved success
in Germany, Japan, Korea, Austria, Norway,
and Indonesia. More than 85% of Merlin's
products leave the US—the company sells
in more foreign countries than it has US
dealers. Merlin products have received superlative reviews abroad, but success has been
built on anumber of things besides pure performance. Non-US audiophiles appreciate
such things as fit and finish, separate level
controls for the midrange and tweeter drivers,
an easy impedance load (described by Merlin's Bobby Pallcovic as "non-bizarre"), high
sensitivity (90dB/W/m), fittings for either
three or four spiked feet per speaker, and
built-in mass-loading.
In America, though, all that counts is sonic
performance. That's the focus of this review.

EXCALIBUR

Merlin's new Excalibur II is huge: 65" high
and 210 lbs heavy. It's made even more
ominous-looking by the permanently fixed,
wraparound grilledoth that covers both sides
and the front of the speaker. The top, bottom, and back are finished with lovely golden
oak plates. Under the grillecloth round,
wooden support corner poles run the height
of the cabinet. Like every pair of Ils, mine
arrived with engraved terminal panels noting
that this pair was made specifically for its
owner: "Handcrafted for Jack English," it
read.
Inside is athree-way, five-driver "disappearing point source"—ie, the drive-units are
vertically in-line and symmetrical about the
centrally placed tweeter. Iwas somewhat surprised that the 1" aluminum-dome tweeter
is placed above the ear height of the typical
seated listener (ie, 42" from the floor). Spaced
equally above and below the tweeter are 4.5"
midrange units bracketed by apair of 8"

woofers, each woofer in its own ported bin.
The upper woofer fires out of two ports at
the rear, the lower woofer from two ports at
the front. The drivers are doser together than
in Merlin's earlier flagship, the Signature
Four, achange calculated to improve driver
integration for alistener seated closer to the
speakers.
The full-height cabinet inside the grillecloth is made of acomplex resin compound
resembling strengthened egg crates. The
intent of this radical departure from the
cabinet-building philosophies of virtually
all other speaker manufacturers is to offer a
cabinet that is rigid yet slightly compliant.
As Iunderstand it, the design goal was to
allow the cabinet to dissipate resonances at
lower levels over amuch wider frequency
range instead of settling for asmall number
of resonant frequencies much higher in
amplitude. This approach remains open to
further discussion and broader experimentation.
Hidden inside the Eaccalibur II are numerous braces, brackets, and foam liners, plus 70
lbs of sand for mass-loading. Banished from
earlier models are protective wire screens
over the drivers (hooray!). The crossover
transition points are specified at 500Hz and
3kHz, and first-order, 6dB/octave slopes
were selected to smooth out driver-to-driver
tonal transitions and to minimize phase
anomalies. Other features include Cardas
internal wiring, German Acoustics spiked
feet made of steel, and dual Edison Price copper binding posts. And, after endless hours
of listening, Merlin decided to use three different types of solder at critical points, none of
it silver-based.

GOOD PARTS

After huffing and puffing for acouple of
hours to get these 210-lb speakers (250 lbs
each in their shipping crates) into the house,
unpacked, and set up in my listening room,
Iwasn't about to walk away. Break-in requirements or not, Iwas determined to do
some serious listening. My expectations were
not high; many foreign reviewers have
remarked on the long break-in time necessary for various Merlin speakers, and my
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own experience with the company's earlier
Signature Fours had forewarned me.
Iopted for Dean Peer's splendid Ucross CD
(Redstone RR91012), which John Atkinson
had called a"stunning outing for solo bass
guitar" (Vol.16 No.2, p.101). Much to my
surprise, the Excaliburs far exceeded my conservative hopes. The bass was very dynamic,
powerful, and open. My only complaint was
that it was somewhat slow, and, to the sides
of the listening position, less well-defined.
There was arealistic image of asolo performer at center stage behind the speakers.
There was also an ample sense of air and spaciousness surrounding Peer's bass. Individual
notes could clearly be heard, vibrating and
decaying in real physical space. On cuts such
as "Tommy," the power and authority of the
Excaliburs came to the fore. Right out of the
box, they significantly exceeded both my
sonic expectations and my memory of the
Signature Fours.
A recording I'd listened to often with the
Fours was the Original Cast performance of
The Phantom of the Opera (Polydor 831 273-2).
The recording of the organ that represents
the Phantom contains plenty of bass information, but, unlike on the Peer recording, a
host of other things are going on. The
Excaliburs clearly surpassed the Fours with
their powerful, open, dynamic bass. Contrasts between loud and soft passages were
dramatic, the speakers moving vast amounts
of air and exciting all sorts of things in my
listening room. It wasn't the quantity or
extension that had changed, but the quality
of the bass and the resolving power of the
Excaliburs at higher volume levels. They
were consistently cleaner and airier, which
resulted in much better reproduction of lowfrequency ambient cues.
Bass definition could have been better,
especially from positions other than the primary listening spot. The only reason Iheard
this effect was because Ispent areasonable
amount of time listening off-axis. The
speaker was otherwise afine performer from
multiple listening positions. The Excalibur
II is not ahead-in-a-vise design. Iwas unsure
of the source of the bass shortcomings offaxis because Icould not rule out the amps I
was using (Jadis Defy-7s), or my room
(which remains problematic below 65Hz
despite all my efforts to improve things).
During the break-in period, Ilistened
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extensively to both analog and digital frontends. The more Ilistened, the more Irecognized the Excalibur's substantial improvements over earlier Merlin designs. The
Excaliburs came alive at lower volume levels
than the Signature Fours, played extremely
loudly without glare or hardness, and presented awide, deep, and open soundstage.
In virtually every regard, the Excaliburs are
arefined and evolved design.
As the weeks rolled by, my perception of
the Excaliburs developed along two separate
paths. First was the musical path, and the
pleasure Iexperienced in listening (more on
that later). The second—the review path—led
me to concentrate on an assessment of the
parts that were to make up the whole. As
expected, both strengths and weaknesses
emerged. With its high sensitivity and
moderate impedance, the Merlins consistently sounded effortless, powerful, and
dynamic. A wonderful example was the
"Dragnet" track from Art of Noise's In No
Sense? Nonsense! LP (Chrysalis OV 41570).
This popular dance-club mix needs to be
played loud, but many audiophile speakers
unfortunately lack the requisite bottom end,
dynamic range, and ability to play both
loudly and cleanly. The Excaliburs, however,
were very much at home with this type of
music.
The Merlins' dynamic, effortless power
was apparent with six different amps ranging
in output power from 30W to 200W—the
speakers were clearly an easy load. More
important, there was no change in any aspect
of their character when played at louder
levels. They didn't get hard, produce grain
or glare, or get muddled or confused. They
simply performed as big speakers should. On
many occasions Idrove them to 100-105dB
peaks with no sign of strain. At these levels,
large-scale orchestral works and agreat deal
of rock were simply exhilarating.
Their soundstage furthered the Excaliburs'
sense of "bigness." In my listening room, I
was able to move the speakers 8' apart (from
center to center) while still maintaining a
focused image at center stage. The stage was
presented behind and around the back of the
speakers, affording amid-hall seat. Depth
was also effectively portrayed, especially at
center stage. These soundstaging strengths
allowed the speakers to differentiate the original spaces of each recording, from locations

as diverse as David Manley's oft-praised
studio (eg, Josh Sklair's Josh, VTL 013) to
cavernous halls and churches (eg, Michel
Corette's "Grand Chorus with Thunder"
from Gargoyles and Chimeras, Delos D/CD
3077).
Depth was somewhat foreshortened toward the outer edges of the stage, with
sounds occasionally collapsing toward or into
the cabinets. This effect occurred more frequently on multitracked popular efforts such
as the 4Non Blondes' "What's Up" (from
Bigger, Better, Faster, More!, Interscope 921222). With meticulous care in setup, the big
Merlins had the ability to lock-in aprecisely
defined, rock-steady, three-dimensional set
of images. An interesting illustration was
Roger Waters's Amused to Death (Columbia
CK 53196, SBM version). While many of the
all-over-the-room QSound effects could be
heard off-axis, the spatial wonder of this
recording was particularly enthralling from
the primary listening position.
The Excaliburs located the soundstage
just above eye level, which was consistent
with the acoustic centers of the vertical inline driver arrays. As promised by Merlin,
sounds from the different drivers at different frequencies were vertically centrally
located within abroad horizontal plane, the
speakers producing afrequency-related locational coherency. Unlike some speakers, the
bass didn't come from somewhere near the
floor while treble information was located
at or near the tops of the boxes.
Speaking of boxes, the Excaliburs were
remarkably free of box-like, or closed-in,
colorations. One of their most arresting
characteristics was an overall openness (eg,
the Sldair or Peer recordings), with air around
individual instruments and are-creation of
the recording space itself.
Of course, the most critical area of performance is always the midrange, the domain
of the human voice. In this area, the speakers
were first-rate—smooth, warm, and full.
Harmonic structures were natural from
sources as diverse as Chris Isaak's haunting
solo voice (San Francisco Days, Reprise 451161, LP) or the full bloom of the London Symphony Orchestra (Rimsky-Korsakov's Capriccio espagnol, Telarc CD-80208). One of the
keys to the Merlin's midrange magic was the
way the speaker blended the upper bass and
lower trebles into the midrange. Throughout
183
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this broad range, the character of the speaker
was cut from the same cloth. As apianist
moved from the center of the keyboard in
either direction, the sound clearly came from
the same piano without changing its fundamental character. The broadened midrange
was particularly satisfying with the full tonal
splendor of an orchestra such as the Royal
Philharmonic (Berlioz, Symphonie Fantastique,
Chesky CR1). This surprised me somewhat,
given the 500Hz crossover point between the
lower-midrange units and the woofers. A
second key to the midrange performance was
the total absence of any additive coloration.
There was no grain, glare, harshness, sibilance, or other non-musical intrusion.

PARADOXICAL PARTS

While the sound from the Excaliburs was
consistently open and spacious, it was also
somewhat of aparadox. After prolonged
listening, Ifelt that the uppermost trebles
were softened and mildly attenuated. Sounds
such as the triangle on Rachmaninoffs Vocalise (Athena ALSW 10001), or the wealth of
high-frequency information on Andreas
Vollenweider's Caverna Magica (CBS MK
37827), were less obvious.
Since the speakers had level controls for
the ¡nids and highs, Iwanted to turn up the
tweeters' outputs. Unfortunately, this wasn't
possible—the level controls for the tweeters
can only be turned down relative to what is
stated to be aflat position.
This caused me to put together afew more
pieces of apossible puzzle. The Merlins
sounded best when aimed straight ahead,
which keeps the listener off the direct axis
of the tweeter. Merlin recommends using the
speakers in alive (as opposed to dead) room.
In alive room, the treble level is more prominent without resorting to increasing the
tweeters' output. Has Merlin pushed the Elac
aluminum-dome tweeter to its upper operational limit? Have they purposely designed
the speaker to restrict the attention that the
tweeter draws to itself? While all of this is
purely speculative, the circumstantial evidence was enough to attract my interest. But
the more important finding was the Excalibur's sonic performance; despite being abit
soft, it was musically satisfying.

BAD PARTS
The Excalibur's faults were those of omis184

sion. Music always sounded clean and clear,
but was abit slow, slightly rounded, and
somewhat less revealing than Iprefer. Everything that was there sounded fine, but not
everything that should have been there was
there. An interesting example is the sound of
people walking on gravel in the beginning
sections of the Vollenweider recording. With
the Merlins, these sharp, crushing sounds
were softer and less attention-grabbing.
The biggest problem for the Excaliburs
was the bass. The deepest bass was attenuated, which was obvious throughout the
Delos organ recording mentioned earlier.
This deep-bass shortcoming was inconsistent
with the Excaliburs' big-speaker performance in other areas. While there is admittedly little information in the deep bass, it is
often this very region that is of greatest
interest to audiophiles in search of large loudspeaker systems. The Excaliburs will not
satisfy anyone who is adamant about performance in the bottom octave.
While the deep-bass attenuation was
intentional on Merlin's part, it was the
Excalibur's midbass that frustrated me the
most. It was mildly ragged, uneven, and
lacked articulation. Certain notes were
pumped up to an unrealistically high level,
jumping out of their musical contexts. In
addition, the lack of bass clarity detracted
from pitch understanding and rhythmic
integrity. Sustained notes through the midbass were particularly odd-sounding (eg, the
bass line in Suzanne Vega's "Bad Wisdom,"
99.9°F, A&M CDB 0005). The uneven levels
and lack of definition sounded more like a
combination of standing waves or resonances
than elements of the music. However, the
fault here may have been caused by interactions between the speaker and my room. Perhaps TJN and/or JA will shed some light on
this issue after listening to the speakers in
different rooms.
Idid much of my early listening with one
or two Jadis Defy-7 amplifiers. While MC
did not take the Defy-7s to task in the midbass area (Vol.16 No.4, p.196), they certainly
do not exhibit state-of-the-art midbass performance. In an attempt to eliminate the possibility of the Merlins' midbass problem
being introduced by the Defy-7s, Iinserted
asolid-state Octave Research OR-1 into the
system. (JGH praised this amp's bass performance in Vo1.11 No.1, p.106.) As I'd hoped,
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midbass clarity improved with the OR-1,
though the frequency performance remained
somewhat uneven. But the improved midbass wasn't enough to offset the loss ofJadislevel performance in other areas.
Since the OR-1 was an older design, I
thought it might be better to use asolid-state
amp that offered state-of-the-art performance in the bass but was also abetter performer across the board. Dan D'Agostino
came to my aid by loaning me aKSA-100S,
one of the very latest generation of Krell
"Sustained-Plateau Biasing" amplifiers! This
amp gave me the option of single-ended or
balanced operation, plus dual outputs for biwiring. Iwas able to use it in various ways
with the speakers to get to the bottom of the
bass issue.
The Krell significantly improved the Merlin's bass performance in terms of clarity, but
it was still mildly uneven in level. There were
pluses and minuses with each amplifier, but
the Krell proved to be abetter match for the
Merlins than the Jadis. Iwas still unhappy
with the uneven midbass performance,
though, and substituted aPioneer PD-S95
transport for my Theta Data. Given the S95's
lighter tonal character, the midbass unevenness was further smoothed (or at least somewhat obscured). Next to go were the NBS
Signature interconnects, then the Cardas
Golden 5-C cables, in favor of the Magnan
Type Vi. These changes again lowered the
relative level of the midbass, which diminished, but did not entirely eliminate, the
uneven performance.
If Ihad had asolid-state preamp or acartridge with alighter balance on hand, they
would have been the next changes. In a
review published in Germany's HiFi Exklusiv,
the reviewer felt the Excalibur's midbass was
alittle loose, but reported that he improved
it significantly by using acomplete set of
German Acoustics steel cones. Merlin now
supplies these cones with each pair ofExcaliburs (presumably having recognized the
midbass difficulties discussed above). K.W.
Cheung's review in Hong Kong's Audio Technique also addressed what he called aslightly
rounded bass. He partially disassembled the
speakers and removed the foam inserts from
the woofer compartment ports. Iopted to
bypass this alternative, but hope its possible
1TJN is currently working on areview of the larger Krell
KSA-300S.
—JA
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merits are addressed in "Manufacturers'
Comments."
SUM OF THE PARTS
The Excalibur II is the most refined and bestsounding product yet released by Merlin. It
demonstrated superiority in virtually every
regard over the Signature Four from which
it evolved. Given its size and price, nothing
less would have been acceptable. A big
speaker designed for abig listening room,
it is unlikely to perform optimally in an
undersized room. In addition, it has been
purposely designed for use in alive environment.
Despite the Excalibur's shortcomings, I
traveled down an entirely pleasurable path
with the review pair. No matter how the
speakers performed under the scrutiny ola
review, they were always easy to listen to,
erring on the side of the musical. With the
exception of the nagging midbass difficulties,
the Merlins' faults were subtractive. They
didn't reveal every nuance, but everything
they did reveal was clean and clear.
The speaker's deepest bass has been intentionally attenuated and the highest trebles are
also slightly attenuated. The area of greatest
concern was the uneven midbass. With careful selection of ancillary equipment, especially the amp and speaker cables, Iwas able
to tame these shortcomings but never entirely
eliminate them.
The Excaliburs didn't explode into action
with every transient. In fact, they tended to
sound slow, round, and soft. They didn't recreate the full harmonic structures of the
music, but what they did produce was warm,
mellow, and smooth. The bottom line was
abig, bold, powerful, smooth, clear, effortless, open, mellow sound that consistently
involved me in the music. My listening notes
were peppered with emotional words like
"sorrowful," "uplifting:' "exciting:' and
"beautiful." If that sounds appealing, you too
might find the Excalibur to be avery special
speaker. They aren't going to do the job if you
want to clearly hear the drummer drop astick
or someone in the audience cough. But if you
just want to get lost in the music, the Excaliburs may be just what you've been looking
for.
—Jack English
MEASUREMENTS FROM JA
With its tone controls set to maximum, the
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Excalibur's impedance magnitude (fig.1) stays
above 4 ohms apart from the low treble,
where it briefly dips to 33 ohms. It is actually
amoderately demanding load for the amplifier driving it, the 8ohm specification being
alittle optimistic. The sensitivity, assessed
with B-weighted noise, is high, however, at
acalculated 91dB/W/m, which will reduce
the demand on the partnering amplifier.
There are acouple of wrinkles in the
impedance trace between 160Hz and 250Hz,
these probably due to cabinet resonances.
The tuning of the port(s) in areflex design
is indicated by the frequency of the "valley"
in the impedance curve between the two bass
peaks. That in the Merlin lies at 39Hz, which
implies rather limited bass extension for such
alarge enclosure.
Iexplore the Excalibur's bass tuning in
more detail in the rather complicated-looking
fig.2. Looking at the left of the graph, the
trace with the notch at 38Hz is the output of
the lower woofer, obviously reflex-loaded
by the twin ports just below it. Their output is the trace that correspondingly peaks
at 38Hz. Although it, too, has twin ports
(mounted on the cabinet rear), the upper
111110•00111. 1,100110 40•1000 •(Um es01.010 041.000,10.600.00 .000

woofer behaves more as if it is loaded with
asealed box. Its output (the top trace at 80Hz)
has no reflex notch and rolls off below 60Hz
or so. The output of the rear ports is the second trace from the bottom at 40Hz; it never
rises more than 12dI3 down from the woofer
outputs, meaning that these ports really aren't
doing much of anything. Both sets of ports,
however, can be seen to have lower-midrange
peaks in their outputs, though these are sufficiently well down that they probably won't
be audible. Note that the frequencies of these
peaks coincide with the wrinkle in the impedance trace.
Moving up in frequency, the woofers go
quite high, their outputs not rolling off until
well into the upper midrange. There is obvious cone-breakup behavior in the low treble
noticeable in fig.2. Though this is below the
midrange output, it is not far enough below
that it can be discounted. It was certainly very
audible on pink noise when the woofers were
played by themselves. The midrange unit
itself rolls off at 6dB/octave below 800Hz or
so. Fig.2 also implies that the tweeter is
balanced alittle low in level compared with
the midrange. (These curves were taken with
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the tone controls set to their maximum
positions.)
How do all these individual responses add
up? The answer can be see in fig.3, which
averages the speaker's response over a30°
horizontal window centered on the tweeter
axis and splices it to the complex summed
magnitude of the nearfield woofer and port
outputs. The Merlin's summed output features abroad hump in the midbass, where
everything adds in phase. Speakers that feature this sort of midbass response profile
often suffer subjectively, tending to sound
congested or thickened. More importantly,
note how the summed nearfidd response falls
off very rapidly below 38Hz or so. Because
of this steep rolloff, the Excalibur can't be
expected to get much help from the room in
extending what low bass it has. This is the
second large, complex, heavy, and expensive
loudspeaker to have passed through Santa Fe
whose designer—at least in my opinion—
would have done alot better to have used a
simple sealed-box alignment. That other
speaker was the Clearfield Metropolitan,2
and, like that Californian design, the Excalibur offers acomplex and costly type of reflex
alignment that seems to succeed only in restricting its low-bass performance. Certainly
aloudspeaker this large, this expensive, and
this heavy that offers no more low-bass output in-room than, say, amoderately priced
stand-mounted design like the $3000/pair
Spendor S-100, is sonically challenged. I
understand from JE that this throwing away
of deep bass extension was intentional on
Merlin's part. Ilook forward to their defense
of this philosophy in "Manufacturers'
Comments:'
With the mid control full up, the upper midrange is balanced to be rather forward, with
aslight excess of energy between 800Hz and
4kHz. The output is also rather peaky in this
region. In the treble, as JE found from his
auditioning, the tweeter is definitely shelved
down, the top two octaves of the speaker's
output being suppressed by 3-5dB before
the trace in fig3 shoots up to show the metaldome tweeter's ultrasonic resonance at
25.4kHz. Perversely, given its inherently
mellow balance, the Excalibur's tone controls
only provide additional rolloff. This can be
seen in fig.4, which shows just the effects of
2See JE's and my review in August (Vol.16 No8, p. 1
29).—JA

the two controls, each set to their maximumcut positions. The midrange control generally
cuts the presence region by up to 10dB; the
treble control hinges down what high treble the speaker has by up to 12dB at 20kHz.
Turning to the speaker's dispersion, figs.5
and 6 show how the Excalibur's balance
changes as the listener moves to the side or
above and below the tweeter axis. (Just the
changes are shown, which is why the tweeteraxis response in both graphs appears to
be astraight line. This does not mean the
Excalibur's on-axis response is perfect!) Fig.5
shows that the high treble continues to roll
off to the speaker's side, which means that,
in addition to the attenuated highs in its direct
sound, the room's reverberant field will also
be significantly mellowed out.
This, presumably, is why Merlin recommends that the Excalibur be used in live
rooms. Also note the significant peak that
IMO
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Fig.5 Merlin Excalibur II, horizontal response
family at 45" on inside edge of baffle,
normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: reference response;
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difference midway between upper woofer
and upper midrange; difference on upper
midrange axis; reference response; difference
on lower midrange axis; difference midway
between lower midrange and lower woofer.
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develops in the speaker's off-axis balance.
HF unit's ultrasonic ringing. The step reUsually, this sort of off-axis behavior leads
sponse calculated from this impulse response
to atouch of brightness in aspeaker's per(fig.8) indicates that the tweeter and midrange
ceived balance. Lithe Excalibur is used in a units are connected with opposite polarities,
room that is too live, or has hard-faced
something confirmed by looking at the step
reflecting sidewalls close to the speaker, it
responses of the individual units (not shown).
may well sound too bright, even though such
The tweeter and both woofers have the same
aroom will add treble extension and air.
positive polarity, while the midrange units
Fig.4, however, shows that the speaker's midare connected out of phase. Interestingly, I
range control can reduce energy in this exact
had suspected this when performing the
region, so it might be possible to get areaimpedance measurements. The Audio Presonably even treble balance overall in such
cision System One program defaults to a
aroom.
lkHz tone at the end of the procedure; Iwas
Vertically (fig.6), as might be expected
intrigued to hear the level of that tone increase
from adesign with multiple drive-units, firstwhen Idisconnected the woofers.
order crossovers, and significant drive-unit
The waterfall plot calculated from the
overlap, the balance changes significantly as
impulse response (fig.9) shows abasically
the listener moves up and down. Again,
clean treble region—this has always been a
however, the general trend is for there to be
good tweeter—dominated by the ultrasonic
less treble energy above and below the
resonance, but with resonant modes in the
tweeter axis than there is on it, exacerbating
low-treble region where the midrange units
the Excalibur's already mellow on-axis
and woofers overlap. These are somewhat
balance.
down in level, however, and their effect on
In the time domain, as with other speakers
the speaker's quality is not known. Certainly
that use this Elac tweeter, the Excalibur's
JE was not bothered by any nasality, which
impulse response (fig.7) is dominated by the
usually accompanies problems in this region.
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Fig.7 Merlin Excalibur II, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.8 Merlin Excalibur II, step response on tweeter
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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The Excalibur's unique construction meant
that it wasn't possible to examine its cabinet's
resonant behavior with an accelerometer.
Listening with a stethoscope, however,
revealed the rear and top decorative panels
to be pretty well damped. The top halves of
the side panels were reasonably inert, but
there was astrong upper-bass mode present
level with the lower woofer that presumably correlates both with the impedance irregularities in this region and the occasional
confusion noted by JE. This mode could also
be detected on the front baffle, but was much
lower in level.
If you infer from my description of the
measurements that the Merlin Excalibur Il
is asub-optimally engineered loudspeaker,

that is not the impression Imean to give.
Admittedly, Iexpect very high-priced loudspeakers to inherently offer better performance than their lower-priced competitors.
What might be forgivable at $3000/pair is,
in my opinion, not so forgivable at three
times as much. Rather, Ifeel that the Excalibur's restricted extension in the frequency
extremes, combined with its forward, somewhat peaky midrange balance, mean that,
contrary to JE's findings, it offers somewhat
less than the sum of its expensive parts. The
Excalibur needs to be very carefully auditioned by any prospective purchaser to determine whether what it does right is not offset
by what it does wrong. -John Atkinson $

THE BBC LEGACY
John Atkinson reviews British minimonitors
from Harbeth and Rogers
Harbeth BBC 133/Sa: Two-way, stand-mounted, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 0.75" (25mm) Mylar-dome tweeter,
4.5" (110mm) Bextrene-cone woofer with PVC surround. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Crossover slopes: not specified. Frequency
response: 80Hz-I8kHz ±3dB at Im with grilles on. Sensitivity: 82dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 10 ohms. Amplifier requirements: 15-75W. Power handling: 30W program. Enclosure volume: 5liters. Dimensions: 12" (305mm) Hby 7.5"
(190mm) W by 7.3" (I85mm) D(including terminals). Weight: 11 lbs (5kg) each. Finishes available: teak, walnut, black ash,
light oak, rosewood, ebony wood veneers. Serial numbers of units tested: HI650A/B. Price: $1000/pair (exotic veneersrosewood, ebony-add $250/pair).
Harbeth HL-P3: Two-way, stand-mounted, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 0.75" (19mm) aluminum-dome tweeter, 4.5"
(110mm) polypropylene-cone woofer both units are magnetically shielded for use in close proximity to aTV set or monitor. Crossover frequency: 3.5kHz. Crossover slopes: third-order, I8dBloctave. Frequency response: 80Hz-20kHz ±3c1B
at Im; -6dB at 68Hz. Sensitivity: 82.5dB1W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Amplifier requirements: greater than
20W. Power handling: 45W program. Dimensions: 12" (305mm) Hby 7.4" (I88mm) W by 6.7" (170mm) D. Weight: 11 lbs
(5kg) each. Finishes available: teak, walnut, black ash, light oak, rosewood, ebony, yew wood veneers. Serial numbers of units
tested: H0293A/B. Price: $1100/pair (exotic veneers-rosewood, ebony, yew-add $250/pair).
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer Harbeth Acoustics, Unit I, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, West
Sussex, England. US distributor Golden String, 17825 NE 65th Street, A110, Redmond, WA 98052. Tel: (206) 558-0991. Fax:
(206) 558-0891.
Rogers Studio 3: Two-way, stand-mounted, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 0.75" (19mm) ferrofluid-cooled, fabric-dome
tweeter, 4.5" (110mm) polypropylene-copolymer-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Crossover slopes: third-order,
I8dB/octave. Frequency response: 80Hz-2IkHz ±2dB. Sensitivity: 85dB1W1m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Power
handling: 45W unclipped program. Amplifier requirements: 25-100W. Maximum spl per pair 99dB at 2m. Distortion at 90dB
spi: less than I% second harmonic, 200Hz-2IkHz; less than I% third harmonic, 50Hz-2IkHz. Dimensions: 12" (302mm)
Hby 7.5" (190mm) W by 6.5" (I62mm) D. Weight: 11 lbs (5kg) each. Finishes available: walnut, black ash, rosewood wood
veneers. Serial numbers of units tested: 0342AIB. Price: $999/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer Swisstone
Electronics Ltd., 310 Commonside, Mitcham, Surrey, England. US distributor Audio Influx,' P.O. Box 381, Highland Lakes,
NJ 07422-0381. Tel: (201) 764-8958. Fax: (201) 764-8479.

Back in the early '70s, the BBC needed a
physically unobtrusive, nearfield monitor
loudspeaker for use in outside-broadcast
trucks. Accordingly, they instructed their
design department, which at that time feaSTEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

1As this review was being prepared, Iheard from Michael
Zeugin of Audio Influx, Rogers's importer since the mid-'80s,
that they will no longer be distributing the line in the US.
They will continue to support the brand, however, until the
new Rogers International organization-see footnote 3-has
decided what it wants to do.
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tured such luminaries as Dudley Harwood
(the "father" of the polypropylene cone, who
went on to found Harbeth) and the late Spencer Hughes (the "father" of the Bextrene
cone, who went on to found Spendor), to
produce such amodel. Thus, not only was
what was then probably the finest collection
of British speaker-design talent involved in
its development, there were no commercial
constraints placed on the design. The only
limitations were intended to be those arising from the necessarily small enclosure and
the absence of the need for awide dynamic
range under close monitoring conditions.
The result of their efforts, the LS3/5a, was
licensed to commercial speaker companies
for production, the Rogers version appearing
in 1975 and remaining in production until
early 1993.2 Other licensees have included
Audiomaster (whose designer, Robin Marshall, went on to found Epos), Chartwell,
RAM, Goodmans, Spendor, and Harbeth;
the last two still manufacture the speaker.
In all that time, the design has been revised
just twice. In 1988, the woofer's surround was
changed from aspringy Neoprene rubber to
amore lossy vinyl compound and the crossover was redesigned, not to change the
response, but to bring the production response
window closer to target and to make the
impedance alittle less demanding. In 1990 abiwiring option was approved by the BBC,
provided the performance in single-wired
mode met the original specification. (The
Harbeth version reviewed is only available
in traditional single-wired form.)
The 1992 Kinergetics Holdings takeover
of KEF, who had supplied both drive-units
and assembled crossover boards for the IS3/5a,
brought the future of the classic miniature
speaker into doubt. Both Rogers and Harbeth introduced identically sized models of
their own, therefore, intended to fill the gap
left by the '3/5a's imminent demise? This
2Reviews of the Spendor and Rogers LS3/5as were published
in Stereophile in Vol3 No.12, Vol.4 No.1, Vol.7 No.4, and
Vol.12 Nos.2 & 3.
3As fate would have it, news of the speaker's demise was
premature KEF intends to continue providing parts, and it
is expected that Rogers will resume manufacture of the LS3/5a.
The Rogers brandname was recently purchased by Hong
Kong-based Wo Kee Holdings, but Rogers research and
production remain the responsibility of UK-based Swisstone
Electronics, which has owned the name since the late '70s.
In addition, as reported by Kit last month (p.39), the BBC
has licensed production of anew, higher-power minimonitor
design, the LS5/12A, to Harbeth and Dynaudio, but reportedly not to Rogers.
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review looks at both those speakers, the Harbeth HL-P3 and the Rogers Studio 3, and
compares them with both a1992 Harbethmanufactured pair ofLS3/5as, and a1978 pair
of Rogers L53/5 as.

REVIEW CONTEXT

Power amplifiers were either apair of Mark
Levinson No.20.6 monoblocks or aYBA 2,
while the preamplifier was either the Melos
SHA-1 headphone amplifier used as alinestage, the YBA 2, or the Audio Research LS2B.
A Mod Squad Phono Drive BPS amplified
LP signals from aLinn Sondek/Cirkus/Trampolin/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv setup sitting on an
ArchiDee table. Digital source was variously
aTheta DS Pro Generation III, aCounterpoint DA-10 with UltraAnalog DAC module, aMark Levinson No.35, or the new
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, all driven by aMark
Levinson No.31 transport via AudioQuest
Pro 2ST-optical. Interconnects used were all
AudioQuest Lapis, while speaker cable was
a5' bi-wired set of AudioQuest Sterling. All
source components and preamps were plugged
into aPower Wedge 116, itselfplugged into
one of my listening room's two specially
installed AC circuits and fitted with the Power
Enhancer option. All four pairs of speakers
were used on 24", lead-shot-filled Celestion
Si stands; other than the Studio 3s and the
original LS3/5as, which have small rubber
feet, the speakers were interfaced to the stand
top-plates with small Blu-Tack pads.

HARBETH LS3/5A: $999/PAIR
The LS3/5a's tiny cabinet is constructed from
real wood—birch—veneered with wood
(apart from the front and rear), braced with
solid beech strips, and heavily damped. The
KEF B110 woofer/midrange unit, a4.5",
doped-Bextrene cone, is mounted from the
rear of the cutout. The tweeter is the 19mm,
Mylar-dome KEF T27, fitted with aperforated cover. Because the baffle is recessed,
some form of diffraction control in the tweeter's acoustic environment was deemed
essential; thick felt strips minimize the effects
of reflections from the edges of the side, top,
and bottom panels. The grille is acoustically
transparent and is intended to be left on. (It
can also be disturbing to see the quite large
excursions the B110 cone makes on bass transients.) The complex 13-element crossover,
carried on alarge printed circuit board at-
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tached to the rear wall, is the heart of the
LS3/5a. This can be tuned to compensate for
variations in drive-unit behavior.
Sound: The Harbeth LS3/5a features the
delicious midrange associated with the design. Voices sounded absolutely natural, with
only aslight degree of extra chest tone on
spoken male voice to reveal the highish-Q
bass alignment. The old pair of Rogers
LS3/5as were revealed as sounding nasal in
comparison with the new pair. In absolute
terms, however, there was still atrace of
nasality present with the Harbeth version.
There was also atouch of stridency in the
middle of the violin's register that occasionally intruded on the music.
Surprisingly, considering the fact that both
speakers were built to astandard specification, albeit 15 years apart, the Harbeths
sounded considerably less tizzy in the high
treble than my old Rogers. The ride cymbal
in Miles Davis's "So What" from Kind ofBlue
(Super Bit-Mapped Sony CK 52861) was
still very prominent, but there was more of
afeeling that it was aphysical instrument
made from brass compared with the 1977
speakers, which emphasized the white-noise
aspect of its sound.
Essentially, the '3/5a succeeds to its best
extent where the original instrument's size
is not too different from that of the speaker's
baffle—voice, violin, clarinet, saxophone, etc.
Piano and double bass suffer the most, being
rendered as too small-sounding, lacking majesty. The speaker offered asmooth, buttoneddown sound that was almost always civilized.
Its balance seemed optimized for lieder, spoken voice, chamber music, and, despite my
comments above, large-scale orchestral recordings. There was enough bloom in the
upper bass to give afeeling for the power of
the full orchestra, something at which many
small speakers fail miserably. You have to
accept the latter having to be played at rather
small-scale levels, however.
Lateral imaging was superbly accurate and
stable, instruments and voices just hanging
in space between the speakers. Depth was
noticeable, but in this area the speakers were
severely outclassed by the Harbeth HL-P3s,
and particularly the Thiel CS2 2s.
The LS3/5a has never kicked big booty in
the pace'n'rhythm department;' and the latest
version is no different. Bass instruments

Harbeth LS3/5a loudspeaker
tended to sound alittle fat and slow, while
the ultra-polite speaker just doesn't get the
idea of rock music at all. My acid-test track
for bass pace is "Last Train Home," from Pat
Metheny's Still Le (Talking) (Geffen GEFD
24145-2). Beneath the atmospheric brushedsnare back-beat rhythm and the lyrical electric sitar line, the bass player softly plays
repeated eighth notes to define the chord
changes. It is very hard for speakers with any
hint of underdamping to correctly articulate
this bass line; the LS3/5a was no exception,
the track losing musical shape as aresult.
Measurements: The LS3/5a's impedance
magnitude and phase are shown in fig.l.
Dropping to 6ohms only in the top treble
octave, it shouldn't give the partnering amplifier any hernias. The sealed box is tuned to
76fiz, the impedance reaching 31.2 ohms at
that frequency. There is avery slight wrinkle
in the impedance trace at 350Hz, probably
not visible at the printed scale of the graph,
which coincides with the frequency of the
4An early rival, intended to outperform the LS3/5a in this
area, was the identically sized Linn Kan of 1980. Indeed the
Kan did do so, having abeautifully tight, musically believable
bass performance But the price to pay was acolored, shouty
midrange that for me ruled it out of contention.
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main cabinet resonant mode (see later). The
speaker's sensitivity is low at around 82.5dB/
W/m; it won't accept high power inputs
without the woofer bottoming.
Fig.2 shows both the quasi-anechoic response averaged across a30° horizontal window and spliced to the nearfield woofer response, and the significant effect of the grille
on that response. It can be seen that using the
speaker with the grille on, as recommended,
gives the flattest overall response The woofer
is 6dB down at areasonable 60Hz, with a
IlmlmeaIOC UM. bleeder» m.p.g. end M
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Fig.1 Harbeth LS3/5a, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).

23dB hump between 120Hz and 180Hz, this
adding warmth and asemblance of power to
orchestral sound.
Laterally, presumably because of the recessed baffle, the speaker develops arather
peaky mid-treble off-axis (fig.3), which
might be expected to make the room sound
alittle bright. Vertically (fig.4), the outputs
of the two drivers remain integrated as long
as the listener is between the woofer axis and
the top of the cabinet. Above and below that
range acrossover suckout develops, but the
severity of the suckout above the speaker
implies that tall stands are best. In my listening room, the spatially averaged traces for the
two different LS3/5as sitting on 24" stands are
shown in fig.5. Both are alittle shy in the bass,
below the somewhat exaggerated upper-bass
region. (This is partly aroom effect.) The
older pair can be seen to have more energy
in the top two audio octaves, tying in with
my listening impressions—though the Harbeth pair, which Ipre ancd overall, had alittle
more brightness-region energy.
The Harbeth's impulse response on the
tweeter axis, measured with the DFtA Labs
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Fig.2 Harbeth LS3/5a, anechoic response with
grille off on tweeter axis at 45", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield response of woofer below 200Hz.
Upper trace shows the difference made to
the response by the grille.
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Fig.4 Harbeth LS3/5a, vertical response family at
45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: response difference
15° above enclosure; difference 7.5° above
enclosure; difference level with top of
enclosure; reference response; difference on
woofer axis; difference level with bottom of
enclosure.
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Fig.3 Harbeth LS3/5a, horizontal response family
at 45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° off-axis,
and 90° off-axis.
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Fig.5 1992 Harbeth 1_53/5a (top) and 1977
Rogers LS3 '5a (bottom), 1
,
3-octave, spatially
averaged in-room responses.
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MLSSA system and aB&K 4006 microphone calibrated to be flat on-axis, is shown
in fig.6. The multiple-humped shape betrays
the presence of the high-order crossover,
while the step response (fig.7) reveals the
tweeter to be connected with positive polarity (the sharp up-down spike at 3.5ms), and
the midrange/woofer with the opposite
polarity (the slower negative-going hump
1,0100 30030000

peaking at 3.9ms). The two are obviously not
time-coherent. The cumulative spectraldecay, or waterfall, plot (fig.8) reveals an initially clean decay throughout the midrange
and treble, disturbed by some general lowlevel hashiness and interference effects.
Using asimple PVDF accelerometer,5 I
5See StereophileJune 1992, p.205; and September 1992, p.162.
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Fig.6 Harbeth LS3/5a, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.7 Harbeth LS3/5a, step response on tweeter
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.8 Harbeth LS3/5a, cumulative spectral-decay plot.
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Fig.9 Harbeth LS3/5a, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet side
panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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investigated the speaker's structural resonances. Two modes dominated the vibrational behavior of the side panel (fig.9): amain
mode at 355Hz that coincides with the small
wrinkle in the impedance plot (fig.1), and a
lesser one at 120Hz. The 355Hz mode could
also be detected on the top and back panels,
but to alesser degree. Both modes were very
audible on music while listening to the cabinet talk using astethoscope. Isuspect that
part of the LS3/5a's reputation for upperbass bloom is its cabinet's vibrational behavior, not just the rather undamped woofer
alignment.

•
•

•

Conclusion: The LS3/5a has never boogied
and never will; it's just too polite ever to cut
the mustard on rock, or even straightahead
jazz. But for aclassical music lover who has
only asmall room and perhaps keen-eared
neighbors, the LS3/5a, used on agood pair
of stands well away from room boundaries,
is still aprime contender.

HARBETH HL-P3: $1199/PAIR

Harbeth HL-P3 loudspeaker

Harbeth was founded by Dudley Harwood
and his wife Elizabeth—hence "Har" and
"Beth"—and made its name in 1977 with a
Spendor BC-1-sized monitor speaker that
used aseminal polypropylene-cone woofer
developed by Harwood. The company never
really grew as abusiness to match the quality
of its products, and was bought by ex-NEC
engineer Alan Shaw in 1987. Alan obviously
had the magic touch—in one year Harbeth's
gross income grew from $165,000 the last
year it was run by Harwood to $1.5 million
—and the company is amajor exporter to the
Far East.
The HL-P3 was introduced in 1991 but
has only reently been available in the US.
Its cabinet, made from 12mm MDF rather
than plywood, is the same size as an LS3/5a's,
the main differences being that the veneered,
18nun-thick baffle is not set in, and the grille
is asingle sheet of black cellular foam. The
drive-units are a19mm aluminum-dome
tweeter from SEAS and a110mm polypropylene-cone woofer constructed on adiecast chassis. Unlike the LS3/5a, which throws
out astray field that confuses airplane compasses, the HL-P3's units are magnetically
shielded to allow the speakers to be used close
to aTV set or monitor. (Five HL-P3s plus
asubwoofer would make avery high qual194

Home Theater system.) As in the LS3/5a,
the woofer is mounted from behind the baffle, which might be thought to introduce
some dispersion anomalies; in fact, it was
done to smooth out the off-axis behavior.
The drive-units are crossed over at 3.5kHz
with a21-element crossover, featuring 18dB/
octave electrical slopes. The low-pass and
high-pass sections are completely separate
and are brought out to separate pairs of terminals on the rear panel to allow bi-wiring.
Much use was made of computer modeling
in the speaker's design. The HL-P3 is intended
to be used on high-quality stands away from
room boundaries. The review samples came
finished in abeautiful ebony veneer.
ity

Sound: In aword, "stunning." In another
word, "clean." In another, "an astonishing
amount of bass for such asmall speaker."
(Okay, that's more than one; Ithought I'd
check to see if you were paying attention.)
Yes, the HL-P3 is aminimonitor and will
never be mistaken for anything else. But its
upper-bass bloom contributes to afeeling of
low-frequency power without doing the
usual LS3/5a things that reduce the sense of
pace. Despite bass that, in quantity, seemed
to be very similar to that of the LS3/5a, the
HL-P3's quality was quite abit better, there
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being more ola sense of flow to the music,
of booty being better kicked along.
Ihave to add acaveat that the HL-P3 can't
work miracles—the radiating diameter of its
woofer is really only 4" —and its owner
should be careful not to exceed its power
handling. The left- and right-channel Fender
bass tracks on Stereophile's Test CD 2, for
example, could only be played up to an inroom spl of around 90dB without audible
distress.
The midrange sounded generally clean,
not nasal in the manner of the BBC design.
In fact, after much listening, Istill had nothing to say about the HL-P3's midrange
character, which is itself acompliment. In the
treble, the sound was less wiry than my old
LS3/5a, and cleaner than the newer Harbeth
version.
It's no coincidence that the dominant instruments in jazz and rock are the saxophone
and electric guitar, respectively. To aconsiderably greater degree than typical classical
instruments, players of these instruments can
shape the sound of each to reflect their own
musical personalities. Only the human voice
itself has more of an ability to be colored by
personality, which is why these instruments
can truly be said to sing.
The HL-P3 faithfully reproduced the different characters of different guitarists. Whether it was JeffBeck's heavily fingered Fender
Stratocaster, the wiry Telecaster played by
Jimmy Page on the "Stairway to Heaven"
solo, the distinctive signature of Queen's
Brian May's homemade axe, or Eric Clapton's various Gibsons in Cream or the Stratocasters of his solo years, their identities remained undiluted via the little Harbeths.
Well-recorded classical piano—Peter McGrath's excellent 1987 recording of Ivan Davis
performing Grieg's Holberg Suite (Audiofon
CD-72022), for example—sounded vividly
real. Despite the speaker's low-register reticence, it did attempt to convey the bass
weight of the piano. The LS3/5a, by comparison, sounded spongier in the bass. This was
at moderate levels, however; played too loud
with this recording, the HL-P3 lost lowermidrange clarity.
The HL-P3's mid-treble seemed abit forward-balanced, pushing the in-room sound
to the edge of brightness. Perhaps because
of this, the dark-sounding Melos SHA-1
proved abetter match than the more analytSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

ical Audio Research LS2B. The high-level
voices on the 1990 Hyperion recording of
Vaughan Williams's Five Mystical Songs
(CDA66420), for example, became too strident with the LS2B. The Melos pushed them
all farther back in the soundstage.
Overall, and as long as the speaker was not
played too loud, the musical detail revealed
by the Harbeths was almost preternaturally
accurate. You could vividly hear the delicate
halo of space that surrounds the solo violin
that opens the Vaughan Williams Serenade to
Music on the Hyperion CD, but without it
being thrust under your nose.
My acid test for imaging accuracy is the
"soundstage mapping" track on the second
Stereophile Test CD. Larry Archibald's voice
and handclaps should move first from
beyond the left speaker, across the center of
the stage with aslight rush, then beyond the
right speaker. Second, you should easily hear
him move from way back behind the plane
of the speakers to right up to them. If apair
of speakers can do this without distorting the
path Larry is supposed to take, they are highquality indeed. In fact, only the magnificent
Thiel CS5s have not failed this test in one way
or another.
Larry took aU-shaped path via the HLP3s, the image to the outside edges ot the
speaker positions being set back, though not
collapsing into the speaker positions themselves. His image position was always stable, however; even when it lurched from one
speaker to the other as he walks around the
microphone stand, his path was unambiguously clear.
Measurements: Fig.10 shows the Harbeth's
impedance magnitude and phase. Apart from
dropping to 4ohms in the upper bass, the
value stays reasonably high, implying not too
demanding an amplifier load. The sealed box
is tuned to 68Hz, alittle lower than the
LS3/5a; the speaker is fractionally less sensitive. Note the wrinkles in the amplitude
trace at 340Hz and 33kHz: the former indicates acabinet resonance at that frequency;
the latter is the tweeter's primary resonance,
well up out of harm's way.
The individual responses of the two driveunits are shown in fig.11. The woofer's output gently peaks between 100Hz and 200Hz
in pretty much the same fashion as that of the
LS3/5a, rolling out at agentle 12dB/octave
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below that region, reaching -6dB at 56Hz
compared with the LS3/5a's 60Hz. Hat in the
rest of its passband, the woofer rolls off
steeply above 3kHz with an acoustic slope
of 24dB/octave. The tweeter also comes in
with asteep acoustic slope, and is basically
flat on-axis. The overall response on the
tweeter axis (fig.12) is superbly flat through
the midrange and treble.
Fig.13 shows that the HL-P3 is much better behaved off-axis than the LS3/5A, its treble output being evenly well-maintained
until 30 0 to the speaker's side. Beyond that
the top octave increasingly drops down, as
Ap
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does the low treble, but the smooth manner
of the off-axis differences—recessing the
woofer obviously works—will mean that the
speaker will not change its character too
much when it is moved from an overdamped
room to one that is more live. Vertically (fig.
14), the balance doesn't change significantly
as long as the listener is somewhere between
the top and bottom of the front baffle. Sit so
you can see the top of the cabinet, however,
and alarge suckout appears in the crossover
region. Don't use too short astand with this
Harbeth. Other than the usual bumps and
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Fig.I0 Harbeth HL-P3, electrical mpedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.I3 Harbeth HL-P3, horizontal response family
at 45", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: reference
response; differences 15° off-axis, 30° offaxis, 45° off-axis, 60° off-axis, 75° offaxis, and 90° off-axis.
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Fig.I1 Harbeth HL-P3, individual responses of
woofer and tweeter on tweeter axis at
45", corrected for microphone response,
with nearfield response of woofer below
200Hz.
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dips in the lower midrange and bass due to
residual room effects, the spatially averaged
in-room response (fig.15) is beautifully
smooth and even.
In the time domain, the HL-P3's impulse
and step responses are shown in figs.16 and
17, respectively. The tweeter is connected
with negative polarity, the woofer with posi-

tive, and the two outputs are, of course, not
coincident in time. The waterfall plot calculated from the impulse response (fig.18) has
only adegree of treble hash between 7kHz
and 12kHz spoiling what would otherwise
be asuperbly clean decay. A slight bunching of the contour lines can be seen at the top
of the woofer's passband, but this is prob..
- wolte
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OA"

Tine - 'vac

Fig. I
6Harbeth HL-P3, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

Fig.17 Harbeth HL-P3, step response on tweeter
at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig. 19 Harbeth HL-P3, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet side
panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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ably inconsequential; looking at the waterfall
plot of the woofer alone (not shown) revealed
nothing of consequence.
Remember the impedance wrinkle at
340Hz? That this is associated with acabinet resonance is shown by fig.19, the waterfall
plot calculated from the output of asmall
PVDF accelerometer fastened to the center
of the side wall. A strong mode at 340Hz is
noticeable, with one lower in level at 120Hz.
Both modes are detectable on the cabinet top
and back. The similarity with the behavior
of the LS3/5a cabinet, despite the differences
in construction and material, is obvious. The
120Hz resonance was much less noticeable
with astethoscope, however. It could be that
the HL-P3's better sense of pace is partly due
to the better handling of the lower-frequency
cabinet mode.
Conclusion: Performing at its best in the
same free-space location, the Harbeth HL-P3
has aless-colored upper midrange than the
LS3/5a and has abetter-developed sense of
pace. It sounds surprisingly fill-balanced for
aminiature; Ienthusiastically recommend
it to those who are attracted to the BBCdesigned loudspeaker but desire aless laidback, more involving presentation.

ROGERS STUDIO 3: $995/PAIR

Built in alaminated birch plywood box that
appears to be identical to that of the LS3/5a,
the Rogers Studio 3keeps the older speaker's
inset baffle. (Although there appears to be no
cabinet bracing other than fillets supporting
the baffle, there is an internal layer of polyurethane foam, and the panels are damped
with bitumastic sheets.) Mounted on the baffle, however, are completely different driveunits: a 19mm fabric-dome, ferrofluidcooled tweeter from SEAS, crossed over at
3kHz to a110mm woofer of Rogers's own
manufacture. (The latter is rabbeted into the
front of the baffle.) The woofer is constructed
on adiecast chassis, and its polypropylenecopolymer cone has ahyperbolic flare. The
tweeter's chassis is damped with athick fiber
pad glued to its magnet. Whereas my trusty
Boy Scout compass shows the Studio 3to
throw significantly less of astray field than
the LS3/5a, its drive-units are not shielded;
you still can't place the speakers close to your
TV monitor.
The crossover, built on aprinted circuit
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Rogers Studio 3loudspeaker

board attached to the two pairs of Michell
terminal posts, features ferrite-cored inductors and mainly plastic-film capacitors. The
sole unpolarizecl electrolytic, in the leg of the
woofer's T between the two series coils, is
bypassed with aplastic-film cap and has a1.5
ohm resistor in series to provide abit of
response tailoring. The electrical slopes are
third-order, 18dB/octave, with the tweeter
padded down by a3.3 ohm series resistor.
Unlike the LS3/5a—and breaking with
tradition—Rogers's chief engineer, Andy
Whittle, intends the Studio 3to be used close
to the wall behind it. The spec sheet says,
"Maximum distance 6" from rear wall,"
which will boost the Rogers's in-room bass.
The woofer alignment is therefore overdamped; the speaker will sound too lean
when used out in aroom.
Sound: That was certainly my first impression: With the Studio 3s on the 24" stands
in the same places in the room where the
LS3/5as had sung, the sound was way too
lightweight. Imoved them back against the
record cabinets that line the wall behind them
and the bass balance filled out some. However, while Ihadn't thought Iwas playing the
speakers particularly loud, my first audition
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of the Studio 3s ended after 20 minutes with
one of the woofers emitting scraping sounds.
Audio Influx Fed-Ex'd me anew woofer
which Iduly installed eand Imanaged not
to repeat the mishap. However, toward the
end of the review period, first the other speaker
of the pair, then the one Ihad repaired, developed buzzes when playing certain bass notes.
Icouldn't find anything internally wrong,
but can only conjecture that the layer of foam
that covers the crossover board, friction-fit
into position, can move and vibrate. Luckily,
Ihad pretty much finished my auditioning
by then, but this doesn't instill confidence in
Rogers's QA procedure.
The bass warble tones on our Test CD 2
revealed the in-room response to fall off gradually below 80Hz, even with the speakers up
against the wall, with the 40Hz 1
/-octave
2
warble tone about the lowest to be reproduced at any kind of useful level. Because my
wall is faced with records, Icouldn't get the
Studio 3s as close to the room boundary as
is probably necessary. Iwould have thought,
however, that given the long wavelengths in
the bass, arelatively solid array of LPs which
themselves were against the wall would have
been sufficient to provide the necessary
loading.
What low frequencies there were, however,
were extremely articulate. The Studio 3
sounded fast, without atrace of the upperbass bloom of the HL-P3 or LS3/5a. The
tightly integrated pat'n'purr of the bass drum
and bass guitar on Michael Ruff's Speaking
in Melodies (Sheffield Lab CD-35) sounded
significantly cleaner than the LS3/5a, which
softened all the attacks of this wide-dynamicrange recording. The Studio 3's lower midrange also seemed very clean, the speaker
offering excellent clarity and dynamic range.
The guitar riffs on Corey Greenberg's Eden
from Test CD 2spoke with an easy facility,
for example.
At the other end of the frequency spectrum, the top octave also sounded clean,
though there was atrace of sizzle in the midtreble noticeable on pink noise. This manifested itself as alispiness on spoken voice and
aforwardness to the sound of treble-heavy
instruments like cymbals.
6When replacing adrive-unit. Itighten the bolts/screws as
you would acar-engine cylinder head: by opposite pairs, as
evenly as possible, which will avoid asymmetrical stress on
the chassis.
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

This was with the speakers facing straight
ahead, which looks right when the speakers
are against the wall behind them. Rogers does
recommend that the speakers be toed-in so
that their axes cross just in front of the listener, however. The effect of this was to reduce the Studio 3's mid-treble emphasis,
improving further the degree of palpability
on voice (though hi-hat cymbal remained a
mite sniffy). Toe the speakers even further in,
and the top octave drops too much, making
the sound too mellow.
Despite its midrange clarity, the Studio 3
had alittle more character than Iwould have
liked, even after the toe-in had been optimized. The piano on the Audiofon Holberg
Suite was abit too clangorous in the upper
midrange, while on Marc Cohn's debut
album (Atlantic 82178-2) his voice had excellent palpability but reproduced with too
much of anasal "aww" coloration. On naturally balanced orchestral recodings, however, like the superb in-concert Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique from Andrew Davis (BBC
Music magazine, Vol.2 No.1 7), the less stringent imaging demands of the music, the generally clean quality of the Studio 3's midband,
and its excellent bass articulation allowed me
to largely forget this aspect of its sound.
Despite its excellent clarity, the Studio 3's
soundstaging was not particularly good,
most probably because its close-wall placement requirement ensures the presence of
strong reflections closely spaced in time giving conflicting depth cues. The soundstagemap test on the second Stereophile Test CD
revealed the stereo stage to be confined to the
region between the speakers, the out-ofphase image positions being reproduced as
being tied to the speakers. Though there was
obviously more reverberation when Larry
Archibald's voice and handclaps were coming from the back of the church in which the
recording had been made, the image didn't
actually seem to be set much back behind the
plane of the speakers. There also appeared to
be some suppression of ambient detail. The
reverberant glow surrounding the bongos
on Marc Cohn's "Ghost Train" seemed less
audible compared with the IS3/5a, for example.
7BBC Musk magazine, P.O. Box 30628, Tampa, FL 336300628. Tel: (800) 284-0200. Back issues cost $9.95, including
S&H. Each issue comes with afull-length CD of complete
performances from the BBC archives. This Berlioz performance was recorded in Tokyo on May 28, 1993, and is available with the September 1993 issue.
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Measurements: The Studio 3's impedance
(fig.20) doesn't drop below 8ohms, making
it avery easy amplifier load. (This graph
nicely illustrates the facts that maximum electrical phase angles occur at relatively high
magnitude values, and that both maximumand minimum-magnitude values coincide
with 0° phase.) The sealed box is tuned to
93Hz (the peak at that frequency reaches 21.7
ohms), significantly higher than either of the
other two loudspeakers reviewed. No wrinkles in the lower midrange can be seen, implying arelatively well-braced cabinet construction. The sensitivity, measured using

B-weighted noise, was adB or so higher than
that of the JS3/5a, at acalculated 835dB/W/m.
Looking at the individual responses of the
woofer and tweeter (fig.21) reveals acrossover set at 2.5kHz, with very steep acoustic slopes. The woofer is amite peaky on-axis
at the top of its passband, which correlates
with the slight coloration noted. When its
output is added to that of the tweeter in the
overall response (fig.22), the result is exaggerated by the overlap between the drivers.
Other than that, however, the response is
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Fig.23 Rogers Studio 3, 'A-octave, spatially
averaged in-room response.
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(solid) and phase dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
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commendably flat. The woofer tuning appears to be classically overdamped, gently
rolling off below 150Hz without ahint of
any upper-bass peak, reaching its -6dB point
at 90Hz, half an octave higher than the Harbeth speakers. Remember, however, that
unlike the other speakers, which are freespace designs, the Studio 3is intended to be
used close to the wall behind it, which will
boost its in-room bass.
This can be seen from the spatially averaged in-room response taken with the Studio

3s in the same positions as the LS3/5a (fig.23).
The entire bass region can be seen to be shelved
down, with aslight rising trend through the
midrange and treble. The Rogers's lateral dispersion (fig.24) is less even than the Harbeth
HL-P3's, some peakiness developing off-axis
in the mid-treble, with atrough in the upper
midrange. The top octave is maintained to
15° off-axis but drops off rapidly at more
extreme angles. In the vertical plane (fig.25),
there is very little change in the response
unless the listener moves below the woofer
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Fig.27 Rogers Studio 3, step response on tweeter
axis at 45" (5ms time window, 30kHz

Fig.26 Rogers Studio 3, impulse response on
tweeter axis at 45" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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axis or more than 7.5° above the top of the
cabinet. Stand height should therefore be less
critical than with the other speakers reviewed.
The impulse (fig.26) and step (fig.27)
responses indicate anon-time-coherent performance, with the tweeter connected in
inverse polarity to the woofer. The waterfall plot calculated from the impulse response
shows aclean initial decay, but some lowlevel treble hash. There are also what look
like residual woofer-cone breakup modes
present in the low treble, which might correlate with the lispy quality noted on spoken
voice and the slight mid-treble emphasis
audible on pink noise.
The cabinet appears to be as inert as the
impedance plot indicated. The waterfall plot
calculated from the output of an accelerometer fastened to the center of the Studio 3's
side wall (fig.29) showed asmall number of
resonant modes, these well down in level
compared with the LS3/5a. Checking with
astethoscope while the speaker was reproducing music confirmed this finding. The

Studio 3's cabinet is better behaved than
either of the Harbeths'.
Conclusion: Iwanted to like the Studio 3
more than Idid. While Iappreciated its overall clarity and the excellent articulation of its
lower registers—areas in which the vintage
LS3/5a loses out in abig way—it had alittle more upper-midrange character to its
sound than Iwould have liked. It could, of
course, be fairly pointed out that the LS3/5a
falls short in this region, but Ifeel that the
older design has an imaging specificity and
palpability that more than compensate. The
Rogers's placement requirements mean that
soundstaging, too, is more amorphous than
Iinsist on—though many listeners are not
bothered by this. All in all, Ithink the Studio 3is abit expensive for the sound quality it offers. If you live in asmall apartment,
however, or if domestic demands make it
impossible for you to consider free-space
locations for your speakers, the Studio 3
might be worth considering.

ASC TOWER TRAPS
Robert Harley
Floorstanding, self-contained acoustic treatment device. Dimensions: 10" diameter by 6' H(Tower Slims), 15" diameter by
4' H(Tower Stouts). Prices: $459/pair (Slims), 5569/pair (Stouts). Approximate number of dealers: 150. Manufacturer Acoustic
Sciences Corp., P.O. Box 1189, Eugene, OR 97440. Tel: (503) 343-9727. Fax: (503) 343-9245.
As music lovers and audio purists, we are

deeply concerned about the effect of electronics in the signal path. Products are often
judged by how much or how little effect they
have on the signal passing through them. At
the component level, audio designers carefully evaluate the sonic effects of individual
parts inside the product, getting rid of badsounding capacitors or unnecessary active
stages. The goal is to impose as little degradation as possible between us and the music.
Unfortunately, the playback chain doesn't
end at the loudspeaker. The listening room
changes the signal we've striven to keep pure
through our electronics. The room's effect
is so great that it should be considered another link in the playback chain.
Although I've always been aware of room
acoustics (I've designed acouple of recording
studios), the point really hit home during a
unique demonstration at the 1993 Winter
CES. Acoustic Sciences Corporation, maker
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of Tube Traps and the Tower Traps reviewed
here, rented identical adjacent rooms. Asingle
signal source fed identical hardware setups
in each room: identical loudspeakers, loudspeaker position, and listening seat height and
position. One room was the untreated hotel
room; the other had five Tower Traps strategically positioned along the walls. It was
thus possible to move from room to room
and instantly hear the Tower Traps' effect on
the reproduced sound. This was the first
demonstration I'd heard of that allowed
someone to instantly A/B acoustical treatments without moving the treatments from
the room.
Iwas so impressed by the improvement
rendered by Tower Traps that Iasked for aset
to review. I've had two pairs of Tower Slims
and one pair of Tower Stouts in my room for
the past few months.
My first question to ASC was how the
Tower Traps differ from the company's con-
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ventional Tube Traps. The good news is that
Tower Traps look better, cost less, and do
essentially the same thing as Tube Traps. ASC
developed amethod of making Towers on
an assembly line instead of hand-building
each one, as they do with Tubes. The result
is adramatic decrease in cost; Towers are
about half the price of Tubes.
As with Tube Traps, Towers can be used
in the corners as low-frequency absorbers,
in the middle of the front wall as midband
absorbers, behind the listening seat as diffusors, or along the sidewall to kill the first
reflection from loudspeakers. One side of the
Tower Trap is absorptive, the other more
reflective. This configuration not only provides greater flexibility of use, but also avoids
having too much high-frequency absorption.
Tower Traps are supplied with round,
spiked base plates that attach to their bottoms
with adhesive material. Plastic endcaps cover
the Traps' tops and bottoms. They look good
for acoustic control devices, and should fit
most decors.
Ifound the Tower Traps particularly useful
in absorbing sidewall reflections. By putting
aTrap along the sidewall near the loudspeaker
with the absorptive side out, the first reflection is absorbed. Moreover, because the
Tower Trap is freestanding and about afoot
away from the sidewall, part of the sidewall
reflection sees the Tower Trap's reflective side,
diffusing and delaying the reflection. The
result is attenuation of most of the direct sidewall reflection, and diffusion of the rest of
it—both desirable conditions. Moreover, the
fact that the Tower Traps are freestanding
rather than attached to the wall—like ASC's
Half Round Tube Traps—means that the
Towers have an apparently greater absorption
area. If you think of the loudspeaker as alight
source, you can easily imagine how the Tower
casts ashadow on the wall. The absorptive
area along the sidewall is thus the Trap's area
combined with that of its shadow. Tower
Traps in this configuration can also add symmetry to the listening room, providing a
more similar acoustic surface on the room's
sidewalls. I've got drapes on one side and an
open bookcase on the other; the Tower Traps
made the two sidewalls acoustically more
similar.
Two Tower Slims (10" in diameter, 6' tall)
were placed on each sidewall, and asingle
Tower Stout (15" diameter, 4' tall) was posiSTEREOPH1LE, DECEMBER 1993
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tioned midway along the front and back
walls. The playback system is described in
my review of the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 digital processor elsewhere in this issue. (Incidentally, my room was built from scratch and
has optimum dimensional ratios to distribute
room modes. The improvements in bass
articulation I'm about to describe will probably be even greater in rooms with less optimal dimensional ratios.)
It's often easy to overlook what aproduct
is doing for your system—until you remove
it. Only then do you realize the product's
contribution to the system's sound. Ihad this
experience after removing the Tower Traps
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for final listening comparisons as Iprepared
this review. After Igot them afew months
ago, Idid some in/out comparisons (and also
when Ihad the Genesis III loudspeakers),
heard some differences, and put them back
in the system for the next few months. Iknew
they improved the system, but didn't realize how much until Itook them out.
The Tower Traps' main beneficial effect
was to tighten up the bass and improve pitch
definition. With the Towers removed, the
midbass was alittle soggy, slow, blurred, and
less articulate compared to the sound with
the Towers in place. Bass notes that tended
to blend into each other were snapped into
clear focus by the Towers. Kick drum was
better differentiated from bass guitar, increasing the system's ability to convey rhythmic
drive. The difference wasn't subtle; it was
much greater than the differences between
many power amplifiers. This improvement
alone would be worth the price of admission.
But there was more. The system's soundstage became more focused, tight, and precise
with the Tower Traps. Images were easier to
localize, and image outlines were better
defined. The entire spatial presentation was
clearer and more coherent. Icould hear more
of the spatial cues on the recordings. In addition, soundstage depth increased, with a
greater sense of distance between instruments
and hall reflections. Reverberation decay
seemed to hang in space alittle longer.
Finally, the Tower Traps seemed to make
the treble alittle cleaner and less "splashy!'
The top octaves were alittle softer with the
Towers in place—an advantage with the Thiel
CS3.6es' marginally forward treble balance.
In short, the Tower Traps played alarge
role in achieving the sound Inow get in my
listening room. Compared to the cost of
other system improvements—tweaks, cables,
interconnects—the Towers provided agreater
sonic improvement for the same money
spent. And the Towers' low price—made
possible by more efficient manufacturing
techniques—makes them asonic bargain.
During the review period, Joyce Fleming
and designer Steve McCormack (of the Mod
Squad and McCormack) visited my listening
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room with their new DAC. Ihad doublechecked the system before they arrived, and
everything was sounding good. With Steve
in the sweet spot to get afeel for how the system sounded, he immediately said, "Something's wrong here. The image is pulled to
the right!' After checking the system and
finding nothing that could have caused the
problem, Iremembered that Ihad moved the
Tower Stout from its usual place directly
behind the listening seat to aspot about 18"
away so Icould get into my closet for cables.
Irestored the Tower Stout to its former position. The image snapped back to center.

CONCLUSION

ASC's Tower Traps have become an indispensable part of my playback system. When
placed along the sidewalls, they absorb and
diffuse the first reflections, greatly improving
the system's image focus and coherence. The
Tower Stout along the wall behind the loudspeakers increased the strength of the center image, and considerably extended the
soundstage rear. The Stout behind the listening seat—reflective side out—seemed to
increase the sound's spaciousness.
A single pair of Tower Slims strategically
placed can eliminate sidewall reflections and
simultaneously provide ameasure of midbass absorption, making the bass tighter and
better defined. In the corners, Tower Slims
will provide more bass absorption than along
the sidewalls, but this placement is recommended only if you've already treated the
sidewalls.
On the down side, ASC's method of attaching the spiked base to the Trap with
adhesive is unacceptable. The adhesive base
didn't touch the adhesive area on the Trap on
every unit Ihad, making it impossible to keep
the base attached. Further, the top plate on
the endcap isn't well glued; one of mine came
off. The Towers can also tip over if bumped.
With those minor criticisms, Ican enthusiastically recommend the ASC Tower Traps.
They are an easy, attractive, effective, and
low-cost solution to the basic problems
afflicting most listening rooms.
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F OLLOW-UP
U NITY AUDIO PYRAMID
SIGNATURE LOUDSPEAKER

improved: details of the music's ebb and flow
were easier to follow, and the speaker was
able to play louder without distress. This gave
This is aFollow-Up review, and yet it isn't.
orchestral music played at realistic levels a
It's aFollow-Up in that Unity Audio's Pyrmore satisfying sense of scale.
amid Signature is arefined version of the
Although the Pyramid Signature is speciSignature One that Ireported on favorably
fied as going only 4Hz lower than the Sigin Vol.16 No.5. But the Pyramid Signature
nature One (30Hz vs 34Hz), Ifound the
costs about $2000 more—$5495 vs $2995improvement in bass extension and power
$3300—so it obviously aspires to ahigher
sonic standard. As the drivers are the same
to be much greater than this difference would
imply. A Chikk Is Born (Audio Ideas AI-CDor similar—the Pyramid Signature's tweeter
003) is awell-recorded CD 3 of achamber
has athicker mounting plate; the midrange
choir with organ; on track 9, the organ-pedal
driver is the same; the woofer is 10 1
2 "rather
/
notes at whose presence the Signature One
than 10", with acone that has been doped to
only hinted were fully there with the Pyralower the resonance—one might question the
mid Signature This was confirmed by some
reasons for the price increase.
quick'n'dirty testing: the Radio Shack spl
There are two answers to this question: a)
meter and Stereophiles Test CD 2showed the
Fountainhead, and b) Conan. The Pyramid
Signature One to be rolling off by 40Hz,
Signature cabinet is made of thesefaux marwhereas the Pyramid Signature held out to
ble substances, which are not only expensive
the 31.5Hz warble tone. The lower-midbass
but very difficult to work with? The Pyramid
(around 80Hz) emphasis that Ihad noted
Signature is similar in overall dimensions to
the Signature One, but its shape is that of a with the Signature One was still present with
the Pyramid Signature, but it seemed less
truncated pyramid (what else?), and it weighs
intrusive, perhaps because it was balanced by
about 50% more than its Medite-and-woodthe greater bass extension. The low bass was
veneer sibling. Both speakers have Unity
quick and "tuneful."
Audio's "class-A balanced" crossovers, with
Given that the Signature One and the Pyslightly diffèrent crossover points. Bi-wiring
ramid Signature use the same tweeter (what's
is an option on the Signature One, standard
a mounting plate between friends?), I
on the Pyramid Signature.
expected the speakers to sound pretty much
With the Pyramids set up in the same posithe same on top. Not so! Although the two
tion as the Signatures, the rest of the system
staying the same as for the latter's review? I were more similar than not, the Pyramid Signature's top end veered somewhat from the
heard similarities and differences—some
"forgiving" to the "revealing" end of the
expected, some not. I'd praised the Signature
spectrum, making the choice of associated
One for its quickness and transparency; these
equipment more critical. With the Signature
characteristics were present with the Pyramid
One, the Bryston 7B sounded quite sweet, but
Signature, only more so. The difference was
with the Pyramid Signature, the Bryston's vesakin to moving asmall speaker from alight
tiges of solid-state character seemed more
to aheavy stand: everything was just more
in evidence. The upper midrange/low treble
solid and three-dimensional. Dynamics, of
now had atouch of brightness/hardness,
both the micro and macro varieties, were
especially when playing CDs, that sounded
1Unity Audio used to call this speaker the "Fountainhead
more "digital." A pair of Quicksilver Silver
Pyramid:' but they've had to rename it since they're now
Monos were easier on the ears, although the
using Conan as well as Fountainhead in the construction.
Brystons were superior in sharpness of focus,
2Although the system was the same when Istarted the
Pyramid Signature review, it refused to stay the same during
the review period. By the time Iwas finished, the PS Audio
UltraLink was getting its digits from the excellent PS Audio
Lambda transport, the preamp was aCAT SL-1 Signature,
and the listening-room acoustics were improved with the
addition of Tube Traps in the corners behind the speakers. Oh,
and Iwas six months (0.08dB) older.
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3A Childe Is Born features the Bell'Arte Singers and organist
Ian Sadler. It was engineered by Andrew Marshall, Editor of
Audio Ideas Guide, and is available for 815.95 inducing shipping
from Audio Ideas Recordings, 175 Sherwood Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario M4P 2A9, Canada.
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and extracted much more at the bottom end.
Itried bi-amping, using my old Dahlquist
LP-1 crossover, with the Quicksilvers on top
and Brystons at the bottom. This offered the
best of both worlds: the smooth, liquid quality of tubes in the midrange/highs, the tightness of solid-state in the bass, and, with the
aid of abit of equalization from the crossover,
even greater bass extension. Unity Audio's
top-of-the-line PARNI loudspeaker uses an
electronic crossover that can also be used
with the Pyramid Signature; Isuspect this
would work even better than the long-unavailable Dahlquist LP-1. Alas, the cost of the
crossover ($2750) and additional amplification would take us into yet another price range.
Weak City: Part of Stereophile's review policy is that reviewers should evaluate equipment as supplied by the manufacturer. Of
course, it's okay to tweak speaker setup; you
can use special supports like Tiptoes or Naycorn pucks, but changing capacitors or
replacing aspeaker's internal wiring with
one's cable du jour are definite no-nos.4
Ifollowed this policy until after I'd finished
the review of the Signature One, when Igot
the idea of putting felt around the tweeter.
This trick is used to reduce diffraction and/or
control dispersion by anumber of speaker
manufacturers, including Duntech, Vandersteen, Signet, and Roger0 Igot around, 5"
piece of 1
/6" -thick felt, cut a11/2" hole in the
2
middle, and attached the felt ring around the
tweeter with adhesive tape.
Listening carefully to track 1("Tico Tico")
of the first Chesky test CD 0D37) several
times with and without the felt convinced
me that the treatment was beneficial. With
the felt, Paquito D'Rivera's clarinet in the first
few bars seemed more clearly defined in
space, and the ambience was abit more convincing.
When Unity Audio's Bob Grost came to
deliver the Pyramid Signatures, Iasked him
whether he'd thought about putting, say,
some felt around the tweeter to control diffraction and dispersion. Idid this with some
4Application of asingle layer of T-shirt over the midrange
and tweeter is okay, too (see RH's review of the Boston
Acoustics Lyrmfield 500L in Vol.16 No.8), but it must be an
official Stereophik T-shirt.
5Although this idea was used in the Rogers LS3/5a in 1975
and in the Acoustic Research AFt9 in 1978, Ibelieve that John
Dunlavy—formerly of Duntech, now of Dunlavy Audio
Labs—currently holds the patent for the use of felt to control diffraction around drive-units.
—JA
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trepidation: Ididn't want my comments to
be construed as consultation (verboten to Stereophile staff), and Ididn't know how he would
respond—speaker designers are notoriously
touchy about suggestions that their prideand-joy is not perfect as is.
He smiled. "We already have an optional
felt ring for exactly that purpose!' He went
on to say that the effect of the felt is not
beneficial in every situation: in small rooms
(mine is only 14' by 16' by 75') the felt apparently provides better control of early reflections, but in larger rooms this is not needed;
the speaker sounds better without the felt.
He later sent me two sets of felt rings, slightly
thicker than my homemade ones; in my room,
both the Signature One and the Pyramid Signature sounded better with the felt.
Encouraged by the positive results of this
bit of tweaking, I
just couldn't stop. I've been
impressed by CES demonstrations of the
Microscan Anti-Resonance System (reviewed
by Jack English in August and October '93),
and, having aset on hand, Ihad to try them
out. As the Pyramid Signature already seemed
quite low in cabinet resonances, Ididn't expect much of an effect.
Wrong again! Attaching aMicroscan D8to the back of each speaker, Ifound asignificant reduction of "box" sound, with
some amelioration—but not elimination—of
the lower-midbass problem. As afurther
experiment, Iplaced another Microscan unit
atop the speaker, not even attaching it via the
usual magnetic pads. The highs lost adegree
of fuzziness, instruments like cymbals and
bells having greater purity, and there was
some gain in the precision of imaging.
Stop the Presses!! Having pretty well concluded my listening tests of the Pyramid Signature, including the evaluation of various
tweaks, Iwas off to the '93 Chicago CES,
where Idropped in at Unity Audio's suite.
"By the way," said Bob Grost after the usual
greetings, "we've made some changes to the
Pyramid Signature; I'll be bringing you a
new pair right after CES." Once more, unto
the breach!
The latest version of the Pyramid Signature
incorporates methods of resonance control
not unlike that of the Microscan device. The
woofer-chamber braces are now made of a
material whose multiple layers of varying
thicknesses and compositions are designed
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to redistribute and/or cancel resonances.
There are also Mango Audio Labs' vibrationcontrol "dots" placed on the midrange driver
and the tweeter; these, too, are designed to
break up various undesirable resonances.6My
review samples came with felt rings already
installed around the tweeters.
It didn't take long for me to conclude that,
indeed, the changes were almost entirely for
the better. The new Pyramid Signature actually sounded much like the Microscantreated original version, but with even less
of aresonant "box" signature? Resolution
went up another notch or two, as did dynamics. There was no change in the lower-midbass peak, however. (This is at least partly a
room problem.)
One test that Ihad not performed with the
original pair of Pyramid Signatures was the
LEDR "height" test (CheslcyJD37). The Signature Ones had not done too well on this,
the "Up" signal appearing to start above the
speaker and bending toward the center during its travel. The new samples of the Pyramid Signature did better: The rise was more
unambiguous, and the sound reached an
apparently higher point in space. Lateral
spread and depth were excellent.
In comparing the two versions of the
Pyramid Signature, the only area where Iwas
ambivalent about the changes was in the high
treble The new speaker sounded cleaner and
lacked the original's tendency toward brightness, but it also had less high-frequency "air:'
leading to an occasional impression of the
highs being abit shut-in, the overtones of
trumpets and flutes sounding somewhat
overdamped. To aconsiderable extent, this
was source- and equipment-dependent (less
apparent on analog), and thus would indicate greater accuracy. Yet at the end of the day
Icould not escape the feeling that the extreme
highs could stand some farther tweaking—
perhaps aredeployment of the Marigo dots.
Conclusion: The latest version of Unity
Audio's Pyramid Signature retains the considerable virtues of the less expensive Sig6Older Pyramid Signatures can be upgraded to achieve
"about 80%" of the effect of these modifications. Unity Audio
is working on do-it-yourself upgrade kits to improve any
Unity product, as well as other makes of loudspeakers Unity
Audio, 2924 W. St. Joseph, Lansing, MI 48917. Tel: (517) 3728750. Fax: (517) 372-0416.
7Ididn't go the full Microscan route with the latest Pyramid
Signatures, but placing aD-8 atop each speaker did have a
beneficial effect on treble focus.
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nature One, and manages to build on them.
While less forgiving of imperfections in the
source and associated equipment, the Pyramid Signature also attains ahigher overall
level of resolution. Dynamics and bass extension are improved, and the speaker has less
ola boxy coloration. Are these sonic differences commensurate with the substantial
price difference? The answer depends on how
much you value these differences, as well as
on your budget for other system upgrades,
which you may feel compelled to make once
you have the Pyramid Signatures in your system. Unity Audio has not managed to repeal
the Law of Diminishing Returns, but I'd say
you do get your money's worth.
—Robert Deutsch

ACARIAN ALÓN I
LOUDSPEAKER

In September's group review of floorstanding
loudspeakers (pp.107-156), the three-way
Acarian Alón Idid very poorly in both the
blind panel and individual listening tests.
Despite obvious strengths in bass extension
and soundstaging, the listeners could not
ignore its peaky, nasal-sounding upper midrange. The Alón I's designer, Carl Marchisotto, argued in his "Manufacturer's Comment" (September, pp.213-215) that the
crossovers of both speakers had been [identically] damaged in transit, leading to adrop
in woofer level that isolated the lower end of
the midrange unit's passband. Iwas skeptical
but agreed to perform aFollow-Up review,
to give the speaker the benefit of the doubt.
Iset the Alóns up in my dedicated listening
room, using the same ancillary equipment
described in my Harbeth and Rogers review
elsewhere in this issue. The only real difference was to use an 8' bi-wired set of Acarian's Black Orpheus speaker cable, which is
also used for the internal wiring to the
speaker's dipole midrange unit and tweeter.
(The woofer wiring appears to be 14-gauge
Monster Cable.)
Immediately obvious with the new samples was the elimination of the upper-midrange coloration that had afflicted the groupreview pair. While the Alón's midrange
seemed abit recessed in absolute terms, there
was only atrace of nasality. If you sat too
high or rose from your chair, the speaker did
acquire ahollow coloration, but as long as
you sit approximately level with the speaker's
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tweeter—between 32" and 36" from the
floor—this will not be aproblem.
What was noticeable was avery powerful and extended bass performance for what
is arelatively inexpensive loudspeaker. Bass
instruments generally seemed louder than
expected. The Fender bass on the second Stetraphile Test CD, for example, literally slammed
its way out of the speakers and into the room.
Organ recordings acquired extra majesty.
Orchestral recordings seemed more powerful. The 32Hz warble tone on Stereophiles Test
CD 2 reproduced in my room with full
weight; the 25Hz and 20Hz tones were
progressively rolled off.
This bass weight had not been traded off
against reduced clarity. The low registers
weren't underdamped or "one-notey";
rather, there just seemed to be alot of bass.
The Alón Iactually had good articulation in
the bass region, passing the "Last Train
Home" test. (This track, from Pat Metheny's
Still Life (Talking) album, Geffen 24145-2, is
akiller for bass articulation.) Ihad one problem with the speaker while testing its bass
extension. Something in the woofer cabinet
of one of the pair rattled while the speaker
was reproducing the 50Hz warble tone at a
high level; the other one of the pair did the
same thing reproducing the 40Hz warble
tone. Acarian should take alittle more care
in assembly.
Though the midrange was alittle laidback, the high treble was moderately too
high in level. Recorded tape hiss was more
audible than usual; vocal sibilants were alittle
too, well, sibilant. Piano sounded abit dark,
however, the right-hand register being too
laid-back and mellow-toned. Nevertheless,
the tonal quality of different instruments
could be easily discerned. The Alóns' soundstaging was excellent, with good depth and
well-focused, stable images.
All in all, these second samples sounded
very much better than the first.
Looking at the speaker's measured performance, there didn't appear to be any significant difference in the new sample's impedance. Though the peak at 3kHz in fig.1 on
p.117 of September had risen from 14 to 16
ohms and the valley just below that peak had
moved from 4.7 ohms at 1150Hz to 3.9 ohms
at 1400Hz, the shape of the curve was the
same, the woofer's sealed-box alignment was
still tuned to 40Hz, and the overall minimum
208

was still just below 4ohms in the upper bass.
Looking at the individual responses of the
woofer and midrange/tweeter module in the
two sets of samples, however, indicated asignificant difference that correlated with my
listening impressions. Whereas the original
sample had featured abig peak at the bottom
of its midrange-unit passband (fig.1), the later
sample's midrange unit was much flatter
(fig.2). There are still acouple of notches and
small peaks; looking at the electrical signals
supplied to the drive-units by the crossover
filters (fig.3) reveals that these are mostly
inherent in the drive signal, probably due to
the interaction between the filter and the
drive-unit's intrinsic impedance. These same
notches can also be seen in the midrange
unit's nearfield response (not shown).
As well as the reduced level of electrical
drive to the Alón I's midrange unit, what is
also interesting about fig.3 is the very low
pole frequency of the woofer low-pass filter.
This filter consists of alarge air-cored series
inductor followed by ashunt combination
of anon-polar electrolytic capacitor in series
with aresistor. The woofer starts to roll off
above 100Hz, reaching -6dB at 305Hz, but

-3881
-48d1
188:

18811:

IBM

Fig. Acarian Alón I, original sample, individual
responses of woofer and midrange/tweeter
module on tweeter axis at 45", corrected
for microphone response, with nearfield
response of woofer below 200Hz.
8.8dB

-2edE

-48dB
Blz
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1111z
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Fig.2 Acarian Alón I, second sample, individual
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responses of woofer and midrange/tweeter
module on tweeter axis at 45", corrected
for microphone response, with nearfield
response of woofer below 200Hz.
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the initial rolloff is slow, 6dB/octave, not
accelerating to its ultimate 12dB/octave rate
until the mid-treble. This is the reason for the
famed Alón bass slam. The woofer has arelatively well-damped sealed-box alignment to
give good "speed," but is equalized to be
about 6dB too hot in the midbass region.
This results in aweighty but still wellcontrolled bass, as can be seen by referring
back to fig.2.
The improvement in the overall anechoic
frequency response can be seen by comparing
fig.4 (original sample) with fig.5 (new sample). Though the overall big-bass/slightly
elevated high-treble balance is the same, gone
is the 1150Hz peak and the dip above it that
so bothered the listening panel last September. A couple of residual modes in this region
can still be seen in the waterfall plot (fig.6),
but overall, this is amuch improved loudspeaker. Without the upper-midrange nonsense, the things it does well can easily be
perceived.
At $1200/pair, the revised Alón Istill offers
excellent soundstaging. It has arather dark,
1 11111111

1111111

1 1II
11111

1 11

bass-heavy balance, but is almost entirely free
of the upper-midrange coloration that caused
it to be downgraded last September. Recommended, therefore, but Acarian should examine their QA procedures, and prospective
purchasers should carefully audition the samples of the Alón Ithat they are actually going
to buy.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.4 Acarian Alón I, original sample, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 45", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with neat-field
response of woofer below 200Hz.
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Fig.3 Acarian Alón I. second sample, electrical
crossover filter responses.
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Fig.5 Acarian Alón I, second sample, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 45", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with nearfield
response of woofer below 200Hz.
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Fig.6 Acarian Alón I, second sample, cumulative spectral-decay plot.
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CAL Alpha
Tube Analog DAC
The

New....

and

already

in

the

best places!

"When Dick Olsher heard the Brystons
in my system— though admittedly with an
additional variable in the form of the

California Audio Labs Delta transport
and new Alpha DIA converter*
he remarked that the WATTs/Puppies sounded
better than he ever recalled hearing them in
the Stereophile listening room"
Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile, Vol. 16, No. 10, Oct. 1993, pg. 202
California Audio Labs

Alpha Tube Analog DAC

1 Bit Hybrid Delta Sigma D/A Conversion

$1,495

Input Bandwidth Range: 25kHz to 55kHz

18 bit Resolution

Signal to Noise Ratio:100db

64X Oversampling Rate

Total Harmonic Distortion: .005%

Dual 12AX7 Tube Discrete Analog Stage

Output Voltage: 3.5V RMS (adjustable)

Crystal CS8412 Erev Low Jitter Input Receiver

Channel Separation: 80db

Standby Power Mode

Dimensions: 8.5W x4.75H x12.5D

8 separate Regulated Power Supplies

The ALPHA Tube Analog Processor features
matching appearance and dimensions with the
Delta Transport.
Four input formats are standard for maximum
compatibility with other digital devices.

Four input selections: AES/EBU Input •Coaxial
Input •AT&T ST Input •Toslink Input
Frequency Response: SHz to 22kHz, 0/-.05db
*Emphasis by Stereo Exchange

STEREO EHCHANGE

IN MANHATTAN: THE BLOCK LONG STORE
627 Broadway •New York, NY 10012 •Tel: 212 505-1111 Fax: 212 995-5524 Out of NYC: 800 833-0071
IN NANUET: OUR NEW STORE
WorldRadioHistory
148 Route 59 •Nanuet, NY 10954
*Tel: 914 623-3333 Fox: 914 623-3374
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ne would never suspect, when listening to the glorious, tuneful
music of the Sleeping Beauty, Swan
Lake, and Nutcracker ballets, the violin and
piano concertos, the 1812 and Romeo andJuliet
overtures, the brilliant orchestral suites, and
the first three symphonies, that the composer
of these masterpieces of melody was living
atormented and unhappy experience. Tchaikovsky once wrote, "The greater reason I
have to be happy, the more discontented do
Ibecome. ..
asecret worm gnaws continually in my heart ...
Isuffer from torments
which cannot be put into words?' Emotionally insecure, obsessed with unidentified
fears, Tdiaikovsky had several nervous breakSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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downs and even tried to commit suicide.
Doubtless much of this was precipitated by
his inability to deal with his homosexuality
and his attempts to hide it from the world—
which included apreposterous, short-lived
marriage.
While composing his first symphony,
Tchaikovsky grew convinced that he would
die before it could be completed, and that it
would be afailure. Needless to say, he was
delighted when the premiere in 1868 was a
huge success. But while melancholy is evident in some of these earlier works, it didn't
really become obvious until his last three
symphonies, culminating in the ultra-tragic
"Pathétique:' premiered just 12 days before
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For years people have
wondered what would happen if
Henry Kloss designed a"costno-object" speaker system.
Now they can find out
The latest speaker system from
Henry Kloss consists of apair of
Cambridge SoundWorks Ambiance
two-way, acoustic suspension
speakers, our Powered Subwoofer
and our EXO-1 electronic
crossover. Its natural, accurate,
wide-range sound puts this
system, we believe, in aclass of
speakers selling for hundreds (if
not thousands) more. 30 day Total
Satisfaction Guarantee.

(Z) Ambiance two-way acoustic suspension speakers (Nextel finish or $
primed for painting —$50 extra for solid oak); Powered Subwoofer with
12" long-throw driver, 140-watt amplifier; EX0-1 3-channel electronic
crossover with selectable 18 dB per octave high pass filters.

48

Optional Slave Subwoofer with identical 12" long-throw driver uses
Factooirducct pnce.
Powered Subwoofer's amplifier (which jumps to 200 watts). $299
Not available in retail stores.
EX0-1 crossover alone (works with any powered subwoofer). $299 39 daY satisfaction guarantee.
CAMBRII X

Suite 212, 154 California Street Mire œ
Newton, MA 02158 Fax 617-332-9229

Free Catalog

Components by Pioneer, Sony,
Philips, Denon, Cambridge
it- Sound Works and others.

1-800-FOR-HIFI

Suite 104, 154 California Street
WorldRadioHistory

Newton, MA 02158 Fax 617-332-9229

permitted Tchaikovsky to concentrate on
composition. During this period he wrote
much of his finest music, including the opera
Eugene Onegin, Capriccio italien, the Overture
1812, the Violin Concerto, agroup of songs,
three of the orchestral suites, and the Symphonies 4and 5.
Though Symphony 4, premiered in February 1878, was agreat success, Tchaikovsky
still was bedeviled by what he felt to be alack
of creative ability, and did not begin work
on anew symphony until 1888. The Fifth
was completed in the summer of 1888, and
Tchaikovsky conducted the premiere in St.

the composer's death in 1893 at the age of 53.
Educated for acareer in law, Tchaikovsky
at the age of 22 entered the St. Petersburg
Conservatory for study in harmony, counterpoint, and orchestration. He devoted himself exclusively to music in 1862, and in 1866
became ateacher at the Moscow Conservatory. In 1877 his association began with Nadezhda Filaretovna von Meck, awealthy
widow who loved music and recognized
Tchaikovsky's genius. Although at her insistence they never met, for 13 years they corresponded voluminously while she assisted
him financially. This financial independence

Label á
Number

Conductor!
Orchestra
Abbado/CSO

CBS MK 42094

Abravanel/Utah SO

Vox CDX 5005
(2 CDs)

Year
1986

SPARS
Code

Symphony
Playing
Time

Total
Playing
Time

DDD

4541

57:14

ADD

45:51

2:02:04

Coupling

Symphony 1, Francesca da
Rimini. Marche slave

London 425 586
(3 CDs)

1979

ADD

46:24

Beecham/LPO

EMI 64053

1939/
1940

ADD

45:00

68:52

Francesca da

Bernstein/NYP

DG 429 234

1988

DOD

52:52

7535

Romeo and Juliet

Etóhm/LSO

DG 427 822

1980

DOD

51:05

51:05

Cantelli/NBC SO

Music &Arts
CD 602 (2 CDs)

1952

AAD

43:48

Celebidache/LPO

London 425 958

1948

ADD

50:37

73:30

Chailly/Concertgebouw

London 410 232

1980

DDD

45:08

45:08

Doráti/LSO

Mercury 434 305

1961

ADD

4T14

68:06

Marche slave, Onegin excerpts

DutoitiMontréal SO

London 425 503

1988

DDD

46:33

64:22

Hamlet

Nimbus 5194

1987

DDD

46:00

69:34

Philips 420 142
(2 CDs)

1974

ADD

50:24

2:22:28

Cheery CD94

1968

ADD

47:02

73:50

Swan Lake Suite

Denon 6364

1989

ODD

48:40

63:19

Blacher: Paganini Variations

Chandos 8351

1984

DOD

4311

43:11

KarajanNPO

DG 416 094
and 439 019

1985

DDD

48:02

48:02

Karajan/BPO

DG 429 675
(4 CDs)

1975

ADD/
DDD

49:12

4:24:11

Symphonies 1-4, 6

Karajan/Philharmonia

EMI 63460
(3 CDs)

1952/
1953

ADD

5018

3:25:01

Symphonies 4, 6, Sleeping
Beauty Swan Lake, Nutcracker
Suites

Klemperer/Philharmonia

EMI 63838
(2 CDs)

1961

ADD

45:52

2:17:17

Symphonies 4, 6

58:46

Ashkenazy/Philharmonia

Frühbeck de Burgos/LSO
Haitink/Concertgebouw
Horenstein/Nsw Philharmonia
Inbal/Frankfurt RSO
Jansons/Oslo PO

Symphonies 4, 6, Manfred

Symphonies 4, 6

RPO 7017

1988

DOD

4831

RCA VCM 6174
(3 LPs)

1944

—

46:26

Virgin 91140
and 59598

1989

DOD

46:54

Maazel/Cleveland

CBS MDK 44785

1980

DOD

46:45

60:39

MaazeINPO

London 430 787
(4 CDs)

1964

ADD

44:54

4:27:52

Markevich/LSO

Philips 438 335
(2 CDs)

1966

ADD

43:19

Koizumi/RPO
Koussevitzky/BSO
Litton/Boumemouth SO
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Kodály: Háry Janos Suite
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72:59

The Tempest
Prokofiev: Symphony 1
Symphonies 1-4, 6, Romeo
and Juliet
Symphonies 4,6
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Petersburg on November 17 of that year, to
acool reception. Although convinced at first
that it was afailure, he changed his mind
somewhat after later successful performances.
Fate, the prime subject of Symphony 4, is
also, in amore subdued way, the subject of
Symphony 5. The new symphony's "fate"
theme, stated at the beginning of the first
movement, returns throughout the work.
The first movement is inexorably sad, and
reaches atragic climax before slowly fading
away. The second movement, highlighted by
the famous French horn solo (adapted by Tin
Pan Alley as "Moon Love"), unquestionably

Label &
Number

Conductorl
Orchestra

Year

is alove scene, but one without hope. The
third movement is abrief waltz instead of the
expected scherzo, but one of forced gaiety
that ends with another statement of the "fate"
theme. "Fate" also opens the fourth and final
movement; after much development and display, the "fate" theme is stated triumphantly
in the major, first by strings, then by brass,
followed by a rapid coda and four final,
smashing chords.
The symphony is scored for three flutes
(third doubling piccolo), two oboes, two
clarinets, two bassoons; four horns, two
trumpets, three trombones, bass tuba; tim-

SPARS
Code

Symphony
Playing
Time

Total
Playing
Time

Coupling

Teldec 43462

1987

DDD

4712

47:12

—

Supraphon 8053

1961

ADD

42:45

57:45

Rimsky-Korsakov:
Capriccio espagnole

Mengelberg/Concertgebouw

In Sync 4138
(cassette)

1928

43:38

84:15

Symphony 4

Mengelberg/Concertgebouw

Music 8Arts CD 780
(4 CDs)

1939

MD

42:53

Masur/Leipzig Gewandhaus
Matatit/Czech PO

Brahms, Bruch, Beethoven,
etc.

Teldec 243 727

1940

ADD

4306

43:06

Vanguard OVC 8031/2
(2 CDs)

1963

ADD

43:35

97:25

Piano Concerto 1,
Romeo and Juliet

Mravinsky/Leningrad PO

DG 419 745
(2 CDs)

1960

ADD

43:12

2:08:55

Symphonies 4, 6

Mravinsky/Leningrad PO

Hunt 714
(2 CDs)

1961

ADD

43:04

2:21:24

Mozart, Beethoven,
Shostakovich, Glinka

Mravinsky/Leningrad PO

Melodiya VDC 1008

1978

ADD

41:24

41:24

Mravinsky/Leningrad PO

Erato 45755

1983

DOD

42:47

42:47

EMI 54338

1991

DDD

49:28

72:37

Francesca da Rimini

Sony SBK 46538

1959

ADD

47:49

69:50

Serenade for Strings

48:25

Mengelberg/BPO
Monteux/LSO

Muti/Philadelphia
Ormandy/Philadelphia
Ormandy/Philadelphia

RCA 7820

1974

ADD

48:25

Ormandy/Philadelphia

Delos 3015

1981

DDD

47:16

47:16

Ozawa/BSO

DG 431 603

1977

ADD

46:35

65:45

Romeo and Juliet

Previn/RPO

Telarc 80107

1984

DDD

4554

5054

Rimsky-Korsakov:
Tsar Saltan March

Rostropovich/NSO

Erato 45415

1988

DDD

48:19

Rozhdestvensky/LSO

IMP PCD 875

1987

DDD

4715

63:39

Sanderling/Berlin SO

Denon 7100

1979

DDD

4925

49:25

Philips 900020
(LP)

1962

AAA

42:41

42:41

RCA 60425

1988

DDD

48:18

72:29

The Tempest

London 433 687

1967

ADD

50:26

7036

Romeo and Juliet
Swan Lake Suite

Sawallisch/Concertgebouw
Slatkin/St. Louis SO
Stokowski/New Philharmonia

Overture 1812

Solti/CSO

London 425 516

1987

DOD

45:03

71:51

Szell/Cleveland

Columbia 37767

1959

ADD

45:46

45:46

Temirkanov/St. Petersburg PO

RCA 61377
(2 CDs)

1992

DDD

49:11

2:24:57

van Kempen/Concertgebouw

Philips 438 310
(3 CDs)

1951

ADD

43:50

Music 8Arts 273
(2 CDs)

1940

ADD

46:01

Walter/NBC SO
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pani and strings.
While most conductors follow the score
as written; there are different interpretations
of what Tchaikovsky meant by his Allegro
vivace (alla breve) marking shortly after the
introduction in the final movement, and the
timpani roll that precedes it (usually about
three minutes into the movement). A few
conductors lead up to this section with an
extended roll that Ifind highly effective, and
while the Allegro vivace section is marked to
be played halfnote/minim =120, afew conductors take it faster, particularly Yevgeni
Mravinsky in all of his performances, where
it is much faster (=160), with electrifying
effect. It is reported that, after a1912 concert in St. Petersburg, Willem Mengelberg
was approached by Modest Tchaikovsky
(Peter's brother), who congratulated him on
his performance and gave him ascore supposedly sanctioned by the composer, in
which some cuts were recommended in the
finale and unspecified changes in the orchestration, presumably justification for the
changes Mengelberg made thereafter.
To me, aperformance of this work must
capture the oppressive sadness pervasive in
the score. It must be played with huge, dramatic bursts of passion, and with the greatest
virtuosity and beauty of tone. The horn solo
in the second movement needs to be luminous and secure, and the final major-key
statement of the "fate" theme should blaze
triumphantly, with the descending trombone
notes in the coda audible, although few conductors emphasize this, and/or few recording
teams capture it.
The Fifth has always been well represented
on recordings; this survey includes anumber
of the more interesting "historic" transcriptions, even though many are currently not
available. As amatter of fact, because of the
vagaries of recording companies, even some
of the more recent recordings have been
deleted and might be hard to find.
The historic Willem Mengelberg/Concertgebouw 1928 recording for Columbia
(available now only on asuperb In Sync cassette) will be included in Volume II of Pearl's
complete CD set of the conductor's Columbia recordings. This majestic interpretation
is full of drive and passion, and it's remark1The score of Symphony 5is available, along with the scores
to Symphonies 4and 6, in abargain-priced ($18.95), largeformat study edition from Dover Publications.
—JA
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

able how much detail one can hear despite
the recording's age: the pizzicati strings, vivid
brass interjections, and string sonorities were
all well-captured, in awell-balanced sonic
picture. In the fourth movement Mengelberg
makes acut of 28 bars in the Allegro vivace section, and also eliminates the first 18 bars in
the Moderato assai emob maestoso section just
before the strings triumphantly state the
"fate" theme. He also adds ahighly effective
cymbal (an instrument otherwise not heard
in the score) two bars before the final Presto.
Music & Arts has issued alive concert performance from November 26, 1939, which
features the same cuts and added cymbal. It
is fascinating that all three of Mengelberg's
available performances (the last is with the
Berlin Philharmonic) vary only seconds from
each other in actual performance time; in all
three, the trombones in the final Presto are
vividly clear.
Wolfang Sawallisch recorded the Fifth
with the Concertgebouw in 1962 for alongdiscontinued Philips LP—a straightforward
and well-played performance. This can also
be said of Bernard Haitink's 1974 recording,
which boasts rich sonics and amagnificent
second-movement horn solo. If the engineers
had better captured the sound of other brass
instruments, this would have been among the
top recordings of this symphony.
Paul van Kempen's 1951 Concertgebouw
recording is legendary, tremendously exciting, and stunningly played. The sound is
quite glassy and abit boomy, but well conveys the performance. This is now available
on a3-CD Philips set of this conductor's
Tchaikovsky recordings, where it sounds
much better than it did when first issued on
CD (Philips 420 858-2), when the misused
"NoNoise" process eliminated resonance and
low bass, and added shrillness. Van Kempen
incorporates aterrific timpani roll before the
Allegro vivace in the finale, makes Mengelberg's 28-bar cut, and adds not one, but two
cymbal crashes in the finale—on the third
beat of the second bar before the Presto (Mengelberg's cymbal is on the first beat), and on
the third beat of the following bar; the trombones are magnificent in the coda.
The Leningrad Philharmonic is justifiably famous for their Tchaikovsky. If you want
their performance of the Fifth, surely the preferred one is the DG studio recording in London from 1960, with Yevgeni Mravinsky
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conducting. This demonic interpretation of
enormous intensity is stunningly played and
very well recorded. Mravinsky's super-speed
in the Allegro vivo section of the finale (2:54
into the fourth movement) dazzles, although
some listeners may find the second-movement horn solo too ridden with vibrato. Mravinsky's digital live recording from 1983
(Erato) is outstanding in every way, and easily
superior to other available Mravinsky/Leningrad live concert recordings, all of which have
inadequate sound that does not do justice to
the performances. Perhaps DG eventually
will issue its early-'50s monophonic recordings of Mravinsky conducting Symphonies
5and 6.
A recent RCA two-CD set offers the same
orchestra under its official new name, "The
St. Petersburg Philharmonic," with its current
music director, Yuri Temirkanov, conducting
the last three Tchaikovsky symphonies. This
fascinating conductor does some very Mengelbergian things in all three. Iparticularly
like his rubato and sensitive coloring in the
first movement. Unfortunately, the audio
quality is substandard, with thin strings, unfocused woodwinds, and blurred timpani
that cover up just about everything else. I
hope sonics will be better on Temirkanov's
new recording on RCA with the Royal Philharmonic, which might be available by the
time you read this.
The London Symphony Orchestra has
recorded the Fifth numerous times. Unquestionably the finest is their live concert performance with Pierre Monteux, recorded at
the 1963 Vienna Festival. This fabulous performance of incredible intensity is magnificently played, and recorded in anatural, spacious acoustic that loses no detail. Antal
Doráti's 1961 recording is superb in every
way, second only to the Monteux in the
ranking of LSO recordings of this music.
Doráti's interpretation displays the same
vigor and dynamic approach evident in his
earlier mono recordings of the Tchaikovsky
ballets. Karl Bühm's 1980 DG recording is
unexceptional. His interpretation is surprisingly dynamic, but Tchaikovsky is not this
conductor's strong suit; the performance has
little impact. If you like Nimbus's sonic ethic,
you probably will enjoy Rafael Frühbeck de
Burgos's version, areading of imagination
and impact, well-played but recorded with
more resonance than one usually associates
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

with Walthamstow Town Hall. Gennady
Rozhdestvensky's 1987 IMP Classics recording is surprisingly lackluster, and not particularly well recorded. Iwas never much
impressed by Igor Markevitch's 1966 set of
all of the symphonies; they're proficient but
have no particular distinction.
The Cleveland Orchestra made a78rpm
recording of the Fifth with Artur Rodzinski conducting. Their 1959 CBS recording
with George Szell is magnificent, one of the
best available; its vigor and drive are remarkable, orchestral playing is superlative, and
recorded sound belies its vintage Lorin Maazers 1980 recording with the same orchestra
is mild by comparison, abit more expansive
than his 1964 Vienna recording, although not
as richly recorded.
The Chicago Symphony would seem a
natural for Tchaikovsky. In 1928, when Mengelberg and the Concertgebouw were
recording the Fifth for Columbia, Frederick Stock and the Chicago were recording
it for Victor in an imaginative performance
that cuts the same 28 bars in the finale as did
Mengelberg. Sir Georg Solti (who had
recorded the Fifth for London in the early
days of stereo with the Paris Conservatory
Orchestra) has recorded it twice with the
Chicagoans. The first, from 1975, has been
discontinued; unfortunate, as it is superior
to his second, recorded in 1987, which is a
superficial reading, sleek and superpowered
and of great impetus but in unflattering
sound, with woolly brass and some congestion in climaxes. The 1975 version is almost
as dynamic, but more naturally recorded. In
1986 Claudio Abbado made his CBS recording, also in Orchestra Hall; so much artificial reverberation was added that the sound
is lumpy and undefined in the bass, and lacking in brilliance and brass impact. Too bad—
Abbado's performance is one of the better
ones, superior to an early effort on DG with
the LSO, no longer available.
The Philharmonia Orchestra has recorded
the Fifth often, including along-unavailable
version with Paul Kletzki. Karajan's 1971
recording is rather indulgent, highlighted by
an overemotional second movement, but the
reproduction is not up to the standards of the
time. His later Berlin recording is superior
in every way. Otto Klemperer might seem
an odd choice for Tchaikovsky, but he stolidly
sticks to the score in agrand performance,
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quite well recorded, with asense of nobility many others lack. Vladimir Ashkenazy's
1979 recording was his first as aconductor,
impressive interpretively as well as sonically.
There is often afine romantic sweep to this
reading, but the overall effect is episodic. The
orchestra was called the "New Philharmonia" in 1968 when Jasdia Horenstein recorded
the Fifth for the Reader's Digest with the outstanding recording/production team of Kenneth Wilkinson and Charles Gerhardt. This
is apowerful performance—Horenstein's
tempi are predominantly slow, the antithesis
of Mravinsky's, but the energy level is high,
and the sonic quality is superior to that of
most modern digital recordings.
The Fifth was afavorite work of Leopold
Stokowski's. He first recorded it for Victor
in 1934 with the Philadelphia Orchestra, and
again in 1953 with astudio orchestra. He also
conducted an electrifying performance of the
second movement with the New York Philharmonic in the 1947 film, Carnegie Hall. His
1967 London recording with the New Philharmonia is magnificent in its wayward style,
ahighly personal statement of great passion
and commitment. Stokowski makes two
four-bar cuts in the first movement; two bars
in the introduction to the finale; another cut
later on in the same movement; eliminates
the pause before the final statement of the
theme; and adds asmall glissando to both horn
and trumpet statements of the theme—all to
wonderful effect. Sparks really fly in this brilliant performance, and the four smashing
chords that end the work are played with
machine-gun rapidity. Sonically this recording is Technicolor-plus, and very satisfying
in its spotlit way.
Eugene Ormandy recorded the Fifth five
times with the Philadelphia Orchestra. The
RCA version recorded in 1974 is aspectacular
performance, quite similar to the earlier CBS
recording, but is sabotaged by thin, harsh
sonics. His imaginative 1959 CBS recording presents agreat orchestra at its peak and
is very well recorded, easily superior to his
final version, in digital sound on Delos, which
is interpretively placid and, as arecording,
lacks brilliance, presence, and impact. Riccardo Muti's EMI recording is one ofEMI's
finest engineering accomplishments in Memorial Hall; however, aside from the final
movement, the performance is surprisingly
understated.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Leonard Bernstein's New York Philharmonic recording of 1988 is an indulgent affair
with less than precise orchestral playing,
overstated emotions, and close-up sound
lacking in natural resonance. His earlier CBS
recording is far preferable, with the dynamic
approach characteristic of Bernstein in the
'70s, and excellent, full sonics. This recording
was recently reissued in Sony's "Bernstein
Royal Edition." Charles Dutoit's Montréal
recording is well-played, but doesn't do
much to get the adrenalin going. Even the
finale lacks fire, and the sound is typical of
recent Dutoit/Montréal recordings, with
some undefined, murky bass.
The earliest Berlin Philharmonic recording
Iknow of is Ferenc Fricsay's, long out of
print, followed by Mengelberg's of 1940,
which is amirror of his 1928 recording with
the Concertgebouw (same portanienti, same
cuts, added cymbal in the finale). Karajan's
Berlin recording is outstanding, aperformance remarkably vigorous for Karajan and
very well recorded, superior to his earlier
EMI Philharmonia recording, as well as a
later recording with the Vienna Philharmonic. This last is an example of DG's overmilting of the time, with unnatural sonic perspectives, and Karajan at his most indulgent.
The Vienna Philharmonic is magnificent
in Maazel's 1964 recording, which remains
one of the finest available. Maazel fully
explores the sonorities of the VPO, with
more of asense of commitment than is found
in his later CBS recording. Riccardo Chailly's
1980 London recording is flawed by ragged
playing (surprising from the VPO!) and lackluster conducting. This mercifully has been
deleted.
Leonard Slatkin's St. Louis recording for
RCA is neat and precise, but, as recorded
here, the orchestra has asmallish sound
hardly appropriate for major orchestral
works. It's always apleasure to hear earlier
recordings by the Czech Philharmonic, particularly their brilliant performance of the
Fifth with Von Matacic conducting dating
back to the early '60s, with clear sonics that
let everything be heard. Sergiu Celebidache's
1948 London Philharmonic has the advantage of ICingsway Hall acoustics and Kenneth Wilkinson's engineering. The wellplayed performance has distinction and a
sense of purpose and, although one of the
longest recordings of the Fifth, is far removed
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from this conductor's recent penchant for
is prosaic at best, and the recorded sound is
super-slow tempi. Rumor has it that this
muddy, undefined, and lacking in presence.
recording required more than the usual numEliahu Inbal's Frankfurt recording is
ber of sessions for awork of this length. Sir
undistinctive. The same can be said of Kurt
Thomas Beecham's 1939/40 recording with
Masur's Leipzig recording, which is not as
the London Philharmonic was for some years
well recorded as Inbal's Denon CD. The
considered to be the finest available. Beecham's
Royal Philharmonic has two versions of the
Tchaikovsky is always intriguing (his SymFifth currently available: on Telarc with
phony 4is almost as individual as MengelAndré Previn, and on RPO Records with
berg's), but EMI's transfer has lost some of
Kazuhiro Koizumi. The Previn is notethe impact and brilliance of the 78rpm
perfect but bland, though still superior to
originals.
Koizumi's prosaic runthrough, in which very
Artur Rodzinski's early-'50s recording
little of interest occurs. Previn's is one of the
with the "Philharmonic Symphony Orchesbest-recorded Fifths on CD; Koizumi's is of
tra of London" is an engrossing interpretation
considerably lower sonic interest. The
and deserves reissue on MCA (so do his
Maurice Abravanel/Utah Symphony colFourth and Sixth). Andrew Litton's Bourlaboration has produced many superb
nemouth Symphony version on Virgin is
recordings, including Mahler symphonies
disappointing, not particularly well played,
and the Berlioz Requiem, but their Fifth
has an exaggerated first movement and unsounds anemic and uninspired.
exceptional sonics. Mariss Jansons's Oslo
For aBoston Symphony recording of the
Philharmonic recording on Chandos has
Fifth, it would be best to wait until RCA
been highly praised, but Ican't understand
releases their splendid Monteux version next
why. The playing is unexceptional, and no
year. Ozawa's 1977 recording on DG boasts
one would suspect from this laid-back intersuperb orchestral playing, but this is another
pretation that Jansons was for several years
of the conductor's low-profile performances,
second conductor to Mravinsky at the Leninwith little fire or drive Serge Koussevitzky's
dramatic 1944 recording will doubtless be
grad Philharmonic.
Guido Cantelli's early-'50s recording of issued on CD. The Fifth was afavorite of his,
the Fifth with the La Scala Orchestra was
and he programmed it often. The performance is tremendously exciting, with remarkhighly regarded at the time; it's sad that he
did not record the work again before his
ably good, well-balanced sound for its time.
death in 1956. His 1952 NBC Symphony
With so many choices, which to choose?
Many acceptable performances are reasonOrchestra live performance offers astrong,
direct approach, very well played, and the
ably well recorded; many not particularly
sound on the Music & Arts issue is more than
distinguished performances are wonderfully
acceptable. This performance is also availrecorded. The ones that combine excellence
able on ASV (503/04, where it is labeled "stein performance and engineering are those of
reo," which of course it is not), and on ArkaFrühbeck de Burgos, Haitink, Horenstein,
dia (762.2), but the reproduction on both is
Karajan/Berlin, Mravinsky/1960 and 1983,
decidedly inferior to the Music & Arts. Bruno
Maazel/Vienna, Monteux, Ormandy/Sony,
Walter's live 1940 performance with the same
Stokowski, and Szell. My first choices are
orchestra is an enigma, particularly in the last
Monteux, Mravinsky, Szell, and Stokowski.
movement; this perverse interpretation either
Among "historic" recordings, however, the
shows atotal lack of understanding of the
Mengelberg (1928) and van Kempen/ConTchaikovsky idiom, or shows the score in a certgebouw are both required listening.
totally different light elusive to everyone else.
The discography gives statistics on more
Ifind it fascinating but frustrating. The sound
than 50 recordings of the Fifth. Many have
is surprisingly good for its time.
been unavailable for some time; some,
Mstislav Rostropovich's recent Erato
although listed in current CD catalogs, have
recording with the National Symphony is
been either discontinued or reissued with
adisappointment, particularly to anyone
different numbers and couplings. CD playing
familiar with his late-'70s LP set of all of the
times are listed only for single-CD issues.
symphonies on EMI with the LPO. The new
Prices are listed under the general categories
interpretation is flaccid, orchestral playing
of budget, mid-price, or premium.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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RCA releases the young Leonard Bernstein's very first symphonic recording, made in 1945: the first taping
of his own Jeremiah Symphony (p.233). The Swinging Steaks prove that there's still life in Gram Parsons—inspired
country rock, evert if you do come from Massachusetts (p.259). And see p.23I for December's Recording
of the Month: the (hardly) Anonymous 4's gorgeous and seasonal On Yoolis Night.

CLASSICAL
J.S. BACH: Goldberg Variations
Blandine Verlet, harpsichord
Astrée E8745 (CD only). Bertrand Bayle, prod.; Nicolas
Bartholomée, éng DDD. TT: 80:30
According to tradition, the Goldberg Variations were commissioned by the insomniac
Hermann Keyserlingk for the teen-aged virtuoso Johann Goldberg, with the intention that
they be played to entertain the patron during
bouts of sleeplessness. Iwill not speculate as
to whether or not this is true, but Ican tell you
that my eight-year-old numbers them among
his favorite bedtime listening. Young Raymond,
unlike his stepfather, is no purist and expresses
no preference for harpsichord or piano in these
works; for myself, Iplump for the former; if
Ihad no other version than Verlet's, Icould be
quite content.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Ibelieve that Blandine Verlet has been
recording for some two decades with Astrée,
during which time she has become one of those
performers whose discs are simply self-recommending. She has, to be sure, some rhythmic
mannerisms in the "French" style—in my
experience, Gallic harpsichordists tend to be
more pronouncedly agogic than others—but
this never goes to extremes, nor does it ever
detract from my enjoyment of the performance
Her instrument here is aHemsch of 1751, very
beautifully balanced and never tonally obtrusive Astrée's sound is close and detailed without being overly so, with the room making a
significant contribution. Ido not, thankfully,
suffer often from insomnia; however, if Idid,
Icould think of few pleasanter ways to spend
an unaccompanied sleepless hour than listening
to Blandine Verlet play Bach. —Les Berkley
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BARTÓK: Piano Music, Vol.I
14 Bagatelles, Op.6; 2 Elegies, Op.8b; 6 Roumanian
Dances; Sonatina; 3Hungarian Folk Tunes
Zoltán Kocsis, piano
Philips 434 104-2 (CD only). Wilhelm Hellweg, prod.;
Kees de Visser, eng. DDD. TE 54:01

With his carefully gauged dynamics, rhythmic
perspicacity, and understanding of Bartók's
inherent national styles, Kocsis here presents
asuperb survey of piano works which Ihope
will be the first of several volumes. Best known
are the 6Roumanian Folk Dances, wonderfully
and characterfully performed here; but the
pianist is equally effective in the longest work,
the expressionistic, 24-minute-long Bagatelles.
Philips has provided very satisfying sonics.
—Igor Kipnis
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 27, 28, 32
Opp.90, 101, 111
Stephen Kovacevich, piano
EMI 54599 (CD only). Mark Vigars, eng.; John Fraser,
prod. DDD. TE 59:31
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 28,29 ("Hammerldavier")
Opp.101, 106
Andrew Rangell, piano
Dorian DOR-90143 (CD only). Douglas Brown, David
H. Walters, Brian C. Peters engs.; Edwin I. Lawrence,
prod. DDD. TE 73:43

Here are two markedly different approaches
to Beethoven. Kovacevich traverses three of the
composer's most expressive sonatas with sure
technical command and stylish sensitivity
to their wide-ranging emotional content. In
Op.90 he conveys the agitation of the opening
movement and the delicate, graceful lyricism
of the finale with aflexible rhythm and adramatic flair that underscore the sharp contrasts
of brusque explosiveness and serene tenderness that are so much apart of the Beethovenian
ethos.
The two other sonatas are equally impressive. The opening movement of Op.101 may
not be as forward-pressing as some might like,
but it is projected with abrash toughness that
suits the music perfectly, and the finale is given
requisite bite. Even more impressive is Op.111,
Beethoven's farewell to the piano. Here the eerie
first movement (with repeat observed) is at once
tough and powerful, yet (where apt) wonderfully graceful. And if the concluding variations
lack the sustained inwardness of the great
Schnabel account, they maintain awelcome
continuity and integrity that provide the perfect
dramatic foil to their varying moods.
If there is afault in this release, it is with the
sound. The piano itself is well recorded, but
extraneous creaks and rumbles create disturbing counterpoint in several passages. Still, the
prevailing musicality of Kovacevich's playing
makes this release most attractive.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

The Rangell disc is another matter. Sonically
it is amodel of how apiano should be recorded:
intimately but not too close, with rich, accurate
timbres throughout the keyboard's range.
Musically, however, Rangell disappoints. Although dearly aperformer of temperament and
technical fluency, his attempts at expression
fracture the pulse and deprive the music of flow
and continuity, especially in the opening movement of Op.101 and the two initial movements
of the "Hatrunerklavier." Insofar as the latter
is concerned, Iwould recommend sacrificing
afew decibels of fidelity for the recently reissued (monaural) Solomon performance, one
of the miracles of the phonograph, in which
the pianist's technical prowess, intellectual comprehension, and emotional wallop produce as
fine an account of this exceptionally demanding
work as any to be had. It is available in atwoCD EMI set containing Solomon's impressive
(if not quite so extraordinary) readings of
Beethoven's five other late sonatas. The Rangell
disc (tagged "The Late Piano Sonatas, Volume
I") should, in contrast, be of interest only to
sound buffs.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
John Eliot Gardiner, Orchestre Révolutionaire et
Romantique
Philips 434 402-2 (CD only). Onno Scholtze, eng.;
Martha de Francisco, prod. DDD. TE 53:19

This venture follows in the footsteps of Roger
Norrington's "authentic" EMI version ofBerlioz's ever-fascinating first symphony (CDC
49541 2, reviewed in July 1989, Vol.12 No.7,
p.163). Like his predecessor, John Eliot Gardiner has made every effort to replicate the instruments, the playing techniques, and the
orchestral layout which Berlioz wished for or
expected in 1830. (Another interesting point
is that this recording was made in the auditorium which witnessed the work's first performances.) Gardiner also introduces an orchestra
whose name suggests grandiose aspirations.
However, while use of the Paris Conservatoires
old hall has to be correct in the archival sense,
in practice it turns out to be adistinct liability.
The acoustic is so dry and small-scale that the
orchestra lacks any significant ambient frame,
and never approaches anything remotely grandiose in sonic impact. Occasionally, when a
sense of distance is essential, as with the oboes
responses to the English horn at the start of
"Country Scene" (iii), an appropriate reverberance is provided. But for the most part the
sound is very dead, with, for instance, loud
orchestral chords cutting off so abruptly that
the recording might almost have been made in
the open air.
Ifind it difficult to switch off an awareness
of this limitation, which could have been
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ameliorated to some degree if the production
had arranged for the orchestral image to occupy
the full stereo soundstage, thereby giving a
complementary "close-up" view. But not a
whisper comes from either speaker axis. The
booklet accompanying the CD's European version includes adiagram of the traditional Conservatoire layout, from which one might have
expected the first and second violins to be
placed at the L/R extremes. They are in fact
divided, but by no means to that extent. The
same is true of the two harp groups in the
"Ball" (ii). In these respects headphone listening
is probably the best option, providing both a
wider image and greater exposure of what little
ambience there is.
One positive sonic point concerns the bells

employed in the "Witches' Sabbath" (v). It is
not known how the pitch requirements for
these were handled in 1830, and indeed the
problem is still with us. Philips has seamlessly
dubbed in some excellent church bells, plus
appropriate underpinning tones, in amanner
which makes DG's similar exercise in the second of Karajan's two Berlin recordings sound
very crude. It could be argued that the reverberance associated with the bells contradicts
the deadpan local acoustic, but my ears are not
troubled by this. We do, after all, get the doomladen effect that the composer intended.
We also get the repeat in both "Reveries &
Passions" (i) and "March to the Scaffold" (iv),
plus the optional cornet passages in (ü)—added
in 1844 and therefore not strictly "first perfor-

RECORDING

of

the

MONTH'

Selected byJA and RL
ANONYMOUS 4: On Yoolis Night
Medieval Christmas Carols and Motets
Anonymous 4
Harmonia Mundi 907099 (CD only). Robins G.
Young, prod.; Brad Michel, mg. ADD? TT. 68:03

A disc ofEnglish medieval Christmas music
is alogical follow-up to this group's enormously successful English Ladymass recording, not only in terms of its likely popular
appeal (classical music stations which avoid
the Middle Ages as amatter of policy will
make an exception at Christmas), but also
as acontinuation of their exploration of the
Marian repertoire. Indeed, nowhere is the
Mariolatric aspect of medieval music, which
may be asublimation of the Troubadour
Frauendienst after the destruction of the Languedoc, more evident than in the works
written to celebrate the Savior's birth. Any
casual reader of these texts might well wonder whether Jesus or His Mother was the
central figure at the core of Christian belief.
None of this really matters. What's important is that the Marian repertoire, clerical
and popular, contains some of the most
beautiful expressions of medieval thought
which have come down to us. Anonymous
1A tough call this month, what with the swinging Joe
Morello and Ronnie Earl albums, the Swinging Steaks
CD, which is just as good as RL sez, the vividly vibrant
Goldberg Variations from Blandine Verlet, and the astonishingly sensual Zap Mama album that Beth Jacques raves
over. On Yoolis Night gets the nod, for the shiver it sent
down my spine when Ilistened to it. But hey, there's
nothing to stop you buying all of the above.
—JA
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4, with gloriously perfect intonation and
exact sense ofbreath and phrase, are the ideal
interpreters of this legacy of music. There
are any number of medieval Christtnas
recordings to be had, but if your interest in
the Middle Acs, or in the beauty of the

human voice for its own sake, is serious
enough, you'll absolutely want this. You'll
probably be familiar with many of the
works ("Gabriel from heven-king," "Ais
Ilay on Yoolis night," "There is no rose of
swich virtu," etc.), but you'll never have
heard them better sung or—thank you,
Robina—better recorded than here. "They
sitig like the angels:' says Tageszeitung Berlin.
Amen, say I.
—Les Berkley
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mance" material. Although taking the same
overall time, Gardiner differs from Norrington
in the tempo of individual movements, following neither his briskness in (iii) nor his slowness
in (iv) and (v). Despite asomewhat hesitant
start—and after subtracting the repeat—his (i)
turns out to be one of the shortest on record,
only fourth after the ultra-hasty Paray reviewed
in October.
But unlike Paray, Gardiner pays great attention to detail, sometimes revealing even more
than the pellucid Norrington, sometimes less.
He adds aserpent to the ophicledes for an
appropriate extra touch of coarseness, permits
some cheeky (authentic?) slides from the fiddles
in (ii), and occasionally gives prominence to
an instrument where it would normally barely
be audible Nevertheless, the concern for scholarly completeness seems at times to impose an
overcareful dullness, apolish for its own sake
which works against the sense of forward flow
needed to create aperformance rather than a
mere study guide. Also, whether it be due to
aless offputting acoustic or agreater sense of
sheer enjoyment, Norrington's players generally bring more individuality of instrumental
character to the changing textures of Berlioz's
score.
True, Idid once refer to alack of romantic
ardor in Norrington's pioneering authenticist
Fantastic, although Ifind no more ardor and
rather less apparent enthusiasm here But keen
Berliozians will want both versions, while
there's no saying to what extent one's perception of the Paris recording might be shifted by
atouch of digital reverb!
—John Crabbe

of In Memoriam appears as the coda toJeremiah.
Moreover, Slatkin is alifelong record collector
who served as asometime classical radio DJ in
his earliest St. Louis days, and for whom the
historical and sentimental value of this early
recording by his orchestra has not been lost.
It fell to the St. Louis Symphony to make Bernstein's first symphonic recording, which was
also Bernstein's first symphonic composition.
Bernstein's first symphony is no abstract
extrapolation on urban life and times, like Fancy
Free or On the Town. It takes afeeling for the
USA of the 1940s to realize how extraordinary
it was for Bernstein to introduce himself to gentile America (much of which was still uncomfortable with non-Christians) as asymphonic
composer of apiece of ruminative and grimly
prophetic Judaica. Its appearance preceded the
confirmation of the Holocaust by mere months.
As one can hear, the 1945 SLSO was an exciting and responsive orchestra which gave the
youthful composer/conductor its all. Listeners
with little experience in 78-based recordings
may be surprised at how much sound could be
captured prior to the "hi-fi" era.
Songfest, originally commissioned for the US
Bicentennial, is acycle of American poems for
six singers and orchestra. The texts come from
every period: One is in Spanish; two, which
relate to Afro-American life, are combined as
aconversation; and abrief, long-suppressed
verse by Walt Whitman may be taken as agay
manifesto. Songfest competes with Bernstein's
own 1978 DG recording, taped immediately
after the National Symphony's premiere of the
work. Sonically, there is no competition. The
DG represents the worst of that company's
BERNSTEIN: Songfest, In Memoriam: Nathalie Kousmid-'70s console jockery. The new recording,
sevitey,Jerentiah Symphony
produced by the Nilcrenz/Hoelcstra team, breaks
Linda Hohenfeld, Wendy White, Patricia Spence, Walter
no new ground, but follows their own track
Plante, Vernon Hartman, John Cheek, vocalists;
record of realistic, believable presences, balLeonard Slatkin, St. Louis SO (Songfest); Leonard Slatkin,
piano (In Memoriam); Leonard Bernstein, St. Louis SO
ances, and spatial values.
(Jeremiah)
While he was alive, Bernstein was his own
RCA 61581-2 (CD only). William Hoelcstra, Larry Rock,
best advocate. Other conductors, most espeengs.; Joanna Nikrenz, prod. Jeremiah production
cially those of the generations following his
uncredited. DDD/ADD. IT 66:25
own, may have been intimidated by Bernstein's
performances of his own pieces. Slatkin has
When this release first came to my attention,
Iasked why anew recording of Bernstein's
recorded somewhat cautious performances of
Songfest was being combined with the reissue
Fancy Free, Facsimile, and Serenade for EMI. Here,
Slatkin has liberated himself, his orchestra, and
of his 1945 recording ofhisferaniah Symphony.
Leonard Slatkin is surely capable of making a his array of vocal soloists. The performance is
new recording in up-to-date sonics of this early
as Bernstein-like as if Lenny were leading it
himself.
breakthrough piece Bernstein's own recording
At some point, aperformance by Slatkin of
could have been reissued on RCA's Legendary
Jeremiah will be awelcome addition to our colPerformers series.
lections. For now, this important and worthIt turns out to have been Slatkin's idea to
combine these recordings in exactly this way,
while recording reveals in aunique and signifiwith Bernstein's elegiac In Memoriam: Nathalie
cant way the contribution to our cultural life
Koussevitzky played by Mr. Slatkin as abridge
by Leonard Bernstein, and incidentally the probetween the two major works. It makes even
gress of recording technology over the past 50
more sense when you realize that the substance
years.
—Richard Schneider
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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BRAHMS: Cello Sonatas, Opp.38 & 99
DVORAK: Silent Woods
Andrés Diaz, cello; Samuel Sanders, piano
Dorian DOR-90165 (CD only). Ann-Marie Barker,
prod.; Douglas Brown, David H. Walters, Brian C.
Peters, engs. DDD. TE 62:51

While there has been no lack of good recordings of the two Brahms cello sonatas—one
thinks of Rostropovich/Serkin, Harrell/Ashkenazy, Du Pré/Barenboim, and Ma/Ax (two
versions), for high-powered starters—the
Chilean-born (1964) Andrés Diaz, now in Boston, and the redoubtable Samuel Sanders present these works with exceptional clarity, direction, and, not least, the warmest expressivity
imaginable. The partnership is exactly that: a
strong duo whose lyrical outpourings (in the
nostalgic, welcome Dvorák filler as well) can
put this well-recorded, ideally balanced disc
on any recommended list.
—Igor Kipnis
CHOPIN: 21 Nocturnes
Elisabeth Leonskaja, piano
Teldec 9031-72297-2 (2 CDs only). Bernhard Mnich,
prod.; Eberhard Sengpiel, eng. DDD. TE 2:07:13
CHOPIN: 4Ballades, Sonata 2
Andrei Gavrilov, piano
DG 435 622-2 (CD only). Werner Mayer, prod.; Helmut Burk, eng. DDD. TE 57:27

Since both of these sets of performances are by
Russians who grew up under the Soviet regime,
it might be tempting to speculate that their
Chopin in various ways is reactionary to what,
at times, must have been aremarkably oppressive atmosphere. Leonskaja's 21 Nocturnes
appear to me to be adeliberate attempt to remove herself from an overtly personal approach.
Things are slow indeed (Nos.3 and especially
8are exceptions), the evocation of moonlight
scenas tending to be more soporific than atmospheric. Timings can be elusive and do not
tell everything, but the Nocturne in E-flat, Op.9
No.2, can be cited as one non-extreme example:
Cortot-4:02, Rubinstein-4:22, Horowitz4:27, Moravec-4:31, Leonskaja-5:03; and there
are some nocturnes that she stretches to seven
minutes (3, 12, 14, & 17) and even eight (11).
This is not to say that there aren't some lovely,
poetic moments, but all too often one senses
aholding back, the lack of temperament seemingly precluding direction and climax. One
wishes that there were more personal involvement, but there can be no complaint about the
pianist's beautifully limpid tonal quality or the
excellent reproduction of the piano.
By contrast, and especially to be heard in the
Second Sonata, Gavrilov appears angry. Particularly in that work, his is an impatient, restless, hard-hitting, 20th-century viewpoint.
Relaxation is not to be found, nor much graciousness or romantic warmth. What is impresSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

sive is the almost eerily played sotto voce finale,
for once really played as awhisper. The Ballades, overall, fare better: No.1 surges impressively, 2is highly dramatic, 3actually has some
charm as well as amuch needed gentleness, yet
4is quite surprisingly subdued (shades of Leonskaja?) until its and Gavrilov's explosive finale.
DG's sonics bring out the pianist's tonal
aggressiveness and lack of refined tonal shading.
—Igor Kipnis
DVORAK: Complete Music for Violin ile Piano
Four Romantic Pieces, Op.75; Sonata in F. Op.57; Sonatina
in G, Op.100; Ballad in d, Op.15 No.1; Mazurek in e,
Op.49
Ivan Zenaty, violin; Antonin Kubalek, piano
Dorian DOR-90171 (CD only). Douglas Brown, Brian
C. Peters, David H. Walters, engs.; Brian C. Peters, prod.
DDD. TE 75:00
DVORAK: Piano Thos Opp.65 & 90 ("Dumky")
Trio de Barcelona: Albert G. Attenelle, piano; Gerard
Claret, violin; Lluis Claret, cello
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901404 (CD only). Jean-Martial
Golaz, eng., prod. AAD? TE 69:49

From the very first notes of the first of the Four
Romantic Pieces, Iwas won over by the sweetness of tone and delicately turned phrases of
Ivan Zenaty. Although extremely accomplished
technically—the fiendish Mazurka poses no
great problems here—Zenaty is most impressive in the slower movements that rely on tone
rather than pyrotechnics for their effect. The
F-major Sonata is given afine performance, but
for me, the gem of this album is the lovely little
four-movement Sonatina in G that Dvorák
wrote while Director of the National Conservatory of Music in New York. With its American-Indian and -African influences, it is atreasure trove of delightful tunes and snappy
rhythms. Dorian has the musicians closely but
well-placed in afavorable acoustic, with sharp
focus and no loss of detail.
Iwas less happy with the Trio de Barcelona's
performances of the "Dumky" and Op.65
Trios. A sudden launch into the "Duniky," as
the first note is clipped by the recording, all too
quickly proves the cello tone to be too big and
meaty for chamber music. This is confirmed
at the violin's and piano's entries: the blend of
timbres is just not right. With some sour notes
from the violin and alack of spontaneity
throughout, this delightful work never quite
catches fire.
They cope better with the F-minor Trio,
adding more subtlety and dynamic inflection
to their performance. But again, in the Finale
especially, rhythms lack bite, leaving everything
slightly flat. Not recommended.—Barbara Jahn
GRAUN: Montezuma
Encamadon Vasquez, Montezuma; Dorothea Wirtz,
Eupaforice; Conchita Julian, Tezeuca; Lourdes Ambriz,
Pilpato2;1Cammerchor Cantica Nova, Deutsche Kam-
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—Jack English, Stereophile,
Volume 16, No. 1January 1993.
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merakademie, Johannes Goritzki
Capriccio 60 032-2 (2 CDs only). Joachim Kretsclunar,
prod.; Franz-Peter Esser, eng. DDD. TT 2:17:12

Carl Heinrich Graun was court composer to
Frederick the Great. The Prussian monarch,
who was crazy about Italian opera and demanded that Graun write 27 of them, was
responsible for the libretto of Montezuma.
Frederick liked coloratura, and there's plenty
here; Frederick didn't like da capo arias; there
are few here Most of the writing is graceful and
melodic and could be mistaken for, say, Hasse
or C.P.E. Bach, which isn't bad. It's invariably entertaining, but rarely approaches greatness. About one fourth of it is recitative; plan
to program your CD player.
Many years ago there was adisc of highlights
from this opera available on London under
Richard Bonynge and starring Joan Sutherland,
Lauris Elms, and Joseph Ward. I
just dug out
my reel-to-reel of it and played it, and it's still
exciting, spruced up by the usual Sutherlandish embellishments.
This new recording could use some of that
energy. Not that it's bad; it's just carefully presented and awfully Germanic; there's little of
the aura of discovery about it. The singers are
mostly young, Mexican, and efficient, though
some of them are mush-mouthed enough
to obscure the text (not that Sutherland was
the soul of enunciation). Best is Encarnacion
Vasquez as Montezuma; her voice is atad heavy
for the music, but she's anice vocal actress and
she's involved. The ear tires of only female
voices (Bonynge, not very authentically but
more entertainingly, varied the voice parts), and
so you may want to play this in bits and pieces,
if at all. As hinted at above, the leadership is less
than lush and pliant. In sum, an interesting oddity, if handsomely recorded. —Robert Levine
HANDEL: Messiah
Sylvia McNair, soprano; Anne Sofie von Otter, mezzo;
Michael Chance, countertenor; Jerry Hadley, tenor;
Robert Lloyd, bass; Chorus & Academy of St. Martinin-the-Fields, Neville Marriner
Philips 434 695-2 (2 CDs only). Martha de Francisco,
prod.; Onno Scholtze, eng. DDD. TE 2:10:50

The great popularity of Messiah during Handel's lifetime led the composer to redo many
of the individual movements, usually to accommodate new soloists. Most conductors have
used acomposite of these movements (loosely
called the standard version) that includes Handel's more ornate arrangements. Neville Marriner's 1976 recording was the first to break
with convention and use variants from one particular production: Handel's first London performance of March 23, 1743. This recording,
still one of the most enjoyable around, is available on Argo cassette (421 234-4).
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Marriner's new recording commemorates
the 250th anniversary of Messiah's premiere in
Dublin, but, curiously enough, the Dublin variants are not used. Instead Marriner makes an
arbitrary selection of preferred versions (the
early 12/8 "Rejoice," but the late "Refiner's
Fire," and so forth). Ihave no argument with
using acomposite edition, but if one were ever
going to do aDublin 1742 Messiah, wouldn't
it be here? As it is, the only distinctive elements
in the production are the live recording and the
Dublin venue (Point Theatre).
You wouldn't judge the soloists to be inferior
in this Messiah if you stumbled in off the street,
but compared to rival recordings, they're subpar. Soprano Sylvia McNair sings well enough,
but lacks conviction in "I Know." Neither tenor
Jerry Hadley nor bass Robert Lloyd can negotiate coloratura at Marriner's tempos, and Lloyd's
voice is too dark and glum to give much pleasure. Better is mezzo Anne Sofie von Otter, who
does "He was Despised" very nicely (despite
Marriner's jarring shift of continuo instruments
for the B section). Too bad von Otter has so little to do. The rest of the alto material goes to
countertenor Michael Chance (including "If
God Be For Us," usually sung by soprano). He
sings musically and sounds less hooty and disconnected than most male altos.
Neither chorus nor orchestra suffers from
recording in concert. Indeed, Isuspect most
British groups could do Messiah in their sleep.
That said, passion and commitment are in short
supply. Blockbusters like "Hallelujah" and
"Worthy" (overdotted and deprived of ceremony) are perfunctory, and "the iniquity of us
all" has no telling effect. The modern orchestra
articulates cleanly, but the playing rarely excites.
Apart from slight audience noise, the recording
sounds like an average studio job: up-close, but
with too little choral depth and no hall ambience to lend majesty and asense of occasion.
In short, arecording we didn't need. Had it
used the 1742 Dublin text, it might have had
achance. Iprefer Pinnock (Archiv 427 664) or
Hickox (Chandos 0522/23) for period instruments, and Andrew Davis (Angel 49027) for
modern instruments, large-scale fun, and great
sonics.
—Paul L. Althouse
MOZART: Symphonies 31, 34-36, 38, 41
Ton Koopman, Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra
Erato 2292-45857-2 (2 CDs only). Keiichiro Mori, eng.;
Tim Athot, prod. DDD. TE 2:31:00

As the period-instrument movement has burgeoned, a greater variety of interpretive
viewpoints—from the relative rigidity of Hogwood and Norrington to the more nuanced
styles of Brüggen and Gardiner—has emerged.
Now, with Koopman's set, another angle of
vision proves remarkably persuasive.
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Manon Lescaut, Pucdni's first great success, put
Koopman's orchestra is unusually small (one
double bass, two cellos, ten violins). Brüggen,
him on the operatic map. It's easy to see why.
In addition to great melodic invention—there
in contrast, uses three double basses, Hogwood
are at least four memorable arias, three great
and Norrington four, all three conductors
employing proportionally more of the upper
duets, and abunch of ensembles—the characters are complex and well-drawn, the drama
strings. Koopman's chamber ensemble permits
ongoing and vital. And singers love it as much
exceptional clarity of winds and brass, the richness and subtlety of Mozart's orchestration
as audiences do—the writing for talented lead
tenors and sopranos is always flattering.
exposed as it rarely is. Yet, possibly owing to
All it needs to succeed are the aforementioned
relatively close microphones, the sonority never
talented tenor and soprano, and aconductor
seems anemic. Koopman leads vital but unhurwho loves melodrama and is willing to pull out
ried readings of these festive works enlivened
by clear, crisp articulation and animated by a the stops. Sony's new entry meets only one of
these requirements.
flexible rhythm that never fractures line or
Nina Rautio is aremarkable youngish Russtructure. The closest the conductor comes to
sian soprano who is making quite aname for
anything even hinting of mannerism is his
herself, not only in Russian roles but also in the
preference for occasional ritards at key cadential
operas of Verdi and, now, Puccini. The voice
points, mostly at the ends of movements.
is large, handsome, and rich, from an easy top
In no way should one consider these perforC all the way down. Her Italian is close to idimances "authentic" in the sense that they necessarily feature the tempos and sonorities of omatic, and she pays attention to the text. She
does some nice interpretive things here: "In
Mozart's day. Certainly the orchestra in Paris
quelle trine morbide" is properly introspecfor which he composed 31 was larger than this
tive and sad, the minuet mocking, the big Act
American group. But it is possible that this
repertory was performed in Mozart's time by
II duet with Des Grieux aggressively passionate. But her trump card is the Act IV showpiece,
an ensemble of this size. Koopman avoids the
"Sola, perduta, abbandonata," in which she
dynamic "swells" favored by other authenticists
whitens her voice—effectively deadening the
so that these readings are free of the sighing
tone—for the line "No, non voglio morirer It's
gasps often heard in period-instrument prehaunting and compelling. She's abit big-voiced
sentations. Also, he is most intelligent about
for Act I(in fact, generally abit big-voiced for
repeats, observing every one of exposition, but
the role), using chest voice where none is called
omitting those of development and recapitufor. But Iwouldn't want to do without her
lation. And he does not include da capos in the
interpretation.
reprises of minuets.
Would that Peter Dvorsky were nearly as
Obviously, this is not the only way to hear
good. He, too, has areal voice, but in addition
this repertory, but it is one very convincing way
to atendency to sing perilously close to flat,
made particularly expressive by Koopman's
he sounds as if he's unconscious of the text half
musicality, his careful shaping of melodies, senthe time. He just seems to want to get the notes
sitivity to detail and voicing, and his awareness
out. The repeated cries of "Manon" at the end
of the need to place period-instrument perforof Act II should be heartfelt and desperate, but
mances in amodern interpretive context. Note,
here come off as not much more than whinfor example, how much more pointed his reading. He wakes up momentarily in Act III for
ing of the slow movement of 41 is than the
his big scene at the dock, but it's not good
comparatively rushed, superficial account of
enough. The voice is pretty—just listen to
Norrington. And throughout, Koopman con"Donna non vidi mai" in Act I—but he's an
veys the grandeur and pomp that characterize
empty performer, and his disfiguring sobs,
nearly all of this music. First-rate engineering
of these in-concert performances completes a meant to pass for feeling, only make matters
catalog of virtues, the gut strings being free of
worse.
the metallic nasality that has marred other
Conductor Lorin Maazel offers little help;
period-instrument recordings. In short, adisit's startling that he didn't work more closely
tinguished release that anyone interested in
with Dvorsky. (It sounds as if agood coach
Mozart would do well to investigate.
could solve some of the tenor's problems.) As
—Mortimer H. Frank
ever, Maazel's attention to detail is impressive—there are gorgeous moments for the
PUCCINI: Manon Lescaut
orchestra and chorus. But he lacks forward
Nina Rautio, Manon Lescaut Gino Quilico, Lescaut; Peter
propulsion, and winds up making the score
Dvorsky, Des Grieux; Luigi Roni, Geronte; Merco
more gentle than it is, thereby sapping its life.
Bern, Edmondo; Chorus & Orchestra of La Scala,
Milan, Lorin Maazel
The student interludes in Act Iare joyless; in
Sony S2K 48474 (2 CDs only). Michel Glotz, prod.;
fact, the whole reading is rather melancholic.
Christian Constantinov, eng. DDD. TE 2:03:27
Ithink the "bleak" view ofManon is avalid one,
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993
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but Maazel doesn't have the architectural sense
to pull it off.
Gino Quilico is an effective and radiantvoiced Lescaut, hampered at times by the slow
tempi. Luigi Roni is an everyday Geronte
(blustering and outraged), and Marco Berti is
asuper Edmondo. The sound is beyond reproach—full, well-balanced, and devoid of
gimmicks. In sum, opera lovers will enjoy this
because of Nina Rautio, who is very important.
But as awhole, this Manan is unsatisfying.
—Robert Levine
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 10
LUTOSLAWSKI: Muriquefiinebre
Christoph von Dohnányi, Cleveland Orchestra
London 430 844-2 (CD only). DDD. TE 64:46
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 15
Kurt Sanderling, Cleveland Orchestra
Erato 2292-45815-2 (CD only). Eberhard Sengpiel, eng.;
Friedemann Engelbrecht, prod. DDD. TT 50:38

Christoph von Dohnányi directs Shostakovich's Symphony 10 with such precision and
tautness that the result is really very exciting;
like awell-oiled machine, the Cleveland Orchestra is set into motion and proceeds with
unerring timing and balance. A feeling of inexorability is not only present in the music but
also in their performance of it. The side drum
and brass are biting in their forbidding rhythms
in the second movement, the skittering strings
moving with forbidding precision.
The Finale is awonderful summation, full
of energy and momentum but compassionate
too. This is the most convincing of the many
new performances of this Symphony that have
recently flooded the market, and all praise must
go to London, which has found arecording
team (unfortunately anonymous!) with as clearsighted and immediate agoal as Dohnányi in
this venture.
Praise too for having the insight to include
acontemporaneous work of equal stature, if
undeservedly little recognition. Begun in the
year after Shostakovich's 10th, it took Lutoslawski four years to compose his complex
Musiquefunebre. Despite its tight pitch, rhythmic, and canonic organization, this is an entirely
accessible piece, not dissimilar to Bartók's
Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta (the
tenth anniversary of Bartéek's death served as
Lutoslawski's inspiration for this work). Again
the recording is exemplary, allowing the listener to extract as much analytical data as necessary to enjoy the work to the full.
Shostakovich's last symphony is an enigmatic
work. It opens in awhimsical mood, with
repeated references to Rossini's William Tell
Overture, but becomes progressively more tragic
and introverted, with Wagnerian allusions, and
adepressing note of stagnancy gradually halting
the music's momentum. It ends with abrief
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

cryptic, though less abandoned, reference to
the work's initial, flippant theme. That Shostakovich was in adepressed state of confusion
when he composed this work is blatantly
apparent.
Kurt Sanderling and the Cleveland simply
go with the flow. They have nothing stunningly original to say, but by simply proceeding
with quiet dignity their performance says much
by understatement. Yet this really isn't enough,
and in arecording that allows the engineers too
much freedom to highlight unnecessarily, I
would suggest you try the old but infinitely
more telling Rozhdestvensky recording from
1983 (Melodiya MCD 179 or 258).
—Barbara Jahn
VERDI: Don Carlo
Michael Sylvester, Don Carlo; Aprile Millo, Elisabetta;
Dolora Zajick, Eboli; Vladimir Chemov, Rodrigo; Ferrucio Furlanetto, Philip II; Samuel Ramey, Grand
Inquisitor, Kathleen Battle, Heavenly Voice; Metropolitan Opera Orchestra & Chorus, James Levine
Sony S3K 52500 (3 CDs only). Michael Glotz, prod.;
Christian Constantinov, eng. DDD. TT 3:23:10

This, with aqualification or two, is agood bet.
Levine has always had an authoritative way
with this opera, nicely balancing the public,
political moments with the private, personal
ones. His sense of grandeur is ideal in the Autoda-fé section, huge building blocks piled one
atop the other to create an overwhelming scene,
and he's nicely assisted by the Sony engineers,
who keep everything big, but honest and clear.
Those same engineers let him down from scene
to scene, however, with changes in volume level
demanding more hopping up and down and
adjusting than should be necessary. But maybe
we shouldn't stay seated for so long anyway.
At any rate, Icarp—this is afine engineering
achievement: loud, for the most part, but fine.
Michael Sylvester is nice and fresh as Carlo.
The voice has
and morbidezza, the part has
been thought through, the sense of futility
inherent in the character is clear. But his Italian
sounds painfully learned (that's with one syllable, not two), and this is an issue. Millo is
finally wonderful in something—she's been
"promising" for so long I'd almost forgotten
what the promise was. She's grand here, and
the sound has real beauty. Zajick is abruiser:
ahuge, secure, smart voice with not quite
enough color for my taste, but her Eboli
works—passion, looniness, regret, and all.
Chernov is luscious, singing with utmost confidence and feeling, and in idiomatic Italian; as
good as any Rodrigo on discs (save Gobbi on
EMI). The cast's real weak spot comes with
Furlanetto, asleazy, overrated singer who must
have friends in high places. The tone is uncentered and lacks potency: Philip as on-looker.
Ramey's Grand Inquisitor is gorgeously sung
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but not as vicious as he should be; Battle
belongs in Heaven, off-stage, for the rest of her
life.
The Met forces are terrific. Which Carlo to
own? Iwouldn't want to do without Giulini's
intense stunner, with Domingo at his best and
Caballé at her most Caballé-ish, but this comes
close. And write to your congressman about
Furlanetto—we'll all be the better for it.
—Robert Levine
VILLA-LOBOS: Religious works
Matthew Best, Corydon Singers & Orchestra
Hyperion CDA66638 (CD only). Mark Brown, prod.;
Anthony Howell, eng. DDD. TE 77:13

Iknow Villa-Lobos only from his guitar concerto and Bachiana Brasileiras #5 (the Sayao
recording coming after the Joan Baez recording), and while Ilike those pieces, Icertainly
wasn't seeking out any other V-L goldies. Was
he aPortuguese Respighi? Iwondered. Well,
when our esteemed music editor, RL, suggested
this disc, Isaid, "You listen to it first; if it's really
interesting. .." He did; it is.
This is unexpectedly deep stuff. There's a32minute Mass (1937) in honor of San Sebastian
(the one with the seven arrows—a particular
favorite) which varies between medievalism and
cha-cha; the "Sanctus" has melodidharmonic
surprises which charm. It's the best piece on
the disc, but the four-voice, 4-minute Panis
Angelicus (1950), while rougher, is just as riveting. The Bendita Sabedoria ("Blessed Wisdom"),
from 1958, is V-L's last acappella work, and it
has everything—rhythm, new sounds, old
sounds, tradition, innovation.
Some of the stuff here is routine—maybe in
the context of such along recital V-L doesn't
work (Respighi?)—but this disc is rarely less
than gratifying, and very often more than that.
Irecommend this to conservative adventurers
of all persuasions. Just don't listen to it all at
once.
The sound is magnificent, and keeps out of
the way. And the performances are lovely.
RL, right again.
—Robert Levine

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
••••••••••••
RAVEL: Piano Concerto in D, Left Hand
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto 4, Left Hand
BRITTEN: Diversions for Piano, Left Hand, &
Orchestra
Leon Fleisher, piano; Sefji Ozawa, Boston SO
Sony SK 47188 (CD only). Steven Epstein, prod.; Bud
Graham, eng. DDD. TE 67:42

These three concerted works for left hand,
commissioned by Paul Wittgenstein after he
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

lost his right arm in World War I, make attractive discmates. All have been recorded before,
the Ravel of course being one of the established
classics (Fleisher's previous recording with
Commissiona and the Baltimore Symphony
is again available on Vanguard). It's good to
have the distinguished American pianist back
in the recording studio (his recital of solo works
for left hand has also just been released by
Sony), though for anumber of reasons Ifind
the present disc good but not outstanding.
The main problem seems to lie with a
decided lack of orchestral tension in the Ravel
(an exception is the march section, where
Ozawa summons up more sense of the horror
of war). But where is the tragic terror of the
opening, the majestic grandeur of the underlying sarabande rhythm, or the wistful, childlike simplicity that pervades the Chinoiserie
interlude section? A lack of sharper accents, as
well as submerged details of orchestration (the
French horns at the first climax), may partly
be the fault of the recorded sound, which, in
spite of good, albeit slightly distant piano perspective within the orchestra, and satisfactory
balance, is not especially transparent. The Prokofiev, one of that composer's lesser scores, and
the effective Britten variations, rather amore
intellectual version of the Young Person's Guide,
fare better musically; however, here, too, one
would like more sense of orchestral direction,
not just sounds. Fleisher plays effortlessly and
with quiet authority.
—Igor Kipnis
GLASS/SUSO: Music from The Screens
Martin Goldray, music director, conductor, keyboards;
Foday Musa Suso, vocals, kora; Rex Benincasa, percussion; Allen Blustine, clarinet; Jerry Grossman, cello;
Benjamin Hudson, violin; Michael ParlofC flute, piccolo
Point/Philips 432 996-2 (CD only). Laura Fried, eng.;
Kurt Munkacsi, prod. DDD. TE 49:25
GLASS: "Low" Symphony
Dennis Russell Davies, Brooklyn Philharmonic
Point/Philips 438 150-2 (CD only). Dante DeSole, eng.;
Kurt Munkacsi, Michael Ftiesman, prods. ADD. TT:
42:36
CHRISTOPHER BOWERS-BROADBENE Thvium
Pârt: Ttivium, Mein Weg hat Gipfel und Wellentaler, Annum
per annum, Puri intetvallo. Davies: Psalm 124, 0 God Abe.
Glass: Satyagraha, Dance IV
Christopher Bowers-Broadbent, organ
ECM 1431 (849 655-2, CD only). Peter Laenger, eng.;
Manfred Eicher, prod. DDD.
58:28

What these three discs have in common is music
by Philip Glass. And common, indeed, it is.
Much of it makes me recall the reply of acollege
professor when Iasked him why he didn't
include One Day in the Life ofIvan Denisovich in
his Russian literature course: "There's just not
much to teach there" Well, there's just not much
to hear here. I've always felt that Glass's music
is more successful as accompaniment to the visual or stage arts than it is by itself. As for those
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CLARA SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a
who hail his "avant-garde" genius, Ican only
GERMAINE TAILLEFERRE: Concertino for Harp
wonder if they're seeing the emperor's new
& Orchestra
clothes.
LILI BOULANGER: D'un Soir 'Diste, D'un Matin de
But these releases are by no means uniformly
Printemps
bleak. The two briefbut absorbing organ works
Angela Cheng, piano; Gillian Benet, harp; Jo Ann Falletta,
The Women's Philharmonic
by Peter Maxwell Davies on the BowersKoch 3-7169-2H1 (CD only). Jack Vad, mg., prod. DDD.
Broadbent Trivium CD are rich in artistic
IT 65:17
ambiguity and haiku-like transcendence. For
FELIX MENDELSSOHN: Piano Music
instance, Psalm 124 opens with achorale-like
Piano Trio 2(arr. piano 4hands); Andante & variations
theme in the bass and transposes on it an almost
in B flat, Op.83a; Andante and Allegro brillant in A,
Op.92
capricious melody in aforeign key high in the
FANNY MENDELSSOHN: 3pieces for piano four
upper registers. The effect is otherworldly. In
hands
the same collection, Arvo Part's Annum per
Yaara Tal, Andreas Groethuysen, pianos
annum and Pari intervallo break free from that
Sony SK 48494 (CD only). Peter Laenger, eng.; Wolf
composer's usual dusty, monastic style to say
Erichson, prod. DDD. rn 54:29
something fresh and arresting. The two Glass
The first disc is devoted entirely to women:
works on this CD are of interest in their minute
Composers, instrumentalists, and conductor
variations of rhythms and ornamentations, but
are all of the fairer sex, and it would be fair to
are not the stuff of which satisfying repeat hearsay that Icame to the disc with acompletely
ings are made.
open mind. Iwas not initially impressed.
Musicfrom "The Screens" is acollaboration
Fanny Mendelssolui's Overture did not inspire
between Glass and Mandingo composer/storyme: the slow introduction is repetitious and fails
singer Foday Musa Suso. You won't find here
to go anywhere, the following faster section
the perpetual-motion rhythms or signature
is littered with unexpected harmonies. Iwas
modulations typical of Glass's other music. In
impressed by the standard of playing, though,
fact, there is much that is original and uplifting
and the dedication that these women have for
in this collection of incidental music to Jean
their program.
Genet's play. Some of that, no doubt, is due to
Clara Schumann's Piano Concerto packed
the work of Suso—a fascinating character in
much more appeal. This lady could certainly
his own right. Suso has in his performing
compose; formal structure, harmonic moverepertoire more than ahundred African storyment, and general pacing show an intuitive
songs, each four hours long. His captivating
voice and kora playing (unforgivably un- grasp. Her prowess as aconcert pianist is also
in evidence by the very virtuosity of the work—
credited in the CD liner notes) give Musicfrom
she must have been one formidable lady!
"The Screens" agreat deal of charm and color.
Within minutes of the opening of Germaine
And while it is difficult to say how much each
Tailleferre's Concertino for harp and orchestra,
composer contributed to the score, this music
Iwas warming to the disc. The composer was
is clearly more absorbing than the typical Glass
amember of Les Six, the group which included
composition.
Poulenc, Milhaud, and Honegger, the latter two
As for the "Low" Symphony by Glass, an
her contemporaries at the Paris Conservatoire.
occasional spark of inventiveness and asimThis work was written in 1927, two years after
plistic but pleasing formal structure are about
her ballet Le Marchand d'Orseaux finished its run
all that is noteworthy. Based on themes by
of 94 performances, having secured her an illusDavid Bowie and Brian Eno, the music is at
trious reputation. The natural fluency of her
times engaging, but does not sufficiently
style, the beautiful writing for the harp, and the
reward the effort invested in listening.
wonderfully impressionistic yet whimsical
Of all three discs, the best-sounding is
mood of this work are adelight. It may not be
Trivium. The depth of image is very impressive,
agreat piece, but it is easy listening and someas is the clarity of textures and tone colors. The
thing that Ishall return to.
Screens has asomewhat close-up perspective
With Lili Boulanger's companion pieces, the
and occasional harshness, but is above-average
last works written in her own hand before she
on the whole. And "Lou" is largely bereft of
died at the age of 25, Iwas completely won
image depth or width, although it does afair
over. The younger sister of the great composijob of portraying orchestral tone colors.
tional mentor, Nadia, Lili received no tutorIII return to any of this music, it will be to
ing but only encouragement from her older
Davies and l'art on Trivium for serious listening,
sibling. Having won the coveted Prix de Rome
and to The Screens for casual listening. Otherat the age of 19 in 1913, she obviously knew
wise, there just isn't much to hear here.
exactly what she was about.
—Robert Hesson
These are wonderful pieces, the first sad and
impressionistic, its parallel fifths moving
FANNY MENDELSSOHN: Overture
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through sombre chromatic harmonies, the second an animated dance with obvious Spanish
influences. Lili understood the colors of the
orchestra with as much an artist's eye as amusidads ear. And I
have nothing but praise for the
performers: Their work is neat, lively, and slick.
Koch's recording does them justice, focusing
on the clarity of their performances with similar
vision—a lovely disc I'm pleased to add to my
collection.
The same can be said of the next. This IsraeliGerman piano duo is little short of inspirational. Their technical skill, coordination, and
unerring intuition are phenomenal, heightening
the excitement inherent in their performances
and presenting each work in the best possible
light.
The Trio is by an unknown transcriber, but
has lost none of Mendelssohn's individual voice
and attractiveness. The duo plays it with verve
and gusto, and the speed and accuracy of the
scherzo are breathtaking, while never losing
contact with their amazing range of dynamic
nuance and color. This, and the Andante preceding the well-known Allegro brillant, are first
recordings. The discovery of the Andante, when
the reunification of Berlin allowed the artists
access to the Deutsche Staatbibliothek, must
have been very exciting; its inclusion here
makes an already pleasing work all the more
appealing.
Fanny Mendelssohn's Three Pieces for four
hands also receive their first performance but,
as Ifound with her composition on the first
disc, they contain some unpredictable harmonic
digressions which Ifind unpalatable. Nevertheless, there is more to be admired on this disc—
an exhilarating performance of her brother's
popular Andante and Variations in B-flat.
The Sony recording is warm, close, but welldetailed and faithful to the excellent voicing of
the Steinway piano. Another highly recommendable disc.
—Barbara Jahn

JAzz
RONNIE EARL & THE BROADCASTERS: Still
River
Ronnie Earl, guitar; Bruce Katz, piano, Hammond organ;
Rod Carey, bass; Per Hanson, drums; Larry Etkin,
trumpet; Anders Gaardmand, sax
AudioQuest AQ 1018 (LP/CD*). Michael C. Ross, eng.;
Joe Harley, prod. AAA/AAD. TTs: 50:00, 62:29*
JEFF PALMER: Ease On
Jeff Palmer, Hammond organ; Arthur Blythe, alto sax;
John Abercrombie, guitar; Victor Lewis, drums
AudioQuest AQ 1014 (2 LPs/1 CD). David Baker, eng.;
Joe Harley, prod. AAA/AAD. TT 61:09
BENNIE WALLACE: The Old Songs
Bennie Wallace, tenor sax; Bill Huntington, bass; Alvin
Queen, drums; Lou Levy, piano
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

AudioQuest AQ 1017 (LP/CD*). Roger Rhodes, mg.;
Joe Harley, prod. AAA/AAD. TTs: 52:50, 53:33*

AudioQuest is, of course, well known to Stereophile readers for their cables and interconnects. They're into music as well, judging from
the good-time heartiness of these sets, which
were originally recorded in analog and which
have been issued on both CD and 180-gram
vinyl. There are three engineers involved, and
three very different groups, but in each case we
hear aband put in what sounds like anatural
space, more or less in the middle of the stage.
The instruments are presented realistically, and
with great clarity: this is true even in the cases
of the electric guitar and Hammond organ on
Jeff Palmer's Ease On. Those instruments are
rarely recorded so well.
Palmer may be the least well known member
of the quartet that recorded most of Ease On.
He's in good company. One reason to hear Ease
On is because of the wailing presence of alto
saxophonist Arthur Blythe, who recorded afew
obscure—and wonderful—sessions in the late
'70s, netted aColumbia contract that resulted
in asuccession of well-played and horribly
recorded LPs, then more or less dropped out
of sight. (He's appearing now in several groups,
including John Hicks's quartet.) He's got a
big tone, which he sometimes projects with
the broadest vibrato since Albert Ayler. His
solos, as on Palmer's "Gas Mask," sound loose
enough, but they also feel logical. John Abercrombie is one of the most expressive electric
guitarists who have been influenced by rock
as well as jazz, and Victor Lewis is asolidly
accomplished drummer.
The recording centers on downhome blues
in various tempos. But there's some variety here
as well. "Modal Scallopini" is, as the title promises, amodal tune that is played frantically—it
sounds like something Eric Dolphy might have
written if he had forgotten his chord changes.
The tune is followed by aPalmer solo in which
he focuses on aseries of the fast runs and scales
that the piece naturally inspires. Abercrombie
has adifferent idea—he enters, and takes the
tune seemingly out of tempo while playing
with adisembodied, spectral sound. The solo
is as effective as it is surprising. So is Blythe's
subsequent entrance—his first notes are high
and squawky, and he descends with akind of
primeval wail. There's ahumor here as appealing as the blues the band also excels in.
Guitarist Ronnie Earl has made acareer out
of the blues—I first heard him with agroup
popular around Boston, Roomful ofBlues. Still
River has the rocking blues sounds that I
remember him for—"Chili Ba Hugh" rolls
over aRobert Johnson boogie-woogie bassline familiar to all blues lovers. Few bluesmen
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as well as joy. His solo is masterful—both wellknow John Coltrane's tunes, however. Earl
planned and surprising, accurate and exuberant.
plays Trane's "Equinox," apiece that Coltrane
Dave Brubeck tries to lead both sons astray on
performed with gorgeous straightahead power.
"Some Day My Prince Will Come," a
jazz waltz
Earl gives it agentle, even wistful quality that
he puts into adizzying series of rhythms. Chris
seems to reinvent the tune. He's helped by the
and Dan hang on triumphantly.
clarity of the recording, which places him center
This disc doesn't tell us much new about
stage, with the drummer who introduced the
father Dave, but the intelligence and energy of
tune alittle to the right. There's more of Earl's
the playing will please his older fans, and
gentle side on "Rego Park," and he pays tribute
enlighten his sons' younger ones.
to Count Basie and Charlie Parker on "Kansas
—Michael Ullman
City Monarch." On this and on two other
tunes, the band is joined by ahorn section: listen
DON CHERRY: The Complete Blue Note Recordings
for saxophonist Anders Gaardmand's extended
Don Cherry, cornet; Gato Barbieri, Pharoah Sanders,
tenor saxes; Karl Berger, vibes, piano; Henry Grimes,
paraphrase of Charlie Parker's "Parker's Mood."
Jean François Jenny-Clark, bass; Ed Blackwell, drums
Most of Bennie Wallace's The Old Songs is a
Mosaic MD2-145 (2 CDs/3 LPs). Rudy Van Gelder, eng.;
piano-less trio date, but the recording was
Alfred Lion, prod. AAA/AAD. TE 2:01:33
inspired by awest coast pianist, Jimmy Rowles.
When Wallace moved to Los Angeles after a In 1965 and 1966, Don Cherry made his three
Blue Note recordings: Complete Communion,
long stay in New York, he sought out the
Symphonyfor Improvisers, and Where is Brooklyn?.
knowledgeable Rowles, who was once the
Communion featured the Argentinian saxoaccompanist of Billie Holiday, Peggy Lee, and
phonist Gato Barbieri with Henry Grimes and
Ella Fitzgerald. Wallace, whose free-spirited
Ed Blackwell; Brooklyn? substituted Pharoah
and often blustering free-form improvisations
Sanders for Barbieri. Symphonyfor Improvisers
have been heard on asuccession of LPs, wanted
had both saxophonists (Sanders also played
help with the "old songs." His AudioQuest
piccolo), with Karl Berger and Jean François
date, on which he plays "Skylark," "My One
and Only Love," and "When You Wish Upon Jenny-Clark added to the rhythm section.
At the time, these recordings were heard as
aStar:' is the result. It's an entrancing disc,
reasons for celebration. In his notes to Symwhich moves from the hard-toned improvisation on "I Hear aRhapsody," with its phrases phony, Omette Coleman wrote: "Blessed are
the musicians of tomorrow, because today's
that seem to run in tighter and tighter circles,
musicians are building the eternal houses of
to the relaxed expansiveness of "My One and
being."
Only Lover on which Wallace is joined, and
The musicians of today may not feel blessed,
inspired, by pianist Lou Levy. On the two
but that does not diminish Don Cherry's
numbers with Levy, the piano has considerachievement on these discs. Even now, they
able presence, and afat tone that Ifind appealsound innovative and beautifully musical. Their
ing. Elsewhere the trio is again placed centrally,
melodies reflect the gentle spirit of the cornetist
rather than spread out flat across the stage. They
who led them, their open forms his sense
sound three-dimensional. They also frequently
of adventure—all recorded with Rudy Van
sound inspired. Another winner from AudioGelder's usual skill. The sound of the Mosaic
Quest.
—Michael Ullman
CDs—I haven't heard the LPs—is close to that
DAVE BRUBECR: The Brubeck The
of the originals.
Dave Brubeck, piano; Chris Brubeck, electric bass, bass
On the first two records, Cherry decided to
trombone; Dan Brubeck, drums
MusicMasters 65102-2 (CD only). Scott Perito, Aaron
create suites of compositions that would be
Hurwitz, engs.; Dan Brubeck, prod. AAD. TE 59:11
played continuously. He wrote characteristically catchy, short-breathed melodies, leaving
This record by the Brubeck family trio section
considerable open spaces in which his musiwas the idea of drummer Dan Brubeck, who
cians could freely improvise. Occasionally he
wanted to document once more the way Dave
would add the underpinning of ariff figure to
Brubeck and sons play together. Father Dave
buttress asoloist; more frequently, the solois in good form, creating the tense crossist, whether Barbieri or Sanders or Ed Blackrhythms Ihave described recently in these
well, would be left nearly on his own. Remarkpages, playing an elusive introduction to "I
ably, those soloists seemed as dedicated as
Cried for You:' and offering asimple, lyrical
Cherry to maintaining the moods the cornetist
statement of "Over the Rainbow." Chris is
had laid down. Blackwell, it should be noted,
dependable on bass and adds araucous bass
was one of the most melodic drummers in
trombone solo on several numbers. But Dan
modern jazz, and one of the most relaxed. His
steals the show. He's acrisp, active drummer
tuneful tom-toms seem an antidote to the occawho, recorded clearly and prominently by
sional furies of the soloists, and his improviMusicMasters, makes the most of his feature,
sations seem to sing.
"Jazzanians," playing rhythms with accuracy
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993
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Composed of five separate pieces, Where is
Brooklyn? features Pharoah Sanders, often in a
more dramatic mood than elsewhere. Even
here, the Cherry humor comes out in his duets
with Sanders, their short musical exchanges
sounding like hiply sarcastic remarks. Iremember hearing these recordings afew years after
they came out. With their intelligent use of freedom and their unique tunefulness, they seemed
to point to abright and variegated future for
modern jazz. Now they represent aspecial
moment in its history.
—Michael Ullman
JOE MORELLO: Going Places
Joe Morello, drums; Ralph Lalama, tenor sax, flute; Greg
Kogan, piano; Gary Mazzaroppi, bass
DMP CD-497 (CD only). Tom Jung, eng.; Joe Morello,
Tom Jung, prods. DDD. TE 55:26

It's impossible for me to listen to drummer Joe
Morello without remembering an anecdote
from Paul Desmond's informal memoir of their
years together in the Dave Brubeck Quartet.
The quartet was playing at astate fair and
bombing. In desperation, Brubeck turned to
Morello and asked him to play one of his bashing drum solos, asure-fire hit with audiences
all over the world. Halfway through the solo,
if Iremember correctly, afarmer asked the band
to keep the noise down, as they were disturbing
the animals.
Joe Morello did deliver long, exciting, even
bombastic drum solos in his Brubeck years
(1956-67), but bombast wasn't his usual style.
He's best known for the crisp, tersely illuminating solos he recorded with Brubeck, especially
the one on the band's hit "Take Fiver where
he dances around Brubeck's ostinato with the
precision and occasional snapping grace of a
middleweight champ. Even at his most virtuosic, Morello seems to put himself at the service of the band, and of the music—he can be
powerful, but prefers to add zest to amusical
conversation rather than overwhelm it.
In sound that is as clear and precise as
Morello's playing, we hear the drummer at his
best in much of his new quartet album. Going
Places opens with bassist Gary Mazzaroppi
plunking arepeated note in rhythm. He is
joined by Morello playing sparkling figures and
surging rolls on tomtoms while ticking at the
rim of his snare. He lifts the band, and later
swings it through the tune that emerges from
this introduction, "Sweet Georgia Brown."
Morello's solo later on "Georgia" can almost
be sung.
He opens "Parisian Thoroughfare" with an
exuberant version of the introduction Max
Roach and Clifford Brown played to this Bud
Powell tune, imitating traffic noises, horns, and
the insistent rattling of atrain. In his coda,
Morello replays solo the rhythmic themes of
this introduction. Here he is more explosive,
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

but just as tasteful, playing aseries of figures
over the thunder of the bass drum that gradually lead to adiminuendo and afinal thud. It's
amature drummer that ends asolo more quietly
than he began.
Sharp though he is even in his mid-60s,
Morello isn't the whole band. He's joined by
afine pianist, Greg Kogan; the saxophonist
Ralph Lalama, whose mainstream swing
reminds me of Zoot Sims; and by the excellent
bassist Gary Mazzaroppi, with whom he seems
to share aspecial rapport, as we hear in their
duet on "Autumn Leaves!'
But the reason to buy Going Places is to hear
once again, in brilliant sound, the masterful
drumming ofJoe Morello. One final note—on
the cover of the disc, Morello is pictured sitting on aHarley. It belongs to afriend. Morello
has been mostly blind since the Brubeck years.
—Michael Ullman

ROCK
BOB DYLAN: The 30th Anniversary Concert Celebration
Various Artists
Columbia C2K 53230 (2 CDs), 474000 1(3 LPs). Dave
Hewett, Vic Anesini, Phil Gitomer, Peter Hefter, Sean
McClintock, David Thoener, David Briggs, Ed Cherney, engs.;JeffRosen, Don DeVito, prods. DDD/DDA.
TE 2:28:26

These tracks come from aColumbia-sponsored
concert celebrating 30 years of Bob Dylan
recordings. Like most all-star gatherings, there
were peaks and valleys, but on balance there
were enough peaks to justify this release. Sony
has also released alaserdisc and videotape of
the event. The video is considerably different,
containing backstage rehearsals as well as alternate performances. To complicate matters, all
of these releases are significantly different from
the original pay-per-view broadcast of October
16, 1992. The finished discs have also been
remixed, tweaked, with, in some cases, new
vocal tracks overdubbed prior to release.
The emotional highlight of the concert was
when Dylan finally took the stage some 3/
2
1
hours into the show and performed asolo
"Song to Woody!' one of his first songs and
the only Dylan original on his eponymously
titled debut LP. Inexplicably, that magical
moment is nowhere to be found on these discs;
"technical reasons" are cited. One can only surmise that the man who decided masterpieces
like "Up To Me" and "Blind Willie McTell"
were not fit for initial release also nixed this
lovely "Song to Woody."
What is included from Dylan's brief threesong acoustic set is apassionate "It's All Right,
Ma (I'm Only Bleeding)" and the wistful
encore, "Girl of the North Country." Dylan
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also joined Eric Clapton, George Harrison,
Tom Petty, Neil Young, Roger McGuinn, and
the fine backup band headed by G.E. Smith
(featuring Booker T Jones, Steve Cropper,
Donald "Duck" Dunn, and others) for arocking version of "My Back Pages." Dylan's vocal
on "My Back Pages" (everyone took averse)
has been re-recorded for the CDs, LPs, and
videos. The original was out of tune, out of
time, and generally amess, so the new vocal is
agreat improvement. Finally, just prior to the
encore, there's asloppy, Dylan-led "Knockin'
On Heaven's Door" with everyone on stage
at the end.
John Mellencamp opened the show with
committed, if somewhat generic, versions of
"Like A Rolling Stone" and "Leopard-Skin
Pill-Box Hat." Highlights of the first CD
include abitter and passionately disaffected
"Masters of War" from Eddie Vedder and Mike
McCready ofPearl Jam, Willie Nelson's spooky
"What Was It You Wanted," araucous, sharpas-a-tack "Seven Days" by Ron Wood, and
Richie Havens's beautiful, reharmonized "Just
Like A Woman." Outright throwaways are Lou
Reed's plodding "Foot of Pride" and Tracy
Chapman's perfunctory "The Times They Are
A-Changin'."
The second CD offers Dylan's own performances, plus loose, unpretentious Neil Young
versions of "lust Like Tom Thumb's Blues" and
"All Along the Watchtower," asweetly soulful
"Emotionally Yours" from the °lays, and Eric
Clapton's bluesy "Don't Think Twice, It's All
Right"—arguably the best track in the set.
Clapton's Strat is pure, liquid elegance here, and
his vocal is the best of the show.'
Discards from the second half include awobbly "When IPaint My Masterpiece" from
three-fifths of the Band (with Richard Manuel
dead and Robbie Robertson absent, it takes a
lot of nerve to call this bunch "The Band"), a
dreadful, clenched-teeth "Absolutely Sweet
Marie" from George Harrison, and overlong
Tom Petty performances of "License to Kill"
and "Rainy Day Women #12 & 35!'
The CD is preferable to the Dutch import
vinyl, despite the excellence of the LP pressings. The LP adds some undesirable husk to
Dylan's already raspy vocals, and offers no
improvement elsewhere (the LPs were, after all,
pressed from the digital masters).
Dylan completists have no decision to
make—this is amust-have for the unique "It's
All Right, Ma" and "Girl of the North Coun1It's too bad Clapton's "Love Minus Zero, No Limit" wasn't
included on the CDs; it was almost as good as "Don't Think
Twice" Get the video for that performance, plus the excellent "Boots of Spanish Leather" from Nancy Griffith and
Carolyn Hester. Sinead O'Connor's notorious non-Dylan
performance of Bob Marley's "War" is nowhere to be found
on any format.
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try!' This extremely uneven collection is
unlikely to appeal, however, to the casual fan
merely interested in hearing afavorite pop artist
sing aDylan song.
—Carl Baugher
DAVID GREENBERGEFtJTERRY ADAMS: The
Duplm Planet Hour
ESD 80762 (CD only). Chris Anderson, eng.; David
Greenberger, Terry Adams, prods. AAD. TE 49:22
VARIOUS: Delicacy and Nourishment
ESD 80632 (CD only). Various engs. & prods.; David
Greenberger, exec. prod. AAD. TE 58:03
VARIOUS: Sweet Relief
Chaos/Columbia OK 57134 (CD only). Various engs.
and prods.; Sylvia Reed, Kelley Walker, exec. prods.
ADD. TT: 55:23

It's easy for those of us still paying off expensive
college educations to embrace that Norton
Anthology notion that poetry is the province
of a) the very, very dead, b) those with no first
names, only initials, c) THEM, d) all of the
above. Here's ahandful of albums that might
must disabuse you of that fallacy.
The story surrounding Delicacy and Nourishment is almost as good as the album. A guy
named David Greenberger took ajob at the
Duplex Nursing Home in Boston, where he
started some of the seniors writing poetry. The
prodigy of the group was agent named Earnest Noyes Brookings, akind of geriatric James
Joyce with aside of cyberpunk. ("Artificial heart
/May be hurt /May be shoddy /Does not
require any soldering!') On Delicacy and Nourishment, Brookings' poems are turned into songs
—most of them good-to-great ones—by artists
like Peter Holsapple, Peter Stampfel and the
Bottlecaps, H.P. Lovetunnel, and Yo La Tengo.
A couplet like "The man who wasn't there /
Missed the delicacy of the lunch" may seem a
little prosaic compared to "Knights in White
Satin," but remember that Shakespeare's sonnets were the Barry White songs of his day.
Some of the interpretations come ofiletter than
others, but Brookings' meter proves surprisingly malleable, and my only niggles with the
record are the few cuts where studio indulgence
overwhelms the words. The sound, as you
might expect, is variable, but tends toward the
grungy rather than the shrill.
But another Greenberger project makes it
perfectly clear that E.N. Brookings is not some
freak of nature. The Duplex Planet Hour is a
mostly spoken-word album of prose, poetry,
and free association (with musical accompaniment by Terry Adams) by Brookings' Duplex
neighbors: "All Things Considered" meets
"Time Tunnel!' The stories are laugh-out-loud
funny and scratch-your-head profound, and,
when liberated by Greenberger's young, strong
voice, many have the clean line of aRaymond
Carver short. Iwon't ruin the punchlines, but
there are ruminations on love and death and
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snakes and dogs and bananas, and Joe Stalin and
women with moustaches in Harvard square.
Oh, and trees. Lots of trees.
For Victoria Williams, the past year has damn
near proved the Van Gogh cumJimi Hendrix
axiom that the best way to make it big is to be
dead. Fortunately for Victoria, she didn't have
to go quite that far—coming down with MS
with no health insurance while she was on tour
with Neil Young seems to have been enough.
Her misfortune prompted acouple of benefit
shows in New York and El-Lay and the idea
of an alternative all-star benefit album of Williams covers.
Sweet Relief makes it clear what agreat songwriter Williams is. and in aback-door way
reminds her fans what afine performer she is
too. Despite the résumés plopped on the table,
the album hits and misses. Soul Asylum's version of "Summer of Drugs" chucks the playfulness inherent in Williams's reading, and ends
up sounding like the soundtrack for aPartnership for aDrug Free America commercial,
while tracks by Michael Penn, Buffalo Tom,
and the Waterboys just had me asking "Why?"
Stick to the originals on Victoria's (sadly, out
of print) albums, Happy Come Home and Swing
the Statue. But there are pleasant surprises too.
Lou Reed energizes an electrified "Tarbelly and
Featherfoot," Pearl Jam nails a new song,
"Crazy Mary," and Michelle Shocked's gospelcrazed "Holy Spirit" stands as the album's
climax.
On the other hand, minimalist tracks like
Matthew Sweet's version of "This Moment:'
or "Lights:' by the Jayhawks, distill the simplè
beauty of Williams's writing from her quirky,
sometimes distracting style. If aDJ backannounced these as outtakes from Music from
Big Pink or 70-year-old Library of Congress
recordings, you'd believe it. A line like "The
lights of the city /Look so good /Almost like
somebody /thought they would" are so plainspoken they take awhile to seep in. And in 100
years, they'll still sound just as old and just as
new. The sound quality is all over the map,
but—surprise, surprise—the best sound can be
found on the best tracks.
Delicacy and Nourishment, Duplex Planet Hour,
and Sweet Relief are highly recommended for
those of you who care as much about the words
as the music. And those of you who believe that
poetry is an US thing.
—Allen St. John
PJ HARVEY: 4-1Mele Demos
Island 314-518 450-2 (CD). Recorded 8c performed by
PJ Harvey. AAD. TE 47:38

Icouldn't say enough good about PJ Harvey's
demo versions of her own songs in my Dry and
Rid ofMe reviews in March and July. Well, this
collection of demos—all previously unreleased
STEREOPH1LE, DECEMBER 1993

in any format—is even better. Here are PJ's
songs caught newborn, covered in blood and
afterbirth, umbilicus still attached, undeniable
in their stark honesty and blunt existence They
make 4-Track Demos her best CD yet.
"Rid of Me" builds even more dramatically
than does its album version. "Reeling" is revealed as areal song rather than the incomprehensible Steve Albini-produced oddity that
appeared on the "50ft Queenie" single, with
now-audible lyrics: "I want to bathe in milk,
eat grapes /Robert DeNiro sit on my face" Its
"Take me to the moon" chorus is no plea, but
all command and threat. "Queenie" is here too,
in an acoustic version that sounds like something off Capt. Beefheart's Trout Mask Replica.
"Yuri-G" 's lyrics leap out as they never did
in Albini's Mixmaster treatment on Rid ofMe;
this love song to the Moon is all breathless passion, building from near-silence to spine-chilling,
sour-toned power. "Ecstacy" is even slower
and more dirge-like—if shorter—than it was
on Rid ofMe. Harvey gets an astonishing amount
of music out of her solo electric guitar; it's not
easy to play this powerfully this slowly in time.
The mostly acoustic "Rub Til It Bleeds" has it
all over the album version—PJ's performance
is that much less compromised. Why does she
bother getting her records "produced" at all?
But the new songs are what make 4-Track
Demos much more than ahistorical footnote to
Dry and Rid ofMe. "Driving" is desperate: Harvey may have "a hundred different Bibles by
my side," but they don't seem to do her much
good as she rages through the night. "Hardly
Wait" is one of her best songs ever: "It's been
so long, I've lost my taste /say angel come, say
lick my face /let fall your dreams, I'll play the
part /Iopen this mouth wide, eat your heart
/lips cracked dry, tongue blue burst /say angel
come, say lick my thirst /dear Romeo in my
warm embrace/in my glass coffin Iam waiting"—Snow White as told by Polly Jean. "Easy"
skewers men's loose thoughts about "loose"
women—"Lips, wide hips swingin' like a
doorway /you're givin' me no leeway /Iopen
once and you call me Devil's Gateway"—and
swings. "M Bike" exorcises agirl's jealousy of
her boyfriend's love for his motorcycle. Two
acoustic guitars, well-placed harmonica and
handclaps, unmitigated hatred of "that goddamned machine," and you've got an unforgettable song. Same with the blackly mysterious "Goodnight," azombie blues slowed down
to near stasis, with its creepy chorus: "We have
the stars, we have the trees /we have everything
we need to feed."
Even—or especially—in these demos, Harvey's unerringly tuned ear for the right sound,
the right silence, just enough and no more,
sculpts songs with skeletal economy. Despite
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the punk patina, this is no exercise in rock
excess; what Ihear is the restraint of amaster
rock craftsman far wiser than her years. Harvey
plays all instruments, including cello, and sings
all vocals. The 4-track cassette sound is mostly
of demo/bootleg quality, oversaturated and distorted, but better than you might expect—
except for the excruciating highs.
But none of this conveys what PJ Harvey's
music is. Nothing she does is new. Everything
she does is simple, unmistakeably her own,
uncannily familiar. Harvey's dead-on focus,
power, and sheer will, all funneled through her
taut voice and awesomely expressive bottleneck—the sound of aguitar being skinned
alive—remind me of none other than Robert
Johnson. I've listened to Johnson for longer
than Harvey's been alive; this is the first time
it's ever even occurred to me to naine anyone else
to his category of one. It doesn't matter what
chords she plays: PJ Harvey sings the most
deeply felt, most desperately controlled blues
I've heard since "Walking Blues" (1936). Can
awhite Englishwoman sing the blues? Listen
to 4-Track Demos. It may not be apretty sight,
but it's certainly adarkly, terrifyingly beautiful one.
—Richard Lehnert
JOE HENRY: Kindness of the World
Mammoth MR0057-2 (CD). Brian Paulson, eng.; Joe
Henry, prod. AAD? TT: 56:16

Joe Henry seems unable to write atrivial or offhand song. Even more than on last year's Short
Man's Room, the timeless songs on Kindness of
the World are about the Big Issues: bewildered
acceptance of the mysteries of woman and man,
gains in wisdom measured only by how little
he's learned, how his stories just keep repeating
themselves, that no one comes back from death
no matter how loved they were, of resignation
to life and life only, and finally the realization
that, if life is indeed so hard, then he's risked
only the loss of his fear by trusting in the
world's kindness.
In other words, not aparty record. But
pretentious, unwieldy, depressing lyrics? No
way. Everywhere in these songs are lines Iwish
I'd written: "A story's yours until the one who
knows it well as you says she's got astory too"
"And you can ask me for nothing at all, and I'll
always be what you please; you can never leave
nothing behind you, and Ialways will love
Louise?' "One day when the weather is warm,
I'll wake up on the hill, and hold the morning
like it was aplow, and cut myself arow and follow it until Iknow better than Iknow now."
"Don't pretend alove you would betray, and
don't think for amoment Iwould not." "Any
chance at all is one we owe." "Trouble comes
to those who need it most." And if he says in
"This Close to You" that "It's all that Ihave

and I'm doomed to regret it if Ican't forgive
myself or you soon," he answers himself in
"Buckdancer's Choice" with "If. ..
I'd tell
myself all the things that you never would and
Iwould forgive all you never could ...
then I'd
be home by now."
Kindness of the World sounds rougher, chunkier than either Short Man's Room or its predecessor, Sheletown (one of my 1993 Records to Die
For), and sounds mostly like first takes. The
music, all slow to medium tempos, is similar
to Short Man's country rock, though not nearly
as polished, and the melodies ain't much; Kindness has more the sound (and level of songwriting) of Dylan and the Band's mostly improvised Planet Waves. This is helped alot by the
lead guitar ofJayhawk Gary Louris, whose
rough-edged, mercurial style is across between
the sounds of Robbie Robertson, Neil Young,
and Amos Garrett. And if Louris takes some
wrong turns in his solos, he also has the courage
to then explore aneck of the guitar woods he
wouldn't have otherwise known existed. Sound
is dry and abit hashy on top, but totally convincing as an unmessed-with recording of a
basic rock band minimally miked and playing
live in the studio. Victoria Williams harmonizes
with Henry on half the tracks.
As Joe Henry says, you can never leave nothing behind you. With this, his fifth album, he's
already left alot—and he's still here. Recommended.
—Richard Lehnert
MARIA McICF-E: You Gotta Sin to be Saved
Geffen GEFD-24506 (CD only). Martin Schmeizle, Brendan O'Brian, Thom Panunzio, engs.; George Drakoulias, prod. AAD? TE 41:13

Maria McKee needs ahit. Lone Justice burst
on the scene revealing aphenomenal young
singer with Botticelli looks and the stage
demeanor of atent-show revivalist. The garage
sound of the band's first record could be forgiven in the hope that it would keep Maria out
ofFtondstadt-land. Not enough people forgave
them, however, to ignite the charts. Bringing
in ringers for the second record only made it
slicker, not better; it was soon forgotten.
Next: the inevitable solo record. Finally Ms.
McKee began to realize her enormous potential.
Gorgeous, emotional singing, ambitious songwriting, adventurous arrangements, and daring
production by Mitchell Froom—now we're
getting somewhere. It sank without atrace.
Which brings us to this ill-conceived project. In the press release, McKee describes You
Gotta Sin to be Saved as areturn to her roots. Well,
this is roots music only to those who thought
Big Brother and the Holding Company was
soul music and the New Riders of the Purple
Sage were acountry band.
While using players from the Jayhawks and
the Posies may increase McKee's college-radio
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credibility, musically they're quite acomedown
from her last record, which featured Richard
Thompson, Marc Ribot, Tony Levin, and
others of that caliber. The tracks are not terrible, but one gets the feeling that Maria is singing down to their level—a sin that will never
result in salvation.
The songs, as well, seem aretreat from
auteurism to amateurism. Gone are the colorful
characters that inhabited "Panic Beach,"
replaced by the simplistic lyrics and awkward
structures of "Only Once" and "I Forgive
You." If Ms. McKee wants to write simple,
direct country and r&b tunes, she needs more
like the CD's best, "I'm Gonna Soothe You:'
and less like "Precious Time," atune about as
country as Altman's Nashville.
George Drakoulias's production is another
sin. May he say athousand "Hail Marys" to
atone for the second-rate '70s guitar that competes for sonic space with Maria's first-rate
voice through much of the disc. Also, if you're
going to mix arecord as dry as the ones in the
'70s, it damn well better be played as well as
they were back then.
It pains me to trash this record. Maria McKee
is anational resource, and were already wasting
far too many. Ionly hope that YGSTBS is the
hit she needs to keep going and growing. The
biggest sin is selling out your talent and nobody
buying.
—Michael Ross
PRINCE: The muffle B-Sides
Paisley Park/Warner Bros. 45440-2 (3 CDs only). Many
engs.; Prince, prod. ADD. TT: 3:47:08

Here's agreatest hits package done right. This
three-disc collection (each CD available
separately) offers all the hit singles, six previously unreleased tracks, and agenerous collection of B-sides which have never before
appeared on aPrince album. Programming is
intelligent, pace is effective, Alan Leeds's liner
notes are informative, and the packaging is
attractive. There's also aconcurrent laserdisc
video release, and import vinyl is available for
the first two "Hits" discs. Although Ihaven't
heard the LPs, Iexpect they offer the usual sonic
advantages/disadvantages.
The hits are well-known; what will be most
appreciated by Prince collectors are the six new
tracks and the CD release of the B-sides. Sinead
O'Connor had a1988 hit with Prince's "Nothing Compares 2U," but summoned barely a
fraction of the intense passion of Prince's own
smoldering, dynamic soul duet version with
Rosie Gaines. This performance, recorded live
in January 1992 before an invitation-only
audience, proves not only that Prince is an
impressive songwriter and singer, but that he's
also alegitimate heir to the great R&B tradition (as if that were news). "Pink Cashmere"
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is arelaxed, sunny pop tune with acoustic guitar
and masterful, overdubbed vocal gymnastics,
backed by Claire Fischer's intuitive string
arrangements. "Peach" is arocker distinguished
by Prince's grinding guitar, grunting background vocals, and characteristic lyrics like
"She was pure, every ounce /Iwas sure, when
her titties bounced!' "Pope" is ahard'n'heavy
hip-hop jam of recent vintage, with Prince's
razor-sharp rap and agreat hook chorus featuring the sweet vocals of Mayte, latest in along
line of Prince protégés.
"4 the Tears in Your Eyes" is the previously
unreleased version from the Live Aid telecast
(another version appears on the We Are the World
album). It's asoft, sensitive ballad with a
spiritual message appropriately tailored to the
event for which it was composed. "Power Fantastic," the last of the unreleased tunes, is one
of the best. Seldom has Prince delivered such
acompellingly personal and warmly intimate
vocal—it's powerful and fantastic. The instrumental arrangement emphasizes piano, flute,
and Atlanta Bliss's Milesian muted trumpet.
All in all, it's abeautiful performance, and an
eloquent closer for this collection.
Among the B-sides, it's good to see the
dance-club smash "Erotic City" finally appear
on CD; and "Shockadelica," "Irresistible
Bitch," "Feel U Up," and "God" have all been
deservedly included. Despite the various sessions, sound quality is consistent throughout,
the later tracks predictably sounding the best.
(I assume these analog recordings have all been
digitally remastered.) If Prince figures in your
pop listening diet, the six unreleased tracks in
this collection are more than adequate justification for making apurchase. Even if you're
not yet aPrince fan, The Hits/The B-Sides are
agreat place to start.
—Carl Baugher
SWINGING STEAKS: Southside of the Sky
Capricorn 42020-2 (CD). Gary Katz, prod.; Wayne
Yurgelun, eng. AAD? TT: 50:27

I'm tempted to just say that Los Lobos chose
the Steaks to open shows on their current tour
(I'm going next Tuesday night even if Ihave to
[shudder] PAY for my tickets) and leave it at that.
What's good enough for Hidalgo & Co. should
be good enough for anybody, even the cuttingedge, terminally hip tzendmongers at Stereophile
But the Swinging Steaks (I like that they
don't drop the "g") deserve abit more than that.
For nearly aquarter century now—ever since
Gram Parsons cut his influential swath through
pop music, creating or re-creating seminal
country-rock bands left and right (the Byrds,
the Burrito Bros., his own bands), and leaving indelible marks on Emmylou Harris and
the Eagles—America's produced more bands
like this than you can shake an A&R man at,
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hard. Thing is, they've seldom been this good.
Take all the influences in the preceding paragraph, throw in aslug of vintage Crazy Horse,
adash of Dr. Hook, make the Jayhawks retroactive 20 years, add that stompin' spirit offun
that the 'Hawks never seem to be able to
unbuckle their Presbyterian probity long
enough to get down with, and you've got the
Steaks what Swing.
There's nothing at all fancy, innovative, or
even interesting about this five-man, twoguitar/one-keyboard band's arrangements,
which are squarely in the Great American Grain
of, well, The Band. But can these boys—mainly
guitarists Jamie Walker and Tim Giovanniello—ever write. Every song has ahook, a
chorus, some rhythm-gittar curlicue, or hellbent-for-leather harmonizing—and most
often, all of the above. The lyrics are definitely
worth singing and hearing: "If Icould dance,
Iswear I'd make it rain /If you talk about love,
you gotta talk about pain." Or "All you wanted
was asafe thing /All you got was ascare /What
you thought was the real thing /left you standin' there."
Production values are just as straightforward,
even if this is anything but an AudiophileApproved Recording. What carries Southside
of the Sky is the music. The tension between
clear-as-ice acoustic and rough-as-a-cob electric guitars is as fresh and propulsive as anything I've heard since the Doobie Bros.' longlost, way-underrated eponymous debut album.
"Right Through You" could be atrack from
aLowell George-era Little Feat album, and
songs like "Train Wreck" just plain choogle.
Funny thing: the Steaks hail from Massachusetts, and what they don't know about
cowboyin' and the West would fill aphone
book. But this makes sense: the most powerful,
most resonant, most deeply American rock
music seems always to be made at aremove, by
musicians trying to bridge the gap from the
nowhere they've always been to agreat shining
Somewhere that never quite existed: The Band
up in Toronto, four Canadians and aRazorback
trying to give voice to their dark dream oían
America they knew only by rumor and some
old r&b records; Creedence, growing up in
working-class Bay Area 'burbs while John
Fogarty wrote songs about aLouisiana cultural
gumbo equally mythical; and Bob Dylan himself, alonely Jewish kid raised so far up in the
goyishe north he may as well have been Canadian, reinventing himself via books, the jukebox, and Library of Congress field recordings
into an improbable combination ofElvis Presley, Woody Guthrie, and Dylan Thomas.
The Swinging Steaks? Look at the cover of
this major-label debut: asepia-toned b&w
photo of five hard-handed guys looking about
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

as comfortable in their mid-19th-century
Sunday-go-to-meetin's as they probably feel
living in 1993; le, not much. The point i
,
they're reaching. The point is, they've reacheu
it. The point is, this record is one hell oía good
time.
—Richard Lehnert
BOB TEISON Sz LITTLE VILLAGE: ,An Ant Alone:
Songsfrom the Warrior Ant
Gramavision R2 79490 (CD only). Bob Telson, eng., prod
DDD. TE 51:02
BOB TELSON: Calling You
Warner Bros. 45181-2 (CD only). Bob Telson, eng., prod
TE 38:34

Sometimes Ihate being acritic. "But how is
that possible?" you gasp. "Think of the money."
Yes, well. ..
In my pre-critic days, Iwallowed
in the glorious singing of the Five Blind Boys,
the Soul Stirrers, and Sam Butler in Telson's
musical The Gospel at Colonus, with nary a
thought as to whether the story of Oedipus had
anything to do with gospel music.
There's no such question about the songs
from The Warrior Ant. The lyrics of Telson's collaborator, Lee Breuer, reflect on humanity's
relationship with God, nature, and fellow
beings in apoetic fashion that recalls the same
earthy cultures that give Telson his music.
Words and music blend here in away that
eludes Paul Simon's recent work. Telson mines
much of the same musical ground—African,
Latin, gospel—but Breuer's lyrics about the
earth smelling ofjuices, the pain of Death herself, and the last days of summer are more in
tune with the passion and sensuality of those
musics than Simon's ironic Upper West Side
musings.
So what's my problem? Would that Icould
relax my mind and float (or, with these infectious rhythms, dance) downstream. The critic
in me requires that Ipick at certain flaws. An
Ant Alone is like agourmet dish, full of rich,
tasty ingredients that don't clash, but neither
do they blend into asatisfying whole that is a
new flavor unto itself.
Telson is no dilettante. He knows these
musics well—too well. Most interesting pop
music comes from afailed attempt to emulate
other music, and the filtering of it through the
artist's personality. Telson puts together perfect
salsa horns with areal African guitarist, an
actual gospel singer, etc. and picks the most
exciting riffs from each type of music. But
where is Bob Telson?
He seems to reside toward the end of Calling You. The first eight cuts are devoted to music
composed for Twyla Tharp's Scctette. They are
more successful than the previous disc in that
2For the record, this Little Village bears no relation to the
band with John Hiatt, Ry Cooder, etc. Telson has been using
this name since the early '80s.
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they allude to musical styles without recreating them. Tracks like "Gonzalo's Dream"
recall the accomplished world-music synthesis
of the Grace Jones Compass Point sessions.
It is in his work for filmmaker Percy Aldon,
however, that Telson brings it all back home
for his most personal and, to my critic's ear,
most artistically successful work. k.d. lang's
vocal on "Barefoot," from Aldon's 1991 movie
Salmonberries, hints heavily at the Ingénue to
come. Its dark, brooding quality is as much Telson's as lang's, as his version of "Calling You"
(from Bagdad Cafe) proves.
If Telson's voice doesn't have the power of
aJevetta Steele or aSam Butler, he's learned
much about singing from them, and in finally
singing his own words in his own voice he distills all of his musical knowledge into ahaunting, profoundly moving experience. One that
makes being acritic, or just ahuman being, easier to take.
—Michael Ross

DON EDWARDS: Coin' Back to Texas
Warner Western 45323-2 (CD only). Joey Miskulin, prod.;
Gary Paczosa, eng. ADD? TE 43:46
WADDLE MITCHELL: Buckaroo Poet
Warner Western 45325-2 (CD only). Joey Mislculin, prod.;
Gary Paczosa, eng. ADD? TT 38:26
BILL MILLER: The Red Road
Warner Western 45324-2 (CD only). Richard Bennett,
prod.; Rocky Schnaars, eng. ADD? TE 55:55
SONS OF THE SAN JOAQUIN: Songs of the Silver
Screen
Warner Western 45326-2 (CD only). Joey /vliskulin, prod.;
Gary Paczosa, eng. ADD? TE 28:24
RED STEAGALL: Born to this Land
Warner Western 45327-2 (CD only). Steve Gibson, prod.;
Rich Schirmer, eng. ADD? TE 36:15

Well, them boys at Warner Western've done it
again: they went and released some more of that
good ol' Western music for all those li'l buckaroos out than And jest in tahm fer Christmas!
Gather 'round, pardners, and I'll tell ya'll about
'ern.
Founded by Michael Martin Murphey (and
Warner Bros.), the Warner Western label was
TOO MUCH JOY: Mutiny
started to help promote and preserve traditional
Giant 24467-2 (CD only). William Wittman, prod.; Geoff
Western music. Not to be confused with CounDaking, eng. AAD. TE. 47:38
try music (especially that Cleanboy Country cra"I'm ahead of my time—but only by aweek:'
pola that just won't go away), traditional Westsing the joys, happily noting in credits that the
ern music tells tales oflife on the range: long,
content of their third album, Mutiny, has been
lonesome cattle drives, bustin' sod, and how
inspired by and plundered from sources as varlife used to be before bob-wire fences and the
ied as The Abolition of Work (Bob Black) through
Iron Horse.
Court-TV and "several situationist authors who
Sounding at times like Jerry JeffWalker, Don
encourage readers to freely quote from and
Edwards's Coin' Back to Texas blends traditional
plagiarize their work without attribution."
Western music with abit of acontemporary
This, of course, is areference to their clash
approach. Standouts include "Lonely Cowwith The Clash, who demanded athousand
boy:' alovely but mournful song that incorbucks for the right to sample "Clash City
porates asolo trombone to emphasize how
Rockers."'I've never met the poor:' sing the
lonely acowboy's life can be. "Texas Sand," a
Joys, "but all my friends are broke."
slow, bluesy shuffle about the cowboy's conWhat the hey. The Joys sound alot like The
stant nemesis (shifting, blowing sand), makes
Clash—if The Clash had ever bothered to come
use of afine Dixieland arrangement, while the
down the mountain, have alaugh, and 'fess up
title track and "Line Shack Blues" show off
to not having all the answers in the world.
Edwards's easy-going vocal style. All in all, not
As noted by several writers, including critic
abad offering.
John Milward, Too Much Joy would, like The
Waddie Mitchell's Buckaroo Poet is another
Clash, really rather have been born The Who.
story. Ifyou live in the western halfofthe States,
"Donna Everywhere" brings to mind "Pictures
you've probably seen Mitchell on afew synof Lily," complete with Moon-style exuberance
dicated "Western life" shows. For those who
(via drummer Tommy Vinton) and guitar work
haven't, Mitchell is acowboy poet who writes
which intercuts sustains and rhythm.
and recites about, yup, you guessed it, cowNo one ever accused Roger Daltrey of studboys and their way of life. Now, while Irespect
ied craftsmanship or Pete Townshend of being
Mitchell's ability and efforts as an artist/poet,
anything less than direct. Similarly, Too Much
Ican't sit still for more than three or four of
Joy won't appeal to fans of Robert Fripp or even
these poems at astretch. Idoubt you could
XTC, but folks who want smart, tough stuff either. With Mitchell's thicker-than-peanutwithout the fey (ie, The Replacements withbutter drawl and alone harmonica or banjo
out the self-absorption, They Might Be Giants
serving as background, Ifound this stuffjust
without the cutes) should run out and buy.
too damned hokey. Unless you're abig (and
One caveat: While the sound is strictly
Imean BIG) fan of this type of stuff, save your
straight from Vox, the vocals can be less than
money.
clear, and are swamped under anything but a
Bill Miller's first effort for Warner Western,
simple solo melodic line.
—Beth Jacques
The Red Road, is agenerous mix of Native
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American chants and original songs. A member
of the Stockbridge-Munsee tribe, Miller blends
wood flutes and Native drums with pedal steel
and violins to present the listener with aview
of life through the eyes of the American Indian.
"Reservation Road" tells of the plight of today's
Native Americans; when Miller says he'd like
to take some senators down to Reservation
Road, buddy, he means it. The album's best but
saddest song, "Tumbleweed," is the (autobiographical?) story of amixed-blood's insoluble
dilemma of not belonging to any one race. The
song is put to anice shuffle, but its content (and
that of much of the album) is nothing to dance
about; this is serious music. The Red Road is a
solid first album with some beautiful songs,
and definitely not for the light-hearted.
The same cannot be said for the Sons of the
San Joaquin's second WW release, Songs of the
Silver Screen. The Sons cover songs written in
the '30s and '40s by Bob Nolan and Tim
Spencer of the original Sons of the Pioneers.
In doing so, the San Joaquins pay tribute to their
mentors. These happy, simple songs bring to
mind images of riding across the prairie into
the sunset with the wind in your face and not
acare in the world and ...
you get the idea. I'm
willing to bet real money that "Cowboy Jubilee" will put you in agood mood whether you
want to be or not. World got you down? Do
what the Sons do and "Yippi-Yi Your Troubles Away." This is probably the biggest problem Ihave with this disc: these guys are too
damned happy—the constant "Ti-Yi-YippeeYays" got old in ahurry. I'll tell you what,
though—if you're in abad mood after sitting
at the keyboard all day and can't wait to get
home to kick the dog, do yourself and your pup
afavor and slap this disc into your player. Consider yourself warned, however; too much of
this "happy" music can have anegative effect.
Red Steagall's Born to this Land is the best of
the bunch. Ihad no trouble closing my eyes and
imagining Iwas sittin"round acampfire after
ahard day's work brandin' dogies listenin' to
this feller alternate between songs and stories.
This hombre sounds like areal, working cowboy; whether he's singing about nesters
(homesteaders) in "Dodge City" or telling a
story about blowing his stirrups in "One More
Lick," Ifound myself leaning forward to hear
every word. If you want to get an idea of what
the West was like, this disc is the best example
of what life was—and, to adegree, still is—
really about out on the range. Ride for the brand,
pardner. Recommended—Steve "Tex" Stoner

Okay, this isn't the most current release—this
spring 1993 US release, part of Luaka Bop's
"Africa Invades Europe" series, first came out
in Europe in 1992. But maybe now you can get
it cheap.
Get it you should. It's probably not like
much you've ever heard, and, despite the
"human beat box" supplied as percussion by
quest artist Jean-Louie Daulne, it's far from the
earnest cookie-cutter technotakes on World
Beat that were boring long before Peter Gabriel
and Paul Simon showed up to take notes.
Rather, this African-European female quintet
is across between the ethnic African folk songs
of Miriam Makeba ("The Click Song"), the
oddball transcendence of Le Mystere de Voix
Bulgare (that ethereal Eastern European female
choir you expect to hear humming like Tubular
Bells in the rosebushes every time the BVM
manifests in some backyard shrine in Queens),
and the effervescence of the very best doo-wop.
Street Corner Talking indeed: sometimes there
are words. Sometimes you only hear sounds,
and the musical accompaniment is sparse to the
point of ascetic: rattles, gourds, breathing,
exhaling, clapping, and stamping. Zap Mama
is acelebration of the human voice. This acappella weave of melody, harmony, rhythm, and
counterpoint is so sophisticated it seems simple
and spontaneous, as if five incarnations of Ella
Fitzgerald just happened by to break into scat.
Zap Mama is headed by Marie Daulne, who
hails both from Belgium and Zaire, where she
internalized the essentially vocal musical roots
of the Central African Pygmies, the music sacrée
of the European chorale, and avariety of polyphonic forms. Rhythms and selections range
in influence from Zulu to Syrian to Cuban. The
bulk of the album was recorded in aBrussels
studio (Studio Daylight), except for the 1')/grtny
chant, "Babanzele," which was recorded live
in aforest outside of town.
So forget, please, the Mamas and the Papas,
Peter, Paul and Mary, or Joan Baez. Forget
Linda Ronstadt and Emmylou Harris harmonizing "Kumbaya." Adventures in Afropea is
the very opposite of pretentious, mannered, and
studied. As joyous as running water or an unexpected show of flowers, Zap Mama is as vivacious and blunt as rising sap. As the liner notes
say, "Sometimes the simplest sound is the most
luxurious."
This CD gives the folks who make the hardware reviewed in Stereophile areason to stay in
business. Great separation, wonderful vocal
nuance.
—Beth Jacques

ZAP MAMA: Adventures in Afropea I
Luaka Bop/Warner Bros. 45183-2 (CD only). Vincent
Kenis, prod.; Kenis, Patrick Hubart, eng.; Marc Hollander, project supervision, prod. AAD. TT: 51:45
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ELECTION OFAUDIO GIFTS
Audio Advisor is Your Best Source for the Finest Audiophile Gifts,
Including Many Items at Special Holiday Sale Prices. For the Perfect
Gift Call 1-800-942-0220 and Consult with Our Audio Ex erts.
Audio Books Make Great Holiday Reading
GOOD SOUND by
Laura Dearborn.
In eosy to end non
felled longuage tore
explains how to gel the
bee sound from high end
oudd gear. Paperback,
417 poges 512 95

Master Handbook of
Acoustks, 2nd Gig« I Acoustructs
Everything you wonted
to know about enemy
co.er mg sound hours ro
he hest od0000eoio
room treatments. Paperback. 366 pages. 519 95

The Audio Glossary
by J. Gordon Holt.
Slereophde schief
edit°, explains more
than 1900 technical
and deuriptive audio
terms. Poperbock, 152
pages, 512.95

Handbook For
Sound Engineers.
Everything you ere,
wonted ro know
abet Durk-and
more Hardcover,
1.506 page encyclopedia. 599 95

Holidays Are The Perfect Time to Improve Listening Room Acoustics
Now Some On Room Tunes

Save SSO On New SOC Flot Traps

Soney Acoustic Treatments

CornerTunes. Place CornerTunes in ceiling panels to nap
high frequency distortions improves he highs ond soundege
lie 519. now 569 95/set of 4

New Floc hops from Acoustic Sciences Corp IMO ace the first
cement wall pond designed speolually for the undue requirements of home audio listening rooms Flot Tropo ore 14 '
by
36 by 15thick one fabric coded ponels mounted inno
handsome frame Arear brocket rocker installation os easy as
longing apupae flor Turps improve the soundeagn. image
clarity, definition end overall musicality.

acoustic damping loom
peels. In block or beige.
iffrieliee- 1
69 95/box of 4
410,
4Erri
7
,.:.;,./.4
.

fchoTunes. Pui ltholunes on
the side walls half stoy between
the rpeaker and lisrener toBP'
create omore coherent
roondrrage SIr 539 now
34 95i Pau
RoomTunes. Acoustic panels
mounted on wood base designed
to shape sound reflected oil
speakerr. wally elf Improves
imaging. boss harmonics. EC
more el 5229, now
199.95/pair.

e

- 1,

AS( Flot Traps list 5700 our los. price 5149 95/set of 4

J
il
t'

i

Ilion uno k

Soren "UNX" Panels
Save with large UM 24'
by 48 of ousllc damping
loom sheets come in T,
3,
or 4 thicknesses
Choose blink or beige
I
69 95"/box

Audio Computer Software
The Listening Room Computer Sot twine Program, Version
0.0. lets you analyze your room meek, &reveals the optimum
speaker pincement DOS e'en with 35
-&5.25' elf. 4500

---

trox:ozz=2ormi

Aud.Priym (D Slopbghl green point pen ir on easy to use as, el leui,e coy to improve ID tonne
by redumg loser light leokoge Simply apply Stoplight to the edge of oil your (Ds. Highly
iecommended by leading audiophile mooches. 514 95 eoch, two or more Si T95 cud

Woof en-Satellite Offset Program. Diuover the optimum room
placement for 3pee soiellite•subwooler systems. Easy to use fou Il
be surprised by the improvement DOS only 534 95

Audio Power Line Conditioners and Power Line Filters
Power Wedge Power Conditioners by Audio Power
Power Wedge 116 w/ 10 outlets
569 00'
Power Wedge 114 w/ 8outlets
444 00'
Power Wedge 113 w/ 7outlets for Me
569 00'
Power Wedge 112 vii/ 6outlets
319 00"
Powel Wedge 122 tv/ 6outlets for 20 amp devices 429.00'
Power Wedge 110 xi/ 6hi current °oriels
239 00"
New Power Wedge Power teener PE 1
279 95"

Give the Site of Power Wedge Power Filtering:
Power Pack 116 outlet lint filter, with two dived und four
analog outlets regular 5219, now 199 95
c-

Tice
loin
Trot
lice

Audio Power Conditioners:
MFB 3, 3branch power conditioner w/ 16 oullets599 95'
MFB 4, 4branch power rondoroner w/ 16 outlets 74995'
Peet Block II heavy duly panddorterft outlets 134995'

Power
Pock 11

The 1011.3
luter-16
outlets l

Gifts to Improve Turntables, Tonearms, Styli and More...
LAST Record Treatments
.1 Power Cleaner 29 95 LAST .4 Stylus il toning kit 14.95
.2 Preservative .1995 IASI .5 Stylus preservalive24.95
.3 Regular Cleaner 17 95 IASI .10 Sag rape tree 1695
Turntable Drive Bel s
AR ES 1belt .
1 95 Rego Honor 2 3
..32.00
HW 19 beic
1 95 SOTA Belts
19.95
Record Brush: Hunt 820 fc18 6dual action ......1995

!IR
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Mist Analog Accessories
Alphoson Armlify ore lift for maned tonnes
Dennison Metal Soundtrortor olignmeni gouge ....
OBSystems Prolcin alignment gouge
Kristaline Dust cover polish &scratch remover .....
Shure
SFG 2stylus pressure gauge
SOTA
Acrylic Record Mal
SOIA
Reflex damp, lits most turntables
Surniko Analog Survival Kit

_29.95
.149.95
29.95
_14.95
14.95
99.95
.14995
4995

Heodshell Accessories
Surniko HS 12 universal type headshell..
2995
Sunko 115•29 premium headshell leads
.11.95
Sumiko Rigid cortridge mounhn9
SME lift Premium 33mm silver litz cod/bell leech _2995
New 50mm long SME silver le heodshell leads
3995

.10.00

TARA Perfection Toneorm (able: ustom mode, shielded,
flexible, DIN RCA w/Cordas wire Wconnectors, 12M .149.95

All Items Covered By Our Exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee,

To Order Call:1-800-942-0220
WorldRadioHistory

We Ship I
DAll 50
States OWorld
Wide By Air
herght
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Save Now On World Class Audio Components!
Melon $F1A- IHeadphone Amp

New Remote Controlled PS Preform&

Some $280 On PS Lambda Transport
PS lombdo ro the top rated (0 tronrport eris
price der, Order lombdo now end we II
inrlude the ophonol AT&T gloss liber, MS1811/bolanred inputs plus 161 8161 table, all
for only 51,995— you Sate 5180!

the oll new PS Audio 70 line Hoge preomp
with varuurn fluoreuent deploy and rio
inputs inrluding balonred in &out Remare
iontrols solaren baton. Alecrot-er en
photo crwerrion PS 70 preomp 51 195 00'

Meta, SHA Iworld r
loss heodphone amp ond
'me *roe with 3line level inputs ond roo
headphone mks Only premium poor ured
), i
c SI 195 our low pure 1
095 00*

Sawn $200 On PS Ultrolink D/A.
PS Ultrolinli it the lop ruled D/A towering in
prise Iasi Now when you order Ultrolinb.
per the Al&I °owl cable reput, a5100
option, FRI ESole ende 12/31/93
PS Audio Ulbotink D/A vc/FREE AT&T 51995*

411111111111
Record Cleaning Solutions and Record Sleeve Deals
Record (leaning Solution Sole

Record (leaning Solutions

for oIlmed titile nhen you order one pollua of Super(leoner
II high purity retard deoning solution.
we II also inrlude 0600 bode of NG
Firri narro rtrength leaner, o51495
value— FREE NG Fires powerful
femoral miry removes sticky
111
stubborn stain, horn IPA Fort is a
murs or oil record (offerors.
SuperCleaner II, one gallon, M
e
6oz of NO Fins, only 001.95"

IL I

Highest Grode 1P Sleeves
The Sleeves Every Record
Coltertor She'd Use!

Nippy Gritty Purifier el record <leones
16oz Al 95
1gal
59 95
Nitty Gritty First morn Arength leones
6er 14 95
16oz
/4 95
See:leaner II high poney retard deaner
16ox 11 95
32oz
16 95
Igol 24 95
25gol 49 95
Torumot gentle every doy rerord leones
16o1 14 95
1gol
69.95

Deluxe 3ply anti riots roe paper
„xy0
fd both IN and laser...1101e
Diras—Irons Moon 19 95/set of SO
Dist-washer V.R.P. brand 3ply
onti-Hotic roe 'toper deetes tor
539 50. our low price 19 95/ 50

rx.....-xzwwww.,

Highest Anode Rereoloble (leas Plower Omer enves Oir
IPs and barer Oirrr— lirt 540. our low pre 119 95/100

Record Cleaning Machines and Solutions Now On Sale
Lase Chance To Save On APR 16.5 (leaning Medlin.
For olimited time rote on the world's most popular °Amok
vacuum powered retard rleonIng morhine (nib, prone NW,
16 Or tugged build and superb cleoning ability the VPI NW.
16 51kt for 5450 LI December 31. 1993 get the HIV 165
for only 5399 95 plus we II also include one gollon ol PEPE RCM
record r
lancing fluid, oS25 'glue. FREE—you son S75!
API NW-96.Sior Igal API deeming fluid—only 5399951

SAVE $33.85 On Complete Record Doctor Package.
Record Doom II deem Irte the cope notan morhiner- with fluid
°Wootton 8vacuum ruction-but costs less bemuse you turn
the retards by hand Rerommended by leading magazine,
The Record Doctor II Kit outride, Record D000r II rimming
morhine. 36 or deumng fluid, boo NO First extto strength
rimer. and two fiord online« brushes—in oll 0233 80
solue—romplere IrE now only 5199 95'

Fully Autemoth Hilly Gritty Mochine Now On Sole!
Nifty Gritty's 15Fi is the world's 'owe pore r
mum powered
rerord cleaning morhine with both goo r
omen ft cuts fluid
applirorion luit push the buttons, 1.5Fi deans (Pr in 'monde
Now N111/31/93, gel the Pliny Gritly 15Fi •
romplete with
16 oz of cleaning fluid ond tremor brush at 169 olf the
regular price. 119 1
.5Fi hot never been prired lower!
Nitty Gritty 1.5Fi mochine, complete xi/fluid, 5399.95 1

Cable and Connection Enhancers
Elertronic (onto(' Enhancers
There apeo ial formulas improve round by enhanring
moral-to-metal conductivity.
Xontok ricaner &enhancer kit
49
Sunk° Tweed wino ronditioner.
14
10111111011( 1contort condihoner
14
Supet(ontort Hinted enhancer (2 oz)
19
Signet REA rleoning tools set of 6tools wz fluid
14

Happy Holiday Headphones
World's Finest Heodphones, By Joe Grade
Grade Headphones ore receiving urinal oulorm for
routing rono dorily ot aremorkobly low pike

95
95
95
95
95

Guido Signature Professional Headphones
Model HP-1 with pointy svalrher..
595 00
Model HP-2 like HP-1, w/o polarity swilrhes A95 00
Model HPA-1 molrhing heodphone amp..
795 00

Monster Cable 0-Terminator

Grodo Prestige Series Headphones

This expanding/lorking bonono moires speaker cable
ronnerhom rerure and redures rocrosmn. Fits Pandord
spode rannertors Gold plated. 29 95/pc 46,550 00

With warm driver technology, but less exohr housing
New SR-80 95 00 SR-100 Signature &wen 149 95
SR-200 . 199 95 New S11-315 Model.....295 00

Save on New Cables From Cardas, TARA, Audio Power, and MIT
Free T-Shirt With Cordes Coble Order!
Oil Derembet 31, 1993, when you order any (order Coble-retail value vier SI 00—you II Helve abeautiful lull rolor
(codas Audio "Golden Section Sirandolg"I Shot alit
value IRO voth your order.
Cord. High Speed Video Cable 1.0M78 00
(ardor High Speed Digitol Goblet 0M78 00
(ardor 3008 MicroTwin Audio Interconnect
5M 85 00 1OM 115 00 15M 145 00
Condos Ouadlink Audm Interronnerl
5M 159 95 I0,6 109 95 1SM 259 95
Condos Healink OC Audto Interconnert
5M 175 00 1OM 559 95 1516 613 95

15M 98 00
15M 98 00
016 175 00
2OM 309 95
2OM 811 95

Cordes Flex SCION toneann roble has flexible (odor 5(
4003 condurrors ond Cordes R(As 8DIN 0149,9F
Creole the US or
(outdo roll 616
451 3868 or use
our Iniernotoznal
FAX 616 451 0709

Advanced New TARA Lobs Prism Cables Now On Sale
Excifing new IARA Prism robles combine rolot rare terhnology
with superior insulators &slueldmg in onew flemble design
Prism 22 has aungle sohd rote renter rondurtor with a
braided copper ohrel Oil 11/31/93, Save SS per cable
6M 29 95 1OM 34 95 15M 39 50 1016 44 00
2511 48.50 3OM 53 00 3SM 57 50 4061 61 00
Prism 33 has seven sens et sore Sporn 8time conductors
for greater bandverdrh 11111/31/93, Save 110 per rode
6M 52 00 1OM 34 95 1EM 39.50 1OM 44 00
15M 48 50 3OM 53 00 35M 57 50 4OM 62 00
Prism 55 has two saki rare Spare 8lime mope, ronducles
plus oslueld for rummer harmonic balonre 0dimensonoldy.
Now hl 11/31/91, Inke 511 ell ony Prism 55 cable order
6M 88 00 1OM 98.00 156111500 2061 131 67
25MI4800 30M 16500 356118100 40M 19800

"Audio Advisor salesmen are always so courteous
and helpful whenever I
call. I
recommend them
to all my friends." —Dennis J. Atlanta
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Hot New Power Link Cables by Audio Power.
New hua the maneton sof Power Wedge Power Line
winddionen rime of the art Power lurk (dries Power fork
feature silver rooted, mil per, tenon Insulated copper voth o
ripecrol rhinld Ordperf arms oll other power cables we ve tested
Power Link 6ft power tord, 5159 no, two or more 139 95 eo
Power Link 811 power ord, 5179 ea, two or more 149 95 no

-s..
Save On Best Selling MIT "Adjus oble" Digital Cable.
MIT Adjustoble Digital permits eat °Moment to preusely
motrh the output of ony (0 Import/ roressor rombmation
You II love itt ins 5375, while supplies lost 125 00

To Order, in US or Canada, Call:
1-800-942-0220
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Target Racks Now As Low As $99.95!
Save On Target Racks Due To
Lower Currency Exchange Rates.
Hurry, we don't know how long
these prices will kstl
larger lit" series rocks leolure o
strong welded sieel frame with 18 by
14 shelves their open design allows
mammas ventdofion so your gear
won's cook lop shelf red bottom net
ase spiked. IA" racks require some
assembly all tools are provided.

Save $50-575 On SA Rooks!
Target TT-25A: Iwo shelves, 20
loll with 15 -between shelves, van
5150, now 599,91'
Target TT3SA: Nee shelves, 37
toll mth 12.8 -between Melve.
was 5190, now 5149 95t
Target TTSTS11( Frye shelves, 39
toll with 8 between shelves, was
S275 now 5199 95t

Also On Soles Target TT-511(Fete shelves. 39 toll circa
rigid one-piece welded sleel frame for superior componens
isolation, 8.1 useable distance betvreen shelves Comes fully
assembled. List 5325 now 269 951
Target Amp Floor Stand Sale(
Target ITF 14toll amp floor tord has o18 by 14 shelf
ond cone
spiked fees
Ins S85, now
69 95"

TrF- IAmp Floor Stood

Save On Standesign Speaker Stands, TV, and Audio Racks
Stands Low As $49.951
I4
RBA

-7,
.1875

Due to lower currency exchange rates,
these British mode Standesign speoker
tords ore now uhro low priced ,
Standesign BRIO all steel stand base
is 9-wide by 11 deep top plate n6S
by 6.5••. Spike feel included. Choose
I
r, 16 -,or 20 -heights S19.95/pis •
Slondesign BB75 all steel stand, base
is II -Wby 10 .Olopis 75 -by 75.
Cone/spikes included Choose 12 -,16
20 -,
or 24 heeghis 569 95/pr'

Standesign 04 8. D5 hove a
modern, tilted-back look Shelves
seem so loos yet ore supported
by ostrong rear support beam
Stondesign 64( Four shelves
39 toll wish 95 behveen
shelves. list 5339, now 299.955

World's Finest Video Rocks by Standesign.
New DPI rocks designed for Sorge direct view 13/ monitors .%
20 -tall rocks featuse rigid one-piece welded steel frame with
Mick shelves &caster fees. Disionce between shelves a7.5 -.
Standesign DIV28
For 25'17' Pls. list
5299, now 269.955
Stand." DTV32
Fits Pis up to 3/ wide,
Now only 299.95t
Standesign DTV35
Fits Ws up to 35 -sedde.
Now only 319.951

Stondesign D5( Five shelves,
39' toll with 6.5 -between
shelves. List $399, now 349.955
Base IAmp Stand: Notching
low level amp F1001 stand by
Standesign, now 069.95"

Trade-In Sale On Monster Cable and Sumiko Phono Cartrid res
Monster Cable Moving
(rile (.3mv) Cartridges.

Sumiko Blue Point HighOutput (2.0mv) MC,,

Mph° Genesis 1000 II
Was 5800 ........now 39995
With trodein....now 349.95

Blue Paint MC
DOS'S°
now 119.95
With tradeta.....new 99.95

Sigma Genesis 2000
Wos S1200 .....now 599.95
With trodein....now 499.95

Blue Paint Special MC
list S295.........new 259.95
Wdhirode in now 225 00

Grade Phono Cartridges
Now At Holiday Sale Prices!
111•1
only 21.95
7F31.
$69 ....now 29.95
P1F3E. P-mount.........3W95
Signoture JR .......only 95.00
Signoture VAL only 169.95
Signuture MOO only 255.00

Save On Golden Dragon Tubes and Get aFREE T-Shirt
Golden Drug. Preamp Tubes-Now Available With
Gold Pins For Superior Conductivity 8Anti-Corrosion,
Gold. Dragon Tubes were developed by Britsh oudsophdes
and engineers formeily w/sube greats M0belon. Mollard, etc
Al models have sunk' leolures co make them sound great
lobe

Standard 6. Lowe& 6. loss Norse 6.
1-5 Oise Pike 1-5Pfice Pike w/Gold Pins Price

121(X7A
126078
12M7A
6018

14.00
14.00
14.00
2/00

11.95
II.9S
1195
18.95

24.00
24.00
24.00
32.00

19.95
19.95
1995
2695

3/00
3/00
3/00
39 00

26.95
26.95
26.95
34.95

FREE Golden Dragon T-Shirtl
lor alimited !ion
get chic colorful
green and gold
"Dragon Power
Audio" T-Shirt, o
SI 7relail valor,
FREE with any Golden
Dragon tube order
over 575. Hurry. offer
good while ICI Shah lost

Increase Tube Life!
Pearl Tube Coolers specially
treed copper fins remove
excess heat to oi lees, double al
triple cubo life! Cooler tube lost
longer yod sound better reo

•

Power Amp Tube Coolers(
Specify tube diameter with order
19S11 25 each, 10. 995 each
Preomp Tube Coolers(
For 6018, I2AX7, I
2AT7, 6907,
12BH7, etc type tubes
1955 50 each 10. 499 each

Vibration and Component Isolation Accessories
Sims Navcom teIsolat
Doman
ion Feet
Feutunng potend
vibration canceling motenol.
Unworn Silmers .141 59 95
Alsop Nowom CD Feel(4) 29.95
Monster Cable Footers
-With Isoler damping materiel
llosk Foote, ............(4) 29.95
All Purpose Footer.(41 4995
Heovy Duly Foote. ..141 99.95

Audio Selection "German
Acoustics" Cones 8. Discs
-Choose block or brass finish.
New small 111 cones ..16149.95
Reg Isolation cones.....14) 49.95
Support disks
.16119.95
Combination sets (4.41
(ones Suppost discs .......59.95

The "Ultimate" Isolation System By Bright Star Audio
little Rock damps wbtations in the chossis and shields ma',
Iron oit -borne RF onerfereme Size 14• I
D• x7.25 and
weighs 28 lbs Little Rock in dark granice finish 99.00'
Big Rock isolafion base uses sand, to remove harmful
vibrotions from gear Sire .21 -x19.5 - tr. Big Rock in dark
aconite finish 149 00'

Mod Squad Tiptoes
The original one point isolator

AudioPrism lao -Bearings
3loyer damping &isolohng
Standard sire
13149 00
New tocge sue
13169 95

Short 10.51
6.50
lull 11.51 Non ihreaded...11.50
W/wood wee....I6.50
Custom threaded 16 50

"Not aStore ... More"
Call Us Toll-Free To Order:

1-800-942-0220
Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!
todeAZPA :11
I.
E<PRESS
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Shipping Charges (UPS Ground, Insured, 48 States)
Ascessones 1st item........4.95 Extra Items.
'Turntables/Stands
Rocks/lorge stonds/Turnloble Packages
- Flectionics,ornp racks, etc

1.50 each
12.95
895

01993 Audio Advisor, Inc. Prices ore cabled to change.
Business Hours: Mon-Fri 900630 EST, Sol 1000-3110
Address' 725 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, VI 49503
PH 61W451-3868 •InternatHnol FAX Line: 616-451-0709
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IN CHINA
Editor:
I'm appalled to read in the October '93 issue
of Stereophile that you said our first high-end
show in China "never happened." That Guangzhou show in March this year had, in fact, a
turnout of 3000 people Please ask Chris Johnson of Sonic Frontiers, who attended the show.
Meanwhile, Iwas just back from amost successful high-end hi-fi show in Beijing. According to official estimate, more than 8000 people came to the October show. Please verify this
with representatives from Aragon, Classé, Polk,
and Wadia. Gordon Provan of Celestion and
KEF was also there.
Our next show will be in Shanghai, China's
biggest city. Will keep you informed.
Y.K. CHAN
Audiophile Magazine, Hong Kong

SONIC FRONTIERS IN CHINA
Editor:
Iread with keen interest your column in October regarding the March 1993 China show,
which you reported never happened.
Why did Ifind this so interesting, you might
ask? Well, this show did definitely take place!
How do Iknow this? Iand my wife attended
this show in Canton, China! Hosted by our
Hong Kong distributor, we were the only Western attendees.
The show in Beijing this past weekend was
the second show in China.
Why the confusion? Ithink it is aresult of
the not-so-coincidental operation of acompetitive show in Hong Kong the same week in
March 1993. In Hong Kong, arival Audiophile
Society (run by the nine major distributors) to
that formed by YK Audio (Audiophile magazine) held ahigh-end show which was attended
by many European and Western high-end company officials. This obviously attracted much
more press coverage than the smaller China
show.
I
just thought you would want to know for
the record.
CHRIS JOHNSON
President, Sonic Frontiers
S
TEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Ihad been told by someone who Ihad understood to
be well-informed that the Spring Mainland China
show had not taken place. My apologies to Y.K. Chan
and to the exhibitors for my misreporting.
—JA
NHT 3.3
Editor:
As the state of the art in loudspeaker design
lumbers forward, new challenges face engineers, reviewers, and listeners alike One of the
most interesting of these is something we call
"imaging transparency"—that is, the ability
of aloudspeaker to neutrally reproduce the
ambience contained in agiven recording. Just
as the most tonally accurate speakers might
sound bright, boomy, or dull as they reveal the
true balance of arecording, likewise, aspeaker
with good "imaging transparency" might at
one time sound holographic and at another
quite two-dimensional; at one time pinpoint
in its image, at another rather vague in focus.
Indeed, the better our hardware gets, the more
we learn about our recordings. And the more
unique each one sounds.
We very much appreciate the time you spent
with the NHT 33. We believe it is aloudspeaker
that rewards by what it reveals, not what it creates. And perhaps the most appreciative of us
all is our Chief Engineer Bill Bush, an amateur
bassist. Whereas Ihave pretty much convinced
him not to quit his day job to audition for Primus, he has pretty much convinced me that he
can make the best 12" woofer around! Thanks
again.
KEN KANTOR
VP, Technology, Now Hear This
AHT PHONO PREAMP
Editor:
We would like to thank Stereophile for its effort
in reviewing the Al-IT Phono Stage This component represents arefined audiophile product
resulting from four years of intensive experimentation and research. The Al-IT Phono Stage
was designed to allow the user complete flexibility and adjustability, and thus responds well
to tweaks, and demands quality cable selection
and component system matching. As Jonathan
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(i) audiolechnica

SHURE V15 V-MR

AUDIO TECH. AT-ML170

sraNron

GUAM)

GRADO SIGNATURE SERIES
NEW SIGNATURE
HEADPHONES

STANTON 881S

VP) MARK IV KIT
SUMIKO BLUE POINT

SIGNET AT-0C9

BLUE POINT SPECIAL

LYLE CARTRIDGES

CALL TOLL FREE FROM
U.S. OR CANADA FOR

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR

Since 197z

PRICE QUOTES AND

OUR FREE CATALOG.

Dept. Si, Box 158

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

We still carry 78 rpm
replacement styli for collectors.

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

N.Y. STATE (516) 599-1112
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SHURE

Scull's review indicates, results can be enhanced
optimally with various tweaks and cabling and
component choices.
In researching and developing the AHT
Phono Stage, our objective was to create aneutral and truly accurate phono preamplifier. In
pursuit of this goal, we chose solid-state circuits
since they were less likely to degrade this important beginning of the audio signal chain.
We avoided the use of vacuum tubes with their
inherent euphonic colorations because we believe that source components should reproduce
music in the most truthful manner possible.
Thomas Norton, in his testing of our product,
confirms the validity of our approach. The
RIAA response is "one of the flattest [Stereophile has] ever measured." Further, "the AHT
phono preamplifier's test-bench performance
is excellent."
While personal preference may dictate atube
vs solid-state choice, for accurate music reproduction we chose to create our Phono Stage
with solid-state technology. The result, as Mr.
Scull explains, is that "the AHT was extremely
quiet—much quieter, in fact, than my RF-challenged CAT. ..The overwhelming feeling one
gets is that of neutrality, transparency, pace, and
faithfulness to the music."
We designed the Phono Stage to be dimensional, detailed, and involving while at the same
time remaining neutral. In short, our creation,
the Al-IT Phono Stage, reveals the truth in analog.
DANIEL FANNY
American Hybrid Technology
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2
Editor:
We would like to extend our sincerest thanks
to Stereophile and Robert Harley for his glorious
review of our SFD-2 Digital Processor. To
equal and exceed the known reference standard
in this exciting product category is extremely
satisfying, to say the least. We are flattered by
this assessment, and proud of our design team's
achievement.
This review gives credence to our company's
design philosophy, especially when it pertains
to true reference-caliber products: that you take
nothing for granted; that all areas of design are
important; that there is no such thing as apassive part; and that althoughform is important
(and don't we know that!), the true sonic magic
of all products is thefunction (theguts inside).
It has always been our assertion that in adarkened room, where the brand name and chassis
design are hidden from the listener, true design
excellence will be revealed to the bestjudge of
all—your ears (not your eyes).
Our quest (bordering on the fanatical) was
to treat the Digital Processor as aseries of subsystems (input receiver, digital filter, DAC, analog
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

filtering, output stage, power supply, regulation, passive parts selection, ergonomic chassis
design/interface), then determining, through
intense design efforts and prototyping, what
was the best way of executing each of these subsystems. When it came to the digital domain,
we cannot say enough good things about the
products from UltraAnalog—the AES20 input
receiver and D20400A DAC. These components played amajor role in helping us achieve
our final results. In our opinion, UltraAnalog
parts are several generations ahead of any competing chip and are, by far, the only choice for
atrue reference product.
As arelatively new, growing company known
mainly for all-tube electronics, it was important
to show the marketplace that we are very serious about digital—hence the decision to enter
the industry via our reference SFD-2. We are
also encouraged that RH recognized that this
product, although expensive by Sonic Frontiers
standards, is considerably more affordable than
any of the other state-of-the-art contenders.
Again, this is important to our company—to
give value to today's more cost-conscious audiophile at every price point. Besides, for the difference in price, an SFD-2 owner could go out and
buy 1000 CDs and still be ahead of the game!
We would like to address one point made in
the review. Although Bob felt that the SFD2 sounded best in balanced mode, we are
pleased that JA felt the unit set afew new standards in single-ended mode as well. Our experience, and those of our customers, is that it is
avery exciting product when auditioned through
either output configuration.
Thanks again, Bob, for amost extraordinary
review! We look forward to your comments on
our forthcoming entry-level and mid-priced
digital products as we strive to offer acomprehensive digital product line of equivalent quality. It's adifficult mandate, but we are up to the
challenge.
CHRisJENsEN
CHRIS JOHNSON
VP, Marketing
President
JOHN SLOAN
VP, Product Development, Sonic Frontiers
ATMA-SPHERE MP-I
Editor:
Thanks to Steven Stone and the staff at Stereophile for this review. Following are some comments and clarifications that we feel are very
important.
The MP-1 is possibly the first (1989) all-tube,
fully-differential, balanced-line preamplifier
put into regular production. The differential
aspect of its design is paramount to understanding its performance. Unfortunately, TJN measured the MP-1 the way asingle-ended preamplifier (the kind that uses RCA connectors) is
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measured—and thus ignored its basic design
concept and goals. The anomalies described by
TJN in measuring the phono response bear this
out. The anomalies he encountered were caused
by the common mistake of measuring the signals in the preamplifier with respect to ground.
In aproper fully differential design, this is anono. A given signal in the preamplifier has to be
measured with respect to its opposite phase.
At any given point in the MP-1 there are
always two signals: an inverted signal and a
non-inverted signal. When measurements are
made by connecting to ground and then reading the signal, noise and bandwidth anomalies can be seen because the unit is azerofeedback design. It would be like measuring
apoorly shielded single-ended design. TJN
demonstrated this when he commented that
there were ". ..
some unusual interactions going
on. .." as he measured the phono section.
Accurate reading of the RIAA curve was made
impossible. There is no buffering in the MP-1,
and the tape outputs connect directly to the
input of the high-level section.
The reason for designing apreamplifier this
way is to reduce distortion and noise. Both are
canceled during normal operation of the preamplifier, but you need abalanced amplifier
to benefit from this approach. This is why there
are no single-ended outputs on the MP-1. The
differential approach allows for low noise (for
atube preamp), even with low-output cartridges. We use aClavis (0.2mV), with excellent
results.
This type of mistake was especially easy to
make because the test equipment used has a
"balanced" input on it which could make the
user feel that the measurement was being made
in the differential domain, when in fact the two
phases are processed separately without ever
summing the signal differentially. Ispoke to
Ms. Deborah Brimacombe at Audio Precision,
who was kind enough to Fax the schematic of
the Audio Precision System 1(used by Stereophile for this review) to confirm this. The difference between amerely balanced hookup and
abalanced-differential hookup is shown in
fig.l. The circuit will actually read it. The 'scope
output used was therefore only reading one
phase, not the output of the preamplifier.
We tried to verify the measurements TJN
made concerning the volume control. We tested
aunit we had here that is identical (stock, no
options) to the review sample. The unit more
than matched our published bandwidth specs
for the high-level section. There was some
effect from the position of the volume control,
but only at frequencies above 200kHz (and less
than 1.5dB, on the lowest position of the control)—certainly no effects anywhere near the
audio band. The unit showed respectable perSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Balanced Instrument
(Audio Precision)

•
•

>

o

the two inputs
are summed

•

Balanced Differential
(MP-1)
(also needed to use MP-1, inside most amps)
Fig.I

formance at 2MHz (down 3dB), surpassing the
400kHz we claim. The diode noise TJN noticed
was caused by the 'scope being incorrectly connected (the 'scope output on the Audio Precision was used for this test, according to TJN).
Your fig.7 is typical of this incorrect connection.
The correct connection will show twice the
amplitude with no diode noise. Our equipment
for this test is an Interstate F37 generator and
aTektronix 475 'scope. Steven Stone was using
abalanced amplifier and thus did not encounter
this problem.
My conclusion is that the specs we publish
are far closer to reality than those shown by
TJN. In the future we will be more careful to
include information on testing procedures with
our equipment. Other fully differential preamplifiers are now on the market (we believe ours
was the first) and will probably be tested by Stereophile. Iam sure that the correct test procedures will be in place by that time.
Those interested in learning more about
differential circuits for audio (and how to test
them) can write to us for our free white paper,
"Balanced Line Operation and Differential
Amplifiers."
Oh, yes. The Blazer is a76, with 3
/-ton axles.
4
RALPH ICARSTEN
Atma-Sphere Music Systems
Though Iunderstand the Audio Precision's 'scope output is as described, its analysis module inputs are truly
balanced and look at both hot and cold signals. —JA
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MERLIN EXCALIBUR
Editor:
Merlin has produced high-end speaker systems
since 1985. Our primary concern has always
been sonic performance. Our designs incorporate many features that make them user-friendly
and compatible with any equipment exhibiting aneutral spectral balance. They are designed
to be at home in areal-world environment.
Our product evolution comes from years of
refinement of existing models. We have, to our
credit, over 20 domestic and international reviews that define our product as being of reference quality. "The Excalibur belongs to the category of the outstanding high end. After it is
thoroughly run in, the Excalibur is extremely
neutral and transparent. It faithfully portrays
the character of different equipment and cables.
It is atrue reference grade monitor." K.W.
Cheung, Audio Technique, Hong Kong, October
1992. Also, to quote Owe Kirbach of Hi-Fi
Exclusiv, Germany, January 1992: "I am sure
that everyone who thinks about music and
sonics in the same terms will love the Excalibur.
It is musical up to the finest touch, has the right
volume, is as lively as areal live concert, and
is tonally as correct as areal instrument. It is
afascinating unit in every respect." Iwould like
to add that both of these world-class reviewers
purchased these speakers after reviewing them
and still use them as areference.
During the review process, Icalled Jack English to see if he was having any problems setting
up the Excaliburs. He assured me that things
were fine. Obviously, they were not! Ido understand the need for secrecy and distance from
the manufacturer, but Ido not understand why
we were not given the opportunity to rectify,
or even suggest, apossible solution. This treatment is clearly contrary to astatement made
by Larry Archibald in "The Final Word" in
Vol.15 No.10, p338. He says the manufacturers
can take 16 hours to set up equipment to insure
that it is working correctly. This opportunity
was not given to us, or even suggested.
If Ihad been given the opportunity to set up
the speakers for Jack, Idefinitely would have
done so. In amatter of minutes, the energystorage problem experienced in the middle and
upper bass would have been dealt with. By
simply changing the dynamic coupling feet to
one of the other types we supply, the stored
energy would have been bled out of the enclosure, leaving aclean and powerful bass-line
definition. If the enclosure is storing this much
energy, the deep bass extension suffers dramatically. This excess energy in the lower octaves
will not only shift the spectral balance, but soften transients and mask the speaker's great
powers of resolution. We do not have aproblem
with the midbass in this speaker system.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

Speakers that can reproduce as prodigious a
bottom end as this one can require alittle more
finesse in their setup. Therefore, what Jack perceived as information being softened or omitted
was actually information being masked.
The collapse of the depth of field to the center
of the speaker on certain recordings was simply
due to the fact that the midband was adjusted
improperly. Please remember that this speaker
uses afirst-order crossover design. If the mids
are set too high, the depth of field will collapse
and the additional amplitude will mask the
lower treble. By contrast, the extreme highs
would seem deficient.
John Atkinson measured the Excaliburs with
the midrange controls wide open. This is not
the factory flat setting. The additional amplitude will cause the forward character he experienced and explain clearly why Jack did not
(Jack used the flat setting). This additional amplitude will cause the high end to sound as if
it is shelved away by as much as 5dB, and cause
the midbass to sound overly full. Ialso suspect
John could have used adifferent dynamic coupler in his measurements so that the amplitude
plot would show abass response that Irecognize. After all, we have test equipment, too.
To close, both Merlin and your readers have
been dealt an injustice—Merlin because of a
simple lack of communication, and your
readers because they are being led to believe the
speaker is flawed. Iknow it is not.
Jack has made many wonderful comments
about the Excalibur in this review. Just think
how much more he would have liked them if
we could have set them up correctly for him.
BOBBY A. PALKOVIC
Merlin Music Systems

ASC TOWER TRAPS
Editor:
Thank you for reviewing our Tower Trap upgrade for the last link of the audio chain, the
room acoustic. We agree with your suggestion
that the spiked base be improved, and we
quickly became aware of our design problem
with the early type of spiked base. We now provide ascrew-attached base (not glued) that has
skid feet for slick floors, and inserts with separate spikes for carpet support.
Our base design problem has been solved.
For early customers who still have the old-style
base, we have an upgrade kit available. Call
(800) ASC-TUBE for details.
ARTHUR M. NOXON
President, Acoustic Sciences Corporation
ALÓN I
Editor:
Thanks to John Atkinson and Stereophile for this
Follow-Up review on the Alón Iloudspeaker.
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We at Acarian are pleased with your finding that
the Alón Idoes indeed have sonic merit and is
now recommended.
In designing the Alón I, we tried to develop
aproduct that would encompass all of the qualities necessary for ahigh-end loudspeaker, and
in addition provide the sonic strengths provided
by our more expensive models. The fact that
the Alón Iwas to retail for $1200 made this goal
an extremely ambitious one. The Alón Iprovides excellent soundstaging with true midrange depth imaging, dynamic bloom, and a
bass extension which generally belies its size
and price According to John, "The 32Hz warble
tone on Stereophiles Test CD 2reproduced in my
room with fiill weight!' Also, "This bass weight
had not been traded off against reduced clarity?'
A further note: The Alón Iis intended as a
true high-end speaker, and will benefit from
system tweaking. It is quite sensitive to electronics, cables, and variations in source material
—as are all Alón models. We suggest that a
prospective customer call us or speak to his
dealer regarding suitable ancillaries. Thanks
again.
CARL J. M ARCHI SOTTO
President, Acarian Systems, Ltd.
UNITY AUDIO
SIGNATURE PYRAMID
Editor:
We wish to express our appreciation to Stereophile and to Robert Deutsch for another positive
response to our Signature Series loudspeakers.
A clarification about the bass differences
between the Signature is and the Pyramids is
necessary. The Pyramid does use an entirely
different woofer; it is an upgrade in every
respect. The extreme rigidity of the Pyramid
cabinet greatly improves bass impact and
response The Pyramid does, indeed, go lower
with more authority. In both instances, Mr.
Deutsch readily admits to room-interface problems. We believe this accounts for the midbass
"emphasis" he describes.
Iam very pleased that Mr. Deutsch also brought
up the issue—in both reviews—of forgiveness
vs revealingness. At Unity Audio we feel this
is asensitive yet very important issue; we are
glad to see it commanding more press attention. We feel that Mr. Deutsch's comments as
they relate to these two models were impressively accurate. There is much similarity between the Signature 1and Pyramid, but the
Signature 1was designed as amore thoroughly
forgiving loudspeaker. As acompany that both
designs and markets loudspeakers, we feel this
leads to the critical concern of how loudspeakers perform in "the real world."
A highly revealing loudspeaker will be an
open window to the signal it is sent. ForgiveSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

ness introduces colorations in order to enhance
the "musicality" of awider spectrum of both
electronics and source material. Designers don't
like to admit to openly "colorizing" the sound
by introducing pleasing alterations of reality,
yet this occurs all the time. Tube line-stages
were brought to the rescue of digital sources
to "cure" the savage beast. Many solid-state
line-stages were superior, yet judged inferior.
They were victims of their own truth. Both
types of designs are legitimate and have aplace
in the industry. Unfortunately, many audiophiles strive for the ultra-revealing without
understanding the ramifications of their desires.
Imake this statement from the standpoint
of amanufacturer who makes what we firmly
believe is one of the most revealing loudspeakers on the market today: the Pyramid. The reason Ido is to emphasize the importance of putting aproduct like the Pyramid into "a system?'
This speaker—as is the case with all ultrarevealing products—is not appropriate to all
situations. It must be viewed as apath by which
advances in purity can be gained. Many, however, will choose to shoot the messenger.
We have astrong association between more
money and higher performance, but we must
remember that the ultimate goal is to make
music. Frequently audiophiles choose loudspeakers as the first upgrade in their systems.
Extreme care must be taken to choose loudspeakers that will mesh with more modest
equipment and give you greater returns when
associated equipment is also upgraded. The
Signature 1was designed for this exact purpose
Even if you could afford the Pyramid Signature (or want to spend that much), it would not
necessarily achieve musical satisfaction, but
scream for better support.
The Pyramid Signature is aloudspeaker for
"mature" audiophiles with well-developed systems looking to upgrade their systems to a
higher plane Here we must bring up cost once
more Many "mature" audiophiles firmly believe that gaining greater returns from new
products requires the latter to cost "a lot more"
than what they have now. As is the case in many
high-tech industries, the proper application of
technology has proven that this is not necessarily true. A current-generation PC will outperform one of double the cost from just ayear
ago, just as today's D/A converters outperform
the older, more expensive units. Yet there is a
surprising lack of market confidence that this
can happen with loudspeakers.
The Pyramid Signature was designed to
achieve absolute performance for aloudspeaker
contained in one enclosure. State-of-the-art
manufacturing processes resulted in an extremely
cost-effective final price to the consumer (they
are constructed with the same technology as
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the Stealth fighter jets). We invite audiophiles
to compare the Pyramid to virtually anything
on the market—at any price If you have to spend
more money, buy the kids that large-screen TV
they want so they will leave you alone long
enough to listen to hi-fi! ROBERT L. GROST
President, Unity Audio
MSB GOLD D/A PROCESSOR
Editor:
Picture, if you will, ateam of experienced electronic and mechanical engineers endeavoring
for the past eight years to meet their goal of
bringing live sound to the home stereo environment. They worked at their daytime engineering jobs and slaved late into the night to perfect their product, achieve their goal, and start
their fledgling company. High praise was awarded
their early efforts by thejournalistic powers that
be (Stereophile, TJN, March '88, in areview of the
M.S. Brasfield CD player), and their exodus from
love of hobby to audio manufacturer began.
After many years of refining their original
product, they began to produce both mechanical damping products and new audio electronic
units: better CD players, processors, passive
units, cables, CD and LDV transports, EMA
isolation plates. One by one, the design team
goes full-time, supported by aloyal customer
base. Then the largest of the high-end audio
magazines again praises their product, claiming
it to be the best of all the CD players being
reviewed: "But the sound of the MSB was its
calling-card, and it was my favorite of the
group" (TJN, Stereophile, March'93). TJN then
compares it to the king of the land, the Levinson
No.30, and proclaims, "In fact, Iactually preferred [the MSB Silver CD player] to the Proceed/Levinson on certain material, especially
female vocals, where the MSB presented amore
palpable, fully rounded, emotionally involving
sound." The design group is ecstatic that TJN
has noticed amajor design goal of MSB: alive,
realistic female vocals. The MSB team has always felt that female vocals must give the impression that the artist is standing in front of
you with the sibilant sounds arriving slightly
ahead of the main vocal presentation. Add to
that proper bass extension and dynamics achieved
by high slew rate, fast settling, ultra-wide bandwidth, and analog circuits, and the goal of bringing the performance into your home can be realized. Stereophile then proclaimed the MSB Silver
CD player "Class B" in their April'93 "Recommended Components" issue. (Thanks, TJN.)
The design team, whose previous job experiences have induded stints at The David Sarnoff Research Center/RCA labs, SRI International (formally Stanford Research Institute),
Dolby Laboratories, and AMPEX, were encouraged to develop the MSB Gold D/A converter.
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Meanwhile, kudos continued to pour in. John
Sunier of "Audiophile Audition," who uses an
MSB CD player in the production of his
nationwide broadcasts, has stated that "The
MSB is the most realistic-sounding digital
product Ihave reviewed?'
In 1992 MSB started shipping the first run
of its new D/A converters, which use the same
technology that was so well received in the CD
players. They decided to make several improvements to insure the success of the new processor. These included five separate 200MHz,
low-impedance MSB power supplies instead
of the two in the CD players, three separate
transformers, Ultra precision resistors, some
very special capacitors handmadejust for them,
and built inside an MSB EMA isolation plate.
Several units were sent out for review at the
beginning of 1993, with excellent results.
Martin DeWulf of Boundfor Sound wrote in
an upcoming issue about the MSB Gold D/A
unit: "Those preferring audiophile flavorings
should look elsewhere; the MSB Gold is for
the realist that can identify what real music
sounds like and then appreciate it!" David
Robinson, in the next issue of Positive Feedback
magazine, will state, "I would place the MSB
Gold D/A in the ranks of the best I've heard in
the $3000 to $4000 price range, especially
when used with its companion Runco LJR1
Reference Transport."
Then we encountered the H3effect in Robert
Harley's November review. Is this strange and
deadly effect to become the nemesis of one
more audio manufacturer? RH wrote, "Despite
the excellent bass and dynamics, however, I
didn't enjoy my time with the MSB Gold Processor." Ah—now we understand: RH prefers
aless live, more euphonic, high-ended, homogenized type of sound, thus H3 (Harley's
Homogenized High-end).
Those of you who like the H3type of sound
and agree with RH's reviews, don't waste your
time with our product. But the rest ofyou, who
prefer live/dynamidreal sound, please give the
MSB Gold D/A atest run. We know there are
enough of you out there to allow us the privilege of producing our type of sound for you
for many years to come.
M ARK S.BRASFIELD
LARRY S.GULLMAN
Chief Engineer
General Manager
MSB Technology Corp.
TADDEO DIGITAL ANTIDOTE
Editor:
In your October 1993 "Recommended Components" listing of the Taddeo Digital Antidote (Signal Processors, Class D), you suggest
that our claims of time-domain correction and
jitter reduction are exaggerated. This is absolutely not the case, and can be readily verified
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Pioneer P0-65
With Legato Link
Counterpoint DA-10 Dto A
User trimmable DAG
Audio Alchemy D.T.I.
Reduce that fifer!
Audio Alchemy X.D.P.
Uses Phillips DAC 7DAC
NEW -Counterpoint DA-11 Drive
All Aluminum Transport
Allis LII Bit
ALa Bit better. Call for other brands

ANALOG

NEW -Mares Designs Phono Preamp
Anew reference
Lyra Lydian. Clavis and Parnassus
In stock and the best
Sumiko Blue Point Special
Naked out of the box
Surniko Transfiguration AFI
Anew reference in M.0 Cartridges
Eminent Technology ET II
The affordable air-bearing tonearm
Graham 1.5T
Best tonearm in the world! IN STOCK
Rega RB300 Tonearm
The single best buy in audio
Nitty Gritty Record Cleaners and Fluid
The Cleaning Machine

SUB WOOFERS

BEL 1001 MK II
"World's best amplifier "
Magnum Dynalab FTI 01A
The Classic Analog Tuner
Me/us Triode 200
Affordable triode power
MUSE MODEL 160
Series/lampo have arrived
Jadis Defy 7Mk II
Still the best ,
Call for other brands

Call for all your high-end audio needs!

Announcement:
Audio Outlet's
long -awaited
newsletter is
now available.
Call for your
free copy.

SPEAKERS

Arlenus FOS ONE
A WATT Ailler
Genesis Genre II
Affordable High End
Call for other brands

TWEEKS FOR TWEEKS

Combak Dols. Belts. and Feet
Removes colorations from equipment
Karnak Contact Cleaner
Why have expensive cables
with dirty connectors?
Ensemble Tubesov
Safe and no microphonecs
Audioquest DM1000
Phono cartridge demagnetizer
Standsvrches Speaker Interlace Mats
Amust for any mini-monitor owner!
Socket Saver
Precision tube socket cleaning brush
Laser Illusions Spatial Filter
Optical aperature to reduce jitter
Roomtunes
All shapes, sizes and colors
Sonna
Wall treatment that works
Sound Anchor,
Target, Arcict, Standesign
Supports and stores equipment

Frank Huang, President
Audio Outlet, Inc.

Muse Model Eighteen
Tailor it to your speakers' personality
Muse Model Eighteen "8"
The best, now balanced

XL0 ELECTRIC SILTECH

POWER CONDITIONERS

MAGNAN Vi & IIi

NEW -Tice Audio MEW 3A. 4
Affordable line conditioning from TICE
API Power Wedge
Isolates gear from wall and each other

ELECTRONICS

914-666-0550

MOD SOUAD

OCOS

COGAN HALL

KIMBER KABLE 8TC & AG SERIES
STRAIGHTWIRE MAESTRO RHAPSODY

HEADPHONES

LINDSAY-GEYER

Grado Signature and Prestige Series
Great headphones from amaster
Beyerdynamics
Ultralight and comfortable
Grado Signature HPA-1
The portable headphone ambler
Melon SHA
The best tube headphone ampider

GROUND LOOP ELIMINATORS

AURAL SYMPHONICS

MAGIC
Eliminates cable 1"V-induced
audio hum and video noise

CARDAS TWINLINK OUADLINK & HEXLINK
AUDIOOUEST

PRISMA

PURIST AUDIO DESIGN

TUBES

TARA LABS RECTANGULAR SOLID CORE QUANTUM SERIES

Golden Dragon
Replaces tired
original-equipment tubes

van den Nu! "The First-IN STOCK

FEATURED AT AUDIO OUTLET

ACURUS DIA 100 DIRECT INPUT AMPLIFIER
100 watt/channel
AMPLIFIER
with apassive
pre-amp
that works!
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from JA's test measurements in September.
The primary claim for the Digital Antidote
is that it performs time-domain correction.
From your fig.6, note the phase correction of
approximately 35° at 10kHz, rising to 100° of
phase correction at 22kHz. This is time-domain
correction. One cannot, with CD playback,
have accurate time/phase response and flat frequency response to 22kHz. Accordingly, we
do suffer high-frequency droop of 4.5dB at
20kHz. (Both Wadia and Pioneer Legato Link
perform time-domain correction and also
exhibit high-frequency droop.)
Iwish to further respond to our claim of reduction ofjitter-induced distortion and latching
noise While asecondary claim, this is nonetheless avalid one. Jitter-induced distortion occurs
both in-band (below 22kHz) and in the ultrasonic range The in-band distortions are similar
to Doppler and intermodulation distortions
produced by loudspeakers. These loudspeaker
distortions are much higher in level, but are
considered inaudible because of signal masking.
Ibelieve the same is true ofjitter-induced distortions below 22kHz. Ifurther believe it is in
the ultrasonic region where the total lack of
masking (including dither) renders jitterinduced noise and latching noise audible as
low-level background hash. Your fig.1 shows
the powerful filtering performed by the Digital
Antidote in the ultrasonic region to eliminate
this distortion.
Imust shoulder part of the blame for any
confusion by not responding to your technical
questions in "Manufacturers' Comments." At
the time of the review, Iwas advised, for reasons
of patent protection, not to do so. However, the
suggestion of exaggerated claims in "Recommended Components" has required aresponse
Thank you for your inclusion of the Antidote in "Recommended Components!' Ihope
this has cleared up any question of exaggerated
claims. In fact, Ihonestly believe that, in view
of the level of technical innovation, flexibility
of use, and cost-effectiveness, the Digital Antidote is more deserving of aClass "A" than a
Class "D" recommendation. Iguess you can
tell that Iam quite proud of this product.
TONY TADDEO
President, Taddeo Loudspeaker Company
VERDIER LA PLANTINE
Editor:
Thanks to Markus Sauer, awelcome addition
to your reviewing staff, for using the Verdier
turntable in his June review of the Naim ARO
tonearm. As far as we know, this is the first US
review in which the Verdier turntable was used,
although it has been well established in the
European analog community for over adecade
We have been importing this product into
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

the US for about ayear now, and it is quickly
gaining areputation as one of the finest (and
certainly easiest to use and live with) "supertables" on the market.
We would like to point out that the correct
name of the turntable is "La Plantine Verdier,"
not "Heavy Metal," as was suggested in Stereophile's 1993 WCES Show Report, probably
taken from our Verdier turntable literature.
On adarker note, we were disappointed that
Audio Advancements was not included in your
survey of mail-order sources for LPs. We
import afine selection of European classical
and jazz labels (both on LP and CD) known for
their first-rate recording quality, musical content, and good pressings. Readers interested in
receiving more information may contact: Audio
Advancements, P.O. Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ
07035. Tel: (201) 633-1151.
HART HUSCHENS
Audio Advancements
SOUNDSCAPE AUDIO
Editor:
Ivery much appreciate your publishing my letter in Stereophile ("Cheers, Bob!," September
1993, Vol.16 No.9, p.23). Unfortunately, you
misspelled the name of my company. It should
read "Soundscape Audio" (not Soundscope
Audio, as printed). Iwould appreciate you making this correction so that potential customers
may locate me.
STEVEN C.FISCHER, PH.D.
Soundscape Audio, W. Bloomfield, MI
CELLO ON WHAT REALLY
HAPPENED IN CHICAGO
Editor:
A display of three rooms was created at the
1993 SCES to give exposure to an assortment
of high-end audio systems, with afourth room
dedicated to Home Theater. The Home Theater
room featured the complete Cello Music and
Film System, sponsored by Audio/Video Interiors
magazine. Iwas astonished to see almost no
mention of Cello's exhibit in Stereophilds review
of the 1993 CES in August (Vol.16 No.8).
According to Tom Norton (August p.85),
"All four rooms proved popular." In fact, the
three audio-only rooms were open only for a
brief press event on Wednesday, and then on
Sunday. They were essentially closed for most
of Wednesday, and all of Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday. The Cello room got off to aslow start
due to freight delivery problems and aprojector
damaged in transit. Nevertheless, on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday the Cello
exhibit hosted close to 2000 people Joe Cali
personally did over 40 shows for amaximumcapacity audience in alarge room, turning away
visitors for every show due to lack of space.
The Cello Home Theater room featured tech-
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Power Wedge, Audiophile CDs...

Response 4On Display
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We Have A Large Selection of Tube
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Conrad-Johnson
MV-52 Amplifier

We're Always Here To Help You — No
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Mark Levinson No. 31
Reference CD Transport
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Stereo Dynamics
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nology from anumber of high-tech companies, each representing outstanding achievement in the professional/studio world, working
together in acoalition under the Cello Music
and Film Systems banner to serve the needs of
residential customers. Included were: analog
electronics, cables, and speakers from Cello;
digital audio converters by Apogee of Santa
Monica, CA; video enhancement by Faroudja;
video projection by Ampro; video projection
screen by Stewart Filmscreen; and system
design and custom installation by Cello Music
and Film Systems of NY and LA (and, soon,
Munich). The credibility of these companies
in their respective fields is well-established, yet
their standard products are not fully optimized
for the residential environment. Cello, Ltd. (the
factory) and Cello Music and Film Systems (the
independent retail showrooms) work with
Apogee, Faroudja, Ampro, and Stewart to
develop high-performance products refined
for home use, such as projectors with ultraquiet fans, etc. The amount of human effort that
went into organizing this display and doing
back-to-back shows for four days was off the
scale. Yet there was barely amention in Stereophile about it.
Ihave been wondering how Stereophile could
overlook what was so clearly apowerful presentation. Due to the positive response to our
March Stereophile exhibit, which included Strad
Masters and Duet 350 Amplifiers, we decided
to bring the full reference system, including
Strad Grand Masters and bridged Performance
II amplifiers, to Chicago. It might be worth
mentioning that anumber of companies whose
products were represented in the three audio
rooms were, on the first day, extremely upset
that the Cello name was on signs outside and
inside the exhibit. They wanted the Cello name
taken away to make a"generic" Home Theater exhibit. We tried to explain that what we
are doing is not and never will be ageneric display of mix-and-match items. We have spent
years perfecting the "system" approach to highend audio, researching and developing technology as well as building relationships with
other companies in order to produce atotal,
refined result that can be guaranteed. To satisfy
the wishes of the upset parties, we took down
most of our signs.
Perhaps the cost of doing it right was frightening to some people. Most people want to be
told that the ultimate is something they can
afford. The truth about Home Theater is that
apicture approaching 35mm film resolution
with quality of sound to match is avery costly
matter. Perhaps Audio/Video Interiors, which has
been so enthusiastic about Cello's work, was
trying to tell the public something important
by inviting us to do the Home Theater exhiSTEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

bit—something about what is possible instead
of what is available.
Music and film are both art forms. Music is
featured on many film soundtracks, and there
are increasing numbers of music laserdiscs of
great artists such as Miles Davis, John Coltrane,
Glenn Gould, KiniTe Kanawa, Georg Sola, etc.
Are these not of interest to those who love
music? Perhaps an HD video of Gary Karr or
Yo-Yo Ma, recorded with Cello mike preamps
and A/D conversion by Apogee, would also be
of interest to music lovers. What kind of system
exists that can bring out the beauty of such a
recording of music and film? Hard to imagine,
but Stereophile just didn't get it.
Throughout my 22-year career, concepts and
products developed by my associates and me
have pointed the way and set new standards for
the music industry. Each time Ihave reached
for something beyond what the establishment
offers, it is the people who buy the products
that have made it possible, with precious little support from "the magazines." A point of
interest is that CMFS NY and LA sell more
product out of two showrooms than 50 to 60
US retail stores sell for most high-end audio
companies.
The Cello exhibit at the March Stereophile
show was covered in depth, with many positive
comments published in this magazine. Ido
want to point out that J. Gordon Holt did misquote me. He infers that Ilooked down my nose
at the audio equipment that filmmakers use in
mixing film soundtracks. Ionly said that, to
understand the tonal balance of film soundtracks, it may be helpful to understand what
kind of system they were mixed on. We have
found that the widely differing tonal balances
of various monitor systems are amajor factor
in why recordings of music, and also film
soundtracks, vary so much, and hence why an
equalizer of exceptional quality might be useful
in reproducing them on agiven home system.
The validity of this point has been established
in the audio press worldwide.
Perhaps, as Stereophile reports, the 1993 Chicago CES was agrave of sorts. However, highend audio is likely to be in it too unless anumber of key questions are asked and answered.
Among them is, How can music and film be
reproduced at the highest level of quality? The
future of our industry rests in its ability to meet
the needs of our customers; and, while there
is aplace for products at all price points, there
is also aplace for dreams which illuminate the
future. My associates and Icreated the concept
of the [music and film system], and we deserve
credit for our performance at the 1993 CES.
While we are on the subject of recognition
by Stereophile, there are several other matters
at hand. You published afeature article on Ed
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Meitner which focused largely on his analysis and
work on jitter in digital signal transmission
and conversion [March '93, p.70]. The bulk of
that material was given to Ed by Bruce Jackson, head of Apogee Electronics in Santa Monica. Bruce spoke openly to Ed about his research
and technology, and was hurt by what he felt
was abetrayal of trust when his material was
presented as Ed's. Even though you published
aletter by Bruce which is extremely understated, you owe it to him, your readers, and
your reputation to do an article on Bruce which
gives engineering credit where it is due.
Larry Archibald has given credit to people
who advanced high-speed analog recording,
but never mentioned the fact that in the 1970s
my associates and Ideveloped a15/30ips recording system utilizing Studer A80s, Brüel
and Kjaer mikes, and custom electronics and
power supplies. Isuggested that magazines
should use this system to make their own
records and do certain tests which would be
helpful in more accurately rating equipment.
It is nice to see that, 16 years after Iproposed this
and built the equipment to do it, Larry gets the
idea himself. But Iwould like to be given some
credit for my work. Ihad even given Larry aset
of my CDs, made from my 1" masters.
Maybe Stereophile can give credit to Cello,
Ltd. for developing the Audio Suite tape-head
mastering electronics, which are used by Bob
Ludwig, Sony Classical, Sony Music, PolyGram, RCA, Atlantic, Sterling Sound, Masterdisk, and many others as their reference tapeplayback electronics. All these professional
users claim that the Cello tape electronics enable
them to make far superior CDs. Is this of any
interest to Stereophile?
Stereophile has yet to give CMFS credit for
introducing the first retail showrooms dedicated to the products of asingle manufacturer.
Perhaps an article on the NY and LA showrooms would be of interest to your readers.
In summary, Stereophile must give recognition
to the pioneers and the trend-setters. They must
report as the events occur, regardless of issues
of ego! Its readers deserve at least this much.
M ARK LEVINSON
Cello Music & Film Systems
And on the seventh day, Mark Levinson rested,
fatiguedfrom his high-end labors. Seriously, it's alittle
unfairfor Mark to claim that Cello was ignored in
our '93 SCES reports. ThomasJ. Norton did briefly
mention what his company was doing, thoughf Gordon Holt, whose brief it was to cover Home Theater
at the Show, apparently did notféel that it was sufficiently differentfrom what Cello had exhibited in San
Francisco last March to devote more words to it.
Mark mentions that Cello Music and Film Systems were using the Audio/Video Interiors room
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

to demonstrate their Home Theater system on the three
trade days of CES, whereas the audio moms manned
by Stereophile staff were only open on thefinal, public day of the Show. However, we had understoodfrom
the Show organizers, the EIA, that the latter was what
they had intendedfor all four rooms: thatfollowing
the initial press conference, they be used to promote
the High End and Home Theater to the public only.
If Cello took advantage of thefact that their equipment would be in the Audio/Video Interiors room
during the three prior trade days to exhibit to their
dealers and distributors, that's up to them. But Idon't
see that Mr. Levinson can complain after the event
about such extracurricular demonstrations not resulting
in magazine coverage.
Regarding the Stereophile "article" about Ed
Meitner mentioned by Mr. Levinson, this was, infact,
an interview with Mr. Meitner. As in all interviews,
the views expressed by Mr. Meitner were his own, not
the magazines. We have agreat deal of respectfor the
digital research performed by BruceJackson (whose
Apogee DIA processor is used as the basis of the Cello
unit). As to who copied whom or at all, however, we
have to let such issues continue to be aconflict between
the parties involved. Thefact remains that Ed Meitner
was thefirst person to get to market acommercial, inexpensivejitter analyzer, which is one ofthe reasons why
we devoted space to him in the magazine.
Although Ihave agood deal of respectfor Mark
Levinson's activities in promoting the use of high-end
components to professional recording engineers, I
fail
to see the connection between his development ofa highquality analog recorder in the '70s and Stereophile's
current recording activities, to which Ibelieve he is
alluding. (In any case, our recordings predate the release
of the Cello CDs he mentions.)
Surely Mr. Levinson is not suggesting that all
magazines that issue their own recordings should give
him creditfor having made the generic suggestion, over
adecade ago, that it would be agood ideafor them to
do this? This is stretching cause and effect abitfar.
In my case, for example, when Ijoined the English
magazine Hi-Fi News & Record Review in 1976
they had already released two LPs of their own.'
Although Iwas notfamiliar with the name "Mark
Levinson" at that time, making records seemed anatural extension ofan audio magazinesjournalistic role,
and Iwent on to produce that magazine'sfirst Test
CD in 1985. Indeed,J. Gordon Holt stated in avery
early issue ofthis magazine (Voll No.8, August 1964,
p.15) that he would like Stereophile to release its own
purist recordings, though time andfinancial constraints
prevented himfrom pursuing his dream at that time.
In summary, Iagree with Mark Levinson that Stereophile must give recognition to the pioneers and
the trend-setters of the High End, regardless of issues
of ego. Including Mr. Levinson's own.
—JA
1Mutt is Good Recorded Sound?, 1971, which compared microphone techniques for recording classical music; and Quadraffle, 1976, which compared all four quadraphonic systems—
SQ. QS, CD-4, UD-4—using the same recordings. —JA
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351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060
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Sales, Service & Installation
LP's &CD's for the audiophile
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INTERCONNECT RUNS?
CALL US FOR DUALITY CUSTOM CABLES
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SET UP •MON -SAT 11-6

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE, TN 37215
(615) 297-4700
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A Banquet For
Your Eyes & Ears

1I

Acrotec im Air Tangent •Apex
Arcici •Athena • Air Tight
Audio Prism • AudioQuest
Audiostatic •Basis •Benz
Bitwise •Cardas •Chario

Chesky • Clarity Audio • Creek
CWD •Day Sequerra •Delos
Dorian •EAD •EKSC
Electron Kinetics

il SOUNDINGS.THE MOST
.<, KNOWLEDGEABLE AUDIO SOURCE -

•À

Eminent Technology •Ensemble
Epos •Essence •First Sound

Fosgate •Goldring •Grado

IN THE ROCKY
M OUNTAINS
OFFERS
THE "
CLASSICS"
IN FINE
AUDIO EQUIPMENT:

THIEL

Harman Video

Harmonia Mundi •Kinergetics

ps

Klyne •Last •Merrill

Mod Squad •Mogami •Morch

California Audio Labs

Au—r - muse®

Theta '

EsarEtuc audio research

AVALON

ACOUSTICS

•

.. „

;
JEFF

!7'P...vY',.e.‘.,^°

NAD

I

Nestorovic •Neutrik

Nimbus •Opus 3•Power Wedge
Presence Audio •Pro Ac
Proprius •QED •Rego

BO

Reference Recordings

W IRE ,OORLD

Revolver •Rockustics •Roksan

PLUS OVER 30 MORE!.

RoomTune •Sheffield Labs
Sims •Sound Anchors •Sfax

POWERFUL and MUSICAL

Symphonic Line •System Line
Tara Labs •Target •Tice Audio
Wadia •Water Lily •WBT...

S-SERIES CLASS AAMPLIFIERS
STARTING AT $2,800

Savor these pleasures... Call SAVANT.

• FREE PHONE CONSULTATIONS
• EQUIPMENT TRADE-I
NS
• 30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE
• FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING

CALL US TODAY

SAVANT
AUDIO

Custom Design & Installation

(303) 759-5505

Consultation •Interior Design
800 628 0627 •609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480

4697 E. EVANS •DENVER, CO 80222
.1- "Fs
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W HERE TO B UY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call John Frye at (800) 835-4836. Stereophile is also available
at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Austin News
Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
Route 5Box 57
Imaginary Records
332 N. Dean Rd
Madison
Anderson News Company
(Wholesaler)
9632 Hwy 20 W.
ALASKA
Anchorage
Alaska News Agency
(Wholesaler)
325 W. Potter Dr at CSt
Shimeks Audio
530 E. Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi-Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way #1

Shakespeare Beethoven
Scottsdale Galleria
4343 N. Scottsdale Rd
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
Creative Sight &Sounds
400 N. Bowman #13-3
CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
17178 University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510A Walnut St
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Carlsbad
Sound Waves
6965 El Camino Real #103

Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Concord
The Sounding Board Stereo
1931 Market St
Stereo Unlimited
2151 Salvia AG
Culver City
Armadillo &Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Daly City
Audio Vision
55 First Ave
Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fremont
The AN Room
710F Mowry Ave
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Hollywood
World Book and News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd

Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine
&Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Moorpark
Pat's CB 8. Stereo
104 E. High St
Monterey
Audio Video Design Group
300 Foam St #B-4
Monterey Park
Xponent Audio
2560 Corporate PI #0108
LA Corporate Center
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Pacific Coast Audio Video
2816 E. Coast Hwy
North Hollywood
Levity Distributors
6850 Vineland Ave #F
Pacific Grove
Audio Video Design Group
227 Grand Ave #3
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr

Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
Rancho Cucamonga
Audio Videophile
7930 Haven Ave k5
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
1650 Seventh St
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clam Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave

THE FIRST STEP IN THE TUNING REVOLUTION.

AUDIO

POINTS

•Cleaner, more detailed
sound from every component
•World's fastest
mechanical transfer device
•Solid brass, controlledresonance geometry

Audio Points...from $50/3 standard size for electronics to $88/4 large size for
speakers. Point disks included.
Ultra

SYSTEMS

1-800-724-3305
1Walters Lane Box 570
Point Pleasant PA 18950
215-297-0227 •FAX 297-8661
Consumer & dealer inquiries welcome.
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New York's Best High-End
Dealer... in New Jersey!
Featuring...
DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS -SCI-SCVI Loudspeakers. Reviewed
as -Thu Best Sound" at the C.E.S. Six models run from $995. to

$16,995.

AUDIO RESEARCH -LS5 Line Stage Preamplifier. Featuring a
new cross coupled all-tube triode circuit. The finest tube line stage
available at $4495.
D-300 150 WPC Power Amplifier. Minus the tubes, but not
missing the magic. $3995.
SC-IV

ACARIAN SYSTEMS -Mon V Loudspeakers. A step up from
the much heralded ALON iv. $4800.
FULL SERVICE AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

ARAGON- •ACARIAN •ACURUS •ARONOV •ARTEMIS •AUDIO RESEARCH •BASIS •CAL •CARDAS •CWD •DYNACO •DAY-SEOUERRA •DUNLAVY AUDIO
LABS •DUNTECH •ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN •ENSEMBLE •FOSGATE •GRAHAM GRADO •JADIS •KOETSU •KRELL •KRELL DIGITAL •MARANTZ •MAFITINLOGAN •MB QUART •HAD •POLK PROAC •SILTEC •SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY •STRAIGHTWIRE •SUMIKO TARGET •VIMAK •VPI •WADIA WELL TEMPERED XLO

TOP DOLLAR PAID ON TRADE-INS •AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE

CM ADO

193 BELLE VUE AVE.,
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
201-744-0600

EUROPE'S FIRST
FAMILY OF CABLES

METALS

• HYBRIDS

Now available throughout the U.S.A.
so you can hear what European
critics are calling...

"A Knockout" •"A Breakthrough"
"Obviously aState•ofthe•Art•Product"
"Redefines the Art"
"A Revolutionary New Audio Product"
290
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CARBONS
For product information on
interconnects, speaker cables, video
and digital links, and acomplete list
of dealers contact

VANGUARD
DISTRIBUTING
ADivision of McCormack
Audio Corporation

P.O.Box 231003
Encinitas, CA 92023
(619) 436-3051
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San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
13011 Newport Ave #100
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
The Audiophile Network
14155 Kittridge St

San Francisco
San Francisco Sound
R. Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Ultimate Sound
Ventura
141 Kearny St
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
San Jose
Walnut Creek
Books, Inc.
420 Town Si Country Village Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Santa Barbara
Lenz Arts
Westminster
142 River St
Drown News Agency
Mission Audio
(Wholesaler)
215 W. Mission St
15172 Golden West Circle
West Sacramento
Santa Cruz
Mts Inc./Tower Magazines
Cymbaline Records
2500 Del Monte Bldg C
435 Front St
Whittier
Santa Maria
Kolb News Agency
Tri -County News Co.
(Wholesaler)
(Wholesaler)
7044 Elmer Ave
1376 W. Main St
Woodland Hills
Santa Monica
Laser's Edge
Optimal Enchantment
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
522 Santa Monica (by appt.)
Shelley's Stereo
Shelley's Stereo
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Santa Rosa
Entertainment
Sawyer's News
20044 Ventura Blvd
733 Fourth St
COLORADO
Studio City
Dave's Video,
Arvada
The Laser Place
SoundTrack
12144 Ventura Blvd
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Sausalito
Aurora
Music by Design
SoundTrack
107 Caledonia St
15022 E. Mississippi Ave

cf)• IMPORT

LP'S AND CD'S

Boulder
AD Systems Ltd.
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
Eads News 8. Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
SoundTrack
1685 28th St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Tejon
Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
999 S. Logan St
Second Sound
1875 S. Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W. Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Englewood
Gold Sound
4285 S. Broadway
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St

Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack,
Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave

CONNECTICUT

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brooldield Rd
HartMrd
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
The Stereo Shop
505 Farmington Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Westport
The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E.

FLORIDA

Boca Raton
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #D-8
Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N.
Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave

Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
2513 Belford
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
Uttleton
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr

Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N. Federal Hwy
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Joe's News
1549 Sunset Dr
Orlando
Anderson News (Wholesaler)
3840 Vineland Rd
Pensacola
Invisible Audio
318 Beverly Pkwy
Pinellas
Anderson News (Wholesaer)
3600 75th Terrace N.
Sarasota
Gulf Coast Distributing
Division (Wholesaler)
2001 Limbos Ave
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd

GEORGIA

Albany
Family Reading Service
1209 Toledo Dr
Alpharetta
AnaLogique
5645 Grove Point Rd

•

UJ

co
•

YOUR ONE STOP SOURCE
The

FOR AUDIOPHILE IFS,
CD'S & ACCESSORIES

• • •UPDATED • • •
Stereophile

AG. Argitle. Pro:bobcat •ATIii •Andifflanall •
B.
>Any •Cantos •Century •Chai•Ay •agony

RECORD- REVIEW I
NDEX

•MAP •Dorian •Earl Wind •&away •Gamin •
Onn-Okii• •Hannonla Mud •1•3•••44• •LA.
MK •Mobil* Rlty •Niaidian •Pin.* •NOW
Only •Pilent Saw •Odin •Open 3 •Pawnee •
%Wren • 9hininind L•la • Sup« Make. •
Teary •1131.1• Woke, lly •Million and ratan),may.

is now available!
Indexes every record review published
in Stereophile from Von() No.1 through
Vol.16 No.12 (1987-1993). Also includes
indices to "Building A Library"
and musician interviews. Available
0n5'/4" or 31
/ "floppy disks
2
(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).

CALL, WRITE OR FAX
FOR FREE CATALOG
The Elusive Disc
1022 Bolling Barrel Rd
Pendleton, IN 46064

•••••••••

INFO (317) 778-2715

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St. Santa Fe, NM 87501

FAX (31 7) 778-2669

TO ORDER: 1-800-782-3472

•RECORD CARE PRODUCTS •
STEREOPHILE, D ECEMBER 1993

(Please indicate Isard copy, or disk and disk size.)
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1.111Pont
_
-

Audiophile Electron Tubes
Premium Qualitti Tubes

111111011-

Matched Power Tubes
P/N

AR5
ea"
Nuys,

EACH PAIRS QUARTETS

2A3
25.00
6AS7G
20.00
6805-GE
10.00 20.00 40.00
6L6GC/5881-Philips USA
30.00 60.00 120.00
EL34-SIEMENS 17.00 34.00 68.00
EL34-CHINA .... 12.00 24.00 48.00
EL34-TEStAtCHI2K15.00 30.00 60.00
KT88-CHINA .... 25.00 50.00 100.00

caw.

KT88

P/N

EACH PAIRS QUARITETS

KT90-YUGO
.40.00
211
45.00
300B
90.00
807
16.00
845
50.00
6550-CHINA/USSR40.00
6550-CHINA
19.00
6550A-GE
40.00
7591A
40.00

80.00 160.00
180.00 .36000
32.00 64.00
38.00 76.00
80.00 160.00
80.00 160.00

Low Noise Pre-Amp Tubes
tS

KT88

77 -

ARS ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys. California 91406
.• »18)997-6158

(818) 997-6279

5AR4
15.00
6AN8A
13.50
6F07/6CG7
12.50
60.18-AMPEREX .... 6.50
LM-6DJ8-LowNoise 12.00
6X4
9.00
12AT7
6.50
12AU7A
6.50

12AX7
6.50
LM-12i(7-LowNoise 12.00
12AX7A
6.50
IM-12AX7A-LowNoise 12.00
128H7A
14.00
12BY7A
14.00
12X4
12.00
5691
35.00

Shipping Information 8) Terms
Payment:
UPS 2day Air S12.00 /UPS Reg. $10 00

5692
5751 GE/SYL
LM-5751-LowNoise
5965A USA
6267/EF86
6922/E88CC
LM-6922-Low Noise
7199

35.00
850
14.00
15 00
850
12.00
1800
15.00

*WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *

Prepayment:
UPS 2day Air $8.00 /UPS Reg. $6.00
8.25% Sales Tax in CA

,I I

HANGL

AUDI® NEXUS

STEREO COMPONENTS THAT HONOR MUSIC
MELDS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of
their preamps, CD players, and D/A converters
make musicality available to all budgets. Highly
praised in TAS and Stereophile.
ROTEL Better sound best buys. Starting with the
RCD-955 and 965LE CD players they crafted an
entire line of superb audio/video products!
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar speakers. Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3must be heard to
be believed, as well as the fabulous model 2Ce!
APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers, frequent !best sound at show" awards.
Come hear the acclaimed Stage and the affordable
Centaur Minor. Now all full range planars are available with matching subwoofers!

EAD The word is getting out! The DSP7000 D/A
Converter and DST Transport are contenders for
best sound at any price! They have been joined by
the lower cost DSP 1000 D/A Converter and DST
1000 Transport with standard AT&T glass interfaces.
CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps
from $799 to $12,500 possessing exceptional sonic
performance. The SLA and 300B set exciting new
standards for musicality, affordability.
PSB Come hear the acclaimed Stratus Gold (Class
B) and the amazing inexpensive Alpha loudspeakers.
JEFF ROWLAND Worlds finest electronics for
the audio connoisseur who demands the very best.
The Consonance and Consummate set the sonic
standard for remote control preamps.

Altis •AMC •Apogee •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •Audiostatic •BEL •B& K•Cardas •Cary
Celestion •Counterpoint •Dynaco •EAD •Eminent Technology •Esoteric •Fried •Forte
Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Kimber Kable •Kinergetics •Klyne
Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Nakamichi •NEAR •Nitty Gritty •Power Wedge
PS Audio •PSB •Rotel •Scientific Fidelity •SME •Sony ES •Sota •Stax
Target •Tube Traps •Vandersteen •VPI •Wadia

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I - We Ship Anywhere
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Atlanta
Audio Forest
6806 Peachtree Ind. Blvd
Southeastern News
(Wholesaler)
40'70 Shirley Dr SW
Dunwoody
AnaLogique
5331 Forest Springs Dr
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE #400-L
Stereo 8, Video Systems
1253 Powers Ferry Rd
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Chamilla Ave
Tucker
Audio Solutions
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184A Waialae Ave

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way

Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Evanston
Audio Consultants
1014 Davis
Mt. Morris
Walden Books
4279 W. Rt 64
Naperville
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden

IOWA

KANSAS

Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd

Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside

Park Ridge
Dr. B's AudioNideo
Emporium
2166 N. Home Ave

KENTUCKY

Peoria
Illinois News Service
(Wholesaler)
1301 SW Washington St
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia

Lexington
The Music Room
903-D E. Third St

LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

Saint Charles
Audiophile of St. Charles
411 S. Second St
Springfield
Austin Periodicals
701 E. Princeton Ave
King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave

ILLINOIS

Champaign
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Mills Audio Video
174 N. Michigan Ave
Rock Records
175 W. Washington
Van L. Speakerworks
5704 N Western Ave

Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service
8. Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Needle in aHaystack
14703-C Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramophone
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
SIlverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
Towson
An Die Musik
One Investment PI,
Annex Bldg

Bettendorl
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St

MASSACHUSETTS

Arlington
Audio Vision #2
1060 Massachusetts Ave

MARYLAND

Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Bethesda
High Tech Services
7700 Old Georgetown Rd
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
An Die Musik
3300-A Centennial Ln
Gramaphone
9005 Chevrolet

INDIANA

Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St

Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Listening Studio
23 Stirrings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio Lab
36 JFK St
Harvard Cooperative Society
Palmer St

Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
OAudio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike Rd
Worcester
O' Coin's
239 Mill St

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Dearborn Music
22000 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Niles
Michiana News Service
2232 S. 11th St

Can't afford the $20,000
Alón Phalanx Loudspeaker?
Listen to the new ALÓN V from Acarian Systems!
Topping their "affordable" speaker line, the ALÓN V
displays similiar characteristics to the acclaimed
Alón Phalanx... without the price tag!
Now at CSA Audio, this smooth natural performer will
truly impress you at $4800. 0°
Also from Acarian Systems:
ALÓN IV: Special performance characteristics help ,ichieve a
higher level of musical reproduction. $3400. 00
ALÓN

II: Natural openness and soundstage replication,

ALÓN I:

unique in its price range. $1800. 00
Musically involving while exhibiting dynamic bloom
and air, uncommon at any

ALON V

price.$1200. 00

UP

See and bear the entire Acarian System Line at CSA Audio.

C81

A01)10
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Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Premium vacuum tubes
newly developed by British
audiophiles and engineers,
produced in China.
"Judging by the quality and
sonic superiority of the
Golden Dragon 12AX7 and
EL34, this venture is the
best thing to have happened
to tubes since the heyday of
the likes of M-0 Valve and
Mullard . . . the Golden
Dragon goal of premium
tubes rivaling the best ever
made appears to have been
realized."
Dick Olsher, Stereciohile Vol. 14
No. II, November 1991.

Twin Triodes:
I2AT7A
I2AU7A
I2AX7A
pair matching for above
6DJ8
pair matching for above
low noise testing (each)

(singles)
$14.00
$14.00
$14.00
$ 6.00
$22.00
$20.00
$I0.00

Gold Pin Series:
E81CC-01/12AT7A•
F-132CC-0l /I2AU7A*
E83CC-0 I/I2AX7A*
ES8CC-01/6DJ8*

$22.00
$22.00
$22.00
$29.00

Power Amplifier
Tubes:
613Q5/L84
7189/E84L*
6CA7/EL34

(matched
pairs)
$22.00
$28.00
$42.00

t.1.34 Super
6L6GC
6550A
KT66
KT88
KT88 Super'
2A3
2A3 Octal
211

$ 55.00
$ 42.00
$ 72.00
$ 48.00
$ 96.00
$122.00
$ 96.00
$ 96.00
$134.00

30013
$264.00
81IA
$ 54.00
845
$156.00
power tube quad matching
$ 8.00
power tube sextet matching $14.00
power tube octet matching

$20.00

Many types not listed above
available NOS
*NEW

Tubes by Design
813-925-3483
P.O. Box 48865, Sarasota, FL 34230 •Fax: 813-925-1220

Buy &Sell Pre-Owned Audio
quipment Nationwide!
Equipment lists from dealers and individuals are
continuously updated on our computer and mailed
to our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each
month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy to
find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date information. Typically you'll find well over 1000 items

Subscription Rates:

6months/12 issues

$25

12 months/24 issues $45
Send Ck, MO or call with Visa/MC
Call for foreign rates.

in each issue.

Advertising Rates:
Subscribers: Advertise free, up to 10 items per 6
month subscription period.
Non-Subscribers: For just $2. per item, your ad
will appear in the next 5consecutive issues.

AUDIO TRADING TIMES
PO Box 27
Conover, WI 54519

Ph (715) 479-3103

Fax (715) 479-1917

WorldRadioHistory
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Rochester
Audio Video Systems
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
'Reverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
Waterville
The Music Gallery
35 E. On The Concourse

St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1

MINNESOTA

NEBRASKA

Brainerd
ARA Services Mag
(Wholesaler)
1006 Wright St
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Mankato
Valley News
1305 Stadium Rd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St

MISSOURI

Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
Kalispell
Audio Visions
136 Main St

Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St

NEVADA

Las Vegas
Image &Sound
3021 S. Valley View #103

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St

NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
NOS Audio
dba Sassafras Audio
1720 E. Rt 70
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 91 41

Marton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Montclair
Cohen's
635 Bloomfield
Morristown
Sight &Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
North Bergen
Hudson News Company
(Wholesaler)
1305 Paterson Plank Rd
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
Nutley
Bernhard DeBoer
113 E. Centre St
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
South Plainfield
Compact Disc World
635 Montrose Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo &Video
US Rt 1at Texas Ave
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque
Audio Solution
6062 Stauback Ave NW
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galiotes News
201 Galiotes St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd

NEW YORK

Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Records NSuch
Stuyvesant Plaza
Amsterdam
The Music Store
RD 4, Rt 30 N.
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1330 Front St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd

Glen Cove
Island Audio Video
49 Cedar Swamp Rd
Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8409-8 Shallow Creek Rd
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
Trading Corp.
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox &Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Rt 59
New York
Audio Arts
247 Centre St
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
J&R Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.

Sound Goods, Silicon Valley's leader in magical sound at real world
prices, is proud to offer
Most music lovers agree
that tube amplification has
always offered superior
musicality, but previously

A(fordable

Excellence
WL,
ST-80
Stereo Amplifier
$1490

tended to be very
expensive...until now.
Vacuum Tube Logic, a
world leader in tube
amplifier designs,
introduces anew 80 watt/
channel stereo tube
amplifier and an all tube
Line Stage. Lush, three
dimensional sound is the
reward...The price?
Surprisingly affordable.

TL-2
Line Stage
$990

SOUND
191 S. gall Antonio Road •Mountain View, CA 94040 •415.949.4000
2627 S. Bascom •Campbell •408.559.4000
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•Trade In 's
•Consultations
•Installations

•Shipping Worldwide

eProAc

04,04te•A4.4. Fil
CCi'

Tube Sox

•Ca bl es

•

Accessories

("Psr) VANDERSTEEN

SONIC FRONTIERS

epos

Ft1:11-EL-

BE)

olyniaca AMC

u KIM3ER'CABLE Unityiludio 17-11DOMEW --ir

* AMC
* Audible Illusions
* Audioquest
* B& KComponents
* Cardas
* Celestion
* Counterpoint
* Creek
* Dynaco

C

•

cdn necti on

Ad ibpe Mkw ,
1

IP
Sb
SPENCERS

•Tubes

A uduo 1111111

* EPOS
* Kimber Kable
* Klimo
* Magnan
* Magnum Dynalab
* Micromega
* Morch
* Music Reference
* OCM Belles

* Parasound
* Power Wedge
* ProAc
* PSE
* PSB Speakers
* Quicksilver
* Rot el
* Signet
* Sonic Frontiers

la

•

* Spendor
* Spica
* Sumiko Ocos
* Sumo
* Target
* Unity Audio
* Valve Amp. Co.
* Vandersteen
* VPI and XLO

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(201) 239-1799

MICROSCANm

ANTI-RESONANT SYSTEMS FOR AUDIO
TRANSFER
DECK
TD-12

9

95

EACH

DESIGNED TO UNLOCK YOUR CD PLAYER'S TRUE PERFORMANCE
POTENTIAL BY ELIMINATING VIBRATIONS.

"
ANTI-RESONANT SYSTEMS FOR LOUDSPEAKERS
Solves the
D-6 FOR
*04095
problem of
LOUDSPEAKERS

PR

NEW WORLD AUDIO DIRECT
-TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFO
ON OTHER MODELS PLEASE CALL:

loudspeaker
distortion
caused by
mechanical
energy
Vibration .

800-423-1122 •IN NY 516-261-7762 •FAX 516-261-7751
WorldRadioHistory
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Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
133 Jonestown Rd

Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Union Square
Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
Between 17th &18th Sts
Plattsburgh
Alpha Stereo
11 Smithfield Blvd
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd

OHIO
Cincinnati
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo lab
4582 Montgomery
Stereo Lab #1
11419 Princeton Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc....
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd

Gums
TO. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
U.S. Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Boone
Mr Audio
At 6. Box 21, Hwy 105 S

e

Toledo
Boogie Records
3301 W. Central
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St
Westlake
New Image Electronics
31017 Center Ridge Rd
OKLAHOMA
Stillwater
Cartones
1302 E. Sixth
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Eugene
Acoustic Sciences Corp.
245 Jackson St
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound
Systems
1985 S. Fifth St
Ardmore
Danby Radio
15 W. Lancaster Ave

Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Carlisle
Sound Solutions
150 M.J. Mall
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Centel
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
I.P.D. Distribution Services
2323 Woodlawn St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. Third St
Levy United News
(Wholesaler)
850 E. Luzerne St
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Central Wholesale
1Harcum Way at 25th
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
State College
Paul &Tony Stereo
121 S. Burrowes St

Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. At 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave De Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800
Rock Hill
Record Cellar
Rock Hill Galena
2301 Dale Lyle Blvd #192
TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
Knoxville
Anderson News Co.
10612 Dutchtown Rd
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike #900
La Vergne
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heu -Quaker Blvd #31
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

GoocJwins Audio
NEW ENGLAND '
SLARGEST AUDIO SPECIALTY STORE
• HIGH END WITHOUT PRETENSE:
INFORMED AND SEN SIBLE ADVICE
•CAREFULLY SELECTED COMPONENTS
FROM THE VERY AFFORDABLE TO THE ULTIMATE
DEUVERV AND HOOR-UP AVAILABLE
TRADE INS WELCOME •HOME THEATER

MIMI"

•ACCURUS

•CARVER

•F.A.D.

•MUSEATEX

•SONY

•ADCOM

•CELESTION

•FMS

•NAKAMICHI

•SONY

•A/D/S

•CONRAD

•FOSGATE

•N.E.A.R.

•HAFLER

•NITTY GRITTY

•S.O.T.A.

•PRECISION

•STANDESIGN

JOHNSON

•AKG
•AR

•DENON

•KENWOOD

•AUDIOSTREAM

•DUAL

•KLIPSCH

•B & W

•DYNACO

•MELIOR

PRO PORTABLE

•STAX

POWER

•SUMIKO

•ROTEL
•SIGNET

•TARGET

THE ULTIMATE IN HOME THEATER
Hours:

MON. - FRI. 11-8

NOT ALL LINES AVAILABLE

SAT. 10-6

SUN. 12-5

IN BOTH STORES, PLEASE CALL

870 Commonwealth Ave., Boston -Shrewsbury, Rte 9 Eastbound

617-734-8800
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The Ilest Just
tot Better!
Audition the latest from California
Audio Labs at New England's finest
high-end audio/video retailer.
Now with two locations:
With advanced digital technology and tube analog stages, the new
ALPHA IVA converter from California Audio labs delivers
state-of-the-art sound at the affordable price of only 51495,

New Hampshire:
419 Amherst Street
Nashua, NH 03063
603.886.4742
Massachusetts:
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Arlington, MA 02174
617.648.4434

ENSEMBLE
AUDIO

VIDEO

Sensational Musicality.
Audition the
lastest audiophile
components.
At California
Audiolabs,
exceptional
sound quality is a
relentless pursuit.
Hundreds of
hours of critical
listening go into
the design of each
high-end
product.

The Sigma II is

truly arealization of
that goal. A device
so musical, it
conveys the emotion
of alive
performance with
all the impact and
subtle detail that the
recording contains.

California Audio Labs

SIGMA II PROCESSOR

$750

HA L's
STEREO & VIDEO
2540 US # 1, Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08648
WorldRadioHistory

(609) 883-6338
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San Antonio
Audio Concepts
8474 Fredericksburg Rd

TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
7402 W. 34th St
Sound Systems Ltd.
2502 Paramount

UTAH
Orem
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St
Provo
Alpine Electronics Service
2048 N. Canyon Rd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr

Arlington
Texas Audio
4211 S. Cooper #111
Austin
Austin,News Agency
2830 Real St
Cochran Corp.
2830 Real St
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expvry
#6441
Fine Print Distributors
6448 Hwy 290 E. #B-104
Krystal Clear Audio
4433 McKinney Ave
Preston Trail AudioNideo
3953 Beltline Rd
Shakespeare Beethoven
Galleria #3200
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #1D
Houston
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline
#32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
McAllen
Showery Stereo
320 a Tenth

VERMONT
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products
Services
215 Main St
Falls Church
Audio Buys
5177 Lisberg Pike
High Technology
Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
64'77 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth #33
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
The Vikings
15015 Main St
Bellingham
The Landing Discs &Tapes
1307 11th St
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Adams News (Wholesaler)
1555 W. Galer St
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way
WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video #630
2000 Pennsylvania Ave
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments
59 S. University Ave
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave

Cudahy
Cudahy News 8. Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Eau Claire
Eau Claire News Co.
2231 Heimstead Rd
Germantown
Nobis Technologies
N.114 W.18605 Clinton Dr
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Green Bay
Hi Fi Heaven
2781 S. Oneida St
Madison
Specialized Sound
621 S. Gammon Rd
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
9.551 Eighth St S.
CANADA
National Distributors
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1
Alas, Ontario
Disticor
695 Westney Rd S.
ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE #1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Badger Periodical Dist.
2420 W. Fourth St

The Boutique of Sound
1333 Eighth St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
The Gramophone
10020 101A Ave #115
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8. Music
480 Sixth St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

eeeeeeeeeezfeeree
e
e
A Tradition ofExcellence
e
•
AUDIO.
e
Since 1928
e ADA •Adcom •AKG •Alon e
e Audioprism •Audioquest
e Service is amuch misused word these
e
Bang 8c Olufsen
e days. It means much more than
e
repairing apiece of equipment when it
e Bryston •CAL •Canton •CWD e
e
, is broken. Service starts with the
e
Denon •Dual •Klipsch
erii
attitude the merchant brings to his
e
Lexicon •Madrigal
e business,
see their role only as
4
Magnum Dynalab
e moneymany
producer. We feel that
e Mark Levinson •Martin-Logan e providing service begins well before
e McIntosh •N.E.A.R. •Niles e
your purchase. The choice of
e Paradigm •Proceed •Rotel
e equipment,
staff and support services
Sennheiser •Shure •Signet
SME •Sonance •SOTA

eti
4
4

•
VIDEO •
Sharp Vision

Z
ee

bittS;c Seat

e 58 Central Street
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service.

ct-1. 7/ea' Eeteaercl, **eta 1928

Stax •Sumiko •
Terk
Vandersteen •Video Acoustics
Mitsubishi •Vidilcron •
JVC

are all elements of true

WorldRadioHistory

sWellesley, MA •02181

(617)235-5100

i

Create
unique
wall
arrangements

audition in your own home.
riationwicue

irn

to exhibit cd,
cassette, vhs
or diskette

The unique Stereophile
"Class A" ID-6000 IDigital
Active music system

collections

/MERIDIAN

in elegantly
"

crafted

IIII

etageres.

C).ffering the full line of
Meridian products

Media
Storage Art

FliFit Jones
Serving the nation

by

from Atlanta

erAekSiteefe

Palen! Pending

4a4 - 378 -2 582

For Literature.

fax 4 1:M - 373 -72 4o

Michele Lauren Studio A
P.O. Box 356

Phone

(516) 281-1160

Moriches, NY 11955

Fax

(516) 281-1002

Had a rough
time in audio?
We have adifferent outlook
on the audio
biz. We think
you will find our honest, knowledgeable, no pressure approach a
refreshing respite from the fray. Call
me today! Yes, Istill answer all calls
personally. — Galen Carol

REST
STOP

A(JIDI•C)

MIIDEO

DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE

td»,/

Pioneer
Apogee
PowerWedge
Audioquest
Proton
Audio Alchemy
Vidikron
B+K
Revolver
BIC
Epos
I.
Roksan
Sony
Runco

Signet
•••misi

a:11u
a
r
t
Jamo

Sumo

CM

Standesi n

JVC

Classe' Audio, Wilson WATT, Convergent Audio, Hales, VAC,
Basis, Acarian/Alon, Wadia, VPI, Eminent Technology, Quad,
Jadis, Sound Lab, Graham, Genesis, Enlightened Audio, Spica,
SOTA, CAL. Quicksilver, Celestion, Meridian. Magnum/Dynalab,
SME, Bitwise, Lyra, Musical Design, Berning, McCormick,
Arcam...and many more! We carry virtually all cable, cartridge, and
accessory lines.

1=1

McCormack

11E22

Stewart

Tice
En/
Toshiba

em5

vPt
152:13123

Niles
Porosound

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on new,
used, and demo equipment.
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /805-9927

Galen Carol Audio
"Audio One To One

300

Consultation •Sales •Installation
Available throughout the United States.

FAX: 210 /805-9928

PHONE 516-1THX
2301 N. Central

WorldRadioHistory

Suite 182

(516 1849)
Plano, TX 75075
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ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier's Cameras
333 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Multimag
150 Oundas St #3
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics Audio &Video
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Petawawa
Pacific Sound
2Victoria St
Peterborough
The Audio Room Ltd.
300 George St N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St

Scarborough
Audio Excellence
1600 Brimley Rd #2
Sudbury
Total Sight &Sound
818 Barrydown Rd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Bay Bloor Radio
55 Bloor St W.
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
Unit 3-5221, Hwy 7
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio OImports
544 Burwood Rd, 1st Floor
Pirimai Hi -Fi &Video
165 Burwood Rd
Burwood, NSW 2134
BELGIUM
Hasselt
Ghijsens Hi Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14
CIS & BALKAN STATES
Russia
125171 Moscow
Neo Tek
Leningradskoe
Shosse 18 #212
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split 58000
Media Audio
Trogirskih Zrtava 1

Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Décarie
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock

HONG KONG
YK Audio Ltd.
Room 203, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
YK Audio Ltd.
248 Ocean Terminal
Kowloon

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca 55100
Sound &Music
Via della Formica 496

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

DENMARK

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St-Zotique

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Fichtenweg 7
65366 GeisenheimStephanshausen
6000 Franldurt•Main 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
Rhein-Main Air Base

National Distributor
Charlottenlund DK-2920
Matrix Aps
Viggo Rothes Vej 23
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi -Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Veils
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

ISRAEL
National Distributor
Tel Aviv 61500
The Music Room Ltd.
RO. Box 50087

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-Ku

INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
96 Pasar Pagi

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
60000 Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
10 JIn Tun Mohd Fuad
2Taman Tun Dr Ismael

IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran CP 11316
Gramophone Company
Ave Djomhouri Eslami
Rue Massoud Saud No.21

MEXICO
National Distributor
Col. Mixcoac C.P. 03910
Mexico 19, DF
Heaven Sound
Blvd Adolfo Lopez
Mateos 1384

AUDIO VIDEO, Inc.
Lee,.

ç7

957

• Authorized Dealers for •

A precision 75D coax with 7511 impedance
matched RCA connectors expressly
designed for video and digital audio signals.
Call for information on HAVE
DigiFlex, VidiFlex and AudiFlex cables.

•ACROTEC
•ACURUS
•AWN
•AMC
•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO QUEST
•8 K
•CAL
•CARDAS
•CELESTION
•(ODA

518-828-2000

•DENON
•EPOS
•GRADO
•JMLABS
•KEF
•LINAEUM
•MELOS
•MERIDIAN
•MBA
•NAKAMICHI
•ONKYO
•POWER WEDGE

•QUAD
•QED
•ROCKSOLID
•ROGERS
•SHARP VISION
•SONICFRONTIERS
•SUMIKO
•TANNOY
•THORENS
•V.A.C.
•YAMAHA

and much more...
4 Sound Rooms
137-72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Tel (718) 321- 1500. Fax (718) 321-1078
MC •VISA '
,AMEX •DISCOVER Accepted
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•

Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For.

SOUNDACIRICS
V
V
3400 MONROE AVE. ROCHESTER, NY 14618 716.264.0410

ifs about music...

e2

'el ROM •MARK LEVINSON

Audioquest
AudioAlchemy
B&K
B&W
Cal.Audio Labs
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Grado
The Mod Squad
McCormick
Monitor Audio
Rega
Roksan
Rotel
Scientific Fidelity
Sharpvision
Spica
Snell
Taddeo
Vandersteen
V.P.I.
Wadia Digital

Icue •
um •
»Oa

1
.
t

Mark Levinson 030 Digita lProcessor Now On Display
ACURUS

rt;i,
L,
.
iT.
;

ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOOUEST
GRADO
MAGNEPAN
MAGNUM DYNALAS
MIRAGE
HAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
R C AUDIO
VELODYN E

A

Audio Images
ter«, Inc

‘...\(?.. AudioResearch

Threshold
.4

Yeetevx

offlz

~ea

icineeint

ate

mare

...

AVALON AVATAR ($4000 pr.)

*

(al tezéee /eve

exeaa (may

LURNE
PSB
RYAN
HOTEL

SONIC FRONT
MICROMEGA
MUSIK SYST.
SOUND LAB

ALON
MFA

HALES

VIL

CARDAS

MUSE

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Suite C-3

Vandersteen
ProAc
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Purist Audio
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VPI •PSE •XL0 • Straightwire
Cardas •Sumiko •M & K. ..& more!

limmie..>

CLASSE AUDIO 70 ($1095)

CLASSE
AVALON

Classé Audio
Naim Audio
Melos
PS Audio
Sony ES
Eastern Pa's Premier High End. Denon
Audio Specialists
Thiel

!me Quahp,

Brea, California 92621

rind apernst Wah A Pawned ToucA

215-391-1200

(714) 529-5634

302

Afka.d•emy.

5980 Hamilton Blvd •Allentown, PA 18106
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NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam 1079 HR
Rat HIFI/Stereo
Rynstraat 142-150

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
3Sydney St

SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
11 Rue Verdaine

SINGAPORE

National Distributor
Taipei
Audio Vertex
Cardiff
4F No.2 141 Ln
Chung Shan N. Road Sec. 7 Audio Excellence
134/6 Cryws Rd

National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
1404-40/45 The Adelphi
Singapore 0617

PHILIPPINES

UNITED KINGDOM

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
2700 Amadora
Ajasom
Praceta Jose Regio NO-A
Damaia de Baixo

National Distributor
Mead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Ln

TAIWAN

Bristol
Audio Excellence
65 Park St

THAILAND

SPAIN

National Distributor
Quezon City
Ramcar
78 Green meadows Ave
Greenmeadows Subdivision

National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jofre, 22

POLAND

SWEDEN

National Distributor
Warsaw 02-743
Horn Distribution
UL Bache 101303

National Distributor
Stockholm 11438
HiFi Art
Grey Turegatan 24

Bangkok
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee
SM&M3
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Rajprasong

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
/**-

ere--

VENEZUELA
National Distributor
Caracas
Ardica
Centro Comercial
Concresa, Piso 1
Local 321 Prados
del Este

I

Electronics

Accessories

Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Marantz
McCormack
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
NAD
Luxman
Denon

AudioQuest
CVVD Furniture
Signet
Sumiko
Witty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio

Speakers

Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Acoustat
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Turntables

Video
Proton

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

EXPERT ASSISTANCE •
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
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190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi

Swansea
Audio Excellence
9High St

WWI U

•Sound Lob
•Spendor
•Spica
•Sumiko
•Target
•Teslo
•Theta
•VTL

7236 N. CLARK •CHICAGO 60614 •312 883-9500
lit& 5701W. DEMPSTER •MORTON GROVE •708 581-1900

London
Audio T

Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade.
Friar St

UrA •li!1°J ICU

AUDIO /PECIRLI/T/

•Adcom
•AKG
•Aragon
•Arcom
•Audio Alchemy
•Audio Research
•Audio Static
•Beyer
•B&K
•Cardas
•Celestion
•Creek
•CWD
•Dunlovy
•Dynoco
•Energy
•Grado
•H/K
•Janis
•Noim

Goucester
Audio Excellence
58 Bristol Rd

Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St

In Southern California

ProrflUfICO
•Paradigm
•ProAc
•Reference 3A
•Rego
•Roksan
•RoomTune
•Ratel
•J Rowland

Glasgow G2
Music Room
98 Bath St

18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St

0,

(818) 781-4700
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A UDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
Buys-Sells-Trades-Repairs-Modifies
Amplifiers: Accurus A250 $669; Acoustat TNT120
$398; Aragon 200411 $999, 400411 $1495; Audio
Research Classic-120 $3495, M100s $2735; Carver
AV64 $519, Silver-9t $1529, TFM35 $339, TFM42
$549. TFM75 $1799; Chord SPM1200 $2399; Classe
DR8 $1195; conrad-johnson EV2000 $3999, MF200
$1499, MF80 $1049, Premier-5 $3495; Counterpoint
Natural Progression $4999, SA100 $999, SA12
$699, SA20A $1599, Solid-2 $1995; Crown Macro
Reference $2589; Denon P0A2800 $549, Dynaco
ST40011 $795, ST70 $249, ST70-11 $529;
Electrocompaniet AW65 $499, AW100 $999,
AW250 $1499; Jadis Defy 7 $3599; Kinergetics
KBA75 $1499, KBA202G $1299; Krell. KSA150
$3199, KSA2.50 $4255; McIntosh MC2100 $499,
MC2105 $899, MC250 $399, MC2505 $549, MC275
$2995, MC50 $249, MC7200 $2049, MC752 $549;
NAD 2100 $299; Motif MS100 $1625; OCM200
$1179, OCM500 $1799; PS Audio Two-C $149;
Quad 306 $499; SAE P50 $299, Sonograph SA120
$569; Threshold SA4E $3695. Cassette Decks:
BOO 4500 $339, 5500 $375. CD Players: AMC CD6
$529; B&O 4500 $399, 6500 $589; Carver SDA490t
$499. Denon DCD1520 $299, DCD3300 $398,
DCD3520 $599, DCM350 $245; Kinergetics KCD40
$1995; Krell CD1 $1669, CDDSP-Custom $2355;
McIntosh MCD7000 $449, MCD7005 $999,
MCD7007 $1499, MCD7008W $1459; NAD 5240
$249; Revox B225 $349; Rotel RCD820 $249,
RCD955AX $379. CD Processors: Arcam Delta
Black Box $225; Audio Alchemy Decode-1 $229;
Counterpoint DA1OST $1395; Krell SBP32X $1499.
Crossovers: Audio Research EC21 $595.
Equalizers: McIntosh M0104 $149, M0107 $299;
MXR 124 $149, 125 $149. Headphones: Sfax ED1
$449, Lambda Pro 3 $449, SR84 Pro $225.
Integrated Amps: McIntosh MA5100 $249,
MA6100 $549, MA6200 $999. Preamps: Audio
Research SP6E $999; B&K PRO10MC $425; Carver
C11 $399: Cary Audio SLP70 $599; Classe DR4
$699; conrad-johnson PF1 $1049, PF1L $979, PV10
$795; Hafler DH110 $149; Jadis JPL $3499;
Kinergetics KPA2 769; Krell KBL $2669, KSL
$1899, KSP7B $1699, PAM3 $1399; McIntosh C22
$1999, C27 $699, C28 $449, C29 $1099, C31V $999,
C32 $1099, C35 $1099, C36W $939, C37W $1499,
C38 $1458, CR7 $399; Motif MC9 $649; Mod Squad
Line Drive Deluxe $699; OCM55 $849; Perreaux
SM3 $699; Precision Fidelity C8 $249; Rotel
RC980BX $379; VTL Maximal $299, Minimal $249,
Ultimate $1199. Processors: Burwen DNF1201
$379; Carver C9 $149. DPL33 $249, H9AV $275;
Fosgate $449; Lexicon CP1 $949, CP2 $549; RO
PRO20-Two $199; SAE5000A $299; Shure HTS5000
$249; Yamaha DSP100U $349. Receivers: B&O
4500 $589; Carver HR732 $349; McIntosh MAC4100
$1099. MAC4275 $1060. MAC4280 $1548;
Nakamichi TA3A $399. Record Cleaners: VPI
HW16.5 $375. HW17 $598. Speakers: Apogee
Centaur $1139, Diva $5799, Minor $849, Stage
$1899; AudioStatic ES100 $2499; Carver ALIII
$1299; Dahlquist D016 $549, D018 $649. 00201
$999. 0028 $849; Dunlavy SC1 $759; Duntech
Black Knights $2999; JBL 4408 $399; JM Lab
Micron $499; KEF 105/3 $2699, 107/2 $3599. C85
$519; Kinergetics SW800 $3199; McIntosh ML1C
$599, XR1051 $899, XR240 $1099, XR250 $1699,
XRT18 $2499. XRT22 $5399; Ryan MCL3 $649;
Sound Lab Pristine $2999; TDL Studio 1 $699,
Studio 3 $1299. Tape Decks: Revox A700 $499.
Teac X200OR $499. Test Equipment: McIntosh
MI3 $499. MP14 $1499; Sound Technology 1400A
$500. Tuner Preamps: McIntosh MX110 $399,
MX112 $449. Tuners: Carver TX10 $249, TX12
$299: Denon TU680NAB $499; Magnum Dynalab
Etude $1099, FT101 $699, FT11 $375; Marantz 20B
$649; McIntosh MR55A $276, MR65B $299, MR66
$799. MR67 $499, MR7083 $1239, MR71 $599.
MR73 $499, MR74 $599, MR75 $1349, MR77 $699.
MR78 $999. MR80 $1399. Turntables: VPI HW19JR $825: Thorens TD125Il $290. FREE
Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri.. AUDIO
CLASSICS, LTD. POB 1766. Walton. NY. 13856

607-865-7200
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MERIDIAN
Introducing

563
High Definition Balanced
Dual Differential D/A
DELTA SIGMA Converter

Classe' Audio •Sony ES
Artemis Eos •Audioquest
Avalon Acoustics
Acoustic Energy •ATC
Alon •ASC Tube Traps
BEL •Benz Micro •B&K
Bright Star •Cardas
Celestion •Esoteric •KEF
Kimber •Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab •Meret
Meridian •Muse •NAD
NBS Cable •PSB •PSE
Power Wedge •Rega
Reference Line •Sonrise
Stax •Sumiko • Target
Thornes • Velodyne
V.A.C. • Vimak • Vpi

301-989-2500
Equipment Trade-Ins Available
30 Day Exchange Priviledge
15454
Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville,
Maryland 20866
FAX (301) 989-2552

Js
MA.
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A UDIO M ART
RATES: Private, $1.00 per word, $20 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.05 per word, $120 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on
either side.) PAYMENT1 All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card only:
Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, RO. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

FOR SALE
ANNOUNCING
STEREOPHILE's '94 HIGH-END HI-FI SHOW
in Miami—April 29-30, May 1. At the Doral Resort
and Country Club, 15 minutes from Miami's Airport. Experience musical goosebumps galore! Marvel
at over 70 high-end audio and Home Theater systems, many set up by their own designers and inventors. Audition experimental/pre-production models.
See and hear more high-end equipment in one Show
day than you could evaluate in months of store visits
throughout the USA. Enjoy live concerts daily. Participate in question-and-answer sessions with
Stereophile's editors, writers, and other industry experts.
Shop from awide selection of accessories, collectibles, records, and CDs. Tickets by mail, $15 each until
March 15, 1994—or at the door, $25 each. All tickets
valid for all Show days and all events. A limited number of hotel rooms are available at adiscount. Reserve
your room and mention HI-FI '94 and get adiscounted rate of S165 plus tax. All regular hotel amenities will apply. So invite]. Gordon Holt to join you
in ayogurt flip at the spa (a 5-minute walk within the
gated premises), or challenge Larry Archibald to a
smashing game of beachside volleyball at the Doral
Ocean Beach Resort (a 20-minute shuttle ride), or
maybe you can prevail upon John Atkinson to join
you for afoursome on the Doral PGA Championship courses (1 minute from your door). For Doral
Resort and Country Club reservations, call (800) 223-6725
Show tickets, caU (505) 982-2366, or Fax (505) 989-8791.
For exhibit room/booth irfonnation, call Ken Nelson, Nelson
& Associates, Inc., (914) 476-315Z or Fax (914) 969-2746
Overseas calls and Faxes wekome!
'SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Encore, Enlightened Audio, Grado, McCormack, Magnum Dynalab/
OCM, Micromega, NEAR, NHT, Power Wedge, ProAc,
Straight Wire, Target, Unity Audio, Well-Tempered, WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Custom cable terminations. Audio
Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315) 451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
UNITY FOUNTAINHEAD SIGNATURE, bi-wire,
$2475; Magnan HE, 1.5m, $145. (215) 721-9659.
STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1993

STEREOPHILEs ALMOST COMPLETE INDEX
lists every article that has appeared in Stereophile from
Vol.3 No.1 through Vol.16 No.12 (1971 through
1993), and every component reviewed by Stereophile
since Von No.1. Currently available only on 51
/"
4
or 31
/ "floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
2
Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost Complete Index, 208
Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.
STEREOPHILEs UPDATED RECORD-REVIEW
INDEX is now available. Indexes every record review
published in Stereophile. from Von() No.1 through
Vol.16 No.12 (1987 through 1993). Also includes indices to "Building A Library" and musician interviews.
Available as hard copy or on 51
/ "/3 1
4
/ "floppy disks
2
(MS DOS, raw ASCII only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile
Record-Review Index, 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM
87501. Indicate hard copy or disk and disk size.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles
nationwide." By modem, (818)988-0452, featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, online shopping, E-mail, newsroom, library, conferences, and more. For brochure, write
TAN, 14155 Kittridge St., Van Nuys, CA 91405 Orfor information, call our voice/mail/information system, 24 hours, (818)
782-1676, Fax (818) 780-6260.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, LOS ANGELES—Franchised
dealer for: Naim, Roksan, Spendor, Creek, Regs, Epos,
Totem, Rotel, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Surniko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (818) 307-6467.
DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (pat. pending). Passive design,
uses analog out of CD or D/A. Reduces time-domain
errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity. Awarded
"Product of Merit" by Boundfor Sound. Stereophile Recommended Component (Vol.16 No.10). Money-back
guarantee—send $169.95 to: Taddeo Loudspeaker Co., 2604
Elmwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.
KRELL KSA-250, latest, $3900; Snell Type B speakers,
$1900; ProAc Studio One, $700; Adcom 535 amp, $225;
Audio Control C101 EQ, $285; XL0 digital cable, lm,
$75. Call (914) 699-5005
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CONGRATULATIONS!
THE MISSION OF AAHEA.

AND THE WINNERS ARE...

The purpose of the Academy
for the Advancement of High
End Audio is to serve its mem-

The Golden Note Award is
bestowed upon designers whose
products represent the pinnacle
of performance and engineering.

bers by promoting public
awareness of the benefits of
high end audio, providing a
collective voice to address
industry opportunities, issues
and concerns, and supporting
programs and services to
enhance the competence, professionalism and success of the
high end audio community.

This year's recipients are:
Analog Playback:
GRAHAM 1.5 ±TONE ARM
Robert Graham
Graham Engineering
Digital Sources:
MARK LEVINSON NO. 31
CD TRANSPORT
Madrigal Design Team
Madrigal Audio Labs
Electronics:
KRELL KSA AMPLIFIERS
Dan D'Agostino
Krell
Speakers:
WILSON WATT/PUPPY
David A. Wilson
Wilson Audio Specialties, Inc.
Cables and Accessories:
ROOM TUNES
Michael Green
Room Tune, Inc.
Recordings:
ARNOLD OVERTURES
Keith Johnson
Reference Recordings
Styling:
ORACLE DELPHI MARK IV
TURNTABLE
Marcel Riendeau
Oracle Audio

AAHEA

The Academy for the Advancement
of High End Audio
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THE 10-SECOND AUDIOPHILE QUIZ: 1) Are you
an audio perfectionist who truly aspires to capture the
elusive realm of live music in your home? 2) Do you believe
your own ears when evaluating equipment rather than
the latest hot-product hype? 3) Would you give alisten
to the most astonishing advancement in line-level control
(preamp) in your system without any purchase obligation? 4) If you answered "yes" to the above and would
enjoy afree CD on us, call today, toll-free, (800)599-7673,
Reference Line Audio, Inc.
FROM COLORADO, WE OFFER NOVICE and serious audiophiles an alternative to mass-market high-end
products. We represent only musical products that offer
the highest performance-to-dollar value. In keeping with
this philosophy, we present alist of products of interest
to audiophiles who listen to music and appreciate what
it adds to the quality of life. Authorized dealer for:
Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca by Pierre Lurné, Audio Note, AudioQuest Analog,
Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang, Chario, Coda, dpa Digital,
Dynaclear, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth,
Ikeda, JM Labs, Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle, Roksan,
FtoomTunes, Sound Anchor, SOFA, Spendor, Tice, Unity
Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and more. ..
Call or FaxJohn Barnes at (303) 698-0138for more infonnation.
Audio Unlimited, 2341 W. Yak Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
ACCENT ON MUSIC—WESTCHESTER CO., NY
Linn, Naim, Rotel, Arcam, McCormack, Magnum
Dynalab, Rega, Creek, Epos, QED, JPW, Nitty Gritty,
Goldring, interesting LPs and CDs. We care about your
needs, regardless of budget. 175 Main St., Mount Kisco,
NY 10549, (914) 242-0747.
AUDIO BEST L.A., Orange, San Bernardino, California.
Hot components: NEAR M-50, API Power Wedge,
Celestion 300, TARA, Counterpoint, PS UltraLink, Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Hailer 9000, Musical Concepts,
Mod Squad, SOFA, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate,
B&K, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight
Wire, AudioQuest. (909) 861-5413, appt.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson, Spectral, Threshold, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Alón,
Aragon, Acurus, Audio Alchemy, ATC, Counterpoint,
Dynaco, Kimber, Space & Time, XL0. Audio Chamber,
(510) 549-2178.
AMERICAN HYBRID TECHNOLOGY introduces
Ultra Resolution' 13 2 Twin-Balanced" interconnects,
$350/1m. The best at any price. Write or phone for other
Ultra Resolution products, including custom-made amplifiers and preamplifiers. American Hybrid Technology, 549
Centennial Ave, Trenton, NJ08629, Fax/phone (609) 599-3828
STEREOPHILE, Vol.7 No.3—Vol.15 No.1+, $65
(85e/issue!); Hailer DH-110A preamp, mint, $195. (803)
654-8098.
CARVER ELECTRONIC SPEAKER CONTROL
UNIT—variable bass Q and high trim plus Sonic Hologram, subbass restoration, and Gundry perspective, $300
new, $150 OBO. (305) 252-8148, 6-9pm EST
NITTY GRITTY 25FI record deaner, new in box, sealed,
retail $539, sell $345 plus shipping, firm. (909)982-2386,
8am-10pm PST
CLASSÉ 25, BLACK, TAS No.79, $2900 OBO: Discovery 8' tri-wire, $289; Sam Sapphire, $339. Jim, (716)
634-1275.
STEREOPH1LE, DECEMBER 1993

SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb mediummass archival tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources,
including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal.
SME owners: Upgrade through Exchange!!! Trade-in
older Series II and Series II Improved tonearms for significantly updated 3012-R and 3009-R. Offer also applies
to SME Series III. SME headshells, SME Fluid Damper
kits for 3012-R, 3009-R, Series II, Series II Improved,
and Series III-S; SME damping fluid, manuals, protractors,
templates, and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies, eP.O.
Box 38Z Pacifica, CA 94044. Tel: (415) 359-7431.
SUMO AXIOM CD TRANSPORT and Theorem D/A
converter; MIT digital cables; Denon TU-680NAB tuner.
PA, (215) 567-4626.
POLK 3.1SRS SPEAKERS, 1year old, original packing
material, $1200. Call (201) 802-7887, askfor Fred between
9& 11am EST
A/V MART, INC. IN LOS ANGELES/Alhambra and
Cucamonga/Upland (So. Calif.). Sony ES, Pioneer Elite,
Kinergetics, Esoteric, Teac, Parasound, Rotel, Dynaco,
Paradigm, Micromega, Sumiko, Harbeth, Jamo, Advent,
Bose, Infinity, Velodyne, Sharpvision. Monthly specials:
Kinergetics KCD-40 (D), $1595; KBA-75 (D), $1600;
KPA-2 preamp (D), $1030; Elite C-91 preamp (U), $780;
B&W 802 III (D), $3100; Cary 300B (U), $1695; Monitor
Audio SL20 (U), $2990; and more. Pioneer Elite PD-65,
Teac VRDS-10, Sony CDP-X779, CDPX-707 CD transport/player, all in stock. Come and see our Sharpvision
100" Home Theater demo. Call Fred, (818) 282-0520, (909)
980-2008.
WORLD'S FINEST DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER
(DAT). Nalcamichi 1000 DARS. EAST transport mechanism, NO SCMS, records at 48, 44.1, and 32kHz. Separate 20-bit D/A converter. Full manufacturer's warranty.
Audio Craft, (216) 431-7300, Roger.
MAFtANTZ MODEL 9TUBE AMPS. Both in mint
condition; from 1963. Call Rick at (408) 248-8208.
LYRA CLAVIS, brand new, in box, $1000. Mark, (212)
735-2166.
ENHANCE AND TIGHTEN your loudspeaker's
sound. Two new polymer materials work magic. Send
$5 for aDIY guide and list of sources. Blakely, P.O.Box
4291, Cary, NC 27519.
DAY-SEQUEFtRA FM REFERENCE TUNER. Telefunken NOS tubes: ECC88/6DJ8 gold pin, ECC8025/
12AU7, 12AX7. NBS mini Serpent II interconnect, 12'.
Military spec, Teflon-insulated, silver-coated copper cable,
unterminated, 5' length. Tube-matching/quietness-ranking
service. (801) 224-4809.
ROWLAND CONSUMMATE PREAMP, Vimak DSP2000, Theta Data Series II, Rotel 965, Mirage M3si,
Martin-Logan Quest Z, Cary 300B amp, WireWorld
Eclipse interconnects and speaker cable. Priced to sell,
boxes/manuals. Call Skip, (904)389-8614 days, (904) 7719302 nights/weekends.
PROAC RESPONSE Ils, teak, $2000; Adcom GFP-565,
$550; Adcom GFA-535 II, $280; Snell E-111s, black, $700;
Qnirksilver 60W monoblocks with 8417 tubes, $790; Dyna
PAS-2 preamp, $75; various Synergestic Research interconnects and cables half price. (609) 883-409Z EST,Alex.
MOSCODE 300 MAXI AMP, retubed, $400; Sonographe SD-1 CD player, $275; Magnavox FD1041 CD,
$75. All mint, boxes, manuals, negotiable. (516) 826-1426
LEVINSON ML3; VTL 300 monoblock; Apogee Stage;
Shotgun interconnect. (407) 229-9948.
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
Issues

each

VOLUME III, 1972-1976

Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

$5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981

Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME V, 1982

Issues 1through 10

VOLUME VI, 1983

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3, 6

5.00
5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME VII, 1984

Issues 3, 5, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME VIII, 1985

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Issue 3

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IX, 1986

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Issue 7

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME X, 1987

Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00

VOLUME XI, 1988

Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00

VOLUME XIII, 1990

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12

5.00

VOLUME XIV, 1991

IsSues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XV, 1992

Issues 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

5.00

VOLUME XVI, 1993

Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

5.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$500.00

*Photocopies

r

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED

1
i
I
I
I
I

Send me the following back issues:

I (List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $5.00 each)
I
I
I
I Total .
Original copies x $5.00 per issue =

$

I (List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $10.00 each)
I
I
I Total:
Reproductions x $10.00 per issue =
I Add shipping and handling: 1to 5issues $2.00
I
6to 10 issues $3.00
I
11 issues and over $4.00
I FOREIGN ORDERS, Please add S2 per magazine
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

for handling and surface mail postage.
Name

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$

Total

$

Address
City
Check
No.

State

Zip
.:. VISA
EX P. DATE
Stereophile, LP/CD Dept. P.O. Box 5960, Santa Fe, NM 87502
'MC

OR CALL 1-800-358-6274
WorldRadioHistory
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VAN ALSTINE FET/Valve amp, 150Wpc, $650. (501)
321-4841 after 5pm CST
WILSON WATTs/PUPPIES, custom rosewood with gold
hardware, flail 5-year factory warranty, $9500; Krell MD1
transport, $3000; Krell Studio D/A, $2500; Krel1KBL
preamp, $2800; Krell KSA-250, $4000. All in excellent
condition. All Krells have 4.5 years left on transferrable
factory warranty. (206) 799-0323 msg.
ATTENTION QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized
sales and service for Quad, Gradient, Music Reference,
Entec, and RAM tubes. New and used Quad equipment
bought/sold. ESL/ESL-63 updates and stands. Custom
subwoofer systems for ESL/ESL-63s available. For further
details, contact Mike or Randy: QS&D Inc., 33 McWhirt Loop
#108, Fredericksburg,VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, Fax (703)
372-3713.
DENON 3520 CD PLAYER, $350; DTI, $250; Theta
Digital cable, $150; Nakamichi ST-7 tuner with power
antenna, $275. All mint. Offers/trade. (616) 554-9934.
McINTOSH MC275 TUBE AMP with cage, box,
manuals, excellent, $3295; McIntosh C11 tube preamp
with cabinet, box, manual, excellent, $795; McIntosh
MR65B tuner, good condition, $250. (407) 283-3243.
COUNTERPOINT SA-3000 PREAMP, $1495; Counterpoint SA-2 pre-preamp, $450; Vii 75/75 tube amp,
$875. All mint, with warranty, boxes, manuals. (407)
283-3243.
KRELL KSA-200B, $2799; Roksan Xerxes, piano black,
Artemiz arm, Artaxerxes phono amp mono power supply,
tripod stand, new $6750, all 10 months old, $3000; Quad
ESL-63 USA, lots mods, $2300; ARC CL60 balanced,
new, $2200; Klyne 7PX2.5 phono, ($3450) $2000 new;
Rowland Coherence One, $1750; Audio Innovation L2
line amp, new, $900; McCormack Prism Il CD, ($1895)
$700. Tél./Fax (315) 469-8384.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS for audio projects! Canare
75 ohm digital, best S; Silver-contact toggle and rotary
switches/attenuators; MIT MultiCaps, Solen, SCR, Wonder Caps/solder/wire; Vishay, Mills, Caddock, and Holco
resistors, all types audio connectors, chassis wires, CopperFoil Inductors, MIT Z-Stabilizer, tubes, isolation feet, custom cables and terminations, hospital-grade AC outlets
and plugs, tools and accessories, request catalog! Michael
Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415) 669-7181, Fax
(415) 669-7558.
AUDIOBALLS7 Why pay more? Get rid of unwanted
vibrations and greatly improve sound quality. Component
isolation hemispheres, set of 4, $29. Each one supports
weight up to 30 lbs. Higher weight capabilities available.
Joe, (201) 444-5291 after 4pm EST
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 2200, 3300. Outstanding condition, well treated, $1200, $1500. (801) 581-9414.
PAIR MAGNEPAN 15QR, mint, $940; Audio Alchemy
DDS 1.1 CD transport, $625; Reference Line 3000 Series
II, $625; Reference Line 1000, $175. Call Gary, (407) 6922535, (407) 335-0978 after 6pm EST
SONY CDP-X777ES, new condition, all packing, balanced outputs, Stereophile Class B, April 1991, ($1700) $895
OBO. Michael B., (201) 279-5000, 9-5:30 EST
CLASSIC APT-HOLMAN pre/power, $475/pair. Highcurrent 200W MOSFET fan-cooled power amp, $475.
Marchand Xtv16 crossover, $200. EVS Ultimate Attenuator, $150; a/d/s/ remote control, $60. (415) 341-9771.
SYMPHONIC-LINE RG7 amplifier (latest version),
mint, originally $5k, sell $2.7k. (404) 752-7772.
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FORTE #2 preamplifier, mint, $495. (602) 749-2313.
LP12s.. .
Specializing in (have other second-hand equipment, Muse, ProAc, McCormack) second-hand LP12s,
all guaranteed to meet with your approval. Lingo, $695;
Ekos, $1350; Ittok 2, $275; Troikas starting at $375; LP12
with Cirkus, $950; Klyde and Arkives in. Also accepting
trade-ins or will purchase your LP12 outright. Call The
Moral Kiosk at (802) 763-2370 or Fax (802) 763-2810, ask
for Bret. We are not aLinn Dealer.
INSANELY INEXPENSIVE, ridiculously easy method
of isolating electronic components from vibration. Isolate
as many as nine components for less than one hundred
dollars! No sand, no glue, no mess, no assembly! For complete instructions, send $6.95 check/MO to: PennyWise
Engineering, P.O.Box 137, Winchester, VA 22604.
ROKSAN XERXES, TEAK turntable with Regs RB300 tonearm, 4 months old, mint, $1800. Pong, (206)
548-0568.
(2) ADCOM GFA-656 MONOBLOCKS, ($1800)
$1050; Yamaha DSP-1, DSR-100 Pro surround-sound
Processors, ($2100) 5475. (512) 993-2551 days, (512) 8527402 evenings.
AUDIOPHILE POWER ACCESSORIES!!! EMI/RFI
shielding, copper or aluminum, and magnetic shielding
alloy foil tape, braiding, sheet stock, conductive cloth, and
sheer mesh shielding for glass or vents. We have the very
finest shielding cable jackets ever designed to wrap around
and absolutely improve all your favorite audio and video
cables. Doubly shielded Teflon power cords, speaker
cables, interconnects, and coaxial cable. Conductive silver
plating and silver lube. Teflon hook-up and grounding
wire. Teflon tubing, spiral cable spacers, and electrical tape.
Polarity/grounding checkers, voltage, amperage, and wattage RMS meters, power-factor meters, power-line disturbance monitors, magnetic gauss and electrical-field
meters; all items for sale or rental. Whole-house or
individual surge-suppressor filters for power-line, telephone, and video cables. Hospital-grade plugs, wall outlets, and power snips. We feature the unique, exceptional
performance of Absolute Power, Uses, and Zero Surge
power conditioners. We also carry the finest adjustable
voltage power sources, uninterrupted power sources, and
highly regulated laboratory-grade AC power supplies.
Hundreds more power/shielding-related items. 24 hours,
call (800) 321-6512 now for your free catalog and literature, to obtain technical consultation, and to place your
order! Power Conditioning Expert Systems.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
FREE COMPLIMENTARY NEWSLETTER, 771e Audio
Reference Times. Introducing anew journal for serious
audiophiles featuring discussions on today's high-end
world, its products, trends, and issues. Call toll-free today
for your complimentary issue. (800) 599-7673.
RARE STAGED DRM SPEAKER systems with amorphic boron tweeters and supertweeters. Woven Kevlar,
honeycomb, linear motorized midranges, woofers, and
subwoofers. Frequency response ±3dB, 16-90,000Hz.
Better than WAMMs and easier to place! Stage Iversion,
$18,000; Stage Ill version, $20,000. Craig, (719) 574-4448.
NESTOROVIC SAS MK.IV speakers, oak, $2500; Audio
Research DAC1-20 D/A converter, $1500; Counterpoint
SA-100 amp, $895; SA-2000 preamp, $995; DA-10 converter with ST glass connector, $1095. All equipment
black, mint. (504) 626-4353 CST, 6-10pm.
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PRECISION AUDIO &VIDEO
FEATURES

One of the very best lines of tube electronics in the
world. Capturing the soul of music with style,
yet highly reliable.
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THE MOST MUSICAL TUBE AMPLIFIERS

MA-100
MONOBLOCK
POWER AMPLIFIER

PY-200 LINES TAGE PREAMPLIFIER
Superior Performance Through Systems Engineering
And These Fine Products
Airtangent

Basis Audio

Esoteric

KoeUu

NBS Cables

Sumiko

Apex

Benz

Essence

Linaeum

Polyfusion

Tara Labs

Aronov

Budge Acoustic Labs

Graham

Mares Designs

Purist Audio

Ultra Resolutio,

Artemis

Cardas

Gryphon

Michael Yee Audio

Room Tune

Van Den Hul

Stax

Wadia

Artisane Speakers

Convergent (CAT)

lmmedia

Monster Cable

Audio Quest

Crosby Audio

Jadis

Musical Design

Audiostatic

Day Sequerra

PRECISION AUDIO &VIDEO
Serving Los Angeles With Distinction
•Unique Component Comparison Studio
•Superbly Furnished Showrooms
•Lifelike Holographic Imaging
WorldRadioHistory

Wireworld

Call: 805-523-3005
for an audition
Fax: 805-531-1001
12277 Arbor Hill Street
Moorpark, CA 93021

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1-20 converter, black face,
$2250 ($3500); Quicksilver, Sliver mono amps, KT88,
10 hours use, S1650 ($2400); Cary CAD 5500, preamp,
Penny & Giles, outboard power supply, mint, $950
($1650); ATC SCM20 loudspeakers, Sound Anchor
stands, black ash, perfect, $2900 ($4600); Versa Dynamics
2.2 turntable and arm, mint, $9900 ($15,500); Krell 32-X
processor, late with revision 8, $1500 ($3500); Linn LP12,
Valhalla, with Wok arm, mint, $850 ($2600); Acoustic
Energy AE-1 loudspeakers, $1050 ($1900); AudioQuest
Dragon speaker cable, 3' bi-wire pair, $1050 ($2100);
Audio Research Litzline II speaker cable, $350 ($700);
Audio Research Litzlink, lm RCA, $125 ($240); VPI
HW19 Mk.III, with ET II arm, PLC, black lacquer, $1550
($3200); Purist Audio Colossus interconnect, 15m, $600
($1100); Reference Line Preeminence interconnect, 15m,
$525 ($950); Dick Sequerra tuner, latest updates, $4600
($12,000); Wadia CD-8 transport, spotless, $2150 ($3000).
New York, (212) 925-9376

KRELL SBP64X, $4500; MD1, $2500; both, $6700; Airtangent 2B tonearm, $2500; all in mint condition. Interconnects: Krell blk, 5m pair, $900; lm pair, $350; Cardas
Hexlink 5, 13m pair, $300; AudioQuest Lapis, 2m pair,
$350. All XLR to XLR. van den Hul D102 Mk.II, Impair,
$60; 1.5m pair, $75. RCA to RCA. Krell PATH speaker
cable, 10' pair, $400. Call Ram, (518) 664-6000 days, (518)
371-1844 evenings/weekends.

MARK LEVINSON 20.6, mint, $9800; AudioQuest
Dragon, 3', $400. Ed, (415) 567-1210.

CODA SYSTEM 100, 2-chassis, 100W class-A power
amp, perfect, warranty, $3200 OBO. Possible trade for
Jadis Defy-7 Mk.II or similar-quality tube amp. David,
(201) 676-2046 (NJ).

STAX SIGMA EAR SPEAKERS with SRD-7/SB adapter,
mint, S400. Jay, (901) 523-1212.
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 66, their flagship, $6000 new,
mint condition, sacrifice $1850 plus shipping. (813) 3472340 evenings.
PERFECT CONDITION USED KRELL units with
warranty: CD-DSP (custom cover), $2250 ($3950); MD10 (newest), $3800 ($6900); MD-20, $3050 ($4650); Studio, $2500 ($3900); Stealth, $1200; SBP-32X, $1300;
SBP-64X, $3500; KPA (with power supply), $1500
($3200); ICBL (latest), $2400; KRC, $3500 ($6300); KSA150 (latest), $2800; KSA-250 (latest), $3800. Call for:
KSA-100s, ICSA-200s, KSA-300s. Eastern Audio, (718) 9618256 (NY).
CLASSÉ 25, BLACK, EXCELLENT! See TAS No.79,
$2850; Yamaha CDX660, mods (400+), 5149; Discovery
8' tri-wire, $289; Intercon, $129; Power Chord, $59;
Tiffany TPC40, $49. Jim, (716) 634-1275.
ELECTRON KINETICS SERVICE CENTER—EKSC
has new Eagle 2c and Eagle 400 amplifiers and offers
upgrades for earlier models with 2-year warranty. And
then there is this new preamp—with cables. (913)
780-4495.
QUICKSILVER PREAMP, latest version, $1000. (817)
776-9953.
CLASSÉ DR-9 amp, mint, $1650. (817) 776-9953.
BASIS OVATION TURNTABLE: superb condition,
$2740. See review in Stereophile, Vol.16 No.7. Boston, MA,
(617) 396-6107.
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CD UPGRADE EVER!
Isolated stable clock module with less than 20ps jitter
reduces transport- and logic-induced jitter. We have the
technology now! $150 plus shipping. Analog upgrades
also available. GED 7innsforms, (602) 954-0155.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DIGITAL DRIVE SYSTEM (twopiece, top-loading) with updated clamping system, $600.
John, (702) 433-5334 (leave message).
CONTROL SPEAKER-CABINET VIBRATIONS at
the source: Spikes, clamps, and external dampers help,
but absorbing energy before it is transmitted through the
driver gaskets to the cabinet is the key. Replace factory
gaskets with high-tech material that is D-E-A-D. Stays
resilient, adhesive-backed. Other audio uses. 1
/6" by 1/
2
2"
by 25; $38. (619) 598-3763.
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AUDIO ADVANCEMENTS distributes its own and
Klimo tube equipment, the Verdier turntable, the Morch
tonearms, accessories, plus "ear-selected" LPs/CDs. (Call
for Christmas gift suggestions and specials.)Audio Advancements, P.O. Box 100, Lincoln Par*, NJ 07035, (201) 633-1151.
For LPs/CDs in Canada, call Audio Path: (416) 886-6625.
MUSE MODEL 18 SUB WOOFER, as new, one year
old, factory-certified in sealed box, $2100. (415) 691-1012.
CLASSÉ DR-10 AMPLIFIER, mint condition, boxes,
manuals, lifetime warranty, $1295. (718) 720-1950.

DECEMBER SPECIALS! Save on select new components, including: McCormack, Unity Audio, Magnum
Dynalab, Meridian, Totem Acoustic, PS Audio, Sonic
Frontiers, Belles, ProAc, Hafler. Partial listing: McCormack Prism II, $1395; CD-Drive, $1495; Totem I, $1225.
Sonic Frontiers: SFS-40, $1365; SPL-1, $865. OCM
Diagonal Belles 500, $2095. Meridian 263, $695. Etude
tuner, $1100. (601) 362-0474.
MUST SELL ALL! Mission 767, rosewood, S1800/pair;
Rogers T75 II, $150; PS 6.0, $275; Sony CDP-707ESD,
$400; Vandersteen 2B, S500/pairt Symmetry Al, $150;
Carver C-9, $125; Magnepan TID, $500; Adcom ACE515, $100; a/d/s/ R4, $450; P4, $200; C-3, $375; CD4,
$350; PA4, $450. Call (217) 586-6165 until 10pm CST
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd., Little Neck, NY 11363.
VAC PA90C MONOBLOCKS, balanced inputs with
bias meter, mint, ($6200) $3900 OBO; VAC CLA1 line
stage with optional balanced outputs, mint, ($3190) $2000
OBO. Call (818) 507-5866 evenings or leave message.
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURES, black, mint, $1350.
(908) 297-1856.
POWER WEDGE 10 OUTLETS, used 3months, $420
OBO; Audio Alchemy DDE v1.0, $200 OBO. Vik, (209)
322-8623.
JSE INFINITE SLOPE 1.8s, $950; PS Audio 4.5 preamp,
$325; Analog Research CD player, $450; Systemdek IIX
turntable, $300; Electrocompaniet ampliwire II, $425.
(312) 850-1992, Rob.
MFSL BEATLES COLLECTION, opened, mint, $900
OBO; B&W 801 Mk.11s; Goetz GMS Ws; Goetz Muriel;
Carver "Original" Amazings; Talisman S; Talisman
Alchemist S; Signet quad; AQ7M Quartz; miscellaneous
cables; Maestro 2' pair; (8) Tiffany 5-pin phono-DINs;
Perreaux TU3 FM tuner; ADC Accutrac 4000 turntable;
original Lazarus preamp; Toshiba ST335 AM/FM; Realistic TM152 AM Stereo tuner. Bob, (304) 843-1761.

JULIUS FUTTERMAN cyn 4amplifier, filly modified
and recently converted to triode operation, maximum
sonic neutrality and transparency, $4200. Fred, (212)
787-6707.
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NEW RELEASES

Get An
Earfull.
Thiel
Audio Research

Jazz meets the classics! Grammy awardwinner JOHN BRUCE YEH (of Chicago
Pro Musica fame) with asuper-hot big band
from DePaul University make the first recording since the 1940s of the Concerto for
Clarinet by Artie Shaw! Featured also are
the Ebony Concerto by Stravinsky (written
for Woody Iferman) and music by Morton
Gould and Leonard Bernstein. A sonic riot,
recorded by Prof. Johnson in Medinah
Temple in the HDCLI'" digital process.
RR-55CD, or Pure Analogue 2-LP set

Classe' Audio
Theta Digital
Martin Logan
California Audio Labs
NAD
VP'
Adcom
PSB Speake

New, Expanded Location!

Letters from the Equator Master percussionist JIM BROCK is back with anew
partner, guitarist VAN MANAKAS, and a
new album using many of the cool Southern
jazzmen from Tropic Affair. This time the
grooves are more upbeat, while retaining
vivid Latin flavors. A multi-colored cornicopia of musical delights!
RR-56 CD or Pure Analogue LP

1362 So. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.
San Jose, CA 951 29
408.255.0735

At better music &audio stores, or direct.

BayAreaAudio
SOUND

312

Check /Visa /Mastercard
Free catalogue /Dealer inquiries invited

TO ORDER: 800-336-8866
REFERENCE RECORDINGS
Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
In Canada: May Audio Marketing 514-651-5707
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SS LAZARUS $S TUBE-HYBRID CONVERSIONS:
"I feel that the Lazarus rebuild is acost effective means
of taking that old B&K, Adcom, whatever, and making
it something very near asuper amp." Martin G. DeWulf,
Bouner Sound. Conversions from $899. Call for full info!
(818) 982-6477.
FOR SALE: NEW in January 1993, Audio Research V70,
flawless condition, $2800. Norm, (416) 335-8978.
MONARCHY DAC, $695 with balanced out; Level I
mod, $259 (8159 kit); Digital cable, $75; 2-way monitor with Accuton tweeter, $1795 (51195 kit); Room Acoustics handbook, $14.95. MACH 1Acoustics, RR2 Box 334A,
Wilton, NH 03086, (603) 654-9826
WATT/PUPPY UPGRADES. Physicist-designed vibration-control microdevices fine-tuned for the WATT/Puppy
system. Our devices are factory-installed on every Unity
Audio PARM speaker and Purist Audio interconnect.
Truly significant improvements in bass definition, transparency, inter-note silence, low-level resolution, image
specificity, and dynamic impact. Mango Audio Lab, 1720
N. Marshfield, Chicago, IL 60622, (312) 235-6450, 9am to
6pm M-F.
WADIA 64.4 DAC (latest), $2350; Transparent Ultra
balanced, 10' XLR/Fischer, $1100; 25' Fischer/Fischer,
$1400; Audio Research V140s, $5200; Levinson 35,
$5500; Spectral: DMC20, $4800; DMA180, $5000; Harmonix: #66 feet, $235/4; #22 dots, $65/8; #56, $130/8.
(315) 426-0515, 9-5 EST M-F.
CARY SLA-70B AMPLIFIER (like the one pictured on
p.8, Stereophik, October 1993). Also, Cary preamp. Metro
(214) 434-2820, Dallas/Ft. Worth area.
B&W DM610 SPEAKERS with stands, mint, 6months
old, $375 plus shipping. Smoother and more neutralsounding than small Energys. Paradigms, or Spicas. Call
Tim, (715) 369-2958.
WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
quick, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, Cary, KEF, Parasound, Philips, Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Spica, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St.,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276
SELL FOR CASH/TRADE, audio and video. Authorized:
Acurus, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Rotel, Sumo, Denon,
H/K, Maranta, Celestion, Energy, Rogers, Signet, AudioQuest, Grado, Monster, Niles, Sumiko, Target, et al. Ship
anywhere. Stereo Classics, 75 Church St., New Brunswick,
NJ 08901, (908) 220-1144, Fax (908) 220-1284.
SOUND VALUES—The only safe and guaranteed method
for buying and selling your components! Protection for
the seller with guaranteed certified funds and freedom
from telephone sitting. We take all of your calls Protection
for the buyer with athorough inspection of equipment
and transfer of funds to the seller only after confirmation.
For more details, call or Fax Sound Values, 12545 Olive St.,
Suite 101, St. Louis, MO 63141, (314) 542-4068.
WADIA 2000, MINT, ($7450) $2895; 6' hi-wire Monster
Sigma/Case, new, $645. (717) 738-0625.
AIR TIGHT, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, Creek, Cardas,
Epos, JPW Reference 3A, Acoustic Energy, Sumiko,
Revolver, SME, Goldring, Ardci, Lyra. (305) 891-9540,
Fax (305) 899-1764.
FINIAL LASER TURNTABLE, latest ELP version, plays
33, 45, 78rpm, $20,000. Call (505) 662-1415 or (505)
667-1330.
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WELL-TEMPERED with Mango damp and mat, Pederson arm mod, $1325; As-One, 3', $45; Esoteric Airlitz,
10; $55; TARA Quantum III+, 12', $120; Acrotec 1030,
13; $95; XLO Type 6, 15', $310. (617) 444-6393.
B&W 801 AND 802 OWNERS: Our complete passive
crossover replacements are the ultimate performance
upgrades. Please call or write for our complimentary literature. North Creek Music Systems, 500B Route 8, Speculator,
NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS IIA, gloss black, immaculate,
boxes, papers, $1500 plus shipping. Negotiable Dan, (602)
529-3614 evenings.
LOUDSPEAKER KITS: Our pre-engineered loudspeaker systems feature Scan-Speak drivers, exceptional
cabinetry, and the world's most advanced crossover components. Please call or write for our complimentary catalog. North Creek Music Systems, 500K Route 8, Speculator,
NY 12164, (518) 548-3623.
ROKSAN XERXES, NAIM ARO arm, Kiseki Purple
Heart cartridge, mint, $2395. (213) 939-3482.
KRELL KBL/KPA (line stage and phono preamp), mint,
$3700; SOTA Star III turntable/SME IV tonearm/Sumiko
Bluepoint special cartridge (minimal hours), $2000. Ed,
(518) 459-5001 evenings.
SOUNDQUEST AUDIO—Michigan's cutting-edge
dealer: Anodyne, ASC, Anna-Sphere, B.E.L. 1001 Mk.II,
Bright Star, C.E.C./Parasound, Encore, Illuminati, Mango
Audio, MSB Technology, Music Reference, Musical
Design, NRG Control, Purist Audio Design, Reference
Line, Resolution Audio, Shun Monk, Soundwave, Unity
Audio. Vintage tubes and accessories. MC/Visa. (313)
737-0005.
DPA, THE LITTLE BIT D/A converter, $410; MAS
Power Master AC cord, 6', $70; SAE 5000, $140. (309)
523-3168.
STATE-OF-THE-ART, MINT, warranty: Wadia WT2000, $3650; Theta Genii' with AT&T, $2950; Classé
DR-6L preamp, $2000; (4) Classé M1000, $2900/each;
Apogee Diva, $5950; Apogee DAX with display, $1950;
NBS cables, 50-60% off: 1pair 2' Serpent interconnect,
$400; lm Reference Standard Digital, $300; 1pair 4'
balanced, $600; 2 pairs 8' balanced, $900; 1pair 12'
balanced, $1100. Call Bruno, (408) 522-7243 any time.
AMAZING! An SCT-04/Cormorant interconnect truly
provides profound and exciting musically accurate sonic
improvement. Amazing price: $129/1m pair! Have azerorisk audition experience and become abeliever! Call or
write for review reprints and information. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Avenue, West Palm Beach, FL 33407,
(407) 842-7316.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, Proceed, MIT, or
Threshold without calling us. Ship in UPS/COD. Call
Superex Products Inc., CA, (209) 298-7931, Fax (209) 2970359, Sennie.
GET THE BEST SOUND POSSIBLE with 99.9999%
pure solid-core silver speaker wire and interconnects using
the finest Teflon insulation, assuring you the most accurate,
transparent, pristine sound your system can deliver.
$150/1m pair. Speaker wire, $20/ft-$40/ft. 14-day free
trial. (609) 778-1758.
SINGING LESSONS FOR CD PLAYERS. The best
upgrade is still less. Most Japanese brands plus Philips,
Magnavox, and Rote!. Just $259. Stan Warren, (503) 3443696, 10am-6pm PST
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Audio/ Video •Compact Discs
Orange County's Leading High ¡,id Audio Dealer
Representing the World's Finest
,Ilusic and Video Systems
AUDIO RESEARCH •KRELL •KRELL DIGITAL •THIEL •THETA
AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ALON • B&W •B&W THX •MERIDIAN
CAL AUDIO LABS •LEXICON •LEXICON THX •MAGNUM DYNALAB
ARAGON •ACURUS • VAC •SONY ES • VELODYNE •PIONEER ELITE
ADCOM •AIRTIGHT •DAY SEQUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM
NILES •AUDIO EASE •SOUND ANCHORS •PIONEER VIDEO
SONY VIDEO •PROTON VIDEO •AMPRO VIDEO PROJECTORS
VIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS •XLO •XL0 SIGNATURE
AUDIO QUEST •PURIST AUDIO •OCOS •GOLDEN DRAGON
4Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems.
We Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams — No
Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the
Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as
Country, Folk and Blues.
— FINANCING AVAILABLE — OPEN 7DAYS— CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897 —

Digital Ear •17602 East 17th Street •Tustin, CA 92680 •544-7903

Off0 WIMEY efro 57) -- -(5Tib55
5330 GLEN WAY AVE. CINCINNATI,011. 45238

For Recommended Components,
You'll recommend Ohio Uallei Audio!
Acurus * Aragon * AudioSource * BIC Venturi
Bose *Energy *Fried * Genesis Technologies *
H/K * JVC *JVC suPERDIGIFINE * KimberKable *
Klipsch * Niles * Onkyo * Pinnacle *
Pioneer Laserdisc * Target * Zenith Projection
•

*Custom Home Installation
*Trade In's Accepted
*Home Theater
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*Consultations
*Accessories
*Custom Cabinetry

•
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MIRAGE M-3si, upgraded binding posts, mint, $1850.
(804) 360-0125.
COUNTERPOINT SA-12, $499; NEAR 50M, $799;
Forré 1A, $589; C-J PV2a, $299; Sonic Frontiers SFL1, $900. (206) 286-1875.
GIANT CLEARANCE SALE—BLOWOUT PRICES!
Linaeum LFX, $450 (N); Audire Crescendo, $350 (D);
Focus .7s, $500 (D); Focus HDM Towers, $1000 (N);
Superphon SP100, $270 (D); and more. We represent bestbuy products from B&K, Parasound, OCM/Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Concepts/Design, Fried, Linaeum,
NEAR, Audio Alchemy, Melos, many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, 11-7pm EST
COUNTERPOINT SA-1000 PREAMP, external power
supply, upgraded volume pot, clear pled top; SA-100 amp,
new Gold Dragon LN tubes, clear top, all excellent, $1400
including shipping and insurance. Call (616) 364-7352
Eastern, Eric.
MUSE SUBWOOFER, $2750; Muse amp, $1200; preamp, $2500; Coda preamp, $1650; amp, $2250. Will trade
for B&W 801
Kinergetics KCD-40, Berning EA2101, ProAc Response 3, WATT 3, Spica Angelus, Quad
63 USA. (916) 920-9113.
1993 DESIGN MANUAL AND CATALOG: includes
parts, kits, schematics, and how-to instructions for building/modifying solid-state and tube audiophile equipment.
Largest selection of parts and supplies. Distributor for
MIT MultiCap, Wonder Cap, RAM Labs, 'Gruber !Cable,
Vampire, MagneQuest, WBT, Neutrik, Roederstein,
WIMA, etc. Send $10 (US/Canada) or $14 (international)
for +160-page catalog. Or call (303) 470-6585, Fax (303)
791-7856 Visa/MC accepted. Welbome Labs, PO.Benc 260198,
Littleton, CO 80126-0198.

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K
components, Rotel, Onkyo, McCormack, Chicago
Speaker Stands, Kimber 'Cable, PS Audio, Scientific Fidelity loudspeakers, Sonographe, AuclioQuest, Acunas Electronics, Power Wedge line conditioner, Audio Alchemy,
Linn turntables, cartridges, and loudspeakers, Arcici,
Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Conrad-Johnson,
VPI, Vandersteen, B&W, Enlightened Audio Designs.
Three Rivers Audio, (219) 422-546a
MUSE SUB WOOFER, $2400; Spica Angelus, $800;
B&K MC101 preamp, $485; JVC XL-Z1050 CD player,
$500; Weber Flatwire speaker cables. All mint. (404)
687-8957.
STEREO MICROPHONES: Crown SASS-P Mk.II,
$575; Speiden SF-12 stereo ribbon mike with cables and
shock mount, $800.John, (619) 284-6740.
GRYPHON XT PREAMP, $4900; Day-Sequerra tuner,
$3100; Vimak DS-1800, $2600; Meridian CD-R, $5100;
Hales System One speakers, $12,100; Duntech Sovereign
2001 Mk.2 speakers, $10,000; Krell KRX crossovers,
$2000; Mark Levinson No30, $9200; Proceed CD
Library, $7200. Marshall, (513) 436-2951 (OH).
BURNED-OUT AUDIOPHILE II—The Sequel. Good
stuff still left. Amps, turntables, etc. CallJoe, (207) 7814665 (work), Wed.-Sat.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE AND XDP MODIFICATIONS. FET analog output, upgraded filtering, etc. Realize greater depth and asilkier, more open midrange and
top end: v1.0, v2.0, $169; XDP, $189. Also pure silver and
Teflon interconnects, $210/1m pair. All with money-back
guarantee. We promise absolute heaven. Audio Alchemy
honors warranty with our modifications. Wave Puce Technologies, Inc., (813) 587-7868.

Our component rack systems are the result of
serious attention to detail and pride in the art
of design and craftsmanship.
We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!"
Mr. Bags (Design Department
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-audio research

SliOPPE

•Tube Flex Kits
•AMP Stands
•Big Screen Pedestals
•Superior Rigidity
•Made in the USA
LP. / BILLY BAGS

CALL U
SFOR
YOUR LOCAL DEALER

Selinmirove. PA •717.374.0150

S
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•Tubular Steel Construction
•High Pressure Laminated Shelving
•Cut Comen and Beveled Edges
•IV/Recorder Tables w/ Swivel Tops
•10-day Delivery on Most
Pre-design Models in US
•Isolation-Tips, Optional
•Leg Vibration Dampers

4147 Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003 •
(8051 644-2185 Fax 644-0434
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KSOLUTION AUDI()
FOCUSED . DETAILED . PRECISE . MUSICAL . INVOLVING .

R
ESOLUTION AUDIO is proud to introduce the next
generation of digital processors built around the latest
UltraAnalog components: the DAC D20400A and the
low-jitter AES 20 receiver.

DIRECT I
NQUIRIES TO:
124 Mount Auburn Street

18805 Cox Avenue

Suite 200N

Suite 200

Cambridge, MA 02138

Saratoga, CA 95070

(617) 236-5744

(408) 866-7994

(617) 262-4312 fax

(408) 866-7995 fox

HEAR

The Triode #200 (200 watts)
or the Triode #400 (400 watt mono blocks)
IPU

I11911 t110

ia rrie NU can

*See HP 's TAS Report May 1993*

Hear What Wee Been
Missing at

AMBROSIA AUDIO
2337 Roscomare Road, Suite 6
Los Angeles, CA. 90077
Phone (310)440 5522 •FAX (310) 440-5526
Credit Cards, Shipping & Trades Welcome
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FOR

YOURSELF

AMBROSIA FEATURES:
.Convergent Audio Technology
•MBL•Cary Audin•BEL•Melos
•Encore•Crown•Muse•McCormack
•Reference Line•Times One
•Ensemble•Immedia•Rotel
•Rush Sound•PSB•N.E.A.R.
•Green Mountain Audio•PBN
•JM Labs•Purist Audio Design
•Innovac•Fosgate•Illuminity
•XL0 & XL0 Signature•Wireworld
•A.H.T.•Van Den Hul•RAJ•Kimber
•Marigo Audio Labs•Flatline
.Aural Symphonics•Forsell•EAD
•MSB Tech•Vimak•Monarchy
•Audio Alchemy•Audiolab•VPI
•Lyra•Benz•Dynavector
*Blue Point•Sumiko•Wheaton
•Nitly Gritty•& Most Arms &Tables
•Video.THX•Hitachi•Pioneer
•Grado•Cable Enhancer
*Power Wedge•Absolute Power
•Audio Prism•PAC IDOS & DIE
•Bright Star•Shun Mook
•Combak Devices•Xantech
•Audio Prism•Arcici
•Bedini Clarifer•CD Absolver
•Roorn Tunes•Microscan
•Tweeks Cones
•Most Stands & Racks
•CIt's & Records
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WESCOTT AUDIO—Experience the ultimate in highresolution audio. Choose from: Symphonic-Line, VAC,
Sound-Lab, Forsell, Timbre, Klyne, Muse, PAC, Musical
Design, EAD, Ensemble, Green Mountain, Bruce Moore,
Sci-Fi, Harbeth, ART, Purist, Magnan, XL0 Signature,
Music Metre, Sonoran, Omega Mikro, Mango,
Micromega, Cable Jacket, Eminent Technology, Chang,
LA Audio, KSS, Merrill, Promethean, Shun Mook, Power
Wedge, Arcici, TG Audio, Legacy, Solidsteel, Maplenoll,
van den Hul, Discovery, Grace, Sumiko, SuperContact,
Expressive Technologies, and more! Component matching
database. The highest of the High End tweaked and
matched over the phone! Call Scott at (800) 669-7574 or
(814) 692-7474.
PROCEED PDP 3 and PDT 3, $3495; Linn LP12,
afromosia, $695; Pink Link power supply and top-plate
mod kit for LP12 (more detail and dynamics than Lingo),
$595; Nairn ARO Class A tonearm, $895; mod kit for
old-style Nains Hi-Cap, $50; Nains 52 preamp, latest version, $5995; Naim CDI integrated CD player, $2395;
KEF 105.3 speakers, rosewood, sealed, $2995; ProAc
Response 3s, special yew finish, $3995; Gryphon M100
mono power amps, $5495. Call Steven, (206) 936-334(1
MAGNEPAN TYMPANI IV, new ribbon tweeters,
$2000. (817) 772-5462.
SCHOLARS AND AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO RESEARCH, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM
Labs, Paradigm, Pattern, B&K, Creek, Coda, YBA, Aragon, Boulder, McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos,
Parasound, Micromega, Audio Alchemy, EAD, Rega,
Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Soot, Grado, Power
Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, OCOS, XL0, Fosgate, Runco, Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S.
Park St., Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.

AUDIOQUEST DIAMOND interconnect, 10m pair,
balanced; Altis Li'! Bit DAC, mint condition. Bob, (408)
287-1906
MAPLENOLL APPOLO TURNTABLE with complete
Walker mods and upgrades, 3pumps and all accessories
($11,000) $5200; Deltec PDM-2 DAC, ($5600) $2400;
Melos Max-1 CDT 2-piece DAC with 8tubes, ($3400)
$1750; Symphonic-Line RG1 Mk3, like new, ($3950)
$3200; Legacy Convergence speakers, black, ($3450)
$2250. All plus shipping. (814) 692-4694.

LPs/CDs/TApEs
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve tracking,
excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review, December 1986,
p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co.,
Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV 89132.
CLASSICAL COLLECTORS—LPs gathering dust since
switching to CDs? For fair value for your quality records,
contact Randall Goldman, Box 2806, Rancho Mirage, CA
92270, Tel./Fax (619) 323-2000.
LIQUIDATING PERSONAL CLASSICAL COLLECTION. 30,000 LPs; 5000 broadcast reels. Catalog, $1.
MITMLP, Box #1, Bright waters, NY 11718.
AUDIOPHILE LPs: MFSL, CBS, Nautilus, Direct-Discs,
Quint, American, imports, collectibles, and others. William
Everett, 52 Pumpkin Delight Road, Milford, CT 06460-4238,
(203) 877-3911, 24 hours, 5th ring, machine.
VINYL IS STILL PLENTIFUL, but is it any good?! At
Better Records it sure is! Reviews? We don't need no stinking reviews! We like to rely on our own ears—that's why
there is no better source for vinyl that combines great
music with great sound! Free catalog! (800) 487-8611.

ATTENTION!
HOBBYISTS,MODIFIERS,BUILDERS
SONIC FRONTIERS Mail-Order Ports Dept.
A NORTH AMERICAS largest stocking detributor of
audiophile grade components!

CAPACITORS:
MIT MuleCop
WONDER CAP
RAMA
RIMIER
SOLER
Mute op
SIEMENS

•arn/Foil of Metolfted (RIO. POIX. PPNIFIp.
•Weed'. NH. FLIA CAPACITORM
-Series Ir. wchcles wIte
•NEW Sees"C" Claps to must Raw tn 1593 ,
-compact metalled Prod 111,n/loi poNProPYIene
-toad Mod
-0 complete ranoe CI rne1oRted polypropylene
•lernDet Roble TOSS leacel
-Pvt.:eked pokypropylane ozIol bah
-oyailobIe h 400V & 630V. In values Up to 2C0 uf!
kst, end Nit Potexiseviene from .01 ur to in uf.
-up to 1,5COV. Hoyt°. wire hods
IneILIRLe. GPIVP.Pylene horn 51 pt to 01 ut
-offered crt 630V oncl 2.5% tolerance. °Idol Moot.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:
CADDOCIC 1101.CO. MATSUSHITA resistors. RIMER. CARDAS. TEFLON.
AUDIOCWEST. DISCOVERY hookup Wee. HOT. EDISON PRICE. RIMIER. CARDAS.
SONIC FRONTIERS connectors. plugs ond jocks: ELIdA EUIALLCO CTS
ELECTROSLYTTCH. SONIC FRONTIERS. rotary and topple sAstcnes. NOIRE ALPS,
BOURNS .SONIC FRONTIERS pots on:1 oltenuotors. GOLD AFRO. RAM oncl NOS.
tubes. ANALOG DEVICES. LINEAR TECHNOLOGY op ompsfreguIators. PEARL
tube codee,. tube sockets electeotescs, diodes. semconcluctors. SIC.

Stackable, portable oak units

MONTHLY SPECIALS

DISCOUNTS UP TO 30% AVAILABLE!
%Cue CALL WRITE ^, FAO

,

hold all recording formats

Y IRIO PRODUCT CATALOGUE ,

SONIC FRONTIERS
INCORPORATED

760 PACIFIC ROAD, UNIT 019, OAKVILLE. ONTARIO, CANADA LAI. ettlS

TEL (416) 847-3245

FAX (416) 847-5471
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The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America
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and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stmeophile)
Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.
O.Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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Collection protection!

the

nest audio corn onents
rom around the world

Safeguard, organize & display your
valuable CD's, audio cassettes, videos &
collectibles in abeautifully handcrafted
solid hardwood cabinet by SORICE

Anodyne
Atma-sphere
Forst* turntables
*Forst* digital
High wire
Klyne
LA Audio
McCormack
*Meret Audio
Micromega
usical Design
NRG Control
OCM /Belles
ower Wedg
urist Audi
erence Li e
So ic Fronti rs
und-L
Syner .stic R search
Tran igur tion
Un ty A dio
Well em ered
an
ore

SORICÉ storage system components let you
custom-design the ideal unit for your needs.
Shown below is just one of many possible combinations made by stacking afull-size and half-size
cabinet on atoc-kick base. Choose from solid
wood or tempered glass doors and shelves, mirrored cabinet backs and 3styles of cabinet bases.
Our modular storage system allows for infinite
expansion as your collection grows. Versatile
no-slot design, moveable bookends and fully
adjustable shelves maximize space and simplify
organization. SORICÉ cabinets are available in
solid Cherry,Walnut, Teak and Golden, Brown
or Black Oak.

*just arrived
For FREE full-color literature and prices,
Write, call Toll Free 1-800-432-8005 or FAX
your name and address to 1-201-667-8688

soRice

P.O. Box 747-12, Nutley, NJ 07110

We accept Visa, MasterCard. American Express. Checks
and Money Orders. All Models come with a30 Day
Money Back Guarantee and aFull One Year Warranty.
318

We also sell many hard tofind
components, equipment racks,
phono cartridges, and accessories
11124 Sunshine Terrace
Studio City, California 91604

818-762 -1501 fax 818-752-9709
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CLASSICAL RECORD SALE. Our latest classical catalog is available Many audiophile collectibles and import
LPs. Large selection of mono, stereo, and digital. Write
or call for catalog. First Chair Records, PO. Box 629, Walkersville, MD 21793. (301) 845-8997.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected factorysealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative catalog ($3
overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefimtaine, Framingham, MA
01701.
RCA LSC "SHADED DOGS:' Mercury 90000, London
FFSS "Bluebacks," Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca,
rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, Fax (212) 496-0733, Harvey Gilman, 243 W 76th Si., Apt. 1B, New York, NY 10023.
IBUY SEALED AUDIOPHILE LPs (Mobile Fidelity,
Nautilus, etc.). William Hesler, 8765 Radbum Dr., Baldwinsville, NY 13027, (315) 635-2506 after 6pm EST
THE TREMENDOUS SOUND RECORDS catalog,
including classical, jazz, rock LPs, is available Write: Suite
184, 835 Deltona Blvd., Deltona, FL 32725, or call (407)
668-5706.

W ANTED
WANTED: OLD AND NEW, McIntosh, Marantz,
Dynaco, ARC, EV, Klyne, Levinson, Krell, Melos, Wilson,
Cello, C-J, JBL, Nestorovic, PS Audio, Classé, Quad, Vandersteen, Koetsu, Sequerra, Thiel, B&W, Fulton, Linn,
Ariston, etc.; tube/solid-state. (713) 728-4343, Fax (713)
723-1301, Maury Corb.
WANTED: PROTON AT-670 tuner. (202) 462-8443.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI and commercial amplifiers and
speakers. Altec, Jensen, Western Electric, McIntosh,
Marantz, Heath, Scott, Fisher, Eico, RCA, Dynaco, Brook,
etc. Power tubes: KT66, KT77, KT88, 6550, 6CA7, 807,
811A, 300A, 300B. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane,
Midwest City, OK 73110, (405) 737-3312.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/stereo)
old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy speakers, Sequerra
tuners, Krell, Levinson, ARC, Goldmund, Apogee Also
used wristwatches: Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rada, etc.
For trade: Krell MDA-300. Traveling often, NY-FL. (718)
387-7316 or (718) 384-4667, NY.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on used
audio components. Buying and selling all types. (509)
966-4431.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We buy
and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized dealers for
B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, Counterpoint,
etc. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650

VISA

Stores

The Cube

by Lorentz Design

306 CDs

or any combr,7,*
of CDs VHS Cossette≤

•
Feoturing our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots,
no plastic molds, no wasted space •Full-extension drawer
slides •From high quality oak veneers and hardwood •
23' Hx19 1/2' W x17 1/2' D•Fully assembled •Stackable •
Available In lJght, Medium, Dark Oil Stain (S225) &
Black (S235) -Plus shipping and handling.
To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403

Lorentz Design, Inc. •P.O. Box 277
209 Parkway Ave. N. •Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-4457-2468
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(706) 861-0282

VINYL REPRODUCTION like you've never heard. With
atotally different approach, it is now possible to discover
what is truly hidden in your LPs and shellacs. Provides
performance never thought possible. For further information: FM Acoustics Ltd., Seestrasse 5a, CH-8810 Horgen/Switzerland, id. 41-1-725 77 77, Fax 41-1-725 77 90

VINYL FOR SALE. Various sealed Mobile Fidelity and
Nautilus recordings. Call for list. Bob, (414) 467-0194, not
past lOpm CST

By oql2poitzttrzEnt

AUDIOPHILE LPs, CDs, and accessories! Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Chesky, Wilson, AudioQuest, Linn, Nitty
Gritty, Japanese and British LPs, Reference. .. many more,
in and out of print! Catalog, $2 in US. $4 elsewhere.
Refundable on first order! Info: (317) 778-2715, Fax: (317)
778-2669. Orden: (800) 782-3472, Elusive Disc, 1022 Rolling
Barrel Rd., Pendleton, IN 46064.

Acarian Systems
Acurus
Apogee
Arcici
Aragon
Audio Alchemy
B K
Centaurus
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
E.A.D.
Forte'
Fosgate
Kinergetics
Mordaunt-Short
Parasound
Philips
Premier
RC Audio
Revolver
Room Tunes
Ratel
SME
Siefert Research
Signet
Threshold
VP'
van den Nul
VMPS
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STEREOPHILE STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION (39 USC 3826)
1A. Title of publication: Stereophile.
16. Publication No.: 05852544.
2.
Date of filing: Oct. 1, 1993.
3.
Number of issues published annually: 12.
4.
Mailing address of known office of publication: 208 Delgado, Santa Fe, NM 87501.
. Mailing address of the headquarters of general business offices of the publisher: 208 Delgado,
Santa Fe, NM 87501.
6.
Name and address of Publisher: Mark Fisher, 208 Delgado, Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Editor: John Atkinson, 208 Delgado, Santa Fe, NM 87501.
Owner: Stereophile, Inc., P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
8.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1percent or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities: None.
9.
N/A.
Average No. Copies
Actual No. Copies of
Each Issue During
Single Issue Published
Preceding 12 Months Nearest to Filing Date (Vol. 16 No. 10)
10. Extent and Nature of Circulation:
A. Total No. Copies (press run):
78,610
78,238
B. Paid Circulation:
1. Sales through dealers and
carriers, street vendors,
and counter sales:
19,118
21,280
2. Mail Subscription:
51,808
51,078
C. Total Paid Circulation:
70,926
72,358
D. Free Distribution by Mail, carrier, or
other means, samples complimentary,
and other free copies:
1,464
877
E. Total Distribution:
72,391
73,235
Copies Not Distributed:
1. Office use, leftover, unaccounted,
spoiled after printing:
1,046
979
2. Return from News Agents:
5,173
4,024
G. Total:
78,610
78,238

Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.

ma Call us for expert advice on custom
home and theater sound systems at
affordable prices. We offer fast,
convenient shipping and provide
unparalleled service after the sale.

STEREOPHILE CLASSIFIED
(505) 983-9106

lia

REFERENCE
AUDIO.

VIDEO

310 517-1700 • FAX 310 517-1732
18214 DA1TON AVENUE, DEPT SP, GARDENA, CA 90248

IIBLEIU.
USISNSAo

Ils ALCHEMY

AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DYNAMIC •BOSE •CAL AUDIO LABS À
CARVER •CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWD
10.1cell Fla. :en ii,,ef y•giej àm Avinretite:Mf 01,71
HAFLER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFINITY •„C:1311/
LEXICON •MAGNUM/DYNALAB •McCORMACK •MUSE
NAD •NESTOROVIC •NHT •NILES •ONKYO •PARASOUND
PHILIPS •PIONEER •POWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC
PS AUDIO •ROOMTUN
TDK •THO
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NANCE •SOTARGET

a S•TICE. VELODYNE •VPI•AND MORE!
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A DVERTISER

INDEX

11-IE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If
any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

AAHEA
306
Acarian Systems
108
Accurate Audio Video
300
Acoustic Image
318
Acoustic Research
56
Acoustic Sounds
76-77.128
Adcom
62
a/d/s/ Technologies
128
Aerial Acoustics
120
Ambrosia Audio
316
Apogee Acoustics
86
Architectural Audio
287
ARS Electronics
292
Audio Advisor
258,266-268
Audio Classics
304
Audio Connection
296
Audio Den
303
Audio Haven
302
Audio Images
302
Audio Influx
248
Audiolab
236
Audio Nexus
292
Audio Outlet
280
Audiophile Selections
287
Audio Power Industries
234
AudioQuest
254,324
Audio Research
40
Audio Trading Times
294
Axiss Distribution
220
B&K Components
14
B&W Loudspeakers
12
Bay Area Audio
312
Billy Bags
315
BJ Audio
314
Bose Electronics
124
Bryston Manufacturing
216
Cable Company
272,286.289
CAIG Laboratories
250
Cambridge Sound Works
212
Cardas Audio
248
Cary Audio Design
66
Celestion
64
Chattanooga Valley Audio
319
Classé Audio
46
Conrad-Johnson Design
10
CSA Audio
290.293
Cumberland Audio
287
Definitive Audio
284
Denon America
50
Digital Ear
314
Discriminating Ear
286
Duntech
232
Elusive Disc
291
Energy Loudspeakers
122
Ensemble Audio Video
298
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Fairport Soundworks
302
Fried Products
55
Galen Carol Audio
300
Golden String
214,222
Goodwins Audio
297
Gryphon
230
Hafler
68
Hal's Stereo & Video
298
Harbeth
222
HAVE
301
Headroom
264
HiFi Jones
300
Highwire Audio
246
Hsu Research
250
lmmedia
238
Innovative Audio
92-93
Jadis
44
JM Lab
242
Joseph Audio
240
JPS Labs
287
JS Audio
304
KEF
30
Kief's Audio/ Video
260.274
Kimber Kable
248
Krell Digital
34
LAT International
51
Michele Lauren
300
Lodestar Audio Video
301
Lorentz Design
319
Lyle Cartridges
270
Madrigal Audio
58
Per Madsen Design
317
Magnum Dynalab
242
Martin-Logan
244
May Audio Marketing
234
McCormack Audio
244
McIntosh
82
Meridian
28
Mirage Loudspeakers
8
Mondial
2
Monitor Audio
42
Monster Cable
100
Muse Electronics
228
Music Box
299
Music Hall
236
NAD
20
NBS
224-225
Naim Audio
72
Nakamichi
102
New England Audio Resource
.256
New World Audio Direct
296
Nimtec
26
NoiseTrapper Products
246
Now Hear This
6
OCM
228
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Oracle
16
Original Cable Jacket
246
Overture
252
Paradigm
24
Paragon Acoustics
60
Parasound
48
Pass Laboratories
232
Phase Technology
96
Precision Audio & Video
310
Pro Musita
303
Quad USA
250
RCS Audio International
238
Reference Audio/Video
320
Reference Recordings
312
Resolution Audio
316
Rotel of America
18
Rowland Design Group
90
Sanas Systems
21
Savant Audio & Video
288
Sennheiser
84
Signet
74
Sonic Frontiers
22-23,317
Sorice
318
Sound & Music
286
Sound by Singer
114-115
Sound City
126
Sound Components
110
Sound Concept, The
302
Sound Connections
250
Soundex
278
Sound Goods
295
Soundings
288
Sound Resource
286
Soundworks
276
Stereo Dynamics
282
Stereo Exchange
210
Stereophile
320
Stereo Shoppe
315
Straight Wire
262
TARA Labs
36
Theta Digital
38
Thiel
80
Transparent Audio
106
Tubes By Design
294
Univocal
230
Vandersteen Audio
88
Vanguard
290
Velodyne
32
Wadia Digital
323
Weltronics
226
Westlake Audio
99
White Audio Labs
70
WireWorld
218
XLO Electric
52
Yakov Aronov Audio Laboratory . 240
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ast month 1mentioned the The Abso!ute
Sound's upcoming 20th-anniversary
banquet—an event which has since
happened, and very pleasurably too. The dinner
reminded me of their 15th-anniversary banquet, asomewhat larger affair; Harry Pearson
used that occasion to launch what is now called
the Academy for the Advancement of High End
Audio (AAHEA). 1
The Academy has recently announced some
good news: Kevin Miller, most recently sighted
publishing The Perfect Vision for the aforementioned HP, has begun serving as Managing
Director of the Academy, working with Joyce
Fleming (of McCormack Audio) and the Academy's Board and Executive Committee to make
high-end audio better, and better known to the
world at large. Associate memberships are
available to the general public for $25. In return
for your 25 clams you get aquarterly newsletter
containing high-end industry news, and get
to support an organization attempting to make
your non-audiophile neighbors much more
aware of the music-enjoyment hobby out of
which you get such akick. Occasionally there's
even an event—a reception at Stereophiles Hi-Fi
'93 show was one example—where members
of the general public get to hobnob with industry bigwigs via the Academy. Call Kevin at
(516) 759-2343 for the lowdown on how and
where to send money.
Some key high-end companies have lately
made the national news. Kathy Gornik of Thiel
has won the Entrepreneur of the Year award
for the Kentucky/Southern Indiana region, and
will go to aconvention in Palm Springs in
November where national winners will be
announced. Laura Hendershot of Counterpoint
was covered by national news media meeting
President Clinton on the White House lawn.
Counterpoint was presented as acompany
whose strong foreign exports make it an excellent candidate to be aided by the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), for which
Clinton is actively campaigning.
1Any ideas for abetter name? Academy of Audio Excellence
(AAE)? Great Sound Group (GSG)? Send suggestions to High
End Name, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
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In fact, many high-end audio companies
could be aided by this agreement. High-end
audio is something the United States is really
good at; opening up markets to the south and
north of us would be of great advantage to
high-end manufacturers. Canada is already
almost an open market for US high-end companies, but it is probable that the lower prices
predictable as aresult of the agreement would
increase total sales. Mexico—particularly a
Mexico whose economy had been energized
by NAFTA—looms as excellent potential for
high-end expansion. My experience is that,
among the class of Mexican people most likely
to be benefited by NAFTA, there is already
strong appreciation for American high-end
products of all kinds, but very limited availability. These people utterly belie the typical
image of Mexicans in the US. They are educated, sophisticated, and frequently aristocratic
—not much unlike their counterparts in the US
(except for the aristocratic bit). Idiffer with
Clinton on some issues, but I'm 100% behind
him on NAFTA (except that perhaps it's not
afree enough trade agreement).
In other company news, Harman International has now purchased 19.99% of Madrigal
Ltd. for the sum of $2.5 million (according to
Audio Week), plus "other valuable considerations" (according to Madrigal's Sandy Berlin).
Madrigal had agreed to be purchased by Harman back in 1990, but the deal fell through at
the last minute due to Harman's financial difficulties. Harman's fortunes have recently
improved, and they've been on abuying spree,
over the last year or so purchasing Audionics/
Fosgate, AKG, Lexicon, and now aportion of
Madrigal. The $2.5 million reportedly goes
directly to the company's treasury rather than
to current shareholders' pockets; this will
reportedly enable greater independence of the
shaky New England banking situation.
Stereophile also will have some exciting news
for its subscribers and for the industry, but
you'll have to watch this space next month in
order to get it. (Hint: By the time you reach this
page in the January issue, you'll already know
what that news is.)
—Larry Archibald
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Push the envelope!
In the world of high technology
the term "envelope" is used to describe the performance limitations
of the equipment. In the world of
music and wonder, adiverse
group of technically competent
products from AudioQuest lets
you expand the performance
envelope of your audio or video
system.
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CARTRIDGES, ARMS &ACCES:-

INTERCONNECT CABLES—

The common thread running
through all the AQ products is
that they offer the most improvement for the least money. No
system is so poor or so perfect
that using AudioQuest products
won't make awonderful improvement. The only proof is in the
products themselves -please put
us to the ultimate test -listen and
look for yourself.
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